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A
 major independent research company proved 
that the ADCXLMMK11 incurred no perceivable 

record wear over the life of your records!
Since thenAADC’s massive research programme has 
created anew state--0f-the art, top ofthe line model-the 
ZLMAliptic-designed for ultimate stereo performance 
combined with the concept of zero record wear 
Greatly reduced tip mass
The ZLM has a tiny nude diamond with a •004" x •008" 
rertctangular shank.
This achieves more lateral strength than the fashionable 
•006" square shank, plus a 110% reduction in mass.
The diamond is mounted on a new tapered stylus, which 
again reduces mass.
In fact, the ZLM has only half the tip. mass of the famous 
.ADCXLMAIIII
Less ^mass by patent
The patented Induced Magnet system, where the 
magnet is suspended over-the moving stylus ^m instead 
ofbeing attached to it, inherently means less mass for the 
record groove to move. This, coupled with major inno
vations in the pivot block stylus suspension (which have 
solved deficiencies in the old system), has resulted in 
tncatb improved frequency response characteristics.
New low-wear ^^^nC shape
The ZLM has a new tip shape that combines the advan
tages of the elliptical and Shibata shapes; while elimin
ating their disadvantages.

Shibata EllipticalAliptic

It is basically elliptical ( ^0003" x •0007"), but its bottom 
radius has been modified to extend the vertical bearing 
surface 9n the groove wall by I0()%.
Large enough to greatly reduce record wear, while still 
small enough to prevent dirt particles being reproduced. 
This new shape 1s calledALIEHC.™
^te best polish available
We decided it was worth the extra cost to get the ultimate 
polish for the ZLM.
The method involves a action to shape and polish 
evenly while forming the elliptical surfaces simul
taneously with the other radii. This Pathe-Marconi 
method is expensive, but the result makes another 
important contribution towards reducing record wear 
Spatial sound •

'll n a di dii

The new ZLM Alipticcartridge.

your records.

A Division ofBSRUm

That’s strictly for the competition with its peakier 
response.
The newZLMAliptic
The culmination of all ^ADCs research has resulted in the 
newZLMAliptic.
Its specifications below are some of the most impressive 
around, ^d witl:i each ^cartridge you receive an individual, 
signed, frequency response testimonial
Certain ZLMs fall within a range of±'l2db 101-lz to 20^^
and±ldB out to 26^Th
These rare cartndges are called ZLM Select and are only 
available on special order.
The best, ^^ridge we've ever made
The ZLM is without doubt the best cartridge we've 
ever made, but its well worth taking a closer look at the 
new ^^^ XLM II which incorporates all of the reduced 
mass accomplisnknents of the ZLM, but with a tiny 
elliptical diamond. This also indudes an individual 
specification.
Complementing the range, we have the new four- 
cartridge QLM^Mk II series, incorporating our new 
design criteria and exciting innovations like the Diasa 
(diamond + sapphire) elliptical tip.
ZLMA!iptic specifications

und qual

Please write for 
our illustrated 
brochure.

are easil-

Frequency response 1 OHz to 20 kHz ±ldB 
20kHz to 26kHz ±1 \\dB

Output 1. OmV per cm/sec
Output balance IdB max. diff.
Channel separation 30dB at lkHz/20dB at 10kHz

580mH
8200hmS

Nude Aliptic 
Y2 to 1 / gram

Diamond tip
Tracking force

Inductance
Resistance
Load resistance 47,1 )0(! (.) h r u s
Load capacitance 2 75p fi
Cartridge weight 5.75 grams_______________
Accessories Stylus brush, screwdriver, all

mounting hardware and signed 
frequency response curve.
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The new II.
Built by Castle to stand 
the test of time and taste.

Richmond 11 by Castle.
The latest development in the Castle range of quality 
speaker systems. Designed to give smooth listening 
pleasure over the widest variety of musical taste- 
for many years to come.

Retaining the basic design features and 
specification of its predecessor the Richmond II has 
a slightly larger (15cm) bass/mid-range unit and the 
front appearance has been redesigned to exploit the 
acoustic advantages of a reticulated foam grille.

The new Richmond II is an efficient speaker 
system, offering realistic sound levels, clear treble 
and excellent response throughout the full frequency

range, even with low power amplifcation.
As ever Castle maintains its formidable 

quality ensuring superb construction and finish by 
manufacturing both its own units and cabinets.

Finish. All Castle systems are hand finished 
in selected real wood veneer In teak, walnut, oak. 
mahogany and rosewood. With other quality finishes 
available to special order

See and hear the new Richmond II.
The latest Castle contribution to your 

listening pleasure. Use the coupon for detailed 
performance specification and the address of your 
nearest Castle appointed dealer

Castle
Acoustics 
Limited

, coupon serVIce J
Please provide me with I he full facts on the new Richmond [] and other 

| speakersysterns in the Castle Range.

! Name . _ _ . .. . __ _ ... |

I Address ... _ __________ . . ..... |
I
l__________________________________ HFCJ^

Post to
Castle Acoustics 
Shorlbank Road. 
Skipton.
North Yorkshire 
TeL Skipton (075ol "333
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DISCOUNT HI-FI, AUDIO & T.VA _____A___ * A V

iAÀa^Aaa À .A .L^A^ À^Ìaìà L A. A «A . A A»A aÌ
STOKE NEWINGTON^EcROYDONyHAMMERSMITH;

. aLT .^a U JL T
’EDGWARE RD^EBAKER STJ

LON DONS BEST SELECTION OF 
HI-FI ON DEMONSTRATION

BEST BUY RECOMMENDED
J.V.C. KD65
J.V.C. KD720
AIWA AD 6550
AIWA AD 6400 
HITACHI 900 
TAWDBERY 340 A 
SONY TCK 8B/7 
TEAC A 103
TOSHI BA PC 4360 
PIONEER CTF 4040 
TECHNICS RS 615

AKAi GXC 725D 
AKAi CS 702D 
TRIO KX 1030 
TECHNICS RS 631 
TECHNICS M 85 
SANYO RD 5300 2 
HITACHI D 220 
HITACHI 850 
TAWDVERY 320 
TOSHIBA PC 5460 
NEAL 302
SONY TC 1585 SD 
UHER CR 240

MOST AVAi LABLE AT COMPETITIVE PRICES 
FROM ANY OF OUR BRANCHES

MAIN AGENTS FOR
Aiwa, Armstrad, Akai, Armstrong, AR-Teac, Audio Technica, Chartwell, Celestion, 
Goodmans, Hitachi, IMF, JVC, Leak, Marantz, Memorex, Monitor Audio, National 
Panasonic, Nakamichi, Normende, Phillips, Pye, Pioneer, Revox, Sony, Sharp, Sanyo, 
Sansui, Toshiba, TDK, Trio, HMV, Ferguson, Thorens (Metrosound), Tannoy, Harman 

Kardon, KLH, Videotone, Wharfedale, Yamaha

CAPAYC
43 CHURCH STREET, CROYDON. 681 3344
207 BAKER STREET, W.1. 935 5451
272 EDGEWARE ROAD, W.2. 723 5304
131 KING STREET, W.6. 748 4747

92 STOKE NEWINGTON HIGH STREET, N.16. 
254 1739
334/336 EDGEWARE ROAD, W.2. 723 0916



The New Scotch 'Master Series'Cassettes.

SO FAR ADVANCED THE YM AKE 
EVEN THE BESTJAPANESE DECKS 

SOUND BETTER



Every time you put a cassette 
into your deck,it locks into 
several hundred pounds worth 
of advanced electronics.

In fac^tt becomes an integral 
part of your Hi-Fi system.

But just because it is the 
least expensive part,it doesn't 
haveto be the weakest link 
in the chain.

Scotch'Master Series'" Cassettes 
Biased to Meet the Best of

Japanese Standards

Before we developed our new'Master 
Series’ cassettes, we consulted the manu
facturers of the most advanced tape decks 
on the market;

This resulted in three new magnetic 
tapeformulations which m—heir optimum 
output on all high technology decks, 
especially thosewithJapanese bias settings.

An AdvancedTape for 
each Switch Position

Unlike many other tapes currently 
available, each ofthe three tapes in the 
Scotch'MasterSeries’ is totally new.

And between them, they represent the 
latest state of the art in theircompatibility 
withtheNormalfChromeand'Ferrichrome 
switch positions.

New Scotch Master I Cassette 
(Normal Bias 1'20ps EQ Switch Position)

Master! tape has a new ferricoxide 
formulation specially developed forthe 
‘normal’ switch position, and for decks with 
a pre-setbias.

Its maximum output is a full 4dB better 
than ordinary low-noise cassettes, coupled 
with a truly phenomenal performance i n 
thelowandmiddle frequencies.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

The New Scotch Master Series' Cassettes 
Have you caught up with them yet?

New Scotch Master II Cassette 
(Chrome Bias 7Ops EQ Switch Position)

Master!! tape is a high output, low-noise 
tape formulated from modified ferric oxide 
encapsulated with cobalt.

It has a 3 dB bettersignal-to-noise ratio 
and 2 dBbettersensitivity at low and high 
frequencies than normal chrome tapes. 
Without manyoftheirdistortion problems. 
And with low abrasion characteristics equal 
to the finest ferric oxide tapes.

New Scotch Master Ill Cassette 
(FeCr Switch fbsition)

As you would expect from the inventors 
offerrichrome tapes, the new Master Ill tape 
has a unique patented construction.

' 1 • his gives it 3 dH more maximum output 
at low frequencies, and 2 dB more at high 
frequencies thanchrome cassettes. In sheer 
output, in fact, it isjust about in a class of

! m O-.’v ..¡■■. <1 fmalum'n’kforomk-.ifldalai-iy 
i,:ood Hb Fi denier or (rum 3M Umtcd Kingdom Limited. 
Freepost. HrnekndllkibhrncRC121llR.

The Unique New CSX 
t Tape Guidance System

No matterhow good a tape is, it still has 
tosurvivea mechanical obstacle course 
before the sound reaches yourears.

We tackled it by takingthe whole 
cassette apart and re-designing it from the 
largest right down to the smallest component.

And the cassette shell is precision made 
of tough, translucent material. So you can 
see the tape working, even though you-can't 
hearitrunning.

*The precision rollers rotale on I ubricatcdstainless

;R!Uially creased andgraphitc-coated shims ensure 
a smooth windand reduce wow and flutter.*Six precision :aheguide posts keep the tape tracking 
properly acr oss the beads. .
*The felt padis mountedon a phosphor bronze spring.
*An anodised metal hum shield guards against stray 
magnetic fieldsbeingamplifiedby the playback head.
*A tcnsiliscd polyester leader absorbs the shock 
of winding and re-winding.
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For all thats best in HiTi -
Cavendish is your Choice!
Cavendish Sales - one of the best known 
names for quality Hi-Fi has just opened a com
pletely new showroom at 317 Whitechapel 
Road, London, El. Here there's just about 
everything from all the world's leading manu
facturers. Amplifiers, Receivers, Tuners, 
Turntables, Speakers, Dolby Cassette Decks 
and Dolby Music Centres ... it's all here. From 
single units to complete systems. And all at 
these hard-to-beat prices that have made 
Cavendish such afamous nameovertheyears. 
Plus they offer a f2_ersonai service which has 
become a vital part of Cavendish Sales policy.

Superb selection of top Cassette Decks
r Dur Price

£114.95
Pioneer CT F4040
New stereo dolby cassette 
deck with electronic muting, 
normaler Oi /e Ch tape facility 
full auto stop, W*F of 018^max

Aiwa AD 
6300

Our Priced

£126.95
Beautiful front loading Dolby 
cassette deck. Full auto-stop, 
oil damped cassette eject, cue & 
review and a W&F of only 0.09"»

r
i FOur Price

£89.95
^Our Priced

£99.95
Hitachi D220
Highly recommended stereo front 
loading Dolby cassette deck with 
full auto stop, bias equalisation 
and DC Servo motor.

Akai 702D
Attractive front loading Dolby 
stereo cassette deck with LN/ 
Chrome tape selector, overlevel 
recording limitor switch, tape pause 
control and an extremely low W&F.

AMSTRAD

AKAI
JVC KD 720
A high value investment in Hi-Fi 
- a Dolby stereo cassette deck 
with separate Bias/EO switches, 
full auto stoo. slanted operation 
panel, twin VU meters.

FERGUSON
HITACHI

2060 :050 
1070 
ma 

6JO0
'800

64QD 
::oo 
mo 
GX 340

725O 
GXC1400 
GXCI090 
GXP 300 
g:?510 D

lOlOll 
3214 
3180 
D. 220

2750 
ms

,0._BSO___

OUR PRICE 
8l95p 
49 9Sp 
99 95p

1l9.9Sp 
m.9Sp 
219.95p 
188.95p 
ll4.9Sp 
213.9Sp
81.95p 

199 9Sp 
26S.95p 
lS9.90p 
139.95p 
499.95p
99.95p 
B5_95p 
48.95p 
89 95p

141.95p 
4995p

JVC KO65

MARANTZ

PHIL UPS 
PIONEER

0. 650 
g sog
o. « 5 
KD— BS 
KO.JS 
KD95 
K0.15 
KD.2 
KD21

KOS.200 
'10

K0.10/S 
KD.25 
KO 5S 
BÙIO

I 700 II 
c; sso 
SODO 
Tl. 1000 1 i 
Dl.350 
2511 
W

11295p 
l259Sp 
1l9.%p 
t9S.9Sp 
POA 
POA 
'" 
POA

ROTH
SANSU I

SANYO

SHARP

129 95p 
POA 
POA 
PDA 
POA 
POA
16J5p 

!14.95p

SANSUI
SONY

9iq1
• W" 
CTF700 
RO.lOF

SC 200012002
SC JI00/3110
SC 2100/2110
A0.5300
A0.4250

5500
5055

ri. ?gM 
AT.3500

llSSH
SC.HOOISC.1110
TC m ssTC: :35
TC. 1 \8
TC 229
ELCASSETTE EL

219.95p 
J92.9Sp
192.9Sp
92.!Sp

1l9.95p
195.95p
11S.9Sp 
79.95p

184 95p 
:: 95
6L9Sp 

l219Sp

95.95b
129_95p
359.95p

76.95p
89 9Bp 

r 239.95b 
5 292:35bEL. J. 452.95o

TANBERG

TEAC
TECHNICS

TOSHIBA

YAMAHA

TC. 204
TC: 330
TCD.3100MUI
AA.!10
GC 005

66
"'
"'
'"1
"'
"'

PC 4020
:C: :g30
PC. 3060

KX 620
TC. 800 Gl
TC.511
TC. 800 0

124.95p 
m.35: 
1lS.95p 
POA 
:g: 
1JH5p

'" 
POA 
POA 
POA 
PO'

"' 
"'

Test onour comparitorsall the latest 
Hi-Fi from the following manufacturers:

Aiwa, Akai, Amstrad, Celestion, 
Castle, Ferguson, Garrard, Goodmans, 
Hitachi, JVC, Kef. Leak, Nakamichi, 
National, Philips, Pioneer, Rotel, 
Sanyo, Sony, Sharp, Sansui, Tannoy, 
Technics, Teac, Tandberg, Toshiba, 
Trio, Wharfedale & Yamaha.

CdVendirfi!
CASSETTI CENTRE »jaies

317 WHITECHAPEL RD.. LONDON El 
HI-FI CE NTR EJUST2MINS.WHITECHAPELUNDERGHDUNDSTN. 
279/283 WHITECHAPEL RD. LONDON El 
Ca C* o r- r-T f* c M T D C , Right next door to Whitechapel

AbOtl Itbtlvlnt Underground Station
Tel: 01-247 3453 24HourAnsweringService
Open 9am—6pm 4^^ Phone your Access/Barclaycard No.

Mon- im" Aii'i-yui l:'- forprompt u-hvcry



How lo use this book

The Editorial Introduction sets the scene for the 
project as a whole, giving some of the reasons for 
the decisions that had to be taken and some 
qualifications concerning the interpretation of the 
results.

The Consumer Introduction is written for the 
complete novice to cassette recording; inevitably it 
covers similar ground to material contained within 
other parts of the book, but the intention has been to 
provide as much basic information as possible with 
the minimum of technicalities.

The information contained within the Consumer 

Introduction, combined with the help of the 
Glossary at the back of the book, should enable the 
Technical Introduction to be tackled by even the 
uninitiated. This section describes in detail the 
methods adopted in testing the machines, both 
subjectively and in the lab, while explaining many 
of the reasons why these tests were carried out and 
putting some flesh on the bones of the CJ.

Then comes the main text of the Cassette Deck 

Revies, which illustrates and describes each 
machine in turn, discusses the results of the 
different tests in some detail, and summarises the 
performance of the machine in relation to its price. 
Many of the measurements and the frequency 
response graphs are shown on the right hand pages 
for easy comparison. It should be noted that about 
30% of the reviews are reprinted from the previous 
volume in the series, and are not therefore strictly 
comparable with the new tests, as some refinement 
and improvement in the test procedures has 
naturally taken place; it is particularly important to 
note that the frequency response graphs here use an 
'expanded' vertical scale compared to the latest 
reviews, so that deviations from 'flat' are relatively 
exaggerated 2: I, so please take particular care here 
— all reprinted reviews are identified at the top right 
of the relevant pages.

In some ways the most important section of the 
book is the Conclusions, which summarises the 
findings of the tests across the board. Each area of 
performance is examined and contrasts drawn 
between the best and worst-behaved machines. 
Similarly attention is drawn to machines that offer 
particular facilities in common, and comments 
made on the relative effectiveness of different 

design approaches. This is the section that pulls all 
the findings together, and puts the book as a whole 
into context, both with the past and to some extent 
the future.

The 'Best Buy' section is an attempt to make 
value judgements on performance and facilities 
offered at in relation to price. The machines are 
grouped into three, necessarily arbitrary, price 
bands, because the absolute relationship between 
price and performance is by no means linear.

Final section in the 'Cassette Deck' part of the 
book are the Overall Comparison Charts which 
allow the different performance parameters of all 
the machines to be compared easily, albeit some
what simplistically.

Next comes the Cassette Tape section which is 
intended to enable anyone to choose the best 
possible tape for machine and requirements, taking 
price into account. This is constructed in a similar 
way to the first section of the book but on a smaller 
scale, with its own introduction, the separation of 
the different tape types into groupings based on 
their technical performance and compatibility 
requirements a brief summary of the strengths and 
weaknesses of each different type, a 'conclusion' 
which summarises the current state of the market, 
and a detailed overall comparison chart to assist 
buyers in choosing the best tape for their needs.

The book has been constructed with some 
repetitions so that different sections are fairly 
complete within themselves, so it is possible to 
consult one particular section in isolation. But there 
is a limit to simplification, and readers are earnestly 
advised to consult as many sections as possible to 
build up a proper picture of the current state of the 
cassette medium. It is important to remember that 
this book is concerned not with choosing a cassette 
deck for you, but to help you make up your mind 
what cassette deck suits your requirements best, 
and then how to get the best results out of it.

Loudspeakers Erratum
Our apologies to readers and to Harbeth Loudspeakers fora
proof-reading slip in line 5 column 2 page 84 of the
Loudspeaker book, where the figure 7.5 should read 1.5.
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Hearing is Believing

AIWA6550

Being a Family Business we are interested 
in your long term satisfaction; and we will 
go to a great deal of trouble to assist genuine 
clients. Demonstration by prior appointment. 
Our top systems are delivered and set up in 
the customers home at no extra charge.

From the range of "Best Buys" we particu
larly recommend the AIWA 6550 which 
delivers a superb performance when set up 
by our engineer.

WA. Brady& Son
401 SMITHDOWN ROAD, LIVERPOOL 15

Mail order and export enquiries welcome 
Access, Barclaycard and H.P. terms

Phone 051-733 6859
Closed all day Wednesday

LUNCH l-2.15pm

Better Equipment Better Prices

Trio ICX1030
Neal 302

A.D.C., AIWA, AKAi, ARMSTRONG, B&W, BOLIVAR, BOSE, CAMBRIDGE, CELESTION, 
CORAL, DAHLQUIST, DUAL, ENIGMA, FONS, FORMULA 4,GALE, HARBETH, l.M.F., 
LINN ISOBARIK, LINN SONDECK, LECSON, LUX, MARANTZ, MICHELL, MICRO SEIKI, 
MISSION, MONITOR AUDO, N.A.D., NEAL NIGHTINGALE, QUAD, REGA, ROGERS, 
ROTEL, S.M.C., SANSUI, J.E., SUGDEN, SUPEX, TANDBERG, TANGENT, TEAC, TRIO, 
T.V.A., UHER, VIDEOTONE, etc. etc.

and

5-6 HARRIS ARCADE, FRIAR STREET 1 YORK PLACE,LONDON ROAD 
\ READING, BERKS. TEL. (0734) 585463 BRIGHTON. SUSSEX (0273) 695776



CORRECT ALIGNMENT IS
VITAL FOR ANY
TAPE MACHINE

*Whichever cassette deck you choose, unless it is correctly set up, you will not get the 
performance it is capable of.

*We are able to set bias, azimuth alignment, record/replay equalisation and check all 
other parameters such as wow and flutter and tape speed using the most sophisticated 

test equipment and our comprehensive library of test tapes.

*Of course we can also give comparative demonstrations of any cassette decks we stock - 
phone for details of hourly appointments.

A complete service to ensure your chosen cassette deck really does give the performance 
you expect and pay for

We stock cassette decks 
by:- AIWA, AKAi, DUAL, 
HARMAN KARDON, JVC, 

NAKAMICHI, ROTEL, TEAC, 
TECHNICS. TRIO and 

YAMAHA.

AudioT 190 West End Lone 
London NW6ISQ 

Tel. 01-794 7848
The Audio Consultants ^-^ 11-6 Ttus-Fri 11-7 tot 0-5



Have a close look at Sanyo- 
everyone else has!

For instance, this magazine; which recommended these Sanyo products 
and voted them best buys. Take a closer look at Sanyo - it's worth it!

DCA 1001 Stereo Pre-main Amplifier 
provides 50 watts of I

continuous power at 8ohms ffFFICHOlCE 
with both channels driven. AMPLIFIER____

BEST BUY

TP 1100 Direct Drive 2 speed stereo 
turntable. Direct driven platter is operated 
by a brushless DC Motor. 4 *" " "
Recessed stroboscope, ffFFICHOIC[
cueing and anti-skate devices. \ turntable /

BESTBUY

ffl•FI CHOICE
_MUSiC CENTRE /

G2711 Super 2 Music Centre. Features 
2-speed turntable, MW, LW, FM and FM
Stereo waveband radio. 
Versatile built-in Dolby 
cassette recorder/ player.

BESTBUY

RECOMMENDED

RECOMMENDED ’

G2811KL Music Centre. Features belt driven 
2-speed turntable, magnetic cartridge and 
diamond stylus. LW, MW, SW 
and FM wavebands can be ffFFI CHOICE 
sensor touch pre- selected. \ music centre 7

Hi-Fi 1 Speakers. Strongly recommended 
by Hi-Fi Choice these speakers, give 
excellent reproduction from the compact 
teak enclosure and 4- —

like all Sanyo products, B-fi choice

offer quality with value sPEAK™—/

for money.

SANYO
at the touch of a switch



Editorial Inlroduclion

This is the third volume of Hi-Fi Choice to deal 
with Cassette Decks, and each of these has been 
written by Angus McKenzie, although this is the 
first to be done under the current publisher and 
editor. No-one can seriously challenge Mr 
McKenzie's pre-eminence in this field, so the 
book is very much a sequel to the previous 
volumes in terms of the procedures adopted and 
general style, although there are naturally a 
number of refinements. The book has been almost 
completely rewritten, the only direct reprints from 
the previous volume being the repeats of the 
machines that were tested then and are still 
available now as far as we can establish, and the 
Glossary.

In fact it was something of a surprise to realise 
how few models from less than two years ago were 
still available, and indeed discover that some 
models (like ships in the night) had been and gone 
within this brief timespan, to remain forever 
untested by ourselves! Happily this does not seem 
to be entirely change for change's sake; the 
machines today are better than their predecessors, 
and also in general cheaper, and it was indeed 
remarkable how well some of the cheaper 
machines performed in absolute terms, even 
though they lack some of the sophistication and 
features of the more expensive models.

This rapid model obsolescence has also been 
accompanied by a considerable increase in the 
total number of models available, so a decision 
was made at the start of the project to restrict the 
number of machines that we would test rather 
than omit the cassette tape section which is so 
important in getting the best performance out of a 
machine. So the overall package is much the same 
size as before (after eighteen months and with no 
price rise!), with some 36 machines chosen after 
listening tests on some 50 submitted by manu
facturers, plus an additional 14 reviews from the 
previous book and a totally new cassette tape 
section.

Every attempt has been made to retain a proper 
historical perspective on the previous projects, but 
some caution is advised when trying to make 
comparisons between machines tested in the 
previous volume and the latest tests, because 
circumstances and frames of reference are bound 
to shift slightly over the intervening time span. We 
have also attempted to look forward a little as 
well, paying particular attention to the now 
imminent arrival of iron tape formulations, for 

example, although sadly we were unable to 
investigate . the new Toshiba ADRES noise 
reduction system (which is claimed to offer dbx 
performance without the disadvantages), as 
samples could not be obtained in time for 
deadlines.

There is perhaps some incongruity in myself 
acting as editor for this particular topic, as my 
public attitude to the cassette medium has been 
somewhat negative. But this does not in any way 
affect my ability (disability?) to do the editing, and 
I can honestly say that I had rather more respect 
for the medium at the end of the listening tests 
than I had begun with (although remaining still 
very much a disc man at heart). Being somewhat 
unfamiliar with the medium, I have deliberately 
avoided interfering with the project, although I 
was pleased to be invited to join some of the 
listening tests.

Similarly, I have not made significant altera
tions to Angus' style; while I know that some have 
criticised him for being too personal and perhaps 
rather 'resonant' in some areas, I feel that some 
measure of personality is an essential part of the 
book, and that it is better to allow such a work to 
assume a degree of personality than to become 
impersonally authoritarian. The perspicacious 
reader should have no difficulty in equating these 
personal traits with his own, to enable the book to 
be the source of advice that is intended

From my viewpoint I can wholeheartedly 
endorse the findings of the project in general, and 
areas of disagreement were quite trivial, personal, 
and of little significance — a slight difference of 
interpretation of the term 'dynamic range' and my 
own scorn for such ergonomic features as 'detent 
action' rotaries and rack mounting handles on 
domestic equipment being typical examples! 
Within the unavoidable limitations ot single
sample testing, I find it difficult to imagine how 
the project could have been improved. Editorial 
thanks are due to Angus McKenzie himself, but 
also the members of his team: Roger Morley, 
Peter Willison, Barbara Meakins and of course 
Fiona McKenzie. Paul Messenger
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Consumer introduction

Introduction
This section is intended to explain in simple 
everyday language the basics of the cassette 
medium. It is neither easy to describe an inter
linked system such as this in a sequential manner, 
because each part is dependant on the others, nor 
can one be rigorous without introducing jargon 
and technicalities, so there will be some overlap 
with and some gaps compared to the Technical 
Introduction and Conclusions. With the help of 
this section and the Glossary, even the completely 
uninitiated should be able to tackle the Technical 
Introduction, which is really essential to acquire a 
good idea of the ins and outs of cassette recording.

By now everyone must be familiar with the 
actual cassettes themselves. All based on the 
original Philips patent and license, there are a 
number of standard features that are best 
described by reference to a diagram (fig I). Not 
visible in the diagram are small removable plastic 
lugs on the back edge, which are sensed by a small 
probe inside the machine. If these are removed, as 
they are as a matter of course in pre-recorded 
Musicassettes, the 'record' function is 
immobilised, and there is no danger of accidental 

•erasure. If a lug has been removed, and it is later 
decided to re-record the cassette, a piece of 
adhesive tape across the gap is sufficient to re
store recording capability. Another lug/probe 
system is sometimes used to carry out the bias and 
equalisation switching required to use different 
tape types automatically, particularly on 
European decks. But tape technology changes and 
different requirements have made such switching 
permutations rather complex, so this is now 
normally accomplished manually on the 
machine's operating panel.

Turning now to the cassette deck, the word 
'deck' describes a machine designed primarily to 
be used in a hi-fi system, connected to an 
amplifier or receiver, and such machines do not 
include power amplifiers for driving loudspeakers. 
(The portable decks often include a modest amp 
and speaker for location monitoring and most 
decks supply adequate drive for a headphone 
socket.) The deck can be conveniently divided 
into four sections: the tape transport mechanics; 
the record, replay and Dolby electronics; the 
'interfacing' electronics for connecting the 
machine to other components; and the various 
features and facilities provided. Each of these 
areas will be examined in turn, albeit cursorily in 

this section; a more detailed examination is to be 
found in the Technical Introduction.

All the decks are assumed to be stereophonic, 
which means that each recording requires two 
separate channels of information. In the cassette 
system these are placed side by side and occupy 
less than half the width of the tape; when the 
cassette is turned over so that it runs back in the 
other direction, the remaining width of tape comes 
into contact with the heads and two more channels 
are recorded, so that each cassette can make a 
single stereo recording in each direction. Mono 
machines use a single mono head instead of the 
double stereo one, and can thus read a stereo tape 
and produce a mono signal from the two channels, 
while conversely the stereo head can read a mono 
tape giving identical output from each channel and 
hence a mono signal. This elegant mono/stereo 
compatibility of the medium has contributed in no 
small way towards making the system widely 
acceptable.

The development of the cassette
It was about the middle sixties when the first tape 
recorders based on the Philips Compact Cassette 
began to appear, and at the time few people could 
have anticipated the impact this system was going 
to have in the field of home entertainment. Tape 
recorders of the reel-to-reel variety had enjoyed 
good sales on the domestic market during the 
fifties, but the machines never achieved truly 
widespread acceptance because many of the 
operations, particularly tape threading, tended to 
be regarded as too complex by the uninitiated. 
The cost of unrecorded tapes was about the same 
as a disc of equivalent playing time (particularly 
when the advent of stereo doubled tape 
consumption), and the cost of the machines was 
much higher than for a record player of similar 
quality.

The idea of a cassette system was not new, 
indeed Grundig who were a household name for 
domestic reel-to-reel recorders in the fifties and 
sixties had attempted to launch a system similar to 
the now almost universal Compact Cassette some 
years previously. But the Philips became the 
international standard, for reasons to do with 
timing, marketing and the like. One key factor was 
that Philips took the bold step of offering other 
tape manufacturers the rights to produce hardware 
and software to the Compact Cassette standard 
without payment of any fees or royalties. So other
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The development of the cassette system

tape and machine manufacturers had the oppor
tunity to enter a new market without feeling that 
they were doing Philips any favours or trading at a 
disadvantage.

Widespread availability of the software and 
large scale manufacture of cheap low voltage 
machines for battery operation opened up a 
completely new market very quickly, paralleling 
the earlier growth of the transistor radio, and 
becoming very much the alternative to this 
ubiquitous device — so much so that one of the 
biggest market growth areas is currently the 
combined radio/cassette recorder. Other 
important factors which were all part and parcel of 
the portability of the cassette system were its 
possibility for use as an alternative to the radio in 
a car, almost ousting the competing 8-track 
‘continuous loop' system in the process, and its 
obvious superiority to the disc in all other portable 
situations. Under the title Musicassette, the pre
recorded cassette was paralleling the major disc 
releases, inspired by Philips involvement in the 
recorded music business, and people were already 
pronouncing the death of the disc and its 
replacement by this little scratch-proof plastic 
box.

Throughout this early development, the hi-fi 
world raised its collective eyebrows. This new 
standard had made two great sacrifices in the 
cause of compactness, namely reduced tape width 
and tape running speed, which marred the high 
frequency performance, increased the hiss levels 
unacceptably and severely restricted the dynamic 
range. But the standard was becoming so 
widespread that it was impossible to ignore: 
obvious advantages included the dramatically 
reduced tape costs compared to reel-to-reel, and 
people wanted to make good quality tapes at home 
for replay in their cars. All that was needed was a 
catalyst, which appeared in the form of an 
engineer named Ray Dolby. Dolby, by a clever 
piece of electronic jiggery-pokery succeeded in 
almost completely solving the problems of tape 
hiss at a stroke, and one of the main constraints on 
its hi-fi application was removed.

The typical hi-fi consumer proved to be as 
easily wooed by the seductive ease of the system 
as had his less pretentious compatriots some years 
previously, and despite various other technical 
weaknesses the cassette deck became a frequent 
addition to the hi-fi shopping list. Early machines 
with pretensions to high quality were the original 

Advent in the US and Nakamichi in Japan, but 
the transport mechanisms of these examples 
were crude and insufficiently stable. The Wollen- 
sak transport was then introduced by 3M and 
showed that many of these problems could be 
overcome, and the mechanism was and is still 
being used by Advent, the British company 
NEAL, and Wollensak themselves with varying 
degrees of success.

While many of the early machines had 
transport difficulties, another limiting factor was 
the tape itself, whose magnetic and mechanical 
performance was then far worse than one 
normally finds today. Indeed the improvements 
that have been made over the last eight years are 
nothing short of dramatic, and the stimulus 
provided by the 'impossible' task of achieving hi-fi 
performance from the tape itself has paid off 
handsomely. It is probably true to say that the 
improvements in tapes alone have given more 
benefit than even the introduction of Dolby 
circuitry itself. In absolute terms the mechanical 
performance of the decks has not improved enor
mously from the standards set by Wollensak, but 
mechanisms of similar and better quality with less 
mechanical noise have become available at a far 
lower cost, while improved ergonomics, head 
technology and electronic circuitry have all played 
their part in bringing about significant overall 
improvements.

The best, and not necessarily the most 
expensive, of today's machines, when used with 
the right tapes, can give a level of performance 
that would satisfy the great majority of hi-fi users. 
Some purists will still shun the medium, and there 
are undoubtedly areas that remain for improve
ment, but recent history suggests these will be^ 
accomplished in time.
Tape recording basics
Tape recording is one of the two means commonly 
available for storing a musical performance, and 
one of the three different program sources 
available to the consumer (the other two being 
disc and radio broadcast). It is unique in 
combining these two functions in one domestic 
package. The process consists of passing 
'magnetic tape' across a record head that imposes 
a signal or coding of the programme upon the tape; 
this signal can be retrieved by passing the tape 
back across a replay head (sometimes the same 
head with the appropriate switching circuitry) 
where the code generates a much smaller
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A typical cassette deck

Fig. l. The compact cassette
Tape travelling L to R in a simple machine.
1. erase head slot
2. record/replay head slot
3. capstan/pinwheel drive.
(note inbuilt p.essure pad)

Fig. 2. Typical Simple Cassette Deck

I. Mains on/off switch
2. Cassette bay
3. Record lever
4. Fast rewind lever
5. Play lever (with 'record' for recording
6. Stop lever
7. Fast forward lever
8. Pause lever
9. Bias switching

I 0. Equalisation switching

11. Microphone jack sockets
12. Headphone socket
13. Headphone level control
14. Record level control (dual ganged)
15. Replay level control (dual ganged)
16. Tape counter
I 7. Memory function
18. Record level meter
19. Peak level LED
20. Record mode indicator
21. Dolby mode indicator
22. Dolby on/off switch
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I'd like to find out more about Ortofon cartridges.

Name

Address

Complete and return to: Harman (Audio) U.K. Ltd.. 
St. John's Road,Tylers Green, High Wycombe, 
Bucks. HP10 8HR. Telephone: Penn (049 481) 5221.

ortofon
accuracy in sound

. We hate to admit it.
But when you make nothing but small 

products the chances are that sometimes you may get 
overlooked.

So although we can well understand why those big, 
shiny receivers, amplifiers and loudspeakers will make your 
heart beat faster, don’t forget that the smallest parts are very often 
the most important ones.

Especially when it comes to Hi-Fi equipment.
To cut a long story short-we at Ortofon have for more than half 

a century now designed and manufactured some of the finest pick-up 
‘ cartridge systems in the world—not to mention our line of professional

cutting equipment used by leading record companies (Don’t just take our 
word for it. Listen to the reviewers).

The M20 FL Super, for instance, has been regarded as one of the most 
outstanding magnetic cartridges in every test made since its presentation in 1977. 

It is based on Ortofon's exclusive, world-patented Variable Magnetic Shunt 
4 ' (VMS) principle and incorporates the Fine-Line diamond. Among its many features are high 

channel separation (27 dB at 1 kHz), low distortion, minimal record wear and a superb three- 
dimensional sound. Frequency response is 10 Hz-25 kHz and it works with a tracking force of 
1.25-1.75 grams.

Taken together, these provide an audible improvement to any high fidelity system.
As, by the way, will each and every Ortofon cartridge.
If you are a believer in the importance of little things, go along to your nearest 

Hi-Fi dealer and listen closely to a selection of cartridges from Ortofon.



Tape recording basics

electrical signal for amplification and replay.
The tape itself consists of a flexible plastics 

backing on which is deposited a carefully 
controlled coating of special metal-oxide particles. 
The chemical makeup of these particles endows 
them with magnetic properties, and small 
magnetic fields can be generated within them. In 
fact the tape coating consists of a myriad of these 
small magnetic fields, which are arranged hap
hazardly when no recording has been made. The 
recording and playback heads consist of coils 
wound on iron or other formers with a small gap 
across which the tape passes. When a signal is fed 
into the coil it generates a magnetic field in the 
gap, which changes according to the signal being 
applied. If a tape is dragged past the gap, this 
changing magnetic field is ‘printed' on the 
particles in the tape. When at a later date the tape 
is again dragged across the gap, a (much smaller) 
signal is generated in the coils which should be a 
replica of the original, and this can then be 
amplified.

Some electronic considerations
So we have a system which can ‘map' a signal 
onto a magnetic material, but this is only part of 
the way towards recording and playing back a 
music signal with any degree of fidelity. In order 
to map the information accurately, the system 
should respond with equal sensitivity to all the 
frequencies to which the human ear can respond 
(at the very least, and some engineers would claim 
subsonic information is also important). The 
system must also be able to respond accurately to 
changes in sound level, so that the loud stays loud, 
the soft soft and the crescendo crescends! In fact 

the human ear can hear frequencies between 
20Hz and l 6kHz (the abbreviation Hz meaning 
cycles per second which corresponds to the pitch 
of the sound).

One other essential function for a tape recorder 
is to erase the tape that is about to be recorded, 
and this is accomplished by passing the tape over 
an erase head before it reaches the record head. 
This carries a signal that oscillates at a very high 
frequency with plenty of current and effectively 
jumbles up any previous magnetic code on the 
tape. A small proportion of this erase signal is fed 
to the record head and mixed with the signal being 
recorded to enable the tape to make a recording of 
reasonably low distortion. This is known as the 
bias current, and while it is needed to reduce 
distortion, it also partly erases the high frequency 
signals, so considerable electronic boost or 
equalisation has to be applied by the deck 
amplifiers at high frequencies on both record and 
replay (see Technical Introduction).

Matching with external equipment
To make any decision about compatibility 
between the cassette deck and the rest of a hi-fi 
system it is of course necessary to know the 
relevant parameters of the amplifier or receiver, 
namely the tape input sensitivity and impedance 
and tape output level and impedance. Sensitivities 
are normally quoted as a minimum while output 
levels tend to be quoted as a maximum, so the 
cassette deck should have a somewhat higher 
output than the amplifier's tape sensitivity, while 
the cassette deck's input should be slightly more 
sensitive (ie a lower figure) than the amplifier's 
tape output level. As a rule of thumb, when using

|0.6mm 
t0.3mm

0.6mm

t O.7mm

0.6mm
10.3mm 
t 0-6mm

Typical track dimensions for domestic use in cassettes
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Compatibility; mechanical considerations

phono interconnections signals prefer to travel 
from a low to a high impedance. The German 
DIN standard is the opposite, so when using these 
sockets to interconnect, the signals will go from a 
very high to a substantially lower impedance. It is 
frankly not possible to explain this adequately 
without getting the reader and writer tangled up in 
technical terminology, so it is best to leave the 
explanations to the Technical Introduction and 
hope .that this is sufficient to satisfy the practical 
needs of the non-technical reader. The reviews 
also include details on the maximum acceptable 
input signal, known as the clipping point, which 
should not be exceeded by the amplifier source 
signal.

Most cassette decks and amplifiers contain both 
DIN and 'phono' sockets for interconnecting 
equipment. These employ somewhat different 
standards, and it is always advisable to use one or 
the other type exclusively. and avoid situations 
where a phono output is connected to a DIN input 
or vice-versa. It is also a good general rule to use 
the input and output level controls on the cassette 
deck somewhere towards the middle of their 
operating ranges to avoid noise or clipping 
problems, so if there is a choice of input 
sensitivities, this may be the deciding factor.

Mechanical Considerations
If one is going to make a 'magnetic model' of a 
piece of music by passing the tape across a 
recording head, and then 'reconstitute' the music 
at a later date, it is obvious that the tape must be 
passed at exactly the same speed each time — an 
engineering impossibility. What happens in 
practice is that small variations exist that distort 
the signal to some extent, and these are usually 
known as wow, flutter and drift. A single note may 
thus suffer a slight change of pitch which can be 
detected as very long (drift) or short (wow) 
variations or 'blurring' (flutter). The situation is 
often made worse (though not necessarily more 
detectable) when increasingly complex music 
signals are used. and as anyone with a strong 
interest in music will appreciate, it is the easily 
lost subtleties that are the most important part of 
any performance.

Things are not made any easier by the inherent 
constraints of the cassette format. which was 
never originally conceived as a hi-fi medium of 
course. Superior results could probably be 
achieved if the tape itself could be isolated from 

the mechanical and physical limitations of its 
housing for record and replay (a feature of the 
commercially unsuccessful Elcaset system), but 
while some designers have shown considerable 
ingenuity in this respect, the actual mechanics of 
the tape itself still have a significant effect.

The cassette machine therefore has an 
extremely complex mechanical task to accom
plish, which involves passing the tape across the 
heads with no speed variation or vibration while 
being subject to various frictional forces. The 
heads themselves provide one element of friction; 
the two reels of tape must be correctly tensioned 
when they are of both large and small diameters at 
the beginning and end of the tape, and this is 
usually accomplished using a frictional clutch 
system. To make matters worse, the hum fields 
and vibrations from the motors used must not be 
allowed to interfere with the position of the tape 
relative to the heads or cause undue heat either. 
'Three-head' decks, where the record and replay 
heads are separated so that the design of each can 
be better optimised and off-the-tape monitoring 
employed, have been criticised on the grounds 
that the increased complexity of the mechanical 
problems involved makes for more problems than 
the system's other advantages are worth.

These are merely the most obvious problems in 
maintaining the flow of the tape past the heads, 
whilst maintaining at the same time close and 
consistent contact between head and tape. Other 
mechanical considerations involve allowing the 
tape to be fast-wound at a reasonable speed and 
changing from one function to another without 
causing any damage or stretching the tape. A 
further area of importance that is unfortunately 
rather beyond the scope of the report concerns the 
long term consistency and reliability of the 
transport mechanism, which can be quite difficult 
to maintain when dealing with such fine 
tolerances. Indeed all the inherent mechanical 
problems of tape recording in general tend to be 
magnified in the cassette format, partly because of 
the fine tolerances involved and the dependance 
on mass-produced software mechanics. but also 
because the low overall tape. speed used will show 
a greater percentage charge for the same actual 
fluctuation than would be detected at a higher 
speed.

Ergonomics, Features and Facilities
Often these appear to be the only things that
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Facilities; tape heads

distinguish one cassette deck from another, and 
naturally they are largely a matter of individual 
taste. One golden rule however remains — all 
features must be paid for! The only essentials are 
good electronics and transport mechanism, meters 
that allow one to make consistently clean low- 
noise recordings and the Dolby processing 
circuitry. Separate channel input and output 
controls can be useful, and auto-stop mechanisms 
for the motors are nearly always provided these 
days.

Those intending to do field recordings may find 
microphone mixing facilities useful, and some 
machines offer a battery/mains option and are 
ergonomically oriented towards portable work 
whilst being equally suitable for use as part of a 
home hi-fi system. Most machines are fitted with a 
headphone monitoring output, and this could be 
particularly useful for the field recordist; the 
individual reviews point out whether the head
phone amp is suitable for the different types of 
headphone commonly available (high and low 
impedance types). If any serious use is expected 
to be made of this facility, the volume should be 
easily controllable, which not all machines offer.

It appears that the gods that define public taste 
have decreed that most current cassette decks 
should be front-loaders! Most of the latest 
machines have adopted this layout, which is 
certainly a welcome alternative to the horizontal 
or slant loading options, but its almost universal 
adoption appears to restrict rather than extend 
choice. The most suitable format will be dictated 
by the layout and height of the home installation, 
but in my experience the top-loaders are most 
suitable for a system on low shelving, the slant 
loaders give the most useful compromise, and the 
front loaders are most practical for high shelf 
mounting and vertical stacking (watch out for hum 
fields and heat from power amps here!).

Meters come in a variety of different con
figurations, and their performance and practicality 
is discussed within the review text; certainly if the 
simple 'VU' type is provided, a peak indicator 
light is a very useful addition. Some of the 
machines offer facilities that can help improve the 
sound quality, such as user-adjustable heads to 
ensure that the machine is properly aligned and 
continues to work as well as it is capable. Variable 
bias is also sometimes fitted, and this is 
particularly useful if one wishes to use the 
machine with a wide variety of tape types.

Head Configurations and Types
While the majority of cassette decks use two 
heads — one for erase and the other for record 
and replay — a number of the more expensive 
machines split the record and replay functions by 
providing separate or twinned heads. One indis
putable advantage is that a recording can be 
monitored directly from the tape as it is being 
made, so it is easy to ensure that everything is 
going right and avoid later disappointment if 
something has gone wrong (this is true of nearly 
all three-head machines although there are one or 
two exceptions). The off-tape monitoring also 
enables instant comparisons to be made against 
the source being recorded, which can be extremely 
useful when setting a machine up, adjusting bias 
or azimuth, or checking for compatibility with 
different tape types. Another inherent advantage 
of separating the record and replay heads arises 
because a combined head is inevitably a com
promise between the two functions, and all other 
things being equal, separating the heads should 
enable each to be better optimised for its task and 
hence provide better overall performance.

But all other things are not necessarily equal. 
Once again one comes back to the fact that the 
original Compact Cassette format was never 
originally intended for hi-fi or professional 
applications, and it is extremely difficult to find 
room to squeeze an extra head into the limited 
number of apertures offered by the cassette 
housing itself. Moreover if an extra head is 
squeezed in, it may degrade the mechanical per
formance of the deck by adding extra friction. 
Furthermore the physical constraints on the size 
of the head or its necessary proximity to another 
head may cause electromagnetic interference or 
involve compromises as significant as those the 
designer is trying to avoid.

So while the 'extra head' is probably very 
useful, it is not always the panacea that the 
advertisement copywriter would have one believe. 
The reviews themselves will draw attention to the 
three-head facility when offered, and also point 
out whether any problems were encountered.

A number of different head materials are used 
in current machines, including permalloy, ferrite 
and sendust to name but three. Once again copy
writers have the habit of implying magical 
properties to the particular variation adopted by 
their manufacturer. But a machine's performance 
can be limited in all manner of ways, and it is
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Celestion
the British 
loudspeakers 
that bring 
home the 
world of sound Only one thing can improve 

a British speaker ... an Italian voice!

“Cest si bon .. .’ow you say? 
British sound, eets so good!”

The Poms are renowned for their 
two most outstanding products 

... us Aussies and loudspeakers.

“We think your British speakers 
are just wonderful".

“Der British haf vays 
of making us listen!"

Rola Celestion Ltd., Ditton Works, Foxhall Road, 
Ipswich, Suffolk IP3 8JP. Telephone: Ipswich f0473j 73131. 

Cables: Voicecoil Ipswich. Telex: 98365.



Gelling the besl from a machine

again safer to place one's trust in comprehensive 
tests that do not rely on specific magic formulae. 
Certainly head design is vital, it is difficult to 
optimise all the conflicting variables, and certain 
head types do confer certain advantages in terms 
of saturation, overload characteristics, and head 
life. But apart from the last, such advantages will 
be shown up by our testing procedures if they do 
indeed exist.

Getting the best from the machine
There are three factors that need to be taken into 
account when trying to maximise the performance 
of a particular machine. First the machine should 
be accurately adjusted electronically so that there 
are no errors of equalisation or Dolby tracking. 
Secondly the machine must be aligned to get the 
best performance out of the chosen tape or group 
of tapes and the correct type of tape must be used. 
Thirdly, the tape heads, and to a lesser extent the 
tape guides, must be kept clean. Some cassette 
types include a cleaning 'leader' section at the 
beginning and end of the tape, while 'special 
cleaning' cassettes may also be purchased. Both 
these can be useful if it is difficult to get at the 
heads of the machine, but if head access is easy, it 
is usually cheaper and more effective to use cotton 
buds moistened with isopropyl alcohol (isopro
panol) — several years supply can be obtained 
easily from a good chemist. The alcohol should 
be used sparingly perhaps once a week or before 
important recordings on the heads, and every 
couple of months on the other mechanical and 
guide parts, which tend to get gradually polluted 
by oxide shedding from the tape.

One is perhaps rather in the lap of the gods as 
far as the initial alignment and setting up of the 
machine is concerned, being dependant on how 
carefully quality control was undertaken in the 
factory (which was probably several thousand 
miles away) and whether anything has been 
disturbed in transit. In our reviews we can only 
test one sample, or request a second if that proves 
to have problems, and this cannot be considered 
any reliable test for consistency. So there is really 
no alternative for an intending purchaser but to 
check his own sample before actually buying. This 
is best accomplished by making a quick A/B test 
in the shop concerned, ie making a short recording 
from a repeatable program-source for say a couple 
of minutes, and then playing both back 
simultaneously in synchronisation, switching 

between them to see whether they sound similar or 
dissimilar through the same amplifier and 
speakers. Some differences should be noticeable, 
and some drop in quality between source and 
recording is only to be expected, but a well aligned 
machine with any pretensions should not show 
any gross disimilarities.

Some shops are equiped to undertake the 
alignment or re-alignment of cassette decks, but 
the service naturally costs money, and it is greedy 
to expect extra quality pre-sales service as well as 
the best discounts. One prominent London retailer 
used to offer the customer the choice of checking 
and setting the alignment on machines sold at fall 
recommended price 'free', while at the same time 
offering good discount prices on unchecked 
machines — an admirably fair arrangement that 
places the onus fairly and squarely on the 
purchaser and allows him to decide whether or not 
to gamble!
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Isolated Loop, Explained.
A close look at the Technics RS1500

WHY OPEN REEL?
It may seem strange today, when the 

quality of cassette decks is becoming so 
high, that there is a requirement for an 
expensive reel to reel deck. But, of course, 
the great advantages of the open reel 
format are the high speed and the width 
of tape employed. At 38 cm/sec (15 ips) the 
area of tape passing the tape head per 
second is 32 times that of the cassette. 
This means that higher levels can be 
recorded before distortion sets in, higher 
frequencies can be more easily recorded 
and noise will be lower.

"ISOLATED LOOP."
As can be seen from the unusual head 

block arrangement and tape path, the 
Technics RS1500 is no ordinary tape deck. 
We call it the 'Isolated Loop' - that is the 
tape around the heads is isolated from the 
effects of the supply and take-up reels. 
And when you consider that a lOf' NAB 
spool of tape weighs around 700 gm (lt lbs) 
- that effect can be quite high - dragging 
on the tape at the beginning or pulling on 
it at the end. So we set out to design the 
best transport we could.

By using one very large capstan and 
two pinch rollers, the tape has to pass 
against the same moving part twice so 
the speed in the loop must remain as 
constant as the capstan itself. If the tape 
were to pass the capstan faster on one 
side than the other, then the loop would 
either get larger, until it hung off the 
bottom roller, or shorter until it stretched 
and broke. The fact that neither happens 
requires explanation.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
The two most important factors are 

constant speed and constant tape tension 
across the heads. The tape tension in the 
isolated loop of the RS1500 US is generated 
by a variety of factors.

Fig 1.

Firstly, by the relative positions of 
the capstan and pinch rollers. In fig. 1 - 
if we make O (the angle between the line 
joining the centre of the capstan to the 
centre of the tape compressed between the 
capstan and the pinch roller, and the line 
joining the tape centre and the pinch 
roller fulcrum) greater than 90°, then the 
tape supply side becomes the receding 
pinch roller, and the tape take up side the 
thrust side.

When the capstan is stationary equal 
force will be exerted by both pinch rollers, 
but once the capstan starts to rotate, a 
difference in pressure applied on both 
sides of the capstan will appear, the 
thrust side exerting the greater pressure.

Secondly, partial speed changes are 
produced by the rigid capstan and softer 
rubber pinch rollers.

When the pinch rollers press against the 
capstan, the pinch roller rubber is com
pressed as shown in fig. 2 (exaggerated).

A to E > B to D (partial circumference 
distances of compressed and un
compressed pinch roller)

V 2 > V o (instantaneous velocity of pinch 
roller surface sections)

Di > D2 Diameters
The tape to rubber frictional coeffi

cient will be greater than the tape to 
capstan frictional coefficient, and the 
velocity of the rubber surface at point C 
will be greater than the surface velocity 
of the capstan.

The difference in pressure exerted on 
the capstan translates into a difference in 
the degree of compression of the pinch 
roller rubber. And the greater the com
pression the faster the tape speed.

That is, the tape speed on the take-up 
side will be marginally faster resulting in 
tension being generated within the loop.

In the RS1500US, the amount of pres
sure exerted on the supply side is 3000 gm, 
and the take up side is 32o0 gm. The result
ant tape speed difference is of the order of 
0.05%. In addition the tension servo 
system, the actual tape tension itself and 
the increase in Lension at the start of Lhe 



tape, help determine the tension within 
the loop. This is kept low at 80 gm thus 
reducing head wear, and is well below the 
elastic limit of the tape itself.

CONSTANT SPEED.
But having ensured that the tension 

is constant, the speed of the one moving 
part must also be constant.

This is ensured by making the capstan 
actually part of the direct drive motor. 
This direct drive motor and its quartz 
control circuitry is based on that used in 
the renowned SPlOMKII turntable which 
is already used in broadcasting stations. 
The speed is so constant, that the RS150 
yields a wow and flutter of 0.018% WRMS 
and a speed deviation of 0.1%, and there is 
a stroboscope on the bottom idler wheel 
so that it can be checked. It can easily 
be seen that the speed is constant at the 
beginning, middle and end of the reel, 
unlike other tape machines. But to replay 
tapes from less accurate decks there is a 
pitch control allowing ± 6% adjustment.

The other main benefit this precise 
transport system gives is a remarkable 
reduction in ‘Modulation noise'. This is 
the term given to the sidebands on either 

side of a single tone recorded on the tape 
due to the vibrations in the tape motion 
as it passes over the heads.

Comparison of Modulation Noise. Fig 3.

7^5 8 8-5

!:g"-20, R
i=40 1500US

" -50 —-60
- ■ <1J flw 7

Frequency(kHz) Frequency(kHz)
WHY IT'S ALL WORTHWHILE.

There is no doubt that the main 
benefit is the sound quality. All this 
sophistication results in the cleanest 
sound I've ever heard from a tape machine. 
And because of the way that the deck is so 
solidly constructed it should keep its 
performance a good deal longer than 
other decks. Certainly this breakthrough 
in tape deck design will set a new standard 
for years to come.

•Technics
RS-1500US 'Isolated Loop’ Direct Drive Tape Deck. 308/318 Bath Road, Slough, Berks SL3 6JB.
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In the very first Hi-Fi Choice I reviewed some 52 
cassette decks. In the early Spring of 1977 the 
second edition was published incorporating decks 
from the first book that were then still currently 
available, together with 35 additional machines. 
In this edition, I have reviewed a further 36 
models chosen from 50 submitted by manu
facturers. The basic test programme is very 
similar to that employed in the earlier books, but 
has been up-dated where necessary, and the 
subjective test section has been greatly enlarged in 
the light of experience, so as to help determine the 
amount of annoyance caused by any particular 
weakness. Thus, the entire test programme is split 
into two well-defined sections: first a 
comprehensive subjective test programme, and 
second the laboratory tests. Having completed the 
entire test programme, much time was spent in 
trying to correlate the results obtained from the 
subjective and laboratory tests. Indeed, it was 
most encouraging that the correlations were, in 
general, very close indeed.

The Subjective Test Programme
After each machine had been unpacked, and the 
instructions perused, it was connected to the 
mains and the external source and monitoring 
equipment. A specially devised programme was 
prepared from very high quality master tapes, the 
program source tape was recorded at 38 ips with 
Dolby 'A' processing. This programme was 
played back on a Studer 867 professional reel to 
reel recorder through Dolby 'A' deprocessing, 
straight into a specially made box which adjusted 
the source to appropriate levels for feeding into 
either the DIN or phono (line) input sockets. The 
DIN source provided peak program levels of 
approx LeA from an appropriate source 
impedance for interconnection with DIN input 
sockets. A metering point was also provided, 
switchable directly in parallel with the recorder's 
DIN input socket, when required. A pre
determined tone level on the master tape, when 
played through the system, was brought up to the 
equivalent of Dolby level, ie 200nWb/m 
(McKnight Method). The tone level was also 
measured across the input socket to determine an 
approximate DIN input impedance, and this was 
later re-measured very accurately in the 
laboratory. The phono input sockets were fed 
from a source impedance of around 4.5k ohms at a 
peak programme level of around 350mV. For 

each cassette tape recording, the recording level 
was adjusted so that every tape would be recorded 
at the same overall flux level, thus allowing each 
recorder to be tested under identical conditions on 
record. The connecting box also included 
switching to interconnect the recorder's playback 
from both the DIN and phono output sockets with 
the monitoring chain. The recorded test tone 
levels, copied from the original master tape, were 
replayed before each comparison was made, so 
that the playback levels were identical to the 
master tape levels at the comparison switching 
point. The selected output from this switch was 
fed into two Chartwell 450 professional loud
speakers, driven by Quad 405 amplifiers via 
electronic crossovers.

The test programme recorded on the cassette 
was also auditioned on both Beyer low impedance 
and Sennheiser medium impedance headphones, 
to give a good idea of the performance capability 
into a variety of headphone types. Each recorder 
was then checked using a Sony stereo Electret 
microphone with speech at 1 ft from the capsules, 
to determine whether sufficient microphone gain 
was available, and to estimate the quality 
obtainable via microphones. It was felt 
unjustifiable to carry out this test with studio class 
microphones, as these would only be used 
extremely rarely by cassette deck owners. 
Limiters were checked for their effectiveness, 
distortion and other characteristics, by speaking 
or shouting into the microphone, both centrally 
and to one side. Finally, after assessing the 
performance of any other special features, a test 
was carried out to see if any DIN input or line 
input noise degradation occurred, and I am sorry 
to say that almost every model showed at least 
minor problems here. During the subjective test, a 
note was made of any Dolby calibration errors.

If the performance was subjectively poor on a 
manufacturer's recommended tape type, a re-test 
was carried out with a tape felt to be more 
appropriate by the author, as the basic properties 
of the different types of cassette tape had already 
been determined. The subjective test therefore 
encompassed a very thorough test of each 
recorder, but since it is always possible to miss a 
problem, or to relate the degree of seriousness of 
any problem to that on another recorder tested 
much earlier or later, it must be realised that the 
laboratory tests are vital to correlate with the 
listening tests.
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The test tape contained the following items: 
I) Tone recording on left only, right only, then left 
and right simultaneously. These were used for 
setting recording level accurately, and also for 
gaining an impression of distortion and wow and 
flutter.
2) Pink noise was recorded at a fairly high level to 
test stability (accuracy of positioning, etc.), 
frequency reponse and tendencies to compress the 
HF region;
3) A speech recording of the author's own voice 
recorded in an anechoic chamber. This is a very 
cruel but effective test of Dolby processing, 
stability, HF compression, distortion and record 
amplifier clipping problems. This recording also 
gave a good indication of record level metering 
characteristics.
4) A recording of a Steinway piano played by 
Tamas Vasary at a live concert recorded by the 
author at the Queen Elizabeth Hall, the piece 
being Beethoven's OplO No. 2 Piano Sonata, 
First Movement. This recording was used to 
determine transient stability, distortion, response, 
and the subjective effect of wow and flutter.
55) A pop recording, copied from a master tape 
"This is it" sung by Melba Moore. This recording 
was used to check the overall distortion 
performance of a loud pop track with sharp 
transients and strong sibilants.
6) After a pause without programme, the next 
track included a section of Tony Hatch's "Love in 
the Morning Sun", a light music track with very 
wide frequency response and encompassing light 
strings, bass guitar, drums and other solo 
instruments. This was used to give an overall 
impression on the subtleties of response at 
intermediate levels, although it also showed up 
low frequency response anomalies frequently.
7) This track incorporated a section of 
Stravinsky's Rite of Spring, with Pierre Boulez 
conducting the National Youth Orchestra which I 
recorded in the Royal Festival Hall. A very 
difficult section was chosen incorporating heavy 
low frequency, mid frequency and high frequency 
transients. The recording was made on the master 
tape at two different levels, very high and high, the 
peak levels being consistently 3.5dB apart 
between the two different sections of the same 
passage. This track enabled us to check each 
cassette deck at a very high input level, and it was 
noteworthy that the very loudest passage recorded 
satisfactorily on many machines, whilst on some 

the same passage sounded excruciating. The 
lower level recording continued on to a much 
quieter passage, again used for determining the 
recording characteristics at low and intermediate 
levels.
8) A recording was made on a stereo Nagra of 
underground trains entering and leaving Golders 
Green station to show, very clearly, transient 
positioning, very low frequency performance and 
high frequency compression, often noted when 
signals and points hissed as they changed. Many 
recorders showed bad HF compression on this 
track, whilst a few showed no compression at all. 
9) The ninth and final track incorporated a copy, 
direct from a master, of Elton John's "Rocket 
Man", used frequently by the author because of 
its difficult high.frequency sibilants and sharply 
percussive sounds.

Each subjective test was repeated in all tape 
positions where felt appropriate by the author 
(some ferrichrome tests were aborted quite early 
in a test because the switched position alleged to 
be suitable for ferrichrome was found to be 
inappropriate, in which case a comment is made 
in the review.) Since we listened to 50 cassette 
decks, and some recorders were checked with up 
to four cassette tape types, the test programme 
was actually heard by the subjective panel 
perhaps 300 times over a period of three weeks, 
and so we are all heartily sick of it by now! During 
each test, the reproduced quality from the cassette 
deck was repeatedly compared with that from the 
master tape played back in synchronisation, 
unless the deck was a 3-head type, in which case 
the programme was compared whilst it was being 
recorded. Whenever a problem was detected an 
investigation was held to determine any possible 
causes, as an indication to the laboratory of likely 
problem areas for special examination.

The listening panel always included the author, 
and Paul Messenger, Roger Morley and Peter 
Willison also took part, sharing the burden 
generally. Any poor points mentioned in the 
reviews were noted by at least two different 
people, and I am happy to say that there were 
virtually no disagreements ever about the problem 
areas, although the degree to which they were 
annoying was slightly variable at times. I was 
particularly sensitive to frequency response 
anomalies, distortion, wow and flutter and 
dynamic range. Paul Messenger was particularly 
conscious of HF stability and positioning and 
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transient performance, whereas Pete Willison was 
not quite as concerned as I was about flutter. 
However, obviously, we were all very aware of 
any problem areas likely to be heard by the 
more critical listener. I mention these slight 
differences of priority since they are obviously 
important, and in the conclusions I comment on 
borderlines of acceptability.

During the entire subjective test programme 
either my hard-working secretary Barbara 
Meakins, or my ever-loving wife Fiona made 
notes on specially prepared subjective test forms 
concerning each recorder's behaviour — some
times coping with an almost continuous running 
commentary from my colleagues and I. At times 
our patience was sorely tried, especially with 
some of the DIN standard machines which 
sprouted incomprehensible DIN sockets like 
mushrooms. We also managed to have a few 
laughs here and there, although I am pleased to 
report that no machine emitted smoke or suffered 
a total breakdown (even if we got quite close 
sometimes!)

It was quite fun checking the ergonomics, for a 
few machines were strange indeed: one model 
actually incorporated a built-in clock which 
served no useful purpose whatsoever apart from 
telling the user the time! This moqel, not 
reviewed, might have been rather more useful if a 
few extra integrated circuits had been added to 
allow the clock to start the recorder at a pre
determined time! Another machine made some of 
us giddy when it was switched to rewind, since a 
neon light started whirling round and round in the 
opposite direction to the spooling! Other machines 
were discarded for serious design problems, or 
extreme difficulty in ergonomics, or because they 
were felt to be very poor value for money. The 
title "Hi-Fi Choice" does, after all, imply reviews 
of at least reasonable equipment by current 
standards, but it is only right to include a few 
models that are generally unsatisfactory to give a 
full appreciation of the differences between good 
and mediocre.

Laboratory Tests
The laboratory test programme was designed to 
examine the mechanical. electronic and 
compatibility parameters of each deck and also to 
determine the machines' performance on the 
appropriate tape types. Compatibility with 
external equipment was felt to be extremely 

important and so tests were made on the 
impedances, sensitivities and clipping levels of all 
inputs and outputs. Noise levels were measured 
on replay and overall, and checks were made on 
input noise degradation (particularly relevant to 
the input sockets). The CCIR weighting was used 
for all measurements, but unweighted replay 
measurements were also taken to show up any 
intrusive hum or tones present; where appropriate. 
a spectrum analyser was used to examine noise 
and distortion. Any interaction between different 
input circuits was noted and some machines 
showed variable gain, for example on their DIN 
input when the line input controls were varied, or 
vice versa.

A special cassette w^as made incorporating an 
internal record head for testing the replay 
amplifier performance. A carefully compensated 
and equalised constant current source was fed 
through this head to check on replay amplifier 
equalisation and peaking, and distortion and 
clipping margins. Dolby or other noise reduction 
system tracking was also checked on different 
levels using this •probe' magnetic flux cassette. 
made in the author's laboratories. Record and 
replay Dolby level calibrations were checked, 
both on the recorder's own meters and externally. 
to determine compatibility and output levels. The 
headphone output sockets were checked into 8 
ohm and 600 ohm loads to check on headphone 
compatibility.

The DIN input was always driven via a 
470Kohm source resistance, with the capacity 
between this and the recorder's input equal to that 
found on an average 1 m long DIN/DIN lead. 
Nominal DIN source level was stipulated to be 
470mV from a low source impedance applied to 
the input of the 470kohm DIN source resistor. 
Sensitivities and clippings were related to this in 
dBs. Phono input sources varied from l 60mV 
upwards, as required for the different tests, and 
the input level required for a fixed flux level on the 
tape was determined, of course, for sensitivity. 
Input noise tests were measured using a I Okohm 
resistor mounted in a phono plug for the line input, 
or screened DIN plug incorporating a short- 
circuited 470kohm resistor in series with the pins 
(ie the resistor being between the input pin and 
earth). Great care was taken to avoid creating 
unnecessary earth loops, in order to reduce hum 
problems to an absolute minimum.

The CCIR weighted noise was measured with
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and without noise reduction on all tape type 
positions as appropriate, both overall and on 
replay. The dBs of overall noise reduction are 
quoted in each review as well as the weighted 
signal-to-noise ratios referred to Dolby level 
without noise reduction. Distortion performance 
was measured between inputs and the monitoring 
point, from replay head to the monitoring point, 
and also via tape at Dolby level flux and at +4dB. 

Throughout this book, all tape recording levels are 
referred to the Dolby 'B' level of 200nWb/m, 
measured by the McKnight Method, whether the 
machine incorporated Dolby B processing or 
ANRS or SANRS. All noise levels and tape 
modulation levels are thus referred to this fairly 
high flux level.

Frequency response charts were taken with and 
without Dolby noise reduction at 24dB below a 

level equivalent to 200nWb/m at 400Hz. Left and 
right channels were charted on all appropriate 
tape types. Replay response was checked 
statically using the probe cassette head method, 
and dynamically with some internally calibrated 
test cassettes that proved to be right down the 
centre line in response of both the very latest 
BASF frequency response cassettes and those 
found correct made in Japan (please see section 
dealing with the frequency response of cassettes 
for further details). Replay azimuth was checked 

using a laboratory standard reference tape 
recorded at 3kHz and monitored with a Hewlett 
Packard gain/phase meter, and the outputs from 
this meter were fed into a storage oscilloscope to 
check on short and long term drift. High frequency 
stability was also checked by recording and 
playing back 10kHz through the same system.

Whatever the method adopted by the manu

facturer, the record level metering, was checked 
by introducing a tone equivalent to Dolby level 
and then sending bursts of this tone every few 

seconds for SmS and 64mS respectively, in order 
to determine meter ballistics and peak reading 
accuracy. The response of each meter was 
checked to see if it was reasonably linear or if it 
read the equalised signal passed to the record 
head. the latter being generally felt very 
inappropriate.

Wow and flutter tests were carried out with an 
EMT 424 wow and flutter analyser that takes 
readings automatically, thus eliminating human 
measurement error. These readings were taken at 
the beginning, middle and end of a cassette 

respectively, and the average of the 18 readings is 
generally quoted. Wind and rewind times were 
checked on a C90 cassette. Various other 
mechanical tests were introduced where 
necessary, particularly in response to comments 
made in the subjective tests. Finally, erase and 
crosstalk tests were introduced at three 
frequencies, using spectrum analysis techniques to 
speed up measurements.

Equipment used included two B&K 2010 
BFO/Analyser systems, B&K 2307 chart 
recorder, B & K 1901 and 1902 control systems, 
Gould Advance Digital Storage Oscilloscope, 
Hewlett Packard and Tektronix oscilloscopes, 
Hewlett Packard 3580 Spectrum Analyser, 
Hewlett Packard gain/phase meter and other 
measurement equipment by EMT, Marconi, B & 
K, Hewlett Packard, Sound Technology, Fluke, 
etc. Recorders were checked at 240V in the 

laboratory, derived from a Variac transformer.

Noise Reduction Systems
The first and still generally regarded as the most 
successful system was devised by Ray Dolby in 
the late 1960s. and was first demonstrated to the 
public in the UK by myself. at the Music Trades 
Association convention in Bournemouth, and later 
at the Radio Communications Exhibition in 
London in 1970. The domestic 'B' system, when 
set up properly in an appropriate design, is 
basically a hiss remover. High frequencies are 
boosted on record and reduced on replay to 
varying degrees, depending upon the dynamic 
range: whereas at the high levels virtually no noise 
reduction is present even at high frequencies. as 
the levels decrease, noise reduction is introduced 
at ever decreasing frequencies. At very low levels, 
such as -40dB, noise reduction operates down to 
below I kHz, but the full I OdB is only present 
above 2.5kHz or so. Since the main background 
noise in a cassette system is at high frequencies, 
the subjective effect is to reduce overall noise by 
I OdB. A manufacturer incorporating the Dolby 
•8' system has to pay Dolby laboratories a royalty 
on every deck sold, and so a few other companies 
have attempted to devise noise reduction systems 
of their own. It must be appreciated, though, that 
Dolby laboratories spent a fortune developing and 
promoting the system throughout the world, and 
no licence is required for the use of Dolby B in 
pre-recorded cassette manufacture.

Philips designed their DNL system for replay
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is a truly portable machine and is the smallest, 
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John Gardner, Practical Hi-Fi, June 1978.
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recorders. Signal to Noise ratio better than 67dB with Dolby 
frequency response better than 30 ■ 16000 Hz and wow and 
flutter better than ±0.15% under all conditions.
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noise reduction only, but this system is generally 
regarded as unsatisfactory because it not only 
reduces hiss but removes most of any magic that 
might be present at high frequencies as •well, 
giving dull, lifeless reproduction with severe hiss 
pumping. Therefore the DNL system can only be 
regarded as a hiss remover in cases where the 
recording would otherwise be totally 
unacceptable.

JVC have designed their ANRS system and 
more recently the Super ANRS system, but early 
versions of these produced a brittleness and noise 
pumping, which I found unacceptable on models 
reviewed in the first Hi-Fi Choice 'Cassette 
Decks'. As will be seen from the patent numbers 
stamped on the bodies of JVC cassette decks. they 
are now employing elements of the Dolby B 
circuit in their own ANRS/SANRS systems, 
which are now much better and offer reasonable 
compatibility (see JVC reviews). Whereas the 
JVC ANRS system has a similar effect to Dolby 
B, the SANRS system reduces HF transients on 
record, but expands them on replay with very 
good effect on some types of programme material, 
but with a poorer effect on others. such as piano. I 
have found, however. that if a piano recording is 
made with SANRS it can sometimes sound better 
when played back with ANRS or Dolby B, since 
the higher 'noise chuffs' on transients which would 
otherwise be present, more or less disappear, 
although the transients, of course, are rather 
duller.

The dbx domestic system has also been shown 
with a cassette deck by TEAC, but the machine 
was extremely expensive, and I found the noise 
pumping on some types of program most 
annoying, even though the noise reduction was 
startling. Today's best cassette tapes on high 
quality decks offer a very good dynamic range 
with Dolby 'B', but a splendid one should be 
available with pure iron cassettes, which are to be 
introduced at around Christmas 1978.

There can be no doubt that the introduction of 
the Dolby 'B' noise reduction system was entirely 
responsible for the cassette medium being taken 
seriously by hi-fi manufacturers. for cassette 
recording quality was transformed in the first 18 
months of this decade.

There is one snag with the Dolby 'B' noise 
reduction system. and that is the need for the 
sound passing through the record processor to be 
at the same level and to have a very similar 

response to that . passing through the replay 
deprocessing system. For this reason, many decks 
incorporate record Dolby 'B' calibration pre-sets, 
which allow a recorded tone to be adjusted to play 
back at a Dolby B calibration level indicated on 
the recorder's meters. Without adjustment a more 
sensitive tape will play back at too high a level and 
will be audibly slightly brittle, whereas a less 
sensitive tape will reproduce rather dully. The 
Dolby B system also exaggerates any frequency 
response anomalies, so that a 2dB fall at I OkHz 
subjectively sounds rather more like a 4dB drop. It 
is thus more important to ensure compatibility of 
tape with machine to achieve high quality 
recordings.

As part of the Dolby licence stipulations, all 
decks with Dolby 'B' have to incorporate a 
multiplex filter which not only removes any pilot 
tone, but also any frequencies beyond the audio 
range, which might otherwise affect the record 
Dolby circuits by decreasing the compression, but 
which would not similarly affect the replay 
processor reciprocally, since the frequencies 
would not actually be recorded. If your cassette 
deck contains a switchable multiplex filter rather 
than a permanent one, I would advise you to use it 

. unless you find no deterioration whatsoever in 
overall results without it. This will preserve good 
tracking between record and replay, provided the 
cassette tape type and deck itself are aligned 
properly.

Mechanical Considerations including Wow 
and Flutter
In the subjective tests we listened to the wow and 
flutter present on a recording of tone at the 
beginning of the test, and later checked how much 
subjective wow was audible on a piano recording. 
It was interesting that our subjective comments 
did not always tie up with the laboratory 
measurements, and so considerable time was 
spent in an effort to get better correlation. The 
accurate measurement of wow and flutter is not 
simple, and most test meters require the engineer 
to take an average reading when the meter is 
bouncing around. An EMT424 wow and flutter 
analyser was used to avoid human reading errors, 
as this meter integrates the total wow and flutter 
over an approximate 5 second period and gives a 
fixed reading. which we repeated 6 times at the 
beginning, middle and end of a cassette tape.

The DIN peak weighting curve peaks up at 
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between 4 and lOHz, and falls off either side of 
this pass band. It is my opinion that this curve 
does not correlate sufficiently well with subjective 
wow and flutter of the type generally heard in 
cassette decks. For example, any little tape 
j udders are very noticeable, but do not contribute 
significantly to the reading; similarly a very slow 
wow may cause some listeners to feel slightly 
giddy, but insufficient account of this is taken in 
the measurement. However, we found that moving 
around the room whilst listening varied the 
annoyance of the wow quite considerably, so we 
also tried listening to the wow and flutter on head
phones, finding, generally, that it was much less 
annoying. Somewhat surprisingly, there was 
better correlation with the measurements when 
listening on headphones. Thus, whilst measure
ments will show how good any machine is 
basically, please note any subjective comments, 
as these are also inportant. Some types of cassette 
tape produced more audible wow than other types 
on average, and it was interesting that wow and 
flutter, and especially any form of scrape flutter, 
was more annoying when the dynamic range was 
wider. Machines employing a combined record/ 
replay head sometimes produce subjective 
dropouts or azimuth wandering, and this was 
occasionally more annoying, subjectively, than 
some of the measurements indicated. There is still 
much to be learnt about cassette tape guidance 
over combined heads, and tensioning problems 
sometimes caused exaggeration of various 
mechanical effects.

Some machines wound tapes very fast, making 
it difficult to back step a short way, whilst others 
spooled very slowly. Winding speed is rather a 
subjective matter, but spooling could be rather 
untidy and damage might be caused to some types 
of cassette tape if very fast. On the other hand, 
very slow spooling can, of course, be irritating.

Memory tape counters and types of tape 
position indicator are considered useful by some, 
but I have not placed too much priority on their 
functions as so many users are not too bothered 
with them. Occasionally, we were all very 
impressed (or unimpressed) with such a device 
and comments are made where appropriate.

There was considerable variation in the ease 
with which cassettes can be inserted and with
drawn, and in one or two cases the cassette itself 
became rather too warm inside the machine, and 
thus any print-through tendency of the tape could 

be exacerbated. It is only fair to comment, though, 
that once one is accustomed to working a 
particular deck, cassette loading and unloading 
usually becomes relatively simple, even if your 
friends might get a bit confused! It is sometimes 
useful to be able to transfer directly from play to 
wind, and later, back again, and this was possible 
on some machines (see text). A few allowed 
cueing on rewind, which can be very helpful if 
trying tofind the beginning of a particular part of 
the programme.

Some machines have remote control facilities, 
but no one supplied us with a remote clock 
switching device. One model submitted 
incorporated a clock which was interconnected 
with the recorder for automatic starting, etc, in 
models supplied outside the UK, but because of 
the rather annoying BEAB regulations (British 
Electrical Approvals Board) all interconnections 
between the mains operated clock and the 
recorder had to be removed. I sometimes begin to 
wonder if some of the BEAB regulations are 
getting much too finicky, and more or less tend to 
assume that every user is an idiot. As an aside, 
I would point out that if somebody wants to 
kill himself he is not likely to make a point of 
pushing his finger round and round in circles 
inside a piece of electrical equipment in order to 
find the mains.

It is important for the heads of all machines to 
be aligned with respect to azimuth so that they will 
record and replay tapes in a compatible way with 
other machines. A machine which has a head 
which is slightly out of vertical alignment will 
replay a standard test tape or a pre-recorded 
cassette with high frequency loss. The azimuth of 
each machine was checked with a special test 
tape, and was adjusted if necessary, so that our 
frequency response cassettes were in alignment 
with the recorder. All further tests were made with 
the azimuth corrected. Unfortunately, some pre
recorded cassettes are themselves recorded 
slightly out of azimuth and so some differences 
between tapes may be detected.

Some machines having 3 heads have a user 
azimuth control on the record head, in order to 
give optimum azimuth between record and replay 
on any required blank cassette. Some machines 
required continual adjustment, which was 
annoying, whereas others required hardly any 
adjustment of this control, even when changed 
from one make of tape to another. We checked the 
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type of azimuth indication to see if it was effective 
and easy to operate. Since with the cassette tape 
medium one is dealing with recorded wavelengths 
of as short as 3 microns ( 1 micron is one millionth 
of a metre) it is obvious that a very small misalign
ment in the vertical angle of the record or replay 
head gap can have a very marked effect on the 
reproduction.

I must admit that I still marvel at the quality 
available on cassette tapes today, and the 
development of the system over the years has 
been a magnificent achievement of the industry, 
especially with reference to frequency response, 
dynamic range and general tape stability. Not
withstanding this, it is important to be rational in 
making criticisms, since one manufacturer may 
overcome a particular problem area so much 
better than another.

Record and Replay Noise
The ear is not equally sensitive to noise at all 
frequencies, and so in the laboratory we used what 
is known as a CCIR weighting filter, which 
exaggerates noise present in the frequency region 
that is most subjectively annoying, while reducing 
the output level measurement in parts of the audio 
range where the ear is not so sensitive. Unity gain 
at 1 kHz was employed for all the filters used and 
RMS reading meters have been used throughout, 
since this is the standard we have established for 
some years in our laboratory.

Some cassette decks produce more inherent 
noise in their replay amplifiers than others, and 
this can have a significant effect in adding to the 
noise present on a recorded cassette. Ideally, the 
replay amplifier should be 1 OdB quieter than the 
noise generated by the tape and record elec
tronics, but few machines were anywhere near as 
good as this. However, most machines were 
adequate. I am concerned that some machines 
were not correctly equalised on playback to a 
replay equalisation curve now more or less agreed 
around the world (please see section on frequency 
response standards). Machines incorporating 
more HF lift on replay, such as the Nakamichi 
1000 II, will naturally be more hissy than those 
that are flat at 1 OkHz, and other things being 
equal, the additional hiss is about proportional to 
the amount of lift at HF. When Dolby 'B' 
deprocessing is switched in, the replay amplifier 
hiss should reduce by around lOdB. Switching 
from ferric to chrome or ferrichrome equalisation 

on replay should reduce the hiss even more, by 
about an additional 4dB. As well as checking 
replay noise in various equalisation positions 
overall noise was also measured, and whilst 
sometimes the noise levels were poor because of 
noisy replay and record amplifiers, a few cassette 
tape types were found to be significantly noisier 
than others, and this should be borne in mind 
when consulting the cassette tape section. 
Unfortunately, some machines presented noise 
problems on the record input circuits, and in 
particular, almost all DIN input circuits produced 
more noise than the cassette tape produced on 
replay with noise reduction switched in.

In general, the newer decks reviewed in this 
survey had relatively good hum levels throughout. 
However, hum loops can be encountered when 
interconnecting the cassette deck with receivers, 
etc, and to experiment with connection leads and 
mains earthing to get the best overall performance 
is the best way to tackle any pr6blems. Some
times, a hum loop can be created if the cassette 
deck is earthed to the mains as well as being 
connected to external equipment which is also 
earthed. Theoretically, earth loops should not 
present a problem, but in practice they can be a 
pest, but care must be exercised because if an 
equipment fault develops, it is possible to get a 
nasty electric shock. Decks using just a 2-wire 
mains lead with a double insulated mains 
transformer that meets BEAB approval can often 
cause less aggravation than ones incorporating a 
mains earth wire.

Distortion
Whilst the basic distortion caused by the tape 
medium is odd harmonics and odd-order inter
modulation, sometimes even-order distortions (ie. 
2nd harmonics) can be present in the electronics. 
The basic harmonic distortion of both record and 
replay circuitry have been checked and comments 
are made in the reviews if problems have been 
noted. 2nd harmonic distortion is not quite as 
annoying as 3rd harmonic, and it is, frankly, quite 
remarkable how much distortion the average 
person can tolerate before throwing his hands in 
the air! Although 5% 3rd harmonic distortion at 
middle frequencies is easily noticeable, it need not 
be excruciating on program, and I have slightly 
changed my mind about the tolerable amounts of 
distortion at middle frequencies, bearing in mind 
the biasing conditions of the tape and its high
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Tandberg's revolutionary Actilinear* 
system, as in the new TCD 340A cassette 
deck and TD 20A reel-to-reel system, gives 
you superior recording quality comparable 
with that of almost any other current 
recording technology.

Why the TCD 340A is the finest 
cassette deck you can buy.
From A UDJO magazine, July 1978.

' With the development of the new 
recording system we have left behind and 
abandoned any form of compromise solution. 
The new design philosophy is based on the 
optimization of modules, that is, the whole 
chain is divided into natural functions, and 
each function by itself is realized as a module. 
Hence, a solution is obtained which is optimum 
on all points at the same time as a system is 
realized which is more amenable to adjust

ment to new types of magnetic tape:'
Dr. Hermann Lia. Senior Engineer Dept of Magnetic 
Research and Development at Tandberg.

Improvements compared to conven
tional designs can be summarized as follows: 
IMore headroom in the recording amplifier

• (an improvement greater than lSdB), 
resulting in improved dynamic range.

2
 The recording circuitry operates at a
• lower voltage level and will, therefore, 

give less intermodulation because of slew
rate limitations.

3
 An improved electrical separation between 
• oscillator and recording amplifier which 
gives less interference with the oscillator

4
 buDSLanuaily greater possibilities oi
• adjusting the recording to new high- 

coercivity tapes such as the new metal 
particle tapes.
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The Actilinear system is unique. It belongs solely to Tandberg, and world-wide patents have been taken out. Only Tandberg's Actilinear system will give you the cleaner,

more realistic sound you get with a signal reserve of up to 20dB.Today's machine for tomorrow's tapes. Cassette technology is surging ahead. Completely new high-coercivity tapes have already been announced (metallic tapes) and should be on the market soon. Only the new Tandberg Actilinear TCD 340A cassette deck, of machines already on the market, can be adapted to use these tapes.For more detailed information on the new Tandberg Actilinear system and the whole hi-fi range, write to us at:
-

Tandberg (UK) Limited, 81 Kirkstall Road, 
Leeds LS3 lHR. Tel: (0532) 35111. *Patents pending.
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frequency performance.
If a recorder is biased to give very low 

distortion at low and middle frequencies, it may 
well show marked HF compression, and we all 
tended to prefer an intermediate bias setting which 
gave approximately 2% distortion or so at +4dB, 
rather than a setting which gave significantly 
lower figures than this. Some machines were 
clearly overbiased, producing amazingly low 
distortion figures on appropriate tape types at 
333Hz, for example, but HF compression was 
almost always very poor in such cases. However, 
normal chrome tapes gave such high values of 
distortion at reasonable programme levels that 
machines set for such tapes did not do very well 
subjectively, with relatively few exceptions. We 
have measured distortion via tape at Dolby level 
and at +4dB, but comments are also made on the 
subjective distortion performance of each 
machine. Since tapes can compress quite badly at 
high frequencies, and in some cases the cassette 
decks could not even cope with high frequency 
transients, particular attention should be paid to 
comments on high frequency compression in the 
reviews. Quite frankly, a substitution of a better 
cassette tape can make a world of difference to 
sound quality, and a number of cassette deck 
manufacturers were recommending what to me 
seemed inappropriate tape types for their 
recorders. Some did not even want to recommend 
any tape at all, and this was most tiresome since 
we then had to spend considerable time choosing a 
reasonably compatible one ourselves. If you use 
the cassette tape section guide, you should be able 
to find various types of tape that are similar in 
performance. But so many technical 
considerations in the cassette deck affect tape 
performance that listening tests on your own 
machine on different tape types must be advised, 
especially as no deck will be identically set up to 
another sample of the same model.

Since pure iron pre-recorded cassettes may be 
forthcoming one day, we have checked each 
recorder's capability of playing them back 
satisfactorily. However, hardly any decks 
currently available will be satisfactory for 
recording on the new tapes when they are 
available (NB: Tandberg and Philips reviews).

Bad distortion can be introduced if signal levels 
are put into the recorder's input circuits which are 
above the maximum designed levels. An effect 
called 'clipping' is produced, and this is 

particularly marked if inappropriate use is made of 
a DIN input socket. If the sound is completely 
clean on the monitor circuit whilst recording, then 
any distortion present on replay is likely to be 
produced in the tape itself, or perhaps in the 
record electronics. If any distortion is heard whilst 
recording and monitoring the input, the deck's 
input circuitry is almost certainly overloading, 
providing the program source is clean. This may 
be caused by using the wrong interconnections or 
leads. If the record level controls have a very low 
setting but the 'meters are indicating a high record 
level, there is probably an excessive input level. 
However, if it is necessary to have the record level 
controls at a very high setting the source levels are 
too low and hiss may be introduced.

We also checked to ensure that the noise 
reduction circuits were not adding distortion at 
lower levels, and most Dolby B circuits now 
incorporate distortion compensation to improve 
this. Attention was also paid to distortion in the 
headphone circuits, for some machines gave 
problems with some types of headphone.

Metering
Various types of indicator can be provided to 
show the user the recording level being presented 
to the tape. The VU meter was originally 
established just before World War II as a 
broadcast standard instrument, and all too many 
cassette decks incorporating so-called 'VU' 
meters in no way come up to the correct published 
standard for such meters. They are intended to 
show the average level during any passage of 
music, but in no way will they indicate the level of 
short transient sounds accurately. Speech, for 
example, may under-read as much as 1 OdB, 
whereas a long continuous low frequency note 
may well read fairly accurately. In order to give 
better meter accuracy peak-programme meters or 
indicators are used on some decks. These should 
show the highest level of transients, thus enabling 
the recording level to be set quite accurately, and 

. avoiding tape compression and overloading. In my 
opinion peak-reading type meters should show the 
peak-level of the program being recorded before 
Dolby processing or equalisation, but some 
manufacturers prefer to indicate the peak-levels 
present on the feed to the record head. In practice, 
this may tend to cause the user to record at a 
somewhat lower level than he might otherwise do, 
this was found particularly on the Eumig machine, 
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whose meter was hitting the end stop on a tape 
that was not audibly distorting to any significant 
degree. This meter is a typical example of one 
reading a massive treble boost, thus grossly 
exaggerating the program levels at high 
frequencies.

Peak-level indicators of one form or another are 
on most of the decks, and these light up when a 
particular level has been exceeded. The Sony 
liquid crystal display was much liked by all of us. 
and was particularly interesting (model TCK8B), 
although the price difference between this model 
and the almost identical model TCK7B II is 
rather large. In many cases, the peak reading 
indicators were set at inappropriate levels, and so 
comments are made on this. The tone burst test 
was introduced to ascertain how appropriately 
any particular meter read a typical programme 
peak or whether a tendency to severe under
reading was present. Ordinary VU-meters usually 
presented Dolby calibration level at + 3dB, 
whereas peak reading types had this level 
somewhat lower, or even did not indicate Dolby 
level at all. An average reading meter, as will be 
found on most decks, will be indicating correct 
recording levels if the average programme is not 
allowed to reach more than the zero dB mark. 
However, many types of program may be over or 
under-reading at this setting, and so on a 
particular machine I suggest that one should 
experiment with recording levels before 
attempting any serious permanent recordings. The 
Dolby calibration marks were checked by 
replaying a standard Dolby level test tape made in 
my own laboratory, and in general most meters 
were acceptably calibrated.
Output Circuits and Connections
Cassette decks usually have 3 separate output 
connections: line out (phono) sockets. the output 
pins of the 5-pole DIN socket. and a 3-pole stereo 
headphone jack socket. The line output sockets 
usually present typical maximum output levels 
between 750mV and 2V on an average 
programme.

Sometimes a gain control operates before the 
final output amplifier. but as often as not this 
control works on the actual audio output: some 
machines employing an output control after the 
final transistor stages run into clipping problems 
on program peaks. especially if very high 
recording levels are present. It is far better to have 
the volume control immediately prior to the output 

stage, so that a greater overload margin is 
available. It is possible that in the next few years 
pure iron pre-recorded cassettes will become 
available, and if so. they are potentially likely to 
reproduce with considerably better quality than 
normal ones. However, they will have up to 6dB 
more level at all frequencies on them, on average, 
and it is thus important that a modern cassette 
deck should be able to accommodate such tapes if 
they become available. Comments are made in the 
reviews on this, where appropriate.

The 5-pole DIN socket outputs, on pins 3/5, 
are sometimes at the same level as the line output 
sockets, but are often at a somewhat lower level 
and from a rather higher source impedance for 
better compatibility with DIN standardised 
receivers. In general, unless you have good reason 
to use the DIN socket, always use the line-output 
phono ones. The headphone sockets should be 
capable of driving all normal types of headphone 
from Sohm impedance to as high as 2kohm 
impedance, as high quality models are available 
over this somewhat large impedance range. Many 
cassette decks could drive low impedance phones 
satisfactorily, but were incapable of driving high 
impedance ones at a sufficiently high level. 
Sometimes clipping was audible on some types of 
headphone before the normal line outputs were 
distorting, and this is due to inappropriate head
phone amplifier design. Again, relevant comments 
are made in the reviews. Although the majority of 
machines employed 3-pole stereo jack sockets, 
one or two used DIN headphone sockets, which I 
found rather annoying. I would earnestly suggest 
that manufacturers should standardise on the 
normal jack socket, which would make it less 
annoying for the average user, who will almost 
certainly be far more easily able to purchase 
headphones fitted with a jack plug than with a 
special DIN plug.

Usually, the output sockets present the input 
program whilst recording is taking place, although 
the DIN socket should be muted. Some machines. 
when the Dolby circuits are operating, present the 
Multiplex Filtered signal at the output. whereas 
others take the monitor circuit from before the 
Dolby filter circuit. It thus becomes possible to 
use headphones. etc, whilst recording, and this 
can be most useful. Earlier JVC models 
employing the ANRS system used to present the 
process signal to the monitoring circuits whilst 
recording and thus no real idea of the quality of 
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the input programme could be gained; fortunately, 
this has now been rectified in JVC's more recent 
designs.

Input Circuits
Three types of input are normally available on a 
cassette deck: microphone, line input with phono 
sockets, and DIN inputs. Ideally, the line inputs 
should feed directly through to the record gain 
control but the microphone and DIN inputs 
require considerable amplification. Unfortunately, 
microphones are so insensitive that their 
amplifiers require around 30d8 more gain than the 
optimum DIN input socket needs, but all too 
many decks employ the microphone input 
amplifier for the DIN input as well. In order to 
reduce the level of the DIN input sufficiently to 
avoid clipping the microphone amplifier's input 
circuit, the level has to be attenuated to such a 
degree before amplification, that hiss usually 
develops.

I have been somewhat hard on recorders having an inappropriately designed DIN input circuit 
which is more noisy (ie. adds more hiss) than the 
line input in almost every case. The ideal situation 
would be for a manufacturer to incorporate a 
variable gain switch with a pre-amp operating at 
around l5kohms input impedance with a 
consequent level of around 15mV for DIN, 
increasing in gain by 26dB or so when the 
microphone jacks are inserted, and also .dis
connecting the DIN input. Only European 
designed machines have, in general, optimised 
their DIN inputs properly, and some Japanese 
models add so much noise as to render the Dolby 
B circuits rather inappropriate! Some decks have 
added too much gain after the recording level 
control in order to attempt to optimise the 
microphone/DIN input, even if they have 
incorporated a line/microphone switch. The 
Sansui model SC 1110, for example, attenuates 
the line input level down to just a few mVs on the 
record level slider, and this has then to be 
amplified up again with hiss (unless the input 
signal is at a high level itself), which allows the 
record gain control to be used at a very low setting 
and improves the hiss level by presenting a much 
lower source impedance to the succeeding stage. 
Most recorders have inadequate sensitivity on 
their microphone inputs because of the attempted 
compatibility with the DIN input.

However, I must state that I abhor the 5-pole 

DIN input standard anyway, which was originally 
designed at least 25 years ago for interconnections 
between valve receivers and valve recorders! If I 
had my way, all DIN inputs would be withdrawn 
from cassette decks, thus properly optimising the 
microphone input and easing the line input 
compatibility by allowing less gain to be used after 
the record gain control. After measuring around 
150 receivers in the last few years, I can 
categorically state that the majority of receivers 
are not fully compatible with the majority of 
decks, and results are almost always better when 
the phono sockets on both equipment are 
interconnected rather than DIN ones. Worse still 
is the habit of using leads with phono plugs one 
end and a DIN plug on the other, for normally 
either high frequencies will be lost and levels will 
be severely attenuated, or severe clipping can 
result. If you do wish to use such a lead though, 
you can purchase DIN socket adaptors with built 
in resistors to attenuate signals, but surely this is 
rather ridiculous in this present age of high 
technology.

The DIN 5-pole socket uses pins 1/4 for record 
and 3/5 for replay, but note that on a properly 
designed DIN compatible recorder, pins 3/5 
should be muted inside the deck whilst recording 
is in progress to reduce crosstalk at high 
frequencies between the output and input circuits. 
Many decks don't do this, but some mute the line 
out phono sockets as well. Some recorders are 
festooned with DIN sockets which are totally 
incomprehensible to the average person unless a 
lengthy study is made of what I term the 
"destruction" book. Even after this, other 
members of the family are likely to be confused'

I know that this is one area in which I am 
prejudiced, and in reviewing machines having only 
DIN sockets I have attempted to remove my 
prejudices. But I am delighted to see at least two 
manufacturers , Eumig and Philips, get away from 
exclusive DIN standardisation by introducing 
phono sockets to meet world-wide demand outside 
Germany (and perhaps in Germany too?).

A recorder should have a microphone 
sensitivity of, ideally, around 150^ V to meet all 
normal live recording requirements, provided 
reasonably sensitive microphones are used. 
However, sometimes a user will want to record 
very loud sounds, so clipping levels as high as 
30mV are desirable. A DIN input should be 
provided, theoretically, for l^A current, which is 
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equivalent in voltage terms to Im V per kohm of 
the recorder's input impedance. If the latter is 
below lOkohm or so, and the DIN source is at its 
usual very high impedance, hiss may be apparent. 
Although the DIN standard specifies a maximum 
sensitivity of 0.2mV per kohm, I would prefer to 
see this amended, since an input sensitivity greater 
than 0.5mV per kohm introduces so much hiss as 
to render the system rather ridiculous. If we really 
must keep the DIN system then I would prefer to 
see levels of 5mV per kohm which would make life 
for the sensible designers very much easier: I 
cannot remember measuring any model which 
actually clips at anywhere near as low a level as 
this.

Line-in or phono inputs are basically flat, high 
impedance inputs intended for direct connections 
to low impedance outputs from tuners, amplifiers, 
receivers and other signal sources. I do not like to 
see a maximum sensitivity greater than lOOmV, 
and most input levels presented to cassette decks 
average between 250mV and IV. These can 
easily be accommodated on all the decks 
reviewed, although not when using the DIN in/out 
5-pole sockets.

Erase and RF Bias
All cassette decks incorporate a high frequency 
RF oscillator running at around 100-I50Hz, 
which is used to develop an alternating field in the 
erase head. This is required to erase any trace of a 
previous recording whilst a new one is being 
made. A very small amount of this erase 
frequency is fed through to the record head via 
potentiometers of one form or another, and this 
current is called RF bias, or more simply — bias. 
Bias is required to enable the recording tape to 
accept audio magnetisation optimally, but its very 
presence has some undesirable effects on the 
overall quality.

If the bias is set too low for the tape being used, 
then low frequencies will be very distorted at high 
levels, whilst high frequencies may well be too 
shrill. Furthermore, the audio magnetisation will 
not go deeply enough into the oxide, and so 
surface variations will cause more obvious output 
variations, described aptly as "dropouts".

However, as the bias level is increased LF and 
MF distortion is reduced, but high frequency 
response gradually deteriorates. Above optimum 
bias the response falls very rapidly indeed as bias 
is increased, and in addition HF compression 

becomes noticeable. Unfortunately, an RF bias 
setting for one tape may well be anything but 
optimum for another brand, and the cassette tape 
section refers to this in greater detail.

Very approximately, regarding the average 
budget ferric tape as zero dB bias, hi-fi cassette 
tapes require between I and 2dB more bias, whilst 
one or two other ferric tapes require slightly more 
still. Ferrichrome types require at least 2.5dB 
more bias than budget ferries, about I.5dB more 
than average ferries, while chrome and pseudo
chromes ideally require about 4.5dB more than 
average ferries.

The bias switch on the deck normally alters the 
bias appropriately for the different tape types, 
whilst the equalisation switch selects the 
appropriate curve. Some recorders have their bias 
variable by the user, and if this control is moved in 
a negative direction, bias is decreased and high 
notes will be boosted, whereas when the control is 
moved in a positive direction, high notes will 
become more mulled whilst low ones become less 
distorted. Unfortunately, some modem types of 
record head become saturated at very high bias 
level, so when the audio current is passed through 
as well, distortion may result. For this reason, all 
too many cassette decks cannot provide sufficient 
bias for ideal results in the chromium position, so 
sometimes bad distortion figures will be seen here 
usually due to this 'saturation' problem. I have 
only rarely met with this problem in 3-head decks, 
where the record gap is somewhat wider.

Frequency Response and Level Standards
When cassette decks and tapes were first 
introduced over twelve years ago, Philips worked 
in co-operation with German tape manufacturers 
to establish response test tapes which should have 
indicated the correct replay equalisation 
(originally at 1590/120,usec.) After a few years, it 
was realised that the originally designed 7dB bass 
cut at 50Hz on replay was ridiculous, and so by 
international agreement the time constant became 
3180/120,usec, which gives only 3dB cut at 50Hz. 
The Japanese studied the original Philips 
specifications very carefully, and many 
manufacturers came to the conclusion that the 
BASF response test tapes were in error at high 
frequencies.

My own research led me to the opinion that the 
BASF test tapes had approximately 3dB too 
much level at lOkHz, and Japanese Teac and
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Te^mical inlrocluction

other test tapes seemed to replay more in 
accordance with, what seemed to me, a correct 
l 20psec curve. In the early summer of 1977 I 
published details of this controversy, and was 
backed by many manufacturers throughout the 
world. At the time, BASF took up the cudgel by 
stating that their tapes were the original standard, 
but I disputed this, pointing out that the Philips 
written specification was the standard that most 
people accepted. We have had, therefore, a 
situation where almost all European manu- 

f facturers have been adjusting their replay 
equalisation to the BASF test tapes, but virtually 
all the Japanese decks that I have reviewed in the 
last few years have been far more compatible with 
Japanese test tapes.

What is perhaps more serious is . that pre
recorded cassette manufacturers in the UK have 
been observing the BASF replay standard. So 
many pre-recorded cassettes have sounded rather 
brittle at lower and intermediate levels but 
compressed at high frequencies at high levels, 
since, if there is more treble cut on replay for the 
BASF curve, it is necessary to attempt to put 
more HF on the tape. It is for this reason that 
many pre-recorded cassettes have such poor high 
frequency compression. The situation now would 
seem to be changing, in that the latest very 
expensive BASF frequency response test tapes, 
having frequencies up to 18kHz on them, fall 
virtually perfectly along a straight line equali
sation up to at least 1 OkHz, with what I have 
always claimed as the correct equalisation. This 
seems ironic since they are surely admitting that I 
have been right in claiming that their earlier tapes 
were in error.

All the cassette decks reviewed in this book 
have been tested on replay with tapes conforming 
to the latest BASF standard with which I totally 
agree, and which incidentally, seems to be 
gradually being accepted by all. The 3180/70psec 
replay curve required. for ferrichrome and all 
chrome and pseudo-chrome types, and which is 
almost certainly to be used for pure iron replay, 
requires just over 4dB cut at 10kHz compared 
with ferric replay of 120,usec, and thus the replay 
noise using 70,usec should be up to 4dB better, 
thus giving a greater dynamic range potentiality 
provided the tape itself is sufficiently improved 
over normal ferric types at high frequencies.

Dolby level is specified as 200nWb/m using the 
American McKnight Method. Dolby level test 

tapes are available from Metrosound on the UK 
market, and are also exported throughout the 
world. Such tapes should replay on the Dolby 
mark indicated on almost all meters. There is no 
recording standard equalisation for it is stipulated 
that the equipment should be equalised on record, 
in order to give a flat overall response at low and 
intermediate volume levels. The amount of record 
equalisation necessary will, of course, vary from 
head type to head type, as well as from tape to 
tape. However, all recorders should now 
incorporate a 3dB bass lift at 50Hz in the record 
amplifier, to offset the standardised equivalent cut 
on replay.

All the measurements concerned with response 
and level in this tape survey, are related to the 
latest BASF test tapes, and my own international 
Dolby level calibration tapes that I supply to both 
Dolby laboratories and Metrosound, which thus 
should set the international standard originally 
devised by Ray Dolby himself.
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AiwaAD12S0
Aiwa, Aiwa Sales & Service (UK) Ltd., 30/32 Concord Road, 
Westwood Park,Trading Estate, Western Avenue, Acton, London W3 OT8 01-993^1673

The AD 1250 is at the bottom end of the Aiwa range 
and whilst it has only very basic facilities, it is 
extremely well ergonomically designed and styled. 
A removable transparent tinted perspex cover, 
hinged at the back, exposes only the mechanical 
deck function controls when closed. These 
functions are virtually identical to those on the 
model 1300 and, as with other Aiwa decks, three 
positions of bias and equalisation are provided on 
two independant slide switches. Two record and 
two output faders are provided on the sloping top 
panel and above these the two record meters are 
complemented by a peak reading light. Push 
buttons reset the counter and switch Dolby noise 
reduction in and out. Mechanically, the deck 
worked well, and incorporates oil dampened 
elevation when the eject button is depressed. This 
mechanism also automatically opens a shutter 
which slides back revealing the cassette. The 
cassette is neatly and automatically inserted into 
the correct location by pressing it on the platform 
and clo&ing the shutter.

The wow and flutter averaged 0.1% peak 
weighted DIN, and the speed accuracy was always 
within 0.5%. A C90 wound and rewound in just 
under 2 mins. Two microphonejacks and one stereo 
headphonejack are located at the front; whilst at the 
rear, phono line in and line out sockets are 
complemented by a 5-pole DIN socket which can 
either give a fixed output level or be switched to 

vary with the replay level controls; the mains lead is 
colour-coded two-core. The microphone input 
impedance is 6.7k ohms, and was not particularly 
sensitive, so a stereo electret microphone is 
recommended; input clipped at 28mV which is 
adequate for normal requirements. The DIN input 
impedance of 2.5k ohms is rather on the low side, 
and 2dB noise degradation occurred from our 
standard DIN source. Sensitivity was adequate, 
and the input clipped at 28mV. The phono line input 
had 70mV sensitivity into 84k ohms, and no 
clipping noise problems were experienced. All the 
inputs feed on to the same record level faders. The 
'VU' meters gave average under-read performance 
on a 64msec tone burst (-6.5dB). The peak light 
responded to an 8msec tone burst.

Both ferric and chromium replay responses 
measured well, having the new bass time constant 
of 3180^sec. Unfortunately, some hum was heard 
on replay, the most noticeable component being at 
150Hz (-6ldB, right channel), which was more 
audible than the 50Hz hum at-55dB right channel. 
The weighted replay noise on ferric averaged 
-51dB, but improved by 1 OdB with noise reduction. 
Chromium equalisation reduced the noise by a 
further 4dB: Replay amplifier distortion was 
excellent, and the output clipping margin was 
considerably better than average. Pre-recorded 
cassettes replayed extremely well with well above 
average stability and head/tape contact, and
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Aiwa AD1250
Reprinted from Hi-Fi Choice Cassette Decks and Tapes, Winter 76/77.

sounded clean and with a wide frequency response. 
The replay azimuth as supplied was very accurate. 
Replay Dolby level was very close on ferric tape, 
but the output was just slightly low when equalisa
tion was switched to 70^secs (chrome, ferrichrome, 
etc). An output of 1 V was achieved at Dolby level, 
whilst the headphone output gave 95mV into 8 
ohms, and this was not quite sufficient for driving 
headphones of normal sensitivity (600 ohm models 
unsuitable here).

The overall frequency responses were all very 
flat with Dolby out, and reasonably flat with 
processing switched in. The overall tape distortion 
figures measured very well on ferric and ferri
chrome, and were better than average on chrome. 
At +4dB, ferrichrome gave only approximately 3%
distortion. A/B Dolby levels were all quite 
consistent. A full 1 OdB of noise reduction was 
achieved overall, and the noise levels were all 
significantly better than average (eg, ferrichrome 
-57dB with noise reduction). We noted excellent 
distortion performance of the input amplifier, and 
this is most creditable. Both erasure and crosstalk

GENERAL DATAReplay Azimuth Deviation From AverageMicrophone I/p Sen;;Chpping/Av ;m;:... 490^Vii8mV6. iK ohm;DIN I/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp:.... 490MV/28mV/2.5K ohmsLine I/p Sens/Chppmg/Av. Imp:..... ;?mVj 10V/84K ohm:Replay Response Ferric Av. L+R_63Hz/10kHz... 0.75dB/-ldBRepby Re:pon:e ChromeAv L+R10kHz: ..... ll£.5dBFerric unwtd. 20/20 worst channel:.. ......... 52dBReplay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby out/Imp^ .... 5 1.25dB/I0.5dBReplay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out: ...  55.25dBWow & Flutter Av./Speed Av. (peak DIN Wtg):....0.1%/-0.2%Meters Under-read:............ 6.5dB at 64msDistortion monitoring input at DL ....... . . . 0.03%(")veral|Distort:on FemcAv. L+R. 6L/+4dB:.... 0 7%/2i%Overall Distortion Fernchrome Av._L+R. DL/+4dB .... 0.9%/2.8%gv:;:H g::to;::on ChromeAv. L+R 6L/+4dB....  2.1%/5.8%Overall Response 10kHz Av. L+R Dolby OutF;rr/c7F;Cr/chrom . OdB/OdB/OdBOverrnll Noise Av. L+R CCIR Dolby out/Improvement:Eerric...................43dB/10dBFemchrome.......  ..... . 48dB/9.25dB; : •••••;• ......... 46 25dB/lOdBN3seDcgradation 6iN/hne input;-......... 2dB;6gdBSpooling Time (C90):. ... ...........   . Im 56sDynamic Range Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:..... 62.5de/68CB/6ldBTapes Used ... .. Maxell UDXL Sony FeCr. Sony CrT ;picaPRetail P,icc... .... ....£140

Overall Frequency Responses, Dolby in, note 
'expanded' vertical scale

performance were excellent.
As it stands, this machine is clearly recommend

able since it performed extremely well with just the 
exception of some replay hum. The modern styling 
is most attractive, and if you want a simple but 
effective recorder you should investigate this 
model. Aiwa have now attended to the hum 
problem.

Maxell UDXL

SonyCr
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Aiwa AD 6300
Aiwa Sales & Service (UK) Ltd., 30/32 Concord Road, Westwood Park Trading Estate, 
Western Avenue, Acton, London W3 OT8 01-993 1673

A budget-priced front-loader, the AD6300 has 
basic input facilities similar to the model AD 12 50 
with the exception that a mike DIN/line in switch is 
provided. The recorder is housed in an attractive 
metal case and has two mike jacks and a stereo 
headphone jack on the front, giving just adequate 
volume into 8ohm headphones, and line in, line out 
and 5-pole DIN sockets on the back for inter
connection. An earth terminal complements the 
two core colour coded mains lead and a switch 
selects fixed or variable DIN output levels. The 
front loading mechanism has an oil-damped 
release, and inserting cassettes is very simple just 
requiring slotting and pushing home the inverted 
door. The control buttons were easy to use and 
allowed switching directly from play into rewind 
(which provided cueing) or back again without 
using the stop button. Concentrically mounted 
record level controls were very smooth and are 
complemented by a ganged replay level control. 
Separate three position bias and equalisation 
switches allow optimum choice of settings for most 
tapes whilst additional buttons control Dolby B 
switching and a tape counter reset.

The mike and DIN inputs appear to be in 
parallel, the mike input taking priority by auto 
switching. The sensitivity here was 380pV for 
Dolby level, and whilst this is much more than 
necessary for the DIN input, it is not quite sufficient 
for use with some low output microphones. The 
input impedance is optimum for mike but too low 

for DIN, thus causing the all too common slight 
noise degradation on the DIN input from a typical 
DIN source (2dB extra noise); clipping was at 
33mV. The line input was 80k ohms with a 
sensitivity of 76mV and no clipping problems were 
noted, but the input circuit was just a little noisy at 
fall sensitivity. The VU meters were average and 
the peak reading light came on at +6.5dB. The 
wow and flutter performance was average, 
measuring 0.12%, and the speed very slightly slow, 
averaging-0.4%. Erase was excellent but crosstalk 
just reasonable with very slight breakthrough 
between reverse tracks (right channel) at 333Hz. A 
C90 wound from end to end in lmin 55 sec. Replay 
azimuth was accurate.

Both ferric and chrome replay responses were 
very good and showed slight droops at very low and 
very high frequencies of a dB or so. Tape stability 
and jitter was average and gave just slightly hazy 
images in the centre. Replay noise levels were very 
good and particularly commendable was the low 
hum level. The fall lOdB noise reduction was given 
on replay and also overall. Dolby level replayed 
very accurately and gave an output from the 
machine of 1.1V. Replay distortion was very low 
and an exceptionally good clipping margin was 
available. The line out impedance measured 
3.5kohms. The input pre-amplifier also had a very 
good distortion performance, far better than 
average.

On ferric tape (Maxell UDXL) the overall
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Aiwa AD 6300
Reprinted from Hi-Fi Choice Cassette Decks and Tapes, Winter 76/77.

response was extremely flat to 1 OkHz but showed a 
slight rise above this (Dolby out). With Dolby, a 
slight shelf rise was noticeable of l .5dB at all high 
frequencies, showing a very slight Dolby align
ment error, but this is certainly better than an 
equivalent fall off The third harmonic distortion of 
333Hz at Dolby level measured 1% which rose to 
3.5% at +4dB and this is considered good. Sony 
FeCr showed a slight fall off at IOkHz (-1.5d8), 
but maintained this figure to l 3kHz. This slight loss 
became exaggerated a little with Dolby in and the 
pen charts showed slight dropouts which were 
confirmed in the listening tests (not serious). 
Distortion at Dolby level measured I. I% and rose 
to 3% at +4d8, again good. Sony Chrome (Dolby 
out) gave a response extending to l 2kHz within a 
dB or so, which only degraded by 0.75d8 with 
Dolby switched in. At Dolby level 333Hz distor
tion measured 2.5% which rose to 6% at +4d8, 
once again showing the relatively poor performance 
of chrome tape. We would advise Aiwa to bias and 
equalise the chrome position for Maxell UDXL II 
or TDK SA, which would be much better. UDXL

GENERAL DATA
Replay Azimuth Deviation From Average:.................................................. 7"
Microphone l/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp:.......... 380pV/33.5mV/2.4K ohms
DIN l/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp:.......................... 380!'V/33mV/2.4K ohms
Line l/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp:..............................76mV/ IOV/78K ohms
Replay Response Ferric Av. L+R 63Hz/10kHz:......................... -ldB/-ldB
Replay Response Chrome Av. L+R IOkHz: . . ’
Ferric unwtd. 220/20 worst channel:........................ 
Replay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby out/Imp........  
Replay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out: 
Wow & Flutter Av./Speed Av. (peak DIN Wtg): 
Meters Under-read:........... ......................................
Distortion monitoring input at DL: .
Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:........
Overall Distortion Ferrichrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:
Overall Distortion Chrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:
Overall Response lOkHz Av. L+R Dolby Out

Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:
Overall Noise Av. L+R CCIR Dolby out/Improvement: 

Ferric .
Ferrichrome.....................    . ,
Chrome ..............................................................................

Noise Degradation DIN/line inputs:..
Spooling Time (C90):........................
Dynamic Range Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:
Tapes Used: ........................
Typical Retail Price:.. , .,............

....................55d8
5l ,75dB/H0.dDB 

...5 5.75d8
.. 00.12%/-0.4%

6.5dB at 64ms
..................0.103%

... 0.9%/3.7% 
. . 1.1%/3.2%

........2.4%/6.7%

+0.5dB/-2dB/+0.5dB

43dB/I0.ödB 
4 7.75dB/10dB 
45.75dB/10dB

. 2dB/0.5dB
............Im 55s

........................63.5dB/68.5dB/64dB
Maxell UDXL. Sony FeCr. Sony Cr 
...................................................... £160

Overall Frequency Responses, Dolby in, note 
'expanded' vertical scale

gave an overall CCIR weighted noise with Dolby in 
-53.5d8 reference Dolby level which improved to- 
58d8 with Sony FeCr (excellent).

If you want a front loader at a budget price this 
machine can be recommended. Good value for 
money then, but flutter was just audible 
occasionally.

Maxell UDXL

Sony Cr
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Aiwa AD6550/6400
Aiwa, Aiwa Sales & Service (UK) Ltd., 30/32 Concord Road, 
Westwood_Park Trading Estate, Western Avenue, Acton, London W3 OT8 01-993_167_3

This front-loading 2-head deck is particularly well 
styled, employing a real glass front to the cassette 
loading compartment, loading being very simple 
and smooth. Ergonomics are excellent and all deck 
functions performed very smoothly, cueing also 
being provided. Whilst the level meters tended to 
under-read more than usual, two peak reading light 
operated well at Dolby level and +4d8. One of the 
meters can be switched to read "tape remaining" 
time, the scale being calibrated for C60 and C90. 
Separate lever switches select the three bias and 
equalisation positions, and a bias knob with an 
indented nominal position allows different tape 
types to be reasonably optimised, although we 
would have preferred to see more bias increase 
available. The large record level friction-locked 
concentric control was particularly smooth and 
well liked, being complemented by a smaller ganged 
replay control. Push buttons operate counter, 
memory, meter switching, input selection and 
Dolby functions. Phono line in/out sockets are on 
the rear, accompanied by 5-pole DIN sockets on 
the front and rear, and three jack sockets are 
provided for L/R microphone and stereo head
phones (front panel).

The microphone input sensitivity was just ade
quate but the clipping margin was excellent. The 
DIN inputs (front one overuling the back one) had 
good sensitivity and clipping margins, but the 
impedance was rather low, causing slight noise 
degradation. Distortion and response on the DIN 
;md microphone inputs were both excellent. The 
line input sensitivity was good and no clipping 
problem was noted. This input was particularly 

good on signal-to-noise ratio. The inbuilt mpx filter 
is automatically inserted when Dolby processing is 
selected.

Replay azimuth was found very slightly in
correct, but reasonable, and replay noise measured 
slightly better than average, chrome equalisation 
and Dolby giving average improvements. The 
replay amplifier had a good clipping margin and 
distortion measured at a reasonably low level. 
Replay responses were good at the bass end but 
showed a tendency to a presence bump averaging 
around +1.5d8, while ferric/chromium equalisa
tion showed the correct ratios. 8 ohm headphones 
were slightly too loud and the clipping margin was 
inadequate, but 600 ohm headphones were too 
quiet and so 25 ohm models would show the best 
compromise.

The original review sample produced considera
ble HF rises overall and a re-test sample was used 
to give the overall measurements, Maxell UDXLI 
penning a very flat chart to 15 kHz with or without 
Dolby processing. 333Hz distortion measured only 
1.65% average at +4d8 and 4% at +6d8, which is 
excellent, and HF compression was better than 
usual and the overall sound quality was much liked. 
Overall noise though was slightly below average but 
Dolby gave the full lOdB improvement overall. 
Sony FeCr produced an almost flat chart on the left 
channel but was slightly down at HF on the right. 
Whilst distortion measured very well (333Hz at 
+4dB being 1.65% average) some HF compres- 
&ion waG noted and the 3ound quality seemed a little 
scratchy; signal-to-noise ratio was again slightly 
below average. TDK SA on the chrome position 
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penned an excellent chart up to l SkHz without 
Dolby and to 15kHz with Dolby (mpx filter). 
Distortion at Dolby level measured 1.6% rising to 
6.1% at +4dB and this seemsjust a little on the high 
side to us, although HF compression was minimal 
and the overall sound quality was surprisingly good 
and particularly well liked. Overall noise, however, 
was slightly disappointing and we must assume that 
the replay head gap was too fine, reducing the 
head's output and hence requiring more amplifica
tion and thus generating more noise.

The original sample showed bad overall Dolby 
errors, the chrome position being aligned for normal 
chrome tape, but Aiwa promise to re-set at the 
factory for pseudo-chrome. Wow and flutter 
measured at the staggeringly low figure of0.063% 
and speed was also incredibly accurate. Spooling 
was average and erasure very good, while crosstalk 
measured adequately and HF stability excellent.

We all agreed that the second sample of this 
machine gave an excellent overall performance and 
it was much liked by all of us for its open and good 
sound quality, while the ergonomics and wow and 
flutter performance were also exceptional. The 
'tape time remaining' meter was most useful and we 
have no hesitation in recommending this machine 
as a 'best buy', but do check the Dolby A/B levels 
on the chrome position for they may have to be re
set for pseudo-chrome by the retailer. Another good 
Aiwa product.

The model 6400 is virtually identical, but 
excludes the 'tape time remaining' counter facility 
and the memory counter. It can also be regarded as 
a 'best buy'.

Aiwa AD 6550/6400

GENERAL DATA
Replay Azimuth Deviation From Avernge • .......... ..................+ 22
Microphone Inpul Scnsitivity/Clipping: ............3O2.5mi.A312.5mV
DIN J ip Sens/Clipping.IA'. lnw l 7.625dB/ + 2l ,5dB/2.6K ohm
Line Input Scnsitivity/Clipping:........... 83mVZ 10V
MPX Filter 15kHz Attenuation• . ................................. 0.5dB
Replay Response Ferric Av. L+R 6 3Hz/ J 3kHz: ......... -ldB/--1. 13dB 
Replay Respxmse Chrome Av. L+R lOkllz:................................. +l ,6dB
Worst Audible Replay Hum Component :............................... 100Hz -Sl)dH
Replay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby outZImp:..................... -5l ,38dB/9.75dB
Replay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out: . . ....................-55dB
Replay Amp Clipping ref DL:............ ................................. + 13.5JB
Max Replay Level for DL:...................................................................... J.OSV
Wow & Flutter Av./Speed Av. (peak DIN Wtg):................O.O6%/-0.17%
Meters Under-read:. 64 ms under-read by 9.5dB
DIN Input Distortion 2mVZKohm: ... ..................................... O+OUJO
Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L+K. DL^4dB :..................... 0.23%Z1.68%
Overall Distortion Ferrichrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB: 0.64%Z1.68%
Overall Distortion Chrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB: ............... 1.61%/6.13%
Qverall Response lOkHi Av.L-r-R Dolby Out

FerricZFeCrZChrome:..................................... ~0.5d8/-0.75dB/+025dB
Overall Noise Av. L+R CCIR Dolby out/Improvement:

Ferric:....................... ....................................... -41.75dBZ1O.13dB
Ferrichrome ............................................. ..-46.25dB/10dB
Chrome:................. .........................................................--44.75dBZ1O.25dB

Worst Erase Figure:................................. ............... 68dB CrOi *K
DIN Input Noise Floor ref. ImV per k ohm:................................. —6O.25dB
Line Input Noise Floor ref. 160mV/DL:......................................... "67.9dB
Spooling Time (C90f.............................................................................2 2 min
Oynamic Range FerricZFeCrZChrome: 64.4dB/67.25dBZ64.0dB
Tapes Used:..................................... Maxell UDXLL Sony FeCr. TDK SA
Typical Retail Prices: AD 6400/6550: . ................£200/£240

Overall Frequency Responses, Dolby out -24dB.
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Aiwa 1800 .
Aiwa Sales & Service (UK) Ltd., 30/32 Concord Road, Westwood Park Trading Estate,
Western Avenue, Acton, London W3 0T8 01-993 1673

Although now virtually obsolete, this model shows 
a very high standard of mechanical and electrical 
performance. It also has one particularly interesting 
feature, a series of peak reading lights operating at 
various peak levels. The 'VU' meters themselves 
were very average but the lights operating at 
Dolby level and +4dB allow very accurate 
record level setting, indicating even with an 
8msec burst, so transients will be accurately 
shown. The deck functions were very easy to 
operate. It was possible to go direct from play to 
rewind and hear the tape in this position. Two 
separate pairs of input faders are provided for 
microphone and line/DIN inputs, thus allowing 
mixing of microphone with either of the other 
inputs. The machine has a replay line out level 
control, and unfortunately the meters read the level 
after this control rather than before, so that intrinsic 
levels cannot be determined very easily. On record, 
though, no trouble was experienced.

The '• inch microphone input jacks presented a 
maximum sensitivity of 240^V which was 
adequate for electret or capacitor microphones but 
not quite enough for recording distant speech with 
moving coil mics. The clipping margin was 
excellent at 70mV and the impedance was 5.5k 
ohms. The DIN input unfortunately had a very poor 
range of input levels available, since the sensiti
vity, reasonable at 300^ V, and the impedance of 
2.6k ohms Uust a little low) were matched by a very 
poor clipping level of 10rnV. Although this is within 

DIN specification, there will undoubtedly be 
clipping problems if the DIN socket is used for 
connecting equipment having DIN sockets but not 
designed precisely to DIN specification. The DIN 
input had an extremely low noise level, and 
strangely when a DIN plug was inserted into the 
socket the overall tape noise decreased very 
slightly, which was rather puzzling but was 
confirmed by checking several times. The line input 
(phonos) had a sensitivity of 50mV with no noise 
degradation and an excellent clipping margin.

The replay performance was very good indeed, 
all the responses being virtually flat to 10kHz, 
although the old bass time constant of l 590^secs 
was chosen. The replay noise figures were good, the 
chrome figure ref. Dolby level, with Dolby in, 
measuring -64dB. Pre-recorded cassettes replayed 
with excellent head to tape contact and good 
stability. Very noticeable was the consistently good 
azimuth when cassettes were replayed, although 
unfortunately on delivery the azimuth was found to 
be set incorrectly, some 100° out at 3kHz.

The overall sound quality was certainly in the top 
class of machines tested, for not only were the 
general distortion levels low on ferric and ferri
chrome cassettes but the responses were also good.
On ferric, for example, 10kHz measured only 
l .5dB down on the left, and was virtually flat on the 
right, and subjectively tapes had a very wide overall 
response. The distortion, even at +4dB, measured 
only 2.7%, falling to 0.55% at Dolby level. Whilst
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Aiwa 1800
Reprinted from Hi-Fi Choice Cassette Decks and Tapes, Winter 76/77.

the overall noise level on ferric tape was only 
Overage, the low distortion allowed a very wide 
dynamic range to be recorded. Ferrichrome usually 
produced an even better result having a distortion of 
only 1.9% at +4dB and yet 4.5dB quieter back
ground than ferric. The pen charts show the good 
overall response and ferrichrome tape on this 
machine produced an almost exceptional sound 
quality showing the cassette medium at its best. 
Chrome tape, although having a good overall 
response, had noticeably more distortion ie 2.2% at 
Dolby level, rising to 6% at +4dB, with virtually 
the same overall noise as ferrichrome. Although the 
chromium tape produced very clean recordings, at 
high frequencies distortion became apparent at high 
recording levels and thus chrome could not be 
recommended, since the ferrichrome performance 
was so superb. The machine also incorporated a 
useful user adjustable pre-set for biasing ferric tape, 
and so many different makes could be used with 
satisfactory results after adjustment.

It is felt that the machine can be strongly 
recommended, although the DIN input circuit 
could cause a problem to some users but it should 
give results which will be more than good enough 
for all normal domestic purposes.

.........................................108°

.. 240(uV/70mV/5.5K ohms 
300gV/7.75mV/2.7K ohms

. 49mV/ IOV/85K ohms

GENERAL DATA
Replay Azimuth Deviation From Average:. 
Microphone l/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp: 
DIN l/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp:................ 
Line l/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp:................

-I.75dB/+0.25dB
................. +0.5dB
..................... 52dB
. 50.5dB/l 0.5dB

................... 54dB 
. 0.07%/+0.2%

. -7dB at 64ms
................... 0.03%
......... 0.5%/2.7%
......... 0.7%/1.9%

2.2%/6%'

Replay Response Ferric Av. L+R 63Hz/10kHz:  
Replay Response Chrome Av. L+R lOkHz:. .
Ferric unwtd. 20/20 worst channel:...................................
Replay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby out/Imp: ...................  
Replay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out:  
Wow & Flutter Av./Speed Av. (peak DIN Wtg):  
Meters Under-read: ................. ..........
Distortion monitoring input at DL:...................................
Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L+R. DL/+4d8:..............
Overall Distortion Ferrichrome Av. L+R, DL/+4dB:. .
Overall Distortion Chrome Av. L+R, DL/+4dB:
Overall Response 10kHz Av. L+R Dolby Out 

Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:...................................................
Overall Noise Av. L+R CCIR Dolby out/Improvement:

-ldB/+ldB/-JdB

Ferric . ..................................................................... . 42.5dB/9.75dB
Ferrichrome.. . ................ , .  ....................... 48dB/9.5dB
Chrome..............................................................................................47dB/9dB

Noise Degradation DIN/line inputs:.................................................... OdB/OdB
Spooling Time (C90):................................................................................2m !0s
Dynamic Range Ferric/FeCr/Chrome: . .......................... 63dB/69dB/63.5dB
Tapes Used:............................................... TDK SD, Sony FeCr. TDK KR*
Typical Retail Price:....................................................... . £260

Overall Frequency Responses, Dolby in, note 
'expanded' vertical scale 
TDKSD
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AiwaAD6800
Aiwa, Aiwa Sales & Service (UK) Ltd., 30/32 Concord Road, Westwood Park Trading Estate, 
Western Avenue, Acton, London W3 OT8 01-993 1673 

A most interesting metering facility is perhaps the 
most outstanding feature of this model. Each level 
meter incorporates two needles, a black one as a 
conventional 'VU' type, whilst a red one can be 
switched to read peaks or peak-hold. The front
loading machine is encased in metal, and the top 
panel actually displays a complete block-diagram 
of the basic circuitry. The cassette deck mechanism 
is superb, loading being achieved by a motor pulling 
the cassette into position, while the deck controls 
allow switching between all functions and permit 
cueing on rewind. A friction-locked concentric 
record level control is complemented with a smaller 
but similar replay one. Lever switches select three 
positions of bias and equalisation, Dolby with mpx 
switching, input switching for microphone or 
line/DlN and with a third position for internal 
response tone/bias setting. Push buttons operate 
the memory tape counter, meter functions and 
record limiter, whilst small centre-indented knobs 
allow user-adjustment of bias independently for the 
three tape types. A 5-pole DIN socket on the front 
is interconnected with another on the rear, phono 
line in/outs also being provided. DIN 1 overides 
DIN 2, which in turn overides the phono inputs.

The microphone input sensitivity (two mono 
jacks provided) was low but the clipping margin 
quite reasonable; quality was excellent with vir
tually no hum. DIN input sensitivity was good, the 
clipping margin barely adequate, while the input 
noise performance here was commendably excel
lent. Frequency response and distortion measured 
well, the line inputs were quite sensitive and had an 
excellent clipping margin, and again the noise 

performance was excellent, while, creditably the 
mpx filter had hardly any effect at l 5kHz. The 
meters read conventionally on the 'VU' position, 
but the peak-reading needles operated excep
tionally well, reading the shortest transients sur
prisingly accurately; the peak hold facility also 
worked well, but extreme transients were not quite 
accurately held.

Replay azimuth was accurately set and replay 
amplifier noise generally measured a quite accep
table average, while Dolby showed the usual lOdB 
improvement and chrome a further 3.5dB. Clipping 
margins were very good, but some slight 2nd 
harmonic distortion was noticed at +6dB, which is 
unlikely to be too troublesome. Very slightly 
excessive noise reduction was provided by the 
Dolby circuitry at HF and very low levels. Replay 
responses measured very well and showed slight 
top cut at EHF, which is acceptable. Lower im
pedance headphones worked extremely well but 
600 ohm models had barely adequate volume.

Maxell UDXLI penned extremely flat charts up 
to l 2kHz and showed a slight rise at l 4kHz which 
was subjectively liked, while overall noise was 
average and showed the usual Dolby improvement. 
Distortion averaged 0.5% at Dolby level rising to 
an average of 2.5% at +4dB, showing biasing to be 
well compromised for a flat response. The sub
jective sound quality was much liked, being very 
open and smooth while HF compression was less 
marked than usual. Very high levels though did 
cause some slight distortion but the peak reading 
meters will help avoid this. Sony FeCr tape also 
penned a very flat chart to 1?kHz, but subjectively 
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the sound quality was edgy and speech sounded 
rough even though 333Hz distortion measured 
quite reasonably, peaking just 2.2% at +4dB; HF 
IM distortion was clearly inferior however and 
although background noise was quite low this tape 
type should be avoided on this machine. TDK SA, 
used on the chrome position, showed a +2dB 
Dolby error (UDXLI was +I.75dB) so clearly 
Aiwa must have originally set the machine for 
normal chrome. The pen charts were very flat up to 
12.SkHz, but distortion averaged 3% at Dolby 
level, rising to an alarming 11.7% at +4dB, 
showing the tape to be both under-biased and 
suggesting marked record head saturation. Sub
jectively, distortion was very evident at higher 
levels, but intermediate levels were reasonable, 
while background noise was just average. Unfor
tunately, only the ferric position worked well on this 
model and Aiwa will have to look at biasing, 
equalisation and record head saturation very 
carefully.

Wow and flutter measured very well indeed and 
speed accuracy was also very good. Spooling was 
slightly slower than average and HF stability very 
good. Ferric erasure was excellent but chrome 
inadequate. Crosstalk generally measured satis
factorily. The internal tone oscillator provides 
400Hz and SkHz simultaneously, a probe head 
presenting the outputs to two of the meter needles 
fed with appropriate filters, so that comparative 
response can be examined whilst the bias is 
changed. This was useful, but the poor perfor
mance of the machine on ferrichrome and chrome 
when one considers the price, causes a recom
mendation to be withheld even though the ferric 
results were so good. Aiwa, though, must be com
mended for the excellent input circuitry and, not
withstanding the tape compatibility problems,. the 
deck was much liked ergonomically. A dry joint 
was found in one of the replay Dolby circuits and 
had to be rectified by Aiwa on the reviewer's 
premises. Finally, Aiwa must improve their overall 
Dolby level settings.

GENERAL DATA
Replay Azimuth Deviation From Average...............................................-18
Microphone Input Sensitivity/Clipping:........................... 355^V/40mV
DIN l/p Scns/Clipping/Av. Imp:...............-l 6.75dB/+ l 2.25dB/2.79Kohm
Line Input Sensitivity/Clipping;...................... ................. .  64mV/ I0V
MPX Filter l 5kHz Attenuation:.........................................................-0.75dB
Replay Response Ferric A\. L+ R 63 Hz/lOklli:.......... 2. l 3dH/+0.25dB
Replay Response Chrome A\. L+R lOkllz:. . ................T0).5dB
Worst Audible Replay Hum Component:............................... 67d8 150Hz
Replay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby out/Imp: . ....... — 52.5dB/9.6JdB
Replay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out:. ., ............ . . -45.75dB
Replay Amp Clipping ref DL^.................. -1-14.38
Max. Replay Level lor DL:. 1.0SV
Wow & Flutter Av./Spccd A\. (peak DIN Wig):................0.09%/-0. I 8°o
Meters Under-read:................ ....................................... ..........—0).75dB 8ms*
DIN Input Distortion 2mV/Rohm :.........................................................0.08%
Overall Distortion t:crric A\. L + R. DL/i4dB:.......................O.52%/2.52%
Overall Distortion Ferrichrome Av.. L-R. Ill - ¡CH ' s".,
Overall Distortion Chrome A\. L+R. DL^4dB : ; i ,. i ।
Overall Response 10kHz A\. L+R Dolby Out

Ferric/FeCr/Chrome.........................................-0).25dB/ —-O.5dB/-0).2SdB
Overall Noise A\. LtR CCIR Dolby out/Improvement

Feme....................... . ........ ....................................... ..-42.5dB/9.63dB
Ferrichrome......................... ............. , — 47.25dB/9.63dB
Chrome................................. ........................... —45.75dB/9.88dB

Worst Erase Figure: . ........................... . —62dB CrO?
DIN Input Noise Floor re. ImV per k ohm:..................................—66.88dH
Line Input Noise Floor re. 160mV/DL:......................................... -68.SdB
Spooling Time (C90):............ .....................................  2.25 min
Dynamic Range Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:.............................64dB/66.5dB/63dB
Tapes Used: ..................................... Maxell UDXLI. Sony FcCr. TDK SA
Typical Retail Price......................................................................................USO

Sony FeCr
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Akai CS 7020 II
Akai, Rank Hi-Fi, P.O. Box 70, Great West Road, Brentford, Middx. TW8 9HR. 
01-568 9222

A front-loader, this metal-encased model offers just 
basic facilities. It includes two mono jacks for 
microphones, and line in/output phono sockets are 
complemented by a 5-pole DIN, with a switch 
selecting line in/DIN inputs. A stereo headphone 
jack (no gain control) delivers a reasonable level to 
25 ohm headphones, but is rather quiet into 600 
ohm models; the clipping margin is just adequate 
into 8 ohm, but good into 600 ohm. Push buttons 
select ferric/pseudo-chrome, Dolby in/out and a 
record limiter, and an ordinary counter with re-set 
button is included. The record gain controls are 
friction-locked concentrics and no replay level 
control is provided. The deck functions worked 
extremely well, and permitted play into re-wind and 
back again without stopping. The cassette is in
serted vertically into a hinged window.

The microphone inputs had just enough sensiti
vity for speech on a stereo electret, but the clipping 
margin was excellent. No hum problems were 
encountered, and the quality was good from our 
standard microphone. The 5-pole DIN input had 
adequate sensitivity and a good clipping margin, but 
the input impedance was rather low causing some 
noise degradation; some treble roll off was noted 
(-3dB at 12.SkHz). The phono inputs had good 
sensitivity, no HF roll off, and no significant noise 
was added in normal positions of the volume 
control. The limiter worked well but was not 
ganged. Distortion in the electronics was generally 
at a very low level, which is commendable.

The replay azimuth was found to be mis-set and 
was Corrected for all the tests. The replay pre- 
amplifierwas reasonably quiet and only 50Hz hum 

was noted on the right channel, but at an insigni
ficant level. Dolby gave 1OdB hiss reduction and 
tracked well, while the replay amplifier had a very 
good clipping margin and distortion measured well. 
On replay, bass response was good, but HF was 
drooping - l.5dB at !OkHz and we noted virtually 
no replay head peaking (this could have improved 
matters).

The overall results on Fuji FL gave better than 
average signal-to-noise ratios, but distortion at 
333Hz was rather poor at +4dB. The overall 
response showed an uneven rolloff at I OkHz, the 
right channel being -4dB. A- better tape type such 
as Maxell UDXLI, etc would show a significant 
improvement. TDK SA used on the chrome 
position produced small droops at I OkHz again but 
the distortion was significantly lower, being more 
than acceptable. Dolby exaggerated the rolloffs and 
gave an average of 9.5dB noise reduction overall; 
A/B sensitivities showed + l.5dB on Fuji FL, but 
was correct on TDK SA. A better tape would 
probably be more sensitive and so Akai must look at 
this problem which exaggerates overall Dolby mis
tracking. HF stability was quite good.and wow and 
flutter was average at 0.14%, but occasional jerks 
were noted on piano, resulting from an inappro
priate supply hub spindle. Speed was very accurate 
but spooling was rather slow. Erasure was excellent 
and crosstalk very reasonable, showing no parti
cular problems.

No peak reading lights are fitted and the meters 
were very average, making it a little difficult to set 
maximum recording levels accurately. I must criti
cise some RF bias breakthrough onto the micro
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phone input sockets, which created measurement 
difficulties but should not affect normal use.

The overall results, as might be expected from 
the measured results, tended to make Fuji FL sound 
bright in the presence region but a little dull at HF. 
HF compression and distortion of high level 
program was noted subjectively, due mainly to the 
A/B level inbalance and the rather average tape 
type recommended. If Akai resets the machine 
properly for a better tape, results on ferric should be 
very good as ffar as inexpensive machines go. TDK 
SA produced much better results with only slight 
HF compression and reasonable distortion.

Despite its modest price this machine was 
capable of giving good overall sound quality in the 
chrome position and can thus be recommended 
quite strongly as a good, effective and simple 
machine. We were particularly struck by the low 
overall distortion in the electronics and the good 
ergonomics, and any failings are obviously simple 
to put right (for example the replay head peaking 
and overall setting up of ferric). A budget-priced 
machine then with a surprisingly creditable per
formance, and much better than Akai models 
reviewed in earlier issues.

Akai CS 702DII

GENERAL DATA
Rcpla) Azimuth Deviation From A\eragc:................ -..............................+47
Microphone Input Sensitivity/Clipping:.....................................316uV/67mV
DIN l/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp:.. fac' +26/3.7Kohm
Line Input Sensitivity/Clipping:. 90mV/ JOY
MPX 1-ihcr ISkHz Attenuation:. . ........-O.25dB
Repla) Response Ferric Av.L+R 63Hz/10kHz: . -2dB/-J.88dB
Rcpla) Response Chrome Av. L+R JOkHz: ................ -\dB
Worst Audible Replay Hum Component: .... -66d8 150Hz
Repla) Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby out/Imp: . -50. 75dB/9.88dB
Replay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolb) out:. .,................ . —53.9dB
Replay Amp Clipping ref DL:. . + 14.88dB
Max. Replay Level for DL:.. .•...................... ............ 580mV
Wow & Flutter Av./Speed A\. (peak DIN Wtg): . .0.14%*/+0.1 %
Meters Under-read:................................ .................... . 7dB at 64ms
DIN Input Distortion 2mV/Kohm:. ..... .. .    0.03% 
O\erall Distortion Ferric A\. L+R. DL/+4dB: . 1.19%/5.6%
Overall Distortion Fcrrichromc A\. L+R. DU + 4dB:. .. . N/A / N/A
Overall Distortion Chrome A\. I - K. DL/+4dB: 1.0%/3.55"o
O\erall Response lOkHz A\. L- K Dolby Out

Fcrric/FeCr/Chromc:. -3dH/ N/A /-I.5dB
O\erall Noise A\. L+R CCIR Dolby out/lmpro\cmcnt:

Ferric. -44.25dB/9.25dB
Ferrichrome............................................................ N/A / N/A
Chrome........................................................................................46.5dB/9.5dB

Worst Erase Figure:......................................................................... -72d8 CrO,
DIN Input Noise floor ref. ImV perk ohm:     -57.38dB
Line Input Noise Floor ref. J60mV/DL:.............................. . . . -65.63dB
Spooling Time (C90):  ......................2.85 min
Dynamic Range Ferric/FeCr/Chromc: 63d8/ N/A /66.75d8
Tapes Used: Fuji FX. TDK SA
Typical Retail Price:. ....................................... £ 102

Overall Frequency Responses, Dolby out -24dB.

TDK SA

10 dB
L_L

R

20 Hz 50 10 20 SO 100 200 $00 1000 1000
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This relatively inexpensive 3-head front-loading 
deck incorporates only basic facilities, and is 
housed in a wooden case. Separate L/R rotary 
record controls are complemented by a stereo 
ganged replay level without separate headphone 
level adjustment. Push buttons select mpx filter, 
Dolby in/out and A/B monitoring, whilst a rotary 
switch selects bias and equalisation simultaneous
ly for Group 2 ferries, Group 3 ferries, ferri
chromes and chromium types. The deck functions 
operate effectively and the vertical door swings 
forward for cassette loading; record level meters are 
supplemented by a mono peak reading light acti
vating at +6.5dB on the review sample. Two mono 
microphone jacks and a stereo headphone jack are 
on the front panel and phono lin in/output sockets 
are on the back together with a mains input socket, a 
detached mains cable being supplied. Akai are to be 
commended for not supplying a DIN socket — how 
very sensible!

The microphone input sensitivity was just ade
quate, but the clipping margin was good and no 
problems were experienced. The phono line in 
sensitivity was more than adequate and no clipping 
or input noise problems were noted. The record 
meters gave an average under-reading performance 
but the peak reading light was very sensibly set. 
Whilst the headphone socket provided more than 
adequate volume for even deaf users, the replay 
gain control has to be reduced substantially for 
normal use and so the line output levels would be at 
a substantially lower than normal level when head
phones are in use.

The replay azimuth was slightly mis-set, but on 

the other hand, was very steady before and after re
alignment. The replay noise levels were rather 
disappointing, being inferior to average, showing 
poor matching or noisy components in the head pre
amplifier. Some l 50Hz hum was noted on the right 
replay channel at -65dB which might just be 
audible on some speaker systems. Chrome noise 
was 3.5dB quieter than that of the ferric position, 
and Dolby, when inserted, improved noise by an 
average of 9.5dB; Dolby replay tracking seemed 
reasonable. The replay clipping margin was very 
good, and amplifier distortion better than average; 
all the responses measured well and much flatter 
than many more expensive machines.

The overall results on Maxell UDXL! showed 
noise to be about average but distortion better than 
average at middle frequencies. High frequency 
compression was rather noticeable on the other 
hand, and I would have preferred slightly less bias 
and less equalisation to provide better overall 
results. The Dolby A/B error was +2dB which 
produced some brittleness, and yet EHF was 
slightly down, which taken with the HF com
pression, caused transients to be slightly blurred. 
Sony FeCr had a very good overall noise per
formance and very low distortion at low and middle 
frequencies; HF compression was very marked 
subjectively, but nevertheless sound quality was 
very firm. As with UDXLI, FeCr showed a dip in 
the presence region without Dolby, but the 
responses were well extended; a similar overall 
Dolby level error of +2d8 was noted. TDK SA 
gave a just acceptable overall noise performance for 
pseudo-chrome, but the distortion levels were 
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better optimised, and thus HF compression was 
slightly better than on the other tape types. The 
overall response with and without Dolby was 
reasonably flat and better than on the other tape 
types and the Dolby error was only + l .25dB, 
which is just acceptable. We all thought the sound 
quality of this machine to be reasonably good on 
TDK SA for a budget 3-head deck, but would like to 
see a higher standard of factory alignment 
generally.

Although the wow and flutter measured well its 
effects were occasionally noticed on program. 
Some slight HF instability was noted, charac
teristic of most machines incorporating a dual 
rec/rep packaged head, a pressure pad being 
applied to the erase head in an attempt to improve 
the tape tension across the heads. Speed accuracy 
was reasonable and spooling slightly slower than 
average; erasure was excellent and crosstalk 
slightly better than average, presenting no pro
blems. We were pleased to see that if the mains was 
unintentionally disconnected, the tape deck func
tion was cancelled automatically. ’

At its price this machine can be recommended if 
you want a 3-hcad deck, but the A/B level errors 
were rather annoying. Screwdriver pre-sets will be 
found underneath the chassis (external oscillator 
needed). We must commend the good and simple 
ergonomics and were surprised to find the overall 
noise levels reasonable, since the replay measure
ments were on the poor side.

GENERAL DATA

Akai GXC 72SD

Replay Azimuth De\iation From Average:...................................... ... +21
Microphone Input Scnsiti\iiy/Clipping.'............................. 22S.5gV/J5.5mV
DIN l/p Sens/Clipping/A'. Imp: . ..................N/A I NIA I N/A
Mne input Sensitivity/Clipping: . 75mV/ IOVMPX Hhcrl5tllz Attenuation:.........................................................-0.75dB
Replay Response Ferric A'. L+R 63Hz/IOkHz:.......... l.25dB/ 0.75dB
Replay Response Chrome A\ . L+R lOHtz.- ... -0.75dB
Worst Audible Replay Hum Component: l 50Hz -65dll
Replay Noise Ferric CCIR Doiby out/Imp. 47.88dB/10dB
Replay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out:............................................... —51
Replay Amp Clipping ref LJL:. il4.75dB
Max. Replay Level for OL:..................................................................... 570mV
Wow & Flutter Av ./Speed Av. (peak DIN Wtg) . ..........0.1 °o/0.37%
Meters Under-read:..................................................... -6.25dB 64ms
DIN Input Distortion 2mV/Kohm................................... (। 11 o .,
Overall Distortion Ferric A\. L+R. DL/+4JB:
Overall Distortion Ferrichrome Av. L-+-R. DL/ + 4dB B i ' /: I . . k 
Overall Distortion Chrome A\. L+R. DL/ + 4dB • ..................; .. g. 3 I
Overall Response lOkHz Av. L+R Dolby Out

Ferrie/FeCr/Chrome:..................................... +U.7 5dB/+0.25dB/+O.5dB
O\erall Noise A' . L^R CCIR Dolby out/lmpro\ement:

Ferric ..................................... ................................. 42.5dB/9.13dB
Ferrichrome ....................... ............................... .. -47dB/7.75dB
Chrome ........................................................................ -45.75dB/8.25dB

Worst Erase Figure......................................... ............................. -iSdB CrO:
DIN Input Noise Floor rel'. ImV per k ohm:........................................... N/A
Line Input Noise Floor re. 160mV/DL:........................................... 67.25dB
Spooling Time (C90): ................................................................. 2.18 min
Dynamic Range Ferric/FeCr/Chrome- ....................... 64d8/64.25dB/65dB
Tapes Used:. ......................Maxell UDXLI. Sony FeCr. TDK SA
Typical Retail Price:....................................................... ................t2I O
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Bang a Olufsen Beocord S000
Bang & Olufsen U.K. Ltd., Eastbrook Road, Gloucester GL4 7DE 0452 21591

B & O have always been noted for their unusual 
styling, and the Beocord 5000 is certainly no 
exception to this. It is a top-loader with a com
pletely flat top on which one can see at a glance two 
sliders for left and right record levels only. All other 
deck operating and switch controls are on pressure
sensitive micro-switch-operated metal tongues 
mounted flat across the panel. A hinged plastic lid 
at the back covers the cassette compartment, record 
level meters and timing counter, together with 
various illuminated indicators. The main operating 
panel metal flaps control on/off, Dolby, fade in/out, 
auto and normal deck functions. On the underneath 
of the front of the machine are a stereo headphone 
jack with monitoring level control and an auxiliary 
5 pin DIN input which also serves for the mike input 
(switch provided). The only other input is a fixed 
screened 4 wire connecting lead with a 5 pin DIN 
plug (approx. I.Sm long). Metering is achieved by 
seven dimly-illuminated peak level lamps coming 
on at levels from -25dB to + 3dB, which receive an 
HF-boosted signal(+ l8dB at l5kHz!). Transients 
were well indicated, but the metering was con
siderably disliked by all, being far too crude and not 
showing enough discrimination between various 
levels.

The mike input sensitivity was very high indeed, 
but the clipping margin was very poor, making the 
input only suitable for low output moving coil and 
ribbon types. The main DIN input was unneces
sarily sensitive, but the clipping margin was good. 
No noise degradation at all was noted, and thus this 
input performed very well indeed. Distortion mea
sured particularly well, although the response was 

3dB down at l5kHz (acceptable). The auxiliary 
DIN input had 50k ohms impedance, and whilst it 
was rather insensitive, no noise problems were 
encountered at all. Ferric/chrome switching is 
automatic, relying on the correct switching holes in 
the cassettes.

Replay azimuth was way out, and we had 
extreme difficulty in correcting it, the machine 
having to be completely dismantled. Replay 
responses were normalised to the old BASF 
response standard, and thus averaged 3dB down at 
lOkHz on both channels (ferric). The chrome 
response though was correct to the latest standards, 
and thus only a marginal difference in equalisation 
was noted between the two positions. Replay 
amplifier hiss measured extremely well on ferric, 
but was average 0n chrome, and hum was virtually 
absent. Whilst Dolby gave the normal hiss im
provement, a 1OkHz signal at -40dB was attenua
ted with Dolby by up to 11.7dB, which is l.3dB 
outside Dolby's specification of 10.4dB. The 
replay amplifier clipping margin measured fairly 
well, and distortion very well. 25 ohm and 600 
ohm headphones worked very well with a good 
clipping margin, but 8 ohm models had inadequate 
margin.

Normal BASF tape was originally recommen
ded, but the results were so poor, showing amongst 
other things a bad droop at 1OkHz, that B & O 
agreed to our using Maxell UDXLI, on which the 
frequency response was excellent on the right 
channel, but slightly up at EHF on the left ( + 2dB at 
lOkHz). 333Hz distortion measured 0.4% at 
Dolby level, rising to 3% on the left channel but
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Bang & Olufsen Beocord 5000

1.6% on the right at +4dB, showing the left channel 
to be underbiased. (Increasing bias would improve 
MF distortion and correct the HF response.) 
Overall noise measured very well, but showed an 
excessive improvement of 10.75dB with Dolby 
(right channel). BASF chrome can only be des
cribed as a disaster area, reaching 13.3% distortion 
at +4dB, and thus the test programme sounded 
subjectively very distorted, and HF compression 
was all too evident. Nevertheless, Maxell UDXLI 
gave a very reasonable overall account of itself on 
this deck even though slight HF compression was 
noted due to the incorrect replay curve requiring 
extra equalisation on record.

Wow and flutter measured extremely well, and 
speed was just slightly slow. Spooling was very fast 
at 1.25 mins, I OkHz stability was none too good, 
erasure only fair and crosstalk was not too good 
(usual DIN socket problems).

The machine could not be set in to record with 
one hand unless the user has a span of at least 9". 
The ergonomics are most awkward, and the smoked 
plastic hinged lid made it extremely difficult to 
observe the counter and level indicators. Although 
the DIN sockets are theoretically muted on the 
replay pin during recording, some buzz was audible 
on the monitoring circuits, which was a little 
annoying.

Not recommended then, but reasonable results 
can be achieved using UDXLI on the ferric 
position.

GENERAL DATA
Replay Azimuth Deviation From Average:.........................................-r-107
Microphone Input Sensitivity/Clipping:................................. 86.5pV/9.ImV
DIN I/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp:................................ 22.38dB/-t-2O.5dB
Line Input Sensitivity/Clipping:.......................................... 2IOmV/ 10V
MPX Filter 15kHz Attenuation:....................................................... 3dB
Replay Response Ferric Av. L+R 63Hz/ 10kHz:....... l.75dB' 2.25dB*
Replay Response Chrome Av. L±R 10kHz:..................................... -rO.7dB
Worst Audible Replay Hum Component:.............................. 62dB 50Hz
Replay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby out/lmp:.................. 54.63dB/10.62dB
Replay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out:..................................... >5.83dB
Replay Amp Clipping ref DL:..................................................... -r 11 25dB
Max. Replay Level for DL:..............................................................  740mV
Wow & Flutter Av./Speed Av. (peak DIN Wtg):.................0.08%/ —0.3%
Meters Under-read:..................................................... ‘PPM’s’ 8ms 5dB*
DIN Input Distortion 2mV/Kohm:.....................................................0.02%
Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L+R. DL/±4dB:...................... O.39%/2.3%
Overall Distortion Ferrichrome Av. L±R. DL/-t-4dB:................N/A / N/A
Overall Distortion Chrome Av. L+R. DL/-r4dB:..............2.95%/1 1.65%
Overall Response 10kHz Av. L±R Dolby Out

Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:............................................ -rO.5dB/ N/A /—IdB
Overall Noise Av. LtR CCIR Dolby out/Improvement:

Ferric ....................................................................... 44.63dB/10.37dB
Ferrichrome.......................................................................... N/A / N/A
Chrome......................................................................... 49.5dB/10.25dB

Worst Erase Figure:.................................................................. — 65dB Fe
DIN Input Noise Floor ref. ImV per k ohm:.............................. —66.5dB
Line Input Noise Floor ref. l60mV/DL:......................................-68.13dB
Spooling Time (C90):....................................................................1.26 min
Dynamic Range Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:..................... 66dB/ N/A 66.75dB
Tapes Used:.....................................................Maxell UDXLI. BASF CrO:
Typical Retail Price:..............................................................................£300

Overall Frequency Responses, Dolby out -24dB.
Maxell UDXL I

BASF Chrome
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Eumig Melropolilan CCD
Eumig, Eumig (UK) Ltd., 14 Priestley Way, London NW2 7TN. 01-450 8070

This somewhat unusual 3-head deck had originally 
only DIN sockets but now incorporates phonos 
to meet demand. Microswitch-operated push 
buttons control the usual deck functions, but 
unusually the pause button stops and starts record 
function, allowing record pausing. The A/B moni
toring button will always return to monitor input 
once a recording is stopped (irritating). The record 
level indicators were very poorly designed, using 
only LEDs at best some 3dB apart and unfor
tunately, although peak reading, they indicated the 
equalised signal encouraging the user to under
record on most programmes. Two mono jack 
sockets for microphone are provided with a high 
and low sensitivity switch. Two pairs of good 
quality faders have their outputs selected by push 
buttons, which also permits mixing. One pair 
controls mic/phono line 1, whilst the other controls 
DIN/phono line 2. Push buttons select ferric, 
ferrichrome or chrome, but note that on the review 
sample FeCr replay is at 120pS and the A/B levels 
were 5dB boosted on record and cut on replay (to be 
corrected in future). The line-out phono socket is 
always live, but the in/out DIN socket is muted 
whilst recording, although an extra DIN socket is 
provided for independent monitoring. An internal 
Dolby tone oscillator and record Dolby level pre
sets were found difficult to use, while the latter was 
also too exposed to prying fingers.

The maximum microphone input sensitivity was 
excellent but clipping margins were also very good. 
The 5-pole DIN input worked very well with almost 
no noise degradation, very high sensitivity, but a 
poor clipping margin; distortion was just a little high 

here at twice the normal DIN input level. Line 1 
and line 2 phono inputs were ridiculously sensitive 
(22mV) and unfortunately clipped, at 2.3 and 3.4V 
respectively, although noise performance was 
reasonable.

The frequency response of all inputs to monitor 
out was excellent. A separate headphone stereo 
ganged gain control allowed a wide range of head
phone types to be used without clipping problems. 
The replay amplifier, whilst producing some slight 
50Hz hum (not noted subjectively though) was 
considerably quieter than average, producing some 
excellent overall noise measurements. Only 9dB of 
Dolby noise reduction was provided, unfor
tunately, but subjectively this machine was never
theless one of the quietest. All replay equalisations 
tended to show a dip of 2dB or so around 3kHz, but 
whilst the chrome response was reasonable above 
this, the ferric response was clearly aligned to the 
old BASF cassettes, which thus caused the HF to 
be around 2dB down at 10kHz; the probe head test 
showed the time constants clearly to be in error. 
Replay amplifier distortion and clipping margins 
were excellent, but the output levels were rather 
lower than average (NB: no replay gain control 
unfortunately).

BASF SLH and normal chrome tapes gave very 
unsatifactory overall results, chrome reaching 13% 
distortion at +4dB. However, Pyral Superferrite 
gave a very good overall response with and without 
Dolby up to 18kHz, showing a slight HF lift at 
1 0kHz. Distortion on Superferrite was very low at 
mid frequencies, and HF was quite reasonable. 
BASF ferrichrome was biased rather too high and
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Eumig Metropolitan CCD

produced some lOkHz loss, despite the 120^S 
replay equalisation; distortion was very low at 
middle and high frequencies however. TDK SA 
gave very low distortion indeed, overall, but was 
again slightly down at HF (overbiased). Overall 
noise levels were all excellent, and the bass 
response was considerably flatter than average. 
The record amplifier has inbuilt pre-distortion. and 
thus gave some remarkably low distortion readings, 
but IM distortion can be higher under some 
circumstances.

Wow and flutter was remarkably good. but 
spooling was twice as fast on re-wind than on wind: 
speed accuracy, however. was excellent. Erasure 
was very good. but crosstalk only just adequate. 
The memory re-wind took the tape back too far. and 
when replay was depressed the cassettes stopped 
again at the "zero" point.

I must admit to being rather disappointed with 
this model, although it has very many excellent 
points, particularly in the design of the electronics. 
The metering must be considered very poor and any 
alignment errors are clearly due to the manu
facturer's misunderstanding of biasing and equali
sation. but by October 1978 they will be setting the 
machines up more appropriately for better quality 
cassette tape types. Assuming that later samples 
will be correctly adjusted and for the right time 
constants, the machine will be able to provide some 
excellent quality reproducton, but the poor 
metering, unfortunately, withholds a 
recommendation.

GENERAL DATA
Rcpla} Azimuih De\iation From A’cragc: ..........0
Microphone Input Sensiti\il)tClipping:  ..........................5L75gV/5L75mV
DIN I p Sens Clipping, A’. Imp:..................... —25.75dB -r-l4dB/13.5Kohm
Line Input Sensitivity/Chpping: 22.5mV/3.4V
MPX Filter \SkHi Attenuation:. ........................................ —0.4dB
Replay Response Ferric A\. L+R 63Hl lOkHt:............— 175dB/—lldB‘
Rcpla) Response Chrome A\. ’ A 101.11::.................. ................... —O.SdB
Worst Audible Rcpla) Hum Component:.................................. 55dB 501fz
Replay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby out/Imp:. -5J.75dB/9.25d8
Repla) Noise Chrome CCIR Dolb) out:................ ...... —56.25dB
Rcpla) Amp Clipping ref DL............................................................ ■ . AddF
Max. ReplayLe\cl for DL:. . . 37SmV
Wow & Flutter A\./Speed A\. / peak DIN Wtg):.............. 0.07'°o/+0.38'°o
Meters Under-read:............................................................................+ 3dB 8ms^
DIN Input Distortion 2mV Kohrii"............ ................. ........................... 0.37%
O\erall Distortion Ferric A\. I - K DL 1.d8: ; + ’••
Overall Distortion Ferrichrome A\. LtR. UUT4dU ...........id',, A 7 AC
Qveratl Distortion Chrome Av. L+R. DLr4dB'...................I.88%/13.63%
O’crall Rcspons e lOklli A\. LtR Dolb} Out

Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:.................... IdH : AH’ ldB
Q,erall NoiseA\ L-rR CCIR Dolb} oui Improvement

Ferric ’.................. 4b I Cid A-AJA
Ferrichrome . +' +oK s
Chrome.....................................................................................

Worst Erase Figure: b"oh ! -
DIN Input Noisc Floor ref I nA ooi k
Line Input Noise Floor ref • ■ A I »1 1 ; ■ j|;
Spooling Time (C90): ( . ' c
D}namic Range Ferric FeCr Chrome:. bb AiH ■' A
Tapes LJseJ:...................... P}ral Superferrite. i> I .( : B V>! Ci • - tiv
T} pieal Retail Prices.................................... 1498

Overall Frequency Responses, Dolby out -24dB.

Pyral Superferrite

20 Hz 50 >00 200 500 1000 2000 5000 10000 20000
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This relatively simple deck is a front-loader, 
enclosed in a metal cabinet; only two gain controls 
are provided on the front panel, one for each 
channel, and these are several ems apart, which 
makes it rather fiddly to adjust record level. Lever 
switches provide input switching, two positions 
each of bias and equalisation and Dolby switching. 
The record-level meters showed longer transients 
reasonably accurately, but short ones poorly, the 
meter responseshowing considerable LF and EHF 
loss, and there are no peakreading lights. The audio 
outputs are controlled by a ganged pre-set gain 
control on the back panel.

The microphone inputs (mono jacks on the front) 
did not mute the DIN socket, and were very 
insensitive, also having a somewhat poor clipping 
margin; the subjective quality was quite good, 
however, but just a little hissy. The DIN input had 
good sensitivity, and an adequate clipping margin; 
although slight noise degradation was noted, it was 
better than many. Some 3rd harmonic distortion 
was noted on this input at higher levels, but should 
not be too serious from a standard source. The line 
inputs were slightly less sensitive than average, but 
no clipping problems were encountered, and input 
noise was exceptionally quiet, which is most 
commendable. The mpx filter is permanently in, 
and showed a rather drastic cut at l 5 kHz, averaging 
-4.25dB.

The replay azimuth was considerably offset, and 
pre-recorded cassettes were distinctly muffled 
before adjustment. Replay hiss levels were slightly 
noisier than average on ferric, but chrome was 
average, Dolby also showing around 9.5dB 

improvement; hum measured at a very low level 
which is commendable. The replay amplifier 
clipping margin was very poor, occurring at 
+5.75dB and as expected replay amplifier dis
tortion at high levels was much worse than average, 
but satisfactory at Dolby level. The ferric replay 
response showed a bass loss, but was well up at HF, 
with a +2dB average shelf being noted which 
clearly degraded hiss performance; the chromium 
HF response however was approximately correct. 
Headphones worked quite well, but clipping on high 
recorded level tapes was obvious, created by the 
replay amplifier problems.

Maxell UDXLI (Hitachi type) showed an 
excellent pen chart up to I 3.5kHz with and without 
Dolby, but some bass woodles were noted. 333Hz 
distortion averaged .6% at Dolby level, but reached 
4% on the left channel and 2.5% on the right at 4dB 
while overall noise was average with the usual 
Dolby improvement. Provided care was taken not 
to record levels which caused clipping on replay, 
the overall quality was excellent, with almost no 
HF compression at all, and a clear, open sound 
quality which shamed many a more expensive 
machine. UDXLII (also Hitachi) showed a notice
able HF loss, amounting to -2dB at IOkHz, which 
was exaggerated with Dolby. Distortion averaged 
2% at Dolby level, but reached 8% on the left 
channel at +4dB and 5.6% on the right. Overall 
noise, however, was excellent, but with just 9.25dB 
Dolby improvement. Distortion was all too evident 
at low frequencies, but if the recording level is kept 
down it would be satisfactory. The tape was clearly 
under biased, and under equalised, and I assume 
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poor quality control is responsible for this.
Wow and flutter measured reasonably well, and 

speed was quite accurate. HF stability was 
excellent, and erasure also most creditable. Cross
talk measured well, particularly at middle fre
quencies, but spooling was just a little slow at 2.4 
minutes.

Provided you can accept the very poor replay 
clipping margin, which will necessitate very careful 
adjustment of recording levels, this machine will 
give a very fine overall sound quality in the ferric 
position, though pseudo-chrome may not be so 
satisfactory. Surprisingly for a budget machine 
there were fewer problem areas than usual, and so 
the machine can be recommended with caution. 
However, a 'best buy' is withheld because of the 
replay clipping performance problem, though this 
may or may not be considered important. It should 
be noted that some pre-recorded musicassettes and 
tapes made on high quality machines may play back 
with some distortion on peaks.

Hitachi D220

GENERAL DATA
Replai y Azimuth Deviation From Average:
Microphone Input Sensitivity/Clipping:. . . ..........  454^V/21mV
DIN l/p Sens/Clipping/A\. Imp:................. l 5.75dB/+ 17.5dH/2.65Kohm
Line Input Sensitivity/Clipping: . ............ 121mV/ IOV
MPX Filter 15kllz Attenuation:............................................................... 4.25dB
Replay Rcspensc Ferric A\ L+k 63Hz/lOdlzz............... - 2.75dli/T2dB
Replaiy Response Chrome A’. LtR lOkllc........................................ -i-().4<.4B
Worst Audible Replay Hum Component:................................... . 65dB 501 It.
Replaiy Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby out/Imp:...................... 4J..S8dllt9.62dB
Replay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out:........................................ 56.75dB
Replay Amp Clipping j-ef DL................................................................   i-6dB*
Max. Replay Level for UL.........................   8l5mV
Wow & Flullcr Av./SpccdA\. D'X ' "o — .
Meters Under-read ...................................... .di Mmo
DIN Inpul Distortion 2mV/Kohm:. . u ■ do
O\erall IJisliwtion Ferric Av. L,-K. DL/+4dB ............. • ■
O\crall Distortion Ferrichrome A\. L-t-R. DL/T4dlF 7 > o \
O\crall Distortion Chrome A\. L+k. DL/i4d8 C ; >
Overall Response lOklh Av. LtK Di.lby Out

Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:.......... T0.5dBi N/A/- I .:'dB
O\crall Noise A\ . L —RCCIR L>olby oiit/lmpri>\em:nl :

Ferric .......................................................................... F? I ôdt •' 5dB
Ferrichrome....................................................................................N/A / N/A
Chrome................................................................................. 47.25dB 9.4dB

Worst Erase Figure:....................................................................... -70dB CrO?
DIN Input Noise Floor ref. ImV per k ohm:....................................... 61dB
Line Input Noise Floor ref. 160mV/DL:............................................. 7 IdB
Spooling Time (C90):.............................................................................. 2.3 min
Dynamic Range Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:......................... 63dB N A /65.5dB
Tapes Used:............................................... Maxell UDXLI. Maxell UDXLII
Typical Retail Price:........................................................................................L99

Overall Frequency Responses, Dolby out -24dB.
Maxell UDXL I
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Hitachi D850
Hitachi, Hitachi Sales (U.K.) Ltd., Hitachi House, Station Road, Hayes,
Middx. UB3 4DR. 01-848 8787 _...................

The D-850 is a 3-head deck allowing monitoring 
and having record and replay gaps in a combined 
head. The front-loading, metal-encased machine 
incorporates facilities for a Dolby tone oscillator to 
be used in conjunction with record cal. controls. 
The meters are peak reading types, but these under
read transients slightly. Friction-locked record and 
replay rotary gain controls are provided, and levers 
operate Dolby in/out with FM Dolby and bias and 
equalisation separately (each with three positions), 
while push buttons operate A/B monitoring, input 
switching and Dolby tone oscillator functions. The 
deck controls worked very well, the rec/pb head 
being engaged with a motor against the tape; 
loading is very simple and smooth. Phono line 
in/output sockets are provided on the rear. and are 
complemented by a combined 5-pole DIN socket 
with an additional switchable one for monitoring, 
thus avoiding crosstalk.

Two mono jacks are supplied for microphones, 
the input sensitivity and clipping margin being 
rather poor. The DIN input had adequate sensiti
vity and the clipping margin was adequate, although 
not as good as usual/from a DIN source. However, 
virtually no noise degradation was noted from a 
standard DIN source, which worked well with no 
problems. Whilst the line input sensitivity was 
reasonable, some noise was added near maximum 
gain, but normal input levels should not present a 
problem; unfortunately, the line input clips at 3.5V 
(adequate for normal requirements). The mpx filter 
is permanently in on all input positions, giving a 
steep fall off above 15kHz.

Replay azimuth was just slightly out, but replay 

amplifier noise measured better than usual and 
showed a good improvement with chrome and an 
average improvement with Dolby. Some 50Hz and 
150Hz hum was noted which was slightly audible. 
The replay clipping margin is adequate for all 
normal tapes, and headphones worked well with 
adequate volume. The replay response showed 
slight bass 'woodles', and at HF it lifted gently at 
lOkHz, but it showed the correct ratio between 
ferric and chromium. Replay distortion was very 
low indeed, which is most commendable.

The overall responses all showed marked losses 
at 1 OkHz and the bass responses all showed slight 
bass 'woodles', although averaging reasonably flat. 
It was quite clear that all the bias levels were too 
high. Maxell UDXLI, for example, gave incredibly 
low distortion at Dolby level, rising to only 1.8% at 
+6dB, but HF compression was noted subjec
tively, as well as a muffled sound quality. Overall 
noise levels all measured well, showing a 1OdB 
noise improvement with Dolby. BASF LHI 
sounded rather better, but also penned HF loss. 
Sony FeCr measured only 2.2% at +6dB, but pro
duced considerable HF compression and was around 
3.5dB down at HF; noise was extremely low, giving 
one of the best figures. Maxell UDXLII gave a 
slightly better response up to 5kHz, but averaged 
— l .25dB at 10kHz; noise measured well and 
distortion averaged 2.7% at +6dB, again excellent 
but some HF compression was noted.

Because of the poor overall response on the 
original review sample a second sample was 
checked, and was found to be far better, UDXLI 
being almost flat to l 5kHz, Sony FeCr however 
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still showed a slight roll-off, but UDXLH was flat 
again to J 5 kHz. The bass end in general was rather 
smoother and distortion and noise levels measured 
very similarly to the first sample, while 'Dolby in' 
responses were also very satisfactory on the second 
sample.

Wow and flutter measured well on the second 
sample, but HF stability was slightly variable 
(around average). Speed measured up to I% slow 
and 1.6% fast on the two samples, and spooling 
took 2.2 minutes in each direction. Erasure was 
excellent and crosstalk generally good, but right to 
right between opposite tracks was slightly below 
average on both samples.

Quality control was clearly suspect on the first 
sample, although the model was nevertheless well 
liked. The DIN input worked particularly well and 
the machine was quieter than average. The basic 
electronic design was generally very good indeed, 
and considerable attention has been paid by Hitachi 
to the input pre-amplifier circuits, although they 
still need some minor points putting right.

Since the second sample had excellent overall 
responses and was no worse in noise or distortion 
performance, the model can be given a recom
mendation, but the model is not quite in the 'best 
buy' category because of the quality control 
problems (first sample wow and flutter, and 
response problems, and speed differences between 
samples).

Hitachi D850

GENERAL DATA 
Replay Azimuth Deviation From Average: ............................................ +32"
Microphone Input Sensitivity/Clipping: 500pV/23.5mV
DIN 1/p Sens/Clipping./Av. Imp:..................... . — 18dB/+ J 3dB/I I Kohm
Line Input Sensitivity/Clipping:.............................................. 8.5mV/3.55V
MPX Filter ISkHz Attenuation: ................................... .... |.25dB
Replay Response Ferric Av. L+R 63Hz/IOkHz: .... . —2dB/+0.75dB
Replay Response Chrome Av. L+R !OkHz:...........................................+!dB
Worst Audible Replay Hum Component:............................... —60dB i 50Hz
Replay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby out/Imp:. ................... ... -51.88dB
Replay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out:..................................... . —56.25dB
Replay Amp Clipping ref DL:. . ...................................................+ 1 i .75dB
Max. Replay Level for DL:....................................................................  775mV
Wow & Flutter Av./Speed Av. (peak DIN Wtg): . 0.11 %/—0.84%'
Meters Under-read:................................................. ....................... —5.5 Bms
DIN Input Distortion 2mV/Kohm: .. ..............0.1%
Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:..................... 0.24%/0.82%
Overall Distortion Ferrichrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:.......... .  0.69%/1.3%
Overall Distortion Chrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:................... 0.6%/1.57%
Overall Response lOkHz Av. L+R Dolby Out

Ferric/FcCr/Chromc:...................... . -0.5dB/—l .5dB/+0.5dB
Overall Noise Av. L+R CCIR Dolby out/Improvement: 

Ferric ....................... ............ -43.25dB/10.25dB
Ferrichrome........... . ....................... —48.34dB/9.4dB
Chrome..................... ................. .—46.75dB/9.5dB

Worst Erase Figure:.................................................................... — 72dB CrO:
DIN Input Noise Floor ref. ImV per k ohm:..................................—66.JdB
Line Input Noise Floor ref. 160mV/DL. ......................... —66.75dB
Spooling Time (C90): ...... ......................2.4 min
Dynamic Range Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:..........................65dB/67.75dB/66dB
Tapes Used: Maxell UDXLI, Sony FcCr. Maxell UDXLII
Typical Retail Price:.................................... ............................. .. £249

Overall Frequency Responses, Dolby out -24dB.
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Hitachi 0900
Hitachi, Hitachi Sales (U.K.) Ltd., Hitachi House, Station Road, Hayes, 
Middx. UB3 4DR. 01-848 8787

The D900 is a 3-head deck built into a metal case, 
employing the Hitachi combined record/replay 
head. All deck functions are microswitch logic 
operating, and work very smoothly indeed, 
allowing the user to drop into record whilst on 
replay in addition to transferring from any one 
function to any other. Cassette loading in the hinged 
front door was very simple and reliable. Two record 
friction-locked concentric controls are provided for 
mic/DIN and line input mixing, and there is also an 
additional ganged output gain control. Lever 
switches select tape/source, three positions of bias 
and equalisation separately, and Dolby in/out with 
multiplex switching. A tape counter, reset and 
memory control buttons are provided, together with 
meter switching. A Dolby tone oscillator is fitted, 
together with record-calibration pre-sets. Phono 
!me in/out sockets are complemented by two 5-pole 
DIN ones, monitoring being switchable to the 
independant one for interconnection with DIN 
equipment. A remote control socket is also pro
vided. The mic inputs (two mono jacks with the left 
providing mono to both channels) were very 
insensitive, but the clipping level was reasonably 
good. The DIN input had adequate sensitivity, but 
barely enough clipping margin, but noise degra
dation performance was significantly better than 
average. Response measured well, but distortion 
crept up a bit on high input level signals. Although 
the line input was slightly less sensitive than 
average, it clipped surprisingly at only 2.8 V, but the 
noise performance was very good. The mpx filter 
cut I. 75dB at l 5kHz. On the 'VU' meter position, 
the indications were somewhat more accurate than 

usual, but in the peak-reading position transients 
were only slightly better indicated than with the 
‘VU ’ position, but this was felt adequate. The meter 
sensitivities were the same on both positions, so 
many users are likely to under-record slightly 
when using peak-reading.

Replay azimuth was slightly incorrect, but replay 
amplifier hiss was exceptionally good both on ferric 
and chrome, giving some of the quietest replay 
noise figures measured. Dolby also gave the correct 
hiss improvement, and replay hum levels measured 
very well. The replay response on the ferric position 
showed a slight boost at I OkHz, but was excellent at 
LF, and the ferric/chrome ratios were correct. 
Replay amplifier clipping was satisfactory, but just 
insufficient for iron tapes, and some replay ampli
fier distortion was noted on both 2nd and 3rd 
harmonics and some more loop gain with more 
feedback might clearly be desirable. Headphones 
(gain adjustable with the replay gain control) were 
driven adequately with a reasonable clipping 
margin.

Maxell/Hitachi UDXLI penned a very flat 
response up to l 6kHz, extending beyond this with a 
slight bump; 333Hz distortion was 0.45% at Dolby 
level, rising to just 2.2% at +4dB, which is 
excellent. Overall noise measured exceptionally 
well, giving 9.5dB improvement with Dolby. The 
subjective quality showed excellent dynamic range, 
and very good clarity and openness, HF com
pression being less marked than usual. Sony FeCr 
showed a slight HF rise on the left channel, but was 
almost flat on the right to 20kHz; bass responses 
were generally good. Distortion measured just 2% 
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Hitachi

at +4dB, but subjectively considerable spitch on 
speech was noted, and HF compression was very 
noticeable. Thus, ferrichrome was not much liked. 
Maxell/Hitachi UDXLII gave an excellent overall 
pen chart. and distortion measured 1.25% at Dolby 
level. rising to 4.2% at +4dB, a reasonable com
promise with HF compression, giving an excellent 
overall quality throughout: noise also measured 
well.

Wow and flutter measured quite well, but speed 
was over 1 % slow (sample fault9) Spooling was 
slow at 2.75 mins, and HF stability was average. 
Erasure was good, but crosstalk just acceptable.

Provided the input clipping situation is com
patible with your set-up, this machine will give 
some very fine overall quality on ferric and pseudo
chrome tapes. The machine can be recommended 
for its excellent facilities and was well liked by us. It 
is thus a best buy, especially considering the 
reasonable price for a high performance 3-head 
deck.

GENERAL DATA
Replay Azimuih Deviation From A\erage:

..................  665MV/46mV
l 5dB/+ l 3.75dB/7.9Kohm

l 10mV/2.8V'
..............................J.75dB

Microphone Input Sensitivity/Clipping:. .
DIN l/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp:.
Line Input Sensitivity/Clipping:........................
MPX Filter I SkHz Attenuation:
Replay Response Ferric Av. L+R 63Hz/10kHz: -0.25dB/+ l .l 25dB
Replay Response Chrome Av. L + R 10kHz: . ...+J.125dB
Worst Audible Replay Hum Component:................................-66dB l 50Hz
Replay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby out/Imp:. -55.l 3dB/9.75dB
Replay Noise Chrome CCJR Dolby out:.. -59.13dB
Replay Amp Clipping ref DL:. +l ldB
Max. Replay Level for DL:. ,           ..............  735mV
Wow & Flutter Av./Speed Av. (peak DIN Wtg): 0.12%/-1.2%
Meters Under-read:................................................................ -6dB 8ms
DIN Input Distortion 2mV/Kohm: ...0.33%
Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L + R. DL/+4dB:........................0.45%/2.2%
Overall Distortion Ferrichrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB: .0.63%/2%
Overall Distortion Chrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB: . 1.3%/4.3%
Overall Response 10kHz Av. L+R Dolby Out

Ferric/FeCr/Chrome: . . —0.75dB/+ l .5dB/+0.25dB
Overall Noise Av. L+R CCIR Dolby oul/lmprovemeni:

Ferric................ .............. .................................................-44.88dB/9.62dB
Ferrichrome ... ..................................................................-48.63dB/9.5dB
Chcome................................................................................ 47. l 3dB/9.62dB

Worst Erase Figure:........................................................................ 68dB Crfo
DIN Input Noise Floor ref. lmV perk ohm: —63.75dB
Line Input Noise Floor ref. l 60mV/DL..........................................-68.75dB
Spooling Time (C90): .. 2.7 min
Dynamic Range Ferric/FeCr/Chrome: .66.5dB/67.75dB/67dB
Tapes Used: Maxell UDXLI. Sony FeCr. Maxell UDXLll
Typical Retail Price:................................................................................. .  . £299

Overall Frequency Responses, Dolby out -24dB.
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Although this is only a budget price model and it has 
only very simple facilities, in many respects it 
outclasses several machines at over twice its cost! 
The front panel slopes up towards the back and 
incorporates a top loading mechanism which was 
simple to load; the deck controls worked smoothly. 
Two mono microphone jacks and a stereo head
phone jack are on the front of the machine, and 
phono line in/outputs and a 5-pole DIN socket are 
on the rear, together with a captive mains lead. 
Small lever switches select Dolby, and two posi
tions each of equalisation and RF bias; a single pair 
of mono input faders had rather a short throw, but 
worked smoothly, no replay gain control being 
fitted. No peak reading light was provided but the 
normal meters are slightly faster than average.

The microphone input was rather insensitive but 
the clipping margin was very good and the micro
phone circuitry gave subjectively very low distor
tion. The 5-pole DIN input had adequate sensi
tivity and a reasonable clipping margin from a DIN 
source; almost no noticeable noise degradation was 
noted and JVC must be congratulated on getting the 
input impedance correct and so well optimised (one 
of the few!). No response problems were noted on 
the DIN input or line input and distortion levels 
were all well down.

The line inputs are connected to the DIN input 
via 470kohm and, as expected, clipping was noted 
at 7.5V. Unfortunately, some noise degradation 
was noted from the phono sockets at input levels 
less than about 0.7V, and if you are likely to be 
using levels higher than 3 V, then ask your dealer to 
change the line input resistors to 220kohm or so.

Line input levels of, say, 300mV had noticeable 
noise added, incidentally. Headphone levels (not 
variable) were well compromised into low and high 
impedance models, but the clipping margin was 
barely adequate into 8 ohm models, although 
satisfactory from 25 ohm upwards.

Replay azimuth was quite a long way out and 
some pre-recorded cassettes would be distinctly 
blurred, but correcting it was very simple. Replay 
noise was quieter than average and showed an 
improvement of only 2.75dB on chrome (not quite 
enough) which Dolby however giving 10.25dB 
average improvement. Replay hum levels were all 
at least good; the clipping margin was also good, 
and replay distortion was better than average. The 
replay response on ferric was very good, showing 
just a slight !OkHz rolloff of -ldB, but chrome 
reproduced with too much HF, which ties in with 
the differences in replay noise performance.

The overall measurement on Maxell UDXLJ 
showed the background noise to be quieter than 
average, and distortion at a very low level (I.7% 
3rd harmonic of 333Hz at +4dB). Notwith
standing these excellent results, HF compression 
was less noticeable than usual, showing the 
machine to be extremely well designed and aligned. 
The response measured surprisingly flat up to 
15 kHz, although a slight Dolby level error of+IdB 
was noted here which produced a presence boost of 
2dB; this was noticed subjectively, but not disliked 
since it was followed by such a good HF response. 
At low frequencies however we noted a significant 
bass loss amounting to -3dB at 55Hz and falling 
continuously below this.
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TDK SA had a reasonably good overall noise 
performance, and the response again extended to 
l 5kHz with only very minor deviations (one of the 
flattest HF curves). Distortion was a little high 
though, showing the tape to be slightly underbiased, 
but HF compression was minimal on our entire test 
programme. High level modulation sounded just a 
little bit dirty, requiring the recording level to be set 
slightly low for best results.

Erasure was good on the left, but only fair on the 
right, and the crosstalk figures were all excellent. 
Wow and flutter measured well, and no subjective 
problems were encountered. Speed was just a little 
fast, but spooling average while HF stability was 
better than average.

For its price this machine performed very well, 
and was one of our favourites. I do feel, though, that 
the phono input circuit could have been much better 
with the addition of a switch immediately before the 
50k ohm record level controls and this would have 
given greater sensitivity, no clipping problem and 
no noise problem. However, the DIN input is well 
optimised as it stands. Notwithstanding the line 
input criticism this machine is clearly a 'best buy', 
especially since the overall sound quality was so 
much liked in the subjective tests.

JVC KD720

GENERAL DATA
Replay Azimuth Deviation From Average:........................................... 1 M
Microphone Input Sensitivity/Clipping:...................................4S:p.v M.smV
DIN l/p Sens/Clipping/A\. Imp : !V7mIB. ' 2.F7BB. I 2.5KoMu
Line Input Sensitivity/Clipping: ,........................  '
MPX Filler 15kHz Attenuation:....................................................... 2 'MoB
Replay Response Fcrrii.: Av.L+R 63Hz/lOkHz 2 4JB MB
Replay Response Chrome Av. L+R IOkHz:................................. B! MB
Worst Audible Replay Hum Component-...................................... mtdB MH/
ReplayNnise Fcrrii.: CCIR Dolby out/Imp:.................... .75UB B; Mil)
Replay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out: ............... o M
Replay Arnp Clipping ref DL:......................................... . • MoK
Max. Replay Level for DL^..................... ................................... ; Mm\'
Wow & Flutter Av./Speed Av. (peak DIN Wtg):  ¡i I'M <!. (UM 
Meters Undi.:r-read: ................... .................. 'MB o-lm ,
DIN Input Distortion 2irnV/Kohm: ........................ o.oM'n,
Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L + R. DL/+4dB:.......... M.M'S. ; MP,
Overall Distortion Ferrichrome Av. L+R. DL/ + 4dB .... -/II
Overall Distortion Chrome Av.L + R. DL/ + 4dB:
Overall Response !Okl-lz Av. L + R Dolby Out

Ferric/FeCr/Chrome............................................ +0.5dB/ N/A /+0.25dB
Overall Noise Av. L+R CCIR Dolby out/Improvement:

Ferric...................................................................................-43.5dB/10.25dB
Fei rMmmm..................... .......................................... . . ... N/A / N/A
Chmirr...............................................................................-46.JdB/I OdB

Wai si I-.rase Figure:............................... ........... ........................... -64dB CrO,
DIN Na:xe 1 Fm m? I mV per k ohm:................. .. . -64.3d8
I .me input Na:.w iP.mo tM HMrnV DI ................... ..................... -56.63d8
Spooling rime KW................................................................. ............1.9 min
fovmimie ■ Ferm FM.'i ( hn.-ic: . 65.25d8/NIA /65.25JB

! I sM.........  ................................. Maxell UDXLI. TDK SA
IBomM Rmar Pimm:................................................................................. .£90

Overall Frequency Responses, Dolby out -24dB.
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JVCKD65
JVC, JVC (U.K.) Ltd., Eldonwall Trading Estate, Staples Corner, 6-8 Priestley Way, 
London nW2. 01-450 2621_________ '_________________________________________

This very new model incorporates both the JVC 
SANRS and ANRS noise reduction systems, 
which use elements of the Dolby B licensed cir
cuitry. The deck is a front-loader in a metal case, 
and has phono line in/output and 5 pole DIN 
sockets on the rear panel and two mono mike jacks 
and a stereo headphone jack on the front. The deck 
functions worked very well, and included a memory 
counter and an auto start with external switching. 
The unique record-level metering system incor
porates five sets of LEDs which are on five separate 
frequencies to show a real-time peak-level display, 
in addition to two normal type meters. The friction- 
locked concentric record-gain control is comple
mented by a ganged stereo replay one, and levers 
control input selection (mike, DIN and line), 
SANRS and ANRS and three positions each of 
bias and equalisation. A ganged 5-position 
equaliser switch permits record equalisation to be 
varied, which is most commendable. Two buttons 
operate memory counter and real time display 
on/off. The level display, although a gimmick, is 
great fun, and frankly quite impressive.

The microphone inputs had acceptable sensi
tivity, a good clipping margin, and microphone 
recorded quality was very good. The DIN input had 
excellent sensitivity and a good clipping margin, 
and almost no noise degradation was noted, which 
is commendable; the input also has a flat response 
and good distortion measurements. The line inputs 
were a little insensitive, but no clipping or noise 
problems were encountered. No mpx filler is 
incorporated, which is to be deprecated. The 
normal metering had an average performance, but 

the peak-reading display, whilst reading longer 
transients reasonably well, under-read fast 
transients quite markedly. Each of the five fre
quency bands overlapped considerably, so indi
cators are only a very rough guide. Replay azimuth 
was quite accurately set, but replay amplifier hiss 
was rather average, showing a 9.7SdB improve
ment with ANRS, and 1 l .25d8 with SANRS. 
Chrome replay, though, was quite quiet, and hum 
levels measured quite well, no hum being noticed 
subjectively; the replay clipping margin was 
excellent, and distortion was minimal. Bass 
responses measured well, but the HF playback 
equalisations were slightly down (old BASF stan
dards again). The headphone outputs are com
patible for use with almost all types of headphone.

Maxell UDXLI penned a very flat chart from 
40Hz to l SkHz in the + 1 dB equalisation position, 
although the nominally flat position gave a correct 
record response (NB replay error). When SANRS 
recordings were played back ANRS some HF loss 
was apparent. 333Hz distortion measured 
extremely low, reaching oly 2.1% at +6d8. and 
overall noise was average, but very good noise 
reduction was obtained with SANRS, ANRS being 
similar to Dolby. The subjective quality was very 
smooth and much liked, although piano recordings 
created slight chuffing on transients unless played 
back ANRS. Sony FeCr also produced reasonably 
flat overall charts. and 333Hz distortion measured 
1.3% at +4d8 and only 2.4% at +6d8. Overall 
noise with SANRS measured very well, and the 
subjective quality was liked, although some HF 
compression was noted. TDK SA produced a chart 
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which showed a slight droop at I OkHz which 
became 4dB down at 15kHz in the flat equalisation 
position (+1 would have given too much boost at 
I OkHz). Overall noise measured very well and 
333Hz distortion measured 3.2% at +6dB. The 
sound quality was slightly mulTTed at EHF, and 
slight HF compression was noted, but was not 
serious.

Wow and flutter measured extremely well, and 
speed was accurate. Spooling was average and HF 
stability good. Erasure and crosstalk were both 
excellent.

ANRS is moderately compatible with Dolby, but 
SANRS reduces the HF peak energy, under
recording transients, and expanding them slightly 
on replay, thus sometime producing slight chuffing, 
but in general with greater clarity and openness of 
fortissimae. The JVC noise reduction systems are 
much better now than they were originally, and it 
would not be fair to be prejudiced against them on 
Dolby compatibility grounds since overall recorded 
quality was very good indeed, particularly in the 
pseudo-chrome position. Provided you are not 
concerned about perfect Dolby compatibility, the 
machine can be very strongly recommended, and is 
a best buy. JVC must have worked very hard to 
overcome the many problems that were evident two 
years ago.

JVC KD65

GENERAL DATA
Replay Azimuth Deviation From Average^
Microphone Input Sensitivity/Clipping: .............. . 216juV/55.5mV
DIN l/p Scns/Clipping/Av. Imp:.....' .... - 18.25dB/ + 26dB/8.2Kohm
Line Input Sensitivity/Clipping: IO3mV/ IOV
MPX Filter J 5kHz Attenuation:................................................................OdB*
Replay Response Ferric Av. L+R 63Hz/lOkHz:.......... +O.ldB/- l.75dB
Replay Response Chrome Av. L+R lOkHt:....................................... l.9dB
Worst Audible Replay Hum Component:.................................-62dB 5QH,
Replay Noise Ferric CCIR SANRS out/Imp:.............. -5O.5dB/l L25dB
Replay Noise Chrome CCJR SANRS out: . . .....................-54.75dB
Replay Amp Clipping ref DL:.........................  + l5.25dB
Max. Replay Level for DL:..................................................... . ............. 635mV
Wow & Flutter Av./Spced Av. (peak DIN Wtg):................0.08%/—0.27%
Meters Under-read:.............................. .......................-0.25dB 64ms
DIN Input Distortion 2mV/Kohm:. . 0.04%
Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L + R. DL/ + 4dB:......................0.2%,0.95%
Overall Distortion Ferrichrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB: 0.48%/l.26%
Overall Distortion Chrome Av. L + R. DL/ + 4dB: ............. 0.58%/l.73%
Overall Response lOkHz Av. L+R Dolby Out

Ferric/FcCr/Chrome:............ ............................ +0.5dB/-IdB/-ldB
Overall Noise Av. L+R CCIR Dolby out/mprovement: 

Ferric............. .............................................................-4M8dB/H.37dB
Ferrichrome............................... ..................................... -47.25dB/lO.93dB
Chrome.............................................................................-46.5dB/I0.1 SdB

Worst Erase Figure .......................................................................-70dB Crfo
DIN Input Noise Floor ref. !r. :■ , -. . tr- -64.5dB
Line Input Noise Floor rer. — O — d; :................................-68.25dB
Spooling Time (CSX0) .............................................................................. 1 .8 min
Dynamic Range Ferric/FeCr/Chrome: . ...65.25dB/7O.25dB/67.75dB

Typical Retail Price:............   , .........................£233

Overall Frequency Responses, Dolby out -24dB.
Maxell UDXL I
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Marantz 5010
Marantz, Marantz (UK) Ltd., 203 London Road, Staines, Middx, 0784 50132

This very basic machine offers only essential 
facilities but does incorporate a limiter. No input 
switching is provided, but inputs include micro
phone (mono jacks), 5-pole DIN and phono sockets 
(in and out). Insertion of a microphone mutes DIN 
and line inputs. The machine, encased in metal, is a 
front-loader and has just two gain controls on the 
front for left and right independently, these controls 
being many centimetres apart, which makes fading 
impossible, and this could be most irritating. Push 
buttons select two positions of bias and equali
sation, Dolby and limiting functions, the latter, 
incidentally, having much too slow a decay time but 
otherwise working reasonably well. Deck functions 
operated normally and provided direct switching 
between all functions. Cassette loading was simple 
and the mechanism neat. The two meters had a 
fairly poor performance, under-reading transients 
quite badly. The mpx filter can be switched in and 
out on the rear panel.

The microphone input sensitivity was barely 
adequate for speech at 30 ems from the microphone 
and the quality was slightly scratchy and hummy; 
the clipping margin, however, was excellent. The 
DIN input was very insensitive, requiring the 
record gains to be virtually flat out to achieve full 
recording level from a standard DIN source. The 
noise degradation was so bad (with some hum) as to 
make this input almost unusable. Distortion and 
response measured well and the clipping margin 
was phenomenal! The line input sensitivity was 
satisfactory and no clipping problems were en
countered. Again, very bad noise degradation was 
noted if the gain controls were used at normal 

positions (too much gain after the record level 
controls).

The replay azimuth was set reasonably 
accurately and replay hiss levels were average on 
both ferric and chrome while Dolby gave the usual 
improvement. However, the Dolby noise reduction 
circuitry was incorrectly adjusted and tracking was 
relatively poor. Some slight replay hum was noted 
though the clipping margin was good and replay 
amplifier distortion was satisfactory. The replay 
response was quite reasonable up to 6kHz, but fell 
noticeably above this, the lOkHz response being 
around 2dB below that at 6.3kHz; the chrome 
response, however, was slightly more accurate. 8 
ohm headphones were slightly too quiet but 600 
ohm models were too loud, the clipping margin 
being satisfactory. 8 ohm headphones also loaded 
the metering circuit by around l .5dB on record and 
the line output levels by 0.5dB — very poor.

Maxell UDXL/ produced a slight positive Dolby 
error and gave a response showing slight bass 
'woodles' but otherwise well extended up to l 5kHz. 
A presence boost of l .5dB was noted in the 
presence region but was otherwise reasonable with 
Dolby in. Distortion measured 0.6% at Dolby level 
rising to 2% at +4dB, while overall noise with 
record level at minimum measured very well, but 
improved by only 9dB with Dolby. Subjectively, 
the poor input noise was rather obvious overall and 
some HF compression was noticed on the test 
program. Speech spitchiness was also evident, 
showing the tape to be over-biased, and transients 
were reproduced rather poorly. Sony FeCr had 
very high distortion and was not found appropriate, 
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Marantz 5010

the bias being distinctly too low. TDK SA gave a 
flat response from 60Hz to l 5kHz on both 
channels, distortion at 333Hz averaged 3% at 
Dolby level, rising to 8.2% average at +4dB and, as 
expected, considerable distortion was noted sub
jectively but surprisingly also with considerable HF 
compression. Noise (record level minimum) 
measured quite well but only improved by 8dB with 
Dolby in, which is very poor.

Wow and flutter measured at 0.2%, which is 
poor, but speed was only slightly fast; spooling was 
rather slow, requiring 2.5 minutes. HF stability was 
average but some dropouts were noted, while 
erasure was good and crosstalk excellent.

We were all, unfortunately, singularly unenthu
siastic about the performance of this model and we 
cannot believe that this was due to sample faults. 
The input noise performance was very poor and 
clearly the entire input pre-amplifier and record 
level circuits would benefit from a total re-design. 
The record level controls were irritating, and as 
some of the overall distortion figures were very 
poor, this machine just cannot be recommended at 
all, and its price is also rather on the high side for the 
facilities offered.

GENERAL DATA
Replay Azimuth Deviation From Average: . ................................ .. — 28°
Microphone Input Sensitivity/Clipping:................................ 27O^V1 92mV
DIN 1/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp:. —4.75dB*/ +26dB/42.5Kohm
Line Input Sensitivity/Clipping:.........................................  97.5mV/ I0V
MPX Filter I5kHz Attenuation:....................... .......................................
Replay Response Ferric Av. L+R 63Hz/10kHz:.............— l.4dB/- l.38dB
Replay Response Chrome Av. L+R 10kHz:. ... —0.7dB
Worst Audible Replay Hum Component: ........................150Hz —67dB
Replay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby out/Imp:. ....... —49.75dB/9.88dB
Replay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out:......................................... — 53dB
Replay Amp Clipping rer DL:. . + 13.25dB
Max. Replay Level for DL:. ......... 660mV
Wow & Flutter Av./Speed Av. (peak DIN Wtg):. . 0.2%/+0.35%
Meiers Under-read: 8dB 64ms
DIN Input Distortion 2mV;Kohm:. ..................... ........... ............ 0.07%
Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L+R. DL/+ 4dB:. .. O.6%/2%
Overall Distortion Ferrichrome Av. L+R. DU+4dB:..............2.3%/7.5%
Overall Distortion Chrome Av. L + R. DL/+4dB: ......................3%/8.2%
Overall Response IOkHz Av. L+R Dolby Our

Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:.................................. +0.SdB/-0.7 5dB*/+O.25dB
Overall Noise Av. L+R CCIR Dolby out/Improvement:

Ferric. . -43.88dB*/9.12dB
Ferrichrome..................................... . .... -46.63dB/8.73dB
Ch<emc -46.63dB/8.37dB

Worst Erase Figure: —69dB CrOi
DIN Input Noise Floor ref. I mV per k ohm: . ................ —48.JdB
Line Input Noise Floor ref. 160mV/DL:. . —48.IJdB
Spooling Time (C90):......................... ....................................... 2.4 min
Dynamic Range Ferric/FcCr/Chrome:................... . 63dB*/63.5dB*/63dB*
Tapes Used:.. ....... Maxell UDXLI. Sony FeCr. TDK SA
Typical Retail Price:.............................................................................£139

Overall Frequency Responses, Dolby out -24dB.
Maxell UDXLI
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Nakamichi 350
Nakamichi, Natural Sound Systems Ltd., 10 Byron Road, Wealdstone, Harrow, 
Middx. 01-863 8622

This model is primarily intended for use in a 
caravan or car and inputs are available with special 
leads for driving it from an external 12V supply (ie. 
car battery), or alternatively its external mains 
power supply can be used. Fitted with a car bracket 
accessory it incorporates Dolby B noise reduction 
and includes line in and line out phonos, '• inch mike 
jacks for left, right and centre blend and a stereo 
headphone socket, which delivers a very adequate 
level into 600 ohm models. Friction locked 
independently variable concentric record level and 
replay gain controls are provided with an additional 
mono pot for the third microphone (all very small). 
Just a single mono meter which had better than 
average ballistics is incorporated. Push buttons 
select Dolby on/off or ferric/chrome switching. 
(Nakamichi EX and SX cassettes were supplied).

Since battery economy circuits are incorporated, 
the electronics only come up to full operation a few 
seconds after switch on to play or record.Whilst the 
mechanical functions were easy to use, the stop 
button must be depressed to change from play to 
rewind or back. Extreme simplicity in operation is 
an essential part of the design and so facilities are 
only very basic. Wow and flutter averaged 0.11%, 
which is good for a 12V capability machine and the 
speed was extremely accurately set. Spooling was 
rather slow taking 2mins 40secs for a C90. Erasure 
was adequate and crosstalk very good. The micro
phone input sensitivity was 62mV into high 
impedance and no noise or clipping problems were 

experienced here.
Replay azimuth was quite badly out on delivery, 

but after resetting this, the ferric frequency response 
measured very well on replay, showingjust a slight 
treble lift at 1 OkHz (+2dB), and thus tapes made on 
other machines might sound a little brittle. 
Tape/head contact and high frequency stability 
were excellent but replay noise levels were much 
hissier than average — possibly due to more treble 
emphasis than usual being employed in the replay 
amplifier. Hum levels when the recorder was used 
with the mains power supply were virtually 
inaudible and very low when measured.

Distortion in the electronics was also exception
ally low, which is commendable. 640mV output is 
available for Dolby level and the output clipped at 
2.1V. The overall sound quality on ferric tape was 
generally good and very clean, but whilst the fre
quency response overall showed a slight dip at 
1OkHz, but rising again above this, the measured 
distortion at Dolby level was surprisingly high on 
ferric at 2.75% rising to 9.5% at +4dB. The 
machine would appear to be underbiased on record 
here, and also incorrectly equalised, particularly 
bearing in mind that replay was slightly up. 
Nakamichi SX chrome also gave similar response 
charts, but produced surprisingly lower distortion 
than ferric of 1.5% at Dolby level, rising to 5% at 
+4dB. This, then, is one of the few machines which 
gave better results on the chrome than on the ferric 
position, but some HF squash was nevertheless
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Nakamichi 350
Reprinted from Hi-Fi Choice Cassette Decks and Tapes, Winter 76/77.

noticed on the former. The overall weighted noise 
levels were none too good, measuring -51.SdB on 
EX ferric and -53.SdB on SX. With the limitation 
of dynamic range produced on ferric tape by the 
distortion performance and with the higher than 
average hiss, the overall dynamic range is unfor
tunately more limited than average. The SX 
dynamic range can only be said to approximate that 
of the average ferric on another machine, but is 
bettered in distortion performance by most ferric 
high quality cassettes on the better competitive 
models.

Whilst the overall sound quality was good and 
clean, particularly on Nakamichi ferric EX, I 
cannot help but be a little disappointed with this 
recorder. It clearly has some specialised uses and 
has basically been well designed. Biasing and 
equalisation need some attention on ferric, particu
larly in the record amplifier. Its very small size and 
neatness will obviously attract purchasers but the 
price is on the high side.

GENERAL DATA
Replay Azimuth Deviation From Average:. ...................................70°
Microphone l/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp:............................... 210^V-230^V*

.......................................... 1 1.5mV-13.25mV*/4.5K ohms -5.4K ohms 
DIN I/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp: .........................................N/A/N/A/N/A
Line l/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp:.. 62.5mV/ IOV/93K ohms
Replay Response Ferric Av. L+R 63Hz/10kHz:......................OdB/+l.5dB
Replay Response Chrome Av. L+R 10kHz: . .........., . +2.5dB
Ferric unwtd. 20/20 worst channel:........................................................... 53dB
Replay Noise Ferric CCJR Dolby out/Imp:......................... 47.5dB/10.5dB
Replay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out:................................................. 5 ldB
Wow & Flutter Av./Speed Av. (peak DIN Wtg):....................0.11%/-0.1%
Meters Under-read: ........ -JdB at 64ms
Distortion monitoring input at DL:.........................................................0.08%
Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:......................... 2.6%/9.4%
Overall Distortion Ferrichrome Av. L+R, DL/+4dB: ..........NIA/NIA
Overall Distortion Chrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB: ........... 1.5%/4.9%
Overall Response 10kHz Av. L+R Dolby Out

Ferric/FeCr/Chrome: ................................................... -ldB/N/A-l .75dB
Overall Noise Av. L+R CCIR Dolby out/Improvement:

Ferric.............................................................................................42dB/9.5dB
Ferrichrome ...............................................................
Chrome.......................................................................................... 45dB/8.5dB

Noise Degradation DIN/line inputs: ................................... N/A/OdB
Spooling Time (C90):...............................................................................2m 37s
Dynamic Range Ferric/FeCr/Chrome: ............................. 59dB/N/A/62dB
Tapes Used: ...................... . .. Nakamichi EX. N/A. Nakamichi SX
Typical Retail Prices......................................................................................£240

Overall Frequency Responses, Dolby in, note 
'expanded' vertical scale
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Nakamichi 550
Natural Sound Systems Ltd., 10 Byron Road, Wealdstone, Harrow, Middlesex.
01-863 8622

Designed specifically to obtain maximum perfor
mance from internal battery operation (an external 
mains power supply is also provided) the recorder 
can further be operated from a l 2 V car battery and 
incorporates Dolby B processing and a record 
limiter. A program time elapsed counter indicates 
when required on one of the ‘VU’ meters, and a 
preset can allow an alarm light to come on at any 
required point towards the end of a cassette, thus 
showing the user that a tape turnover will shortly 
become necessary. The machine is very smartly 
finished and easy to use, and includes peak reading 
'VU' meters which under-read a 64msec burst by 
only 2dB and an 8msec burst by 7d8, thus making it 
simple to adjust correctly for peak recording level. 
A tone oscillator allows both ferric and chromium 
cassettes to have compatible record/playback 
calibration levels. On replay, the bass response was 
correct on both ferric and chrome but a treble rise 
(averaging 1.5d8) was noted. The Dolby circuit on 
replay appeared to be slightly mis-set on the right 
channel, but this was not too obvious when playing 
back pre-recorded cassettes, since they sounded 
extremely good with a very extended high 
frequency response.

The replay noise was about average and more 
than adequate. The stability and absence of 
dropouts was impressive and phase jitter also 
measured well, IOkHz reproducing ±10°. The 
overall wow and flutter was good for a battery 
operated machine, measuring an average of 0.12%. 

Some hum was noticed if the mains power supply 
unit was located too close to the recorder, but this 
completely disappeared when the supply was 
removed as far as possible. On ferric Maxell UD 
tape the distortion measured I% at Dolby level 
increasing to 3% at +4dB and this was considered 
good. The response was not altogether satisfactory, 
measuring 3d8 down at IOkHz without Dolby 
processing, but flat again at l 5kHz; when the Dolby 
circuits were operating the apparent hole at IOkHz 
was exaggerated at low levels to be 5.5dB down. It 
seems that Nakamichi's philosophy of extending 
the response to well above 15kHz degrades the 
performance in the important region between 5 and 
IOkHz and this may not be considered altogether 
wise. Surely it is preferable to have a flat response at 
IOkHz, falling off at higher frequencies. Neverthe
less, the sound quality overall was extremely good 
and the clarity and lack of distortion commendable. 
Surprisingly, the measured response anomaly did 
not seem to be too audible subjectively. Nakamichi 
chrome produced 1.5% distortion at Dolby level 
rising to 3.4% at +4d8. The response again had a 
hole at IOkHz (-3.5d8) but recovered to a flat 
response at 15kHz, thus showing almost certainly 
that the machine incorporated a resonance at about 
this frequency. The quality on chrome was very 
good indeed and the noise performance was 
excellent being 56.5d8 below Dolby level with 
Dolby switched in. The distortion subjectively was 
very low and the machine had a brilliance which can
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only be assumed to be due to the ringing of the 
peaking circuit thus making up for the loss of 
response at lOkHz. The ferric noise was not 
altogether satisfactory, some 3dB bvelow optimum.

Three '• inch mike jack sockets are provided for 
left, centre and right and had a sensitivity of222^V 
into an impedance of 700 ohms. A Sony stereo 
electret worked extremely well with the recorder, 
but only just enough gain is available for recording 
speech with moving coil microphones. The micro
phone input circuit had an incredible overload 
capacity of 400mV and even professional capacitor 
microphones would not cause overload problems. 
The 5 pole DIN input/output socket had an input 
impedance of lOkohms, about optimum, but the 
sensitivity of l 8mV was far below DIN specifica
tion, and interconnection with DIN equipment 
might well be unsatisfactory. Even the rated DIN 
source would not fully load the recorder, let alone 
the specified .1 mV/k ohm sensitivity demanded by 
DIN. The clipping margin, however, was virtually 
infinite. The phono line input sockets had a 
sensitivity of 60mV into a high impedance of 100k 
ohms. Only slight noise degradation occurred when 
the gain control was advanced fully.

The erase was satisfactory but slightly below 
average and no particular crosstalk problems were 
encountered. The machine performed very well on 
batteries although the battery consumption was 
rather high since a DC/DC inverter incorporated 
has to raise the input voltage to 27V for the motor. 
Despite the response anomalies, the machine was 
very well liked and can be recommended, for it was 
found very reliable and gave such a good overall 
performance. The price is pretty high and many 
users might prefer to consider the Yamaha battery 
portable as giving better value for money, although 
Nakamichi's better microphone sensitivity and 
noise performance will undoubtedly influence 
potential purchasers. Maxell UDXL I or 
Nakamichi EX is now recommended for the ferric 
position.

GENERAL DATA
Replay Azimulh Deviation From Average:...............................................117°
Microphone l/p Scns/Clipping/Av. Imp:........... 2t7^V/397mV/700K ohms
DIN l/p Sens/ClippinghAv. lmp:......................... t8.6mV/ IOV/IOK ohms
Line 1/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp: ............60mV/ IOV/JOOK ohms
Replay Response Ferric Av. L+R 63Hz/IOkHz:................ + ldB/+ l ,5dB
Replay Response Chrome Av. L+R lOkHz: .......... . +2.25dB
Ferric unwtd. 20/20 worst channel:........................................................... 53dB
Replay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby out/Imp:.................. SOdB/IOdB
Replay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out:............................... ........54dB
Wow & Flutter Av./Spccd Av. (peak DIN Wtg):................. 0.12%/+0.3%
Meters Under-read:............ .............. 2dB at 64ms
Distortion monitoring input at DL:................................. ........0.04%
Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L+R. DL/+4dB :............................. 1%/3%*
Overall Distortion Ferrichrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:..................N/A/N/A
Overall Distortion Chrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:....................1.5%*/3.4%*
Overall Response JOkHz Av. L+R Dolby Out

Ferric/FeCr/Chrome: ................................................... -3dB/N/A/-L75dB
Overall Noise Av. L+R CCIR Dolby out/Improvement 

Ferric.............. ............................................................. 40.5dB/l OdB
Ferrichrome.................................................................  N/A/N/A
Chrome ................................................................................... 46,75dB/IOdB

Noise Degradation DIN/line inputs:.............................................l.5dB/J.5dB
Spooling Time (C90):.................................................  2m 04s
Dynamic Range Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:.......................... 60,5dB/N/A/66dB*
Tapes Use9:....................................................... Maxell UD. N/A. Nakamichi

Overall Frequency Responses, Dolby in, note 
'expanded' vertical scale
Maxell UD
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Nakamichi 600
Nakamichi, Natural Sound Systems Ltd., 10 Byron Road, Wealdstone, Harrow,
Middx. 01-863 8622

The Nakamichi 600 is most unusually styled, the 
entire front sloping upwards and backwards at 
around 40° from horizontal. No microphone inputs 
are provided but a 5 pole DIN in/out facility is 
incorporated in addition to phono sockets for input 
and output. Furthermore, no headphone output.is 
available. A tape selector switches in equalisation 
etc. for either Nakamichi EX or SX cassettes. A 
small stereo ganged rotary output level control is 
complemented by two input controls for left and 
right, which are followed by a large rotary stereo 
ganged master record control. User presets are 
provided for ferric and chrome bias setting, Dolby 
record calibration levels, and IM replay suppres
sion. Push buttons operate Dolby processing, tape 
type (bias and equalisation separate), Dolby tone 
oscillator, mpx filter and IM suppression on/off.

The two record level meters allow a very wide 
dynamic range to be indicated and are reasonably 
peak reading, 8mS pulse only under-reading 5.5dB. 
These greatly assist in the setting of accurate peak 
recording levels. The DIN input sensitivity 
measured 67mV into 42k ohms and.is thus totally 
non DIN compatible. The line input phonos gave 
identical measurements. Very slight hiss was 
introduced from a IOOmV source, but when inter
connected with the average receiver having phono 
sockets, no noise problems should be encountered 
on the input circuit. The wow and flutter averaged at 
0.09%, which is pretty low, and the speed was 
extremely accurately set. A C90 spooled rather 

slowly in 2mins 38secs. Erase was excellent and 
crosstalk good.

The azimuth on delivery was a little out on the 
second sample, but the first sample was very 
accurate. The second sample was requested 
because the replay IM presets were maladjusted 
and an average user would not be able to set them up 
anyway without the required test equipment. 
Whilst the first sample was unsatisfactory here, the 
second one was very much better, although we 
could not detect much difference subjectively when 
the button was depressed (it showed a significant 
measurement improvement though). Whilst the 
bass end on replay was very flat, the 1OkHz 
response showed a marked rise to +2dB on ferric 
and +2.25dB on chrome. Pre-recorded cassettes 
sounded brittle and hard and replay hiss levels were 
much higher than usual. Tape/head contact was 
extremely good as was general HF stability. The 
first sample had incredibly good hum levels, but the 
second one reproduced very slight hum on the left 
channel. Dolby level gave 670mV approximately 
on each output and clipping was reached at 3.8 V. 
Distortion in the electronics was generally at a low 
level.

On a ferric cassette the overall response without 
noise reduction extended to 20kHi on one track, 
but was slightly down at EHF on the other and even 
with Dolby in, the response was still very good. The 
overall hiss level, however, was very disappointing 
at only -50.5dB weighted ref. Dolby level. Dis-
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tortion of 333Hz at Dolby level measured 0.7% 
with the IM button depressed, and this rose to an 
average of 3% at +4dB. Subjectively, the overall 
sound of ferric was superb and almost beyond 
criticism but, nevertheless, a little noisy. 
Nakamichi SX chrome gave an incredibly flat 
response to 19kHz on the left channel, but was 
slightly down on the right, but still good (without 
noise reduction). With Dolby noise reduction 
inserted a slight dip occurred on both channels at 
2.5kHz, but the response came up again at IOkHz. 
Resetting record Dolby calibration levels would 
probably have given a better overall response, but 
this was nevertheless pretty good. Although the 
dynamic range seemed better on SX, the distortion 
was more marked on the first sample but less on the 
on the second one. We still all preferred the sound 
of ferric tape, but acknowledged the excellent sound 
quality on SX which was far better than almost any 
other machine used in the chrome position. 
Distortion on the second sample measured 0.6% at 
Dolby level rising to 3% on the left channel and less 
than 1% on the right. Both were measured with IM 
reduction in. Nakamichi SX noise measured 
-55dB with Dolby in.

An excellent machine, then, which is highly 
recommended providing you are only concerned 
with recording and playing back your own tapes. 
Mr Nakamichi insists that he is right regarding 
equalisation, which thus makes him incompatible 
with almost every other manufacturer in the world 
and so who is in step? Although slightly hissy, then, 
the remarkable sound quality shows this machine to 
be reasonable value for money.

GENERAL DATA
Replay Azimuth Deviation From Average:......... 
Microphone I/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp:...........
DIN l/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp:....................... an
Line I/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp:. .
Replay Response Ferric Av. L+R 63Hz/10kHz: 
Replay Response Chrome Av. L+R IOkHz: 
Ferric unwtd. 20/20 worst channel:. . an 
Replay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby out/Imp: 
Replay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out: .
Wow & Flutter Av./Specd Av. (peak DIN Wtg): 
Meters Under-read: .......... .................................
Distortion monitoring input at DL: ................
Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L+R. DL/+4dB: .

68mY/

. 50°
..............N/A/N/A/N/A
67mV/ IOV/42K ohms

/ IOV/42K ohms 
+0.5dB/+JdB

+2.75ÓB
........45.5dB

. . 48dB/9.5dB 
9.5dB/52.5dB 
... 0.09%/0%

I ,75d8 at 64ms
............. 0.02% 

.. 1.9%-0.6%* 

. 6.9%'-3.1%* 
.. N/A/N/A 

. 1.6%-0.5%'/
5.6%'-1.6%'

Overall Distortion Ferrichrome Av. L+R, DL/+4dB: 
Overall Distortion Chrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:.

Overaii Response lOk^z Av. L+R Dotby Out 
Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:.....................................................-I dB/N/A/0.5dB

Overall Noise Av. L+R CCIR Dolby out/Improvement: 
Ferric an ......... ............................ ..................an..............4ldB/9.5dB
Ferrichrome ....................... .......................... ...... .. N/A/N/A
Chrome........................................... ............45dB/IOdB

Noise Degradation DIN/line inputs:........................... . O.5dB/O.5dB
Spooling Time (C90):....................... ......... an an ...........................2m 38s
Dynamic Range Ferric/FeCr/Chrome :.............................61.5dB/N/A/68dB
Tapes Used: Nakamichi EX.N/A,Nakamichi SX
Typical Retail Price:............................................................................. . £350
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Nakamichi 1000 II
Nakamichi, Natural Sound Systems Ltd., 10 Byron Road, Wealdstone, Harrow, 
Middx. 01-863 8622

The 1000 II is easily the most expensive model 
reviewed in this book and incorporates 3-heads, 
allowing A/B monitoring. 3 pairs of faders are 
provided for line/DIN input, microphone input and 
replay gain, and an additional mono fader is pro
vided for a centre-injection microphone input. Two 
position lever switches operate bias, equalisation, 
DNL, Dolby and A/B monitoring functions, and a 
memory counter and auto-reverse switch are 
incorporated. A push button opens the damped 
front-loading cassette holder above which is a 
hinged door concealing azimuth alignment con
trols, a Dolby tone alignment switch, and a pitch 
control. All the deck functions are controlled by 
touch sensitive microswitch logic, and these 
operated smoothly at the slightest touch, although 
record was sometimes difficult to engage. Excellent 
peak reading meters are provided and user pre-sets 
allow adjustment of A/B levels separately for ferric 
and chrome. The model is encased in a very large 
wooden cabinet. The back panel includes 5-pole 
DIN sockets for mike and normal inputs, phono line 
in/out and remote control sockets, a mpx filter, and 
a tone level pre-set.

The microphone inputs had adequate sensitivity 
and a good clipping margin, but slight hum was 
noted on the right channel. The DIN input did not 
have the required input sensitivity, but normal DIN 
source did work very well into it, the clipping 
margin was also adequate and no noise degradation 
was noted, which is commendable. The line inputs 
had good sensitivity and no clipping or response 
problems were noted. Distortion measured gene
rally very well on the record electronics.

Replay azimuth was mis-set and replay amplifier 
hiss was clearly inferior to average because of the 
replay response being generally well up in HF 
(+2.25dB at lOkHz) on both ferric and chrome 
positions; the bass response was excellent however. 
Dolby reduced the hiss by 9.25dB, which is not 
enough, and the clipping margin was good but 
bettered by many cheaper models. Distortion, how
ever, measured very well. Immense volume was 
available into all types of headphone with an 
excellent clipping margin.

Maxell UDXLI produced one of the poorest 
overall noise measurements. Distortion, however, 
measured very well and thus high levels could be 
recorded, HF compression also being better than 
usual because of the (questionable) non-standard 
equalisation. Recordings sounded very clean but 
hissy. The response charts were incredibly good, 
being almost a straight line up to above 25kHz! 
UDXLII also produced an excellent pen chart up to 
25kHz and distortion measured fairly well, clearly 
optimised for good HF characteristics; noise was, 
again, considerably inferior to average. HF sta
bility was very good overall and there is no doubt 
that the overall sound quality was superb apart from 
the limited dynamic range.

The wow and flutter was rather average at 0.12% 
and some was noticed subjectively on occasions. 
As delivered, speed was very slightly fast (NB 
adjustable though). Spooling was very fast at 1.10 
minutes, but no damage was noted to any leaders, 
etc. Erasure was excellent and better than average. 
The peak reading meters under-read transients 
more than usual but were better than 'VU's.
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Nakamichi 1000 II

Ergonomically, we liked the machine, although it 
was not easy to see the cassette window since it was 
obscured slightly by the hinged door. Considering 
the very high price for this model, I feel that the 
noise performance lets it down badly and Naka
michi have clearly optimised the entire perfor
mance for response needlessly sailing up to well 
beyond audibility! I must dispute Nakamichi's 
replay equalisation, and if this was corrected and 
the record equalisation correspondingly adjusted, 
the signal-to-noise ratio would have become 
average. However, on such an expensive model 
it should be virtually better than any other machine, 
and I suspect that the replay head gap is so fine that 
the head output requires excessive amplification, 
thus increasing hiss. Many pre-recorded cassettes 
will be found exceptionally 'toppy' on replay and 
old BASF test tapes, which are themselves 
incorrect, actually played back +SdB at 1 OkHz!

This model is used by many professionals for 
making high quality cassette copies of master 
tapes, but I have received many complaints that the 
recordings are not compatible with the average 
replay characteristics of the majority of cassette 
decks on the market. The replay quality appears 
very muffied on other machines, whereas recor
dings made on other models will tend to be very 
brittle and hard on the 1000 ff. For this reason, it is 
difficult to recommend this model, although it has 
so many good things about it, but if you are 
attracted to it then weigh up its astounding perfor
mance in so many parameters against the snags I 
have outlined. If only Nakamichi would become 
more compatible with the rest of the world, his 
machines would undoubtedly become worthwhile 
standards for the industry, as well as a delight for 
their owners.

GENERAL DATA
Replay Azimuth Deviation From Average:................................ ..............+47'°
Microphone Input Sensitivity/Clipping........................................ I 74pV/l .3 V
DIN l/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp:................ -8.75d8/+22.25d8/15.5Kohm
Line Input Sensitivity/Clipping:.. .......................................... 57mV/ JOY
MPX Filter l 5kHz Attenuation:........................................................................-
Replay Response Ferric Av. L+R 63Hz/10kHz:.............. — ldB/+2.25dB*
Replay Response Chrome Av. L+R !OkHz:. ....................... ............... + 2.JdB
Worst Audible Replay Hum Component:................................All -75dB
Replay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby out/Imp:........................ —48.5d8/9.25d8
Replay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out:..........................................— 52.75dB
Replay Amp Clipping rer DL:. + l 2.6d8
Max. Replay Level for DL:........................................................................1.14 V
Wow & Flutter Av./Speed Av. (peak DIN Wtg):................ 0.12%/+0.48%
Meters Under-read:............................................................................... 6dB 8ms
DIN Input Distortion 2mV/Kohm:........................................ -72.4dB 0.02%
Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:........................0.48%/1.9%
Overall Distortion Ferrichrome Av. L+R. DU+4dB:..............................NIA
Overall Distortion Chrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:.....................1.5%/4.35%
Overall Response IOkHz Av. L+R Dolby Out

Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:...................................................OdB*/ NIA /+0.5dB*
Overall Noise Av. L+R CCIR Dolby out/Improvement:

Ferric........................................................................................-40.5d8/9.75d8
Ferrichrome.................................................................................... NIA I N A
Chrome -44.63d8/9.62d8

Worst Erase Figure:. ...................................................................... -75dB
DIN Input Noise Floor ref. lmV per k ohm:  ..............................— 66.25dB
Line Input Noise Floor ref. 160mV/DL:.......................................... — 73.75dB
Spooling Time (C90):............................................................................ 1.16 min
Dynamic Range Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:........................63dB/ N/A /64.25dB
Tapes Used:................ Maxell UDXLI. Maxell UDXLll
Typical Retail Price:. ............................................................£927

Overall Frequency Responses, Dolby out -24dB.
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NEAL 103
Neal, Neal Ferrograph Ltd., Simonside Works, South Shields, Tyne & Wear 
NE34 9NX Tel 0632 566321

NEAL have realised that there are keen cassette 
recording enthusiasts who like to have not only a 
very good cassette recorder but one which will 
allow experimentation with different makes of 
cassette tape, obtaining optimum results on almost 
any brand. The model 103 is very similar to the 102 
Mk II, but includes separate mixer controls for 
mike, DIN and line inputs, each control having two 
separrate concentric pots for the two channels and, 
like the 102 Mk II, user preset controls for ferric 
and chrome bias record equalisation and Dolby 
calibration levels. A push button permits the bias 
levels to be monitored, so that when changing a 
cassette tape type the bias can be reset to a different 
reading as explained in the extremely compre
hensive and useful instruction book.

The general performance was very similar to that 
of the 102 Mk II but where differences were noted 
they were usually marginally better on the I03. The 
distortion levels, however, were very slightly 
inferior but our measurements show that this is 

primarily due to the bias settings adjusted by the 
manufacturer before delivery. Re-adjusting these, 
produced an improvement in distortion at middle 
frequencies, but of course deteriorated the very high 
frequency squash performance. Whilst the ferric 
replay response was very good, the chrome one had 
insufficient shelf cut, and a further l 3 •dB cut would 
have corrected the problem and improved the 
chrome replay and overall noise levels further. The 
deck itself was identical, wow and flutter was .09% 

and the speed accuracy was 0.45% — good but 
bettered (though perhaps unnecessarily) by many 
machines. No crosstalk or output clipping problems 
were encountered and whilst the DIN and line 
inputs were excellent the microphone input, 
although much more sensitive than the 102 Mk II, 
had unfortunately a rather low clipping level of 
15mV. This would definitely prevent users from 
recording loud pop music live without distortion. 
Input noise and distortion levels otherwise were 
excellent.

The 103 incorporates a built in tone oscillator for 
setting Dolby level on recording very accurately, 
and this can be switched in by depressing a button 
on the side panel. The pen charts show the ferric 
overall response with Dolby to be good, but before 
the machine was re-biased more precisely a hole of 
some 3.5dB was noted in the response at 4kHz on 
chrome tape with a lowering of bias level, and a 
resetting of Dolby calibration and equalisation on 
chrome tape. The second pen chart showed a 
considerable improvement at 4kHz but allowed the 
treble to rise somewhat at l 4kHz, which was not 
considered serious.

The level meters, surprisingly, were even better 
than on the 102, having a most remarkable response 
at 64msec (under-reading only -0.5dB) and at 
8msec even more remarkably under-reading only 
4dB. This allows very precise setting of peak 
recording levels, so that if a user knows his favourite 
cassette tape brand well optimum performance can
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easily be obtained.
This machine in general performed excellently 

and reliably, although the tape itself had the same 
phase jitter, azimuth and slight dropout problem. It 
can undoubtedly be classed in many ways as one of 
the leaders and should therefore do very well.

After pointing out the chromium dioxide problem 
to NEAL they stated that they would redesign the 
record equaliser to match the new record head type 
that they are now fitting to this new model. It seems 
possible that part of the rise at 14kHz could be due

GENERAL DATA
Replay Azimuth Deviation From Average: 
Microphone 1/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp:.. 
DIN 1/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp: .•.
Line l/p Scns/Clipping/Av. Imp:.............
Replay Response Ferric Av. L + R 63Hz/10kHz:........
Replay Response Chrome Av. L+R IOkHz:
Ferric unwtd. 20/20 worst channel:................. ...........
Replay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby out/Imp: .........  
Replay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out:.................  
Wow & Flutter Av./Speed Av. (peak DIN Wtg):. . , . 
Meters Undcuread:.
Distortion monitoring input at DL...................
Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:........
Overall Distortion Ferrichrome Av. L+R. DU+4dB: 
Overall Distortion Chrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB: 
Overall Response IOkHz Av. L+R Dolby Out 

Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:........................................

........................................ 98° 
. . ..160^V/16mV/2K ohms 
. . 4.6mV/580mV/10K ohms 
68mV/ JOY/ IOOK ohms

+0.25dB/+0.6dB
+ 2.25dB

..........54d8
52dB/10dB

............55d8
. . 0.09%/-0.5%

...... SdB at 64ms
.... 0.04% 
0.6%/2%^ 
N/A/N/A

1.9%/4.5%

- 0.5dB/N/A/-l.5dB-i

to insufficient damping on replay, since test tapes 
are not available extending further than l 2kHz for 
chromium and 10kHz for ferric. It is thus difficult to 
see whether the error in response at very high

Overall Noise Av. L+R CCIR Dolby out/Improvement:
Ferric. . 4J.5dB/9.5dB
Ferriehromc ........ ................
Chrome

Noise Degradation DIN/line inputs:.
Spooling Time (C90):...........................
Dynamic Range Fcrric/FeCr/Chrome:
Tapes Used:........... . ........................... . .
Typical Retail Price:.............

.. N/A/N/A 
46dB/10dB

. OdB/OdB
................................... Im 8s
.......... 64.5dB/N/A/64dB

TDK SD. N/A. TDK Kr* 
.................................£275

frequencies is on record or replay.

Overall Frequency Responses, Dolby in, note
•expanded' vertical scale
TDK KR (after bias tweak)

TDK KR (before bias tweak)
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NEAL 302
Neal, Neal Ferrograph Ltd., Simonside Works, South Shields, Tyne & Wear 
NE34 9NX Tel 0632 566321

The Neal 302 is a worthy successor to earlier 
models, and is usefully, if unusually, styled. The 
deck can be used vertically or horizontally, with the 
inputs and outputs mounted on the left side panel, 
including a 5 pole DIN socket, phono sockets for 
line in/out, two mono jacks for mic inputs and a 
stereo headphone jack. The deck employs three 
motors, and the microswitch-operated logic control 
is very smooth in operation, the capstan being 
solenoid engaged. Remote control is on a front 
panel socket, while on the back will be found user 
pre-sets (long spindle screwdriver required) for 
record Dolby calibration and biasing for ferric and 
pseudo-chrome tape types. A ganged replay gain 
control complements a ganged record-level control, 
a record balance control also being provided (no 
centre indent, unfortunately). Push buttons select 
ferric/chrome switching, Dolby noise reduction, 
stereo/mono recording, mic/DIN/line inputs, 
Dolby tone and calibration metering. The two peak
reading meters are mounted so that the needles flap 
up and down towards each other, rather than the 
more conventional mounting method, and they 
were found easy to read. However, they were fed 
with a heavily equalised signal, and did not read 
transients particularly well, although they were 
better than 'VU' types. The phono sockets were too 
close together, and thus somewhat fiddly, and some 
types of screened plug may not fit properly. •

The mike inputs were decidedly insensitive, but 
Neal should be improving these shortly; quality, 
however, was good, and clipping margins 4uite 
reasonable. The 5-pole DIN input worked ex
tremely well with adequate sensitivity, a good 

clipping margin and less noise than average, which 
is commendable; distortion and response also 
measured well. The line inputs were unusually 
sensitive, but clipped at 4.4V (which should not 
concern domestic users, though recording studios 
may find it annoying). These inputs were slightly 
noisy near maximum gain, but very quiet at 
more normal input levels. Some form of earth loop 
existed on the left channel which caused some 
problems, but was clearly a sample fault.

Replay azimuth was accurate and stable. Some 
bass loss was noted on replay, but the HF response 
was flat, and reasonably extended; the chrome 
equalisation did not show quite enough HF cut. 
Replay hiss levels measured well, and showed a 
!OdB improvement with Dolby, but chrome 
naturally did not show quite enough hiss improve
ment; replay hum levels presented no problems. 
Replay clipping margins were extremely good, thus 
allowing for even the highest level recording 
capability of iron tapes, and replay distortion 
figures also measured well. Plenty of volume was 
available into 8 ohm and 600 ohm headphones, 
although an earth loop fault produced breakthrough 
on the headphone left channel with the volume at 
minimum (sample fault again); 8 ohm headphones, 
however, had rather a poor clipping margin, though 
25 ohms were satisfactory.

The overall results on TDK AD showed a 
response with some loss below 50Hz and some HF 
loss above l 2kHz, although the response between 
SOHl and I OkHL - very flat indeed, which is 
commendable (Dolby out). Dolby in response gave 
a general HF shelf 2dB down, and subjectively the 
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sound quality was very slightly muffied, with some 
HF compression. Distortion averaged 0.55% at 
Dolby level, rising to just 2% at +4dB, this showing 
the tape to be slightly overbiased. Other tape types 
would be severely down at HF, and I suggest that 
Neal have chosen a very incompatible tape here. 
Background noise, however, was very low, and 
showed the usual Dolby improvement. TDK SA 
although slightly up at HF (+3dB at I 4kHz), 
sounded excellent, and gave a very good open 
sound quality with almost no HF compression. 
Distortion averaged 0.7% at Dolby level, rising to 
2.5% at +4dB, which shows an excellent bias 
compromise. Overall noise on SA though was very 
average, which is most surprising.

Wow and flutter measured very well at 0.1 %, but 
speed was a little fast. Spooling was too fast at I 
minute each way (a TDK AD tape consumed 
itself, but this could have been a cassette sample 
fault.) HF stability was excellent, erasure very 
good indeed, and crosstalk figures were also good. 
The DIN socket replay pins were live on record 
(non-standard).

Whilst this machine is capable of giving some 
excellent overall results, it seems to be rather 
overpriced, though it can nevertheless be recom
mended. The provision of sensible user pre-sets, 
and the good signal-to-noise ratios and responses 
on ferric tape types are commendable, but the 
metering was a little disappointing. I confess to 
disliking the ganged record with independant 
balance control personally, but in other ways the 
machine was well liked ergonomically.

Replay Azimuth Deviation From Average:......................... .. . .. -18
Microphone Input Sensitivity/Clipping:.....................................413^V*/J6mV
DIN I/p Scns/Clipping/Av. Imp: -14.25dB/+ 25.5/9.9Kohm
Line Input Scnsivitity/Clipping: an............................. .. .. 40.75mV/4.4V
MPX Filter l5kl-lz Attenuation:........... ............ ..............................-0.25dB
Replay Response Ferric Av. L+R 63Hz/10kl-k:............... 3dB/+0^25dB
Replay Response Chrome Av. L + R lOkHz:.........................................+ UJB
Worst Audible Replay Hum Component:................................. 60dB 50Hz
Replay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby out/Imp:..................... —5 l ,75dB/9.88dB
Replay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out: .. -55dB
Replay Amp Clipping ref DL: .........       + 16.68dll
Max. Replay Level for DL:....................     550mV
Wow & Flutter Av./Spccd Av. (peak DIN Wtg): . 1 ■ ; '
Meters Under-read: l0.25UB 8ms
DIN Input Distortion 2mV/Kohm:. 0.04%
Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L+R. DL/ + 4dB:......... . S' % 2 : an
Overall Distortion Ferrichrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB^ 'J A X A
Overall Distortion Chrome Av. L + R. DL/+4JB^ - ' ■ ' ' ■
Overall Response lOkHz Av. L+R Dolby Out
Ferric/FeCr/Chromc:..................................................... IUB/ N/A h- l .5UB
Overall Noise Av. L+R CCIR Dolby oui/lmprovcrnenr

Ferric -CH - [;
Ferrichrornc.............. ...........................................................NA a a
Chrome ............................................................. 

Worst Erase Figure:.........................................................................................c i'
DIN Input Noise Fluor ref. lmV pur k ohm . ................ % A, H
Line Input Noise Floor ref. J 60mV/DL. ' ' a<|N
Spuoling Tirnc (C90j^ ................... in n:m
Dynamic Range Ferric/FeCr/Chromc: an' .'ian- X \ Aik
Tapes Used: ...................... I I3C A A kAK SA
Typical Retail Price:.. .................................................................. . . Oja

Overall Frequency Responses, Dolby out -24dB.
TDKAD

TDK SA
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Philips 2538/2534
Philips, Philips Electrical Ltd., City House, 420/430 London Road, 
Croydon CR9 3QR. 01-689 2166   

One of Philips' first front loaders, the 2538 is neatly 
encased in a metal cabinet, but incorporates only 
very basic facilities. Two ordinary slide faders are 
provided for record level setting, and no input 
switching is included . A 5 pole DIN socket (replay 
pins dead when recording) is complemented by 
phono line in and out sockets, the latter having pre
set adjustable level controls. Round push buttons 
select bias and equalisation simultaneously for 
ferric, ferrichrome and chrome tapes, two addi
tional buttons switching in Dolby and/or DNL — 
the latter not really being worth bothering about, 
unless tapes are very hissy. The deck controls were 
easy to use, allowing transfer from one function to 
another, and a memory counter and a switchable 
multiplex filter were also provided. The record level 
meters read transients reasonably well, but under
read longer bursts slightly and incorporated some 
HF lift, which was not liked. A peak-reading light 
came on at +5dB ref Dolby level. The microphone 
inputs did not mute the DIN input unfortunately. 
The record/playback head is made from solid iron 
silicon aluminium alloy (jsx) which should give 
long life and good HF performance.

The microphone inputs were very insensitive, but 
had a good clipping margin, and the sound quality 
was good. The 5 pole DIN input, as expected, 
worked well with good sensitivity and an excellent 
clipping margin, and no noise degradation was 
noted (the basic overall noise being rather poor 
anyway). Response and distortion measured very 
well. The line input was very sensitive, and clipping 
was noted at around 8 V input (no problem though). 
The mpx filter gave a 1. 7 5dB cut at 15kHz, which is 

acceptable.
Replay azimuth was reasonably set, but the 

replay hiss performance was slightly worse than 
average, though chrome equalisation showed an 
average improvement and Dolby worked normally. 
No replay hum problems were noted subjectively, 
but some 50Hz hum was measured which should 
not however be troublesome. The replay clipping 
margin was adequate for normal cassettes, but 
totally inadequate for iron types, although the 
machine has apparently been designed to work 
eventually with iron tapes (realignment required 
later). As expected, some second harmonic dis
tortion was noted at +6dB (averaging 0.4%). The 
replay responses measured extremely well across 
the audio range on both ferric and chromium 
equalisation positions. Headphone volume was just 
adequate into 8 and 600 ohm models.

Philips Hi-Ferro cassette tape penned an 
excellent chart on the left channel, being virtually 
flat to l 5kHz, but the right channel drooped slowly 
but continuously from 2kHz upwards (-4dB at 
!OkHz and — 7 dB at 15kHz). This response 
anomaly was not noticed subjectively, and 
occasionally the pen chart showed a rather better 
response on this channel. HF stability and head/ 
tape contact being rather unreliable on the right 
channel. Distortion measured 0.33% at Dolby 
level, rising to 2.5% at +4dB. HF compression was 
noted but the overall quality was reasonably good at 
best, and overall noise measured quite well. Philips 
ferrichrome gave a flat right channel chart, but the 
left channel rose gently to +2.5dB at 15kHz. The 
sound quality was one of the best for ferrichrome, 
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Philips 2538/2534

and HF compression was clearly better than usual, 
HF stability also,being better than normal ferric. 
Distortion measured 2.2% at +6dB, but above 
+7dB it deteriorated rapidly (replay clipping). 
Philips chrome measured 1.1% at Dolby level, 
rising to 4% at +4 (surprisingly good for chrome). 
The response was just 1.5dB down at 15 kHz on the 
left channel, but -SdB on the right. The sound 
quality here was better than expected for chrome, 
but HF compression and LF distortion were noted, 
and Philips would do better to set up for pseudo
chrome (politics?). Noise was reasonable, but only 
8.75dB improvement was noted with Dolby. Wow 
and flutter measured well, but speech was just over 
I% fast. Spooling averaged at 2 minutes, but HF 
stability was clearly below average; erasure how
ever was amazingly good, and crosstalk better than 
average.

Early production samples had a design fault in 
the metering circuit, which severely affected dis
tortion performance, particularly on piano. I in
formed Philips about this, and it has now been 
corrected in production. Although clearly the best 
machine that Philips have made, I am disappointed 
at the input noise performance and the HF 
wavering, due presumably to poor head/tape 
contact, but this may be a sample fault. The 
machine is capable of some very good quality at 
best, but competition is too stiff for it to be given a 
clear recommendation. The model 2534 is 
basically very similar but the record/replay head is 
just/sx-coated. It excludes the DNL circuitry (no 
great loss though), omits the memory function, and 
has a fixed multiplex filter; the ferrichrome position 
i» also omitted. The price is somewhat lower and 
the electronic circuitry and deck design virtually 
identical, and thus the same general remarks apply.

GENERAL DATA
Replay Azimuth Deviation From Average: ....................  —33°
Microphone Input Sensitivity/Clipping: .   370p.V/6l mV
DIN l/p Scns/Clipping/Av. Imp^ ......... H+i +26dB/2.38Kohm
Line Input Sensitivity/Clipping:............................................. 46.75mV/8.4V
MPX Filter l SkHz Attenuation: 1.75dB
Replay Response Ferric Av. L+R 63Hdl0kHz:.............. -1. ldB/+0.SdB
Replay Response Chrome Av. L+R lOkHz:. ........................... +0.3dB
Worst Audible Replay Hum Component:..................................50Hz -59dB
Replay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby out/Imp. ....... -49.68dB/9.95dB
Replay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out: ... . -5.1dB
Replay Amp Clipping ref DL:.........................................  +7.63dB
Max. Replay Level for DL:...................................................................... 960mV
Wow & Flutter Av./Specd Av. (peak DIN Wtg):................0.12%/+l.24%
Meters Under-read: ... .. . -4.75dB 64ms
DIN Input Distortion 2mV/Kohm: . .0.03%
Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:......................... 0.34%/2.5%
Overall Distortion Ferrichrome Av. L+R, DL/+4dB:..............0.45%/1.1%
Overall Distortion Chrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:.......... 1.13%/3.83%
Overall Response \OkHz Av. L+R Dolby Out

Ferric/FcCr/Chrome:. . ....................................... . . -4dB*/+ IdB/ — 2dB*
Overall Noise Av. L+R CCIR Dolby out/Improvement:

Ferric...................................................................................-42.75dB/9.38dB
Ferrichrome ..................... .. ................. .. -47d8/8.63dB
Chrome... ............... .....................................................-46.63dB/8.I 3dB

Worst Erase Figure:......................................................................... .. -72dB Fe
DIN Input Noise Floor ref. I mV per k ohm:..................................-59.25dB
Line Input Noise Floor ref. 160mV/DL:. ........................ -57.75dB
Spooling Time (C90):.......................... ...................................... ■ nmi
Dynamic Range Ferric/FeCr/Chromc: ........................ - : . 'i ' i: ■
Dynamic Range Ferric/FeCr/Chromc:...................... 64.5dB/68dB/65.25dB
Tapes Used: ........................Philips Hi-Ferro, Philips FeCr. Philips Chrome
Typical Retail Prices: 2534/2538 ................................................... £ 120/£140

Overall Frequency Responses, Dolby out -24dB.

Philips Chrome
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Pioneer CTf 4040
Pioneer, Shriro (UK) Ltd., Shriro House, The Ridgeway, Iver, Bucks. SLO 9JL. 
0753 652222/7

The model 4040 is the least expensive recorder in 
the Pioneer range as reviewed, and is a front-loader 
in a metal cabinet with just basic facilities. A large 
friction locked concentric record control operated 
very smoothly, and two front panel levers switch 
Dolby, and bias and equalisation simultaneously 
for three tape types. The deck functions operated 
smoothly, but the play button was just a little stiff. 
The cassette compartment door is opened with a 
press button, and the cassette manually loaded. 
Phono line in/out sockets and a 5-pole DIN are on 
the rear panel with a DIN/line input selection 
switch and two mono mike jacks and a stereo 
headphone jack are on the front panel.

The microphone input sensitivity was just ade
quate and the input clipping margin good, micro
phone recordings being generally of good quality. 
DIN input sensitivity was more than enough, the 
clipping margin good, and only very minor noise 
degradation despite its low input impedance was 
noted, which is commendable. Distortion and 
response were satisfactory, although a slight HF 
boost of 2dB was noted on the DIN input at 11 kHz. 
The line inputs had average sensitivity, no clipping 
problem was noted, and noise also measured very 
well. The mpx filter was permanently in circuit, 
averaging —0.6dB at 15kHz. The record level 
meters had average ballistics, under-reading tran
sients fairly noticeably.

The replay azimuth was satisfactory and replay 
amplifier noise generally was average, chrome 
showing 4dB, and Dolby 10.5dB improvement. 
Low level HF signals expanded down almost !dB 
too much ( l l .3dB). Replay clipping was adequate, 

and replay amplifier distortion measured well. 
Ferric and chrome equalisations were well opti
mised on play back, although slight bass loss was 
noted. Low impedance headphones worked well, 
but inadequate volume was ,provided for high 
impedance models.

Maxell UDXLI penned remarkably flat charts 
from 50Hz to 15kHz, which is most commendable, 
although a slight presence bump was noted on the 
Dolby in curve. 333Hz distortion measured .5% at 
Dolby level, and 2.2% at +4dB, and background 
noise was better than average, Dolby improvement 
was I0.75dB which is slightly too much, and shows 
incompatible tracking. The subjective sound 
quality was better than average, with less HF 
compression than usual, although very low fre
quencies seemed slightly down. The measured 
presence lift was just evident subjectively, making 
the program material slightly bright. Sony FeCr 
averaged +4dB at I OkHz without Dolby and the 
overall subjective quality showed clear HF ano
malies, with some HF compression and some 
spitch on speech; 333Hz distortion measured just 
1.2% at +4dB, and 3.5% at 7dB, showing the tape 
to be overbiased and grossly overequalised on 
record, nevertheless background noise was reason
able. Maxell UDXLII used in the chrome position, 
gave a chart showing slight HF loss, which sub
jectively caused the test programme to be very 
slightly muffled; the quality was nevertheless 
reasonable, showing less HF compression than 
usual. Background noise was average, and distor
tion at +4dB measured 3.6%, which shows a 
reasonable biasing compromise. Dolby calibra
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tions were accurately set throughout, but TDK £4 
tape would give a flatter overall response in the 
chrome position, at the expense of slightly more 
distortion.

Wow and flutter measured well at the beginning 
of a cassette, but fairly poorly towards the end. 
Speed was only marginally fast, and spooling 
average. HF stability, crosstalk and erasure were 
all extremely good.

This machine is a worthy successor to Pioneer's 
famous 2121, which was one of the best buys in the 
first Hi Fi Choice. For its price the overall per
formance is very good, and high quality recordings 
are possible on this model. I hope that the rather 
mediocre wow and flutter measurements at the end 
of a cassette are not typical of all samples. On this 
assumption, the machine is very clearly one of the 
best buys, and may therefore be purchased with 
confidence.

Pioneer CTF 4040

GENERAL DATA
Replay Azimuth Deviation From Average:.......................................... -38"
Microphone Input Sensitivity/Clipping:.................... .... 240^V/42.5mV
DIN I/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp ....... -17. 75dB/ +26dB/l.8Kohm
Line lnput S:n^::vr,y/CH;?ing:................................................70mS/710V
MPX Filter 15kHz Attenuation:................................................... -0.75dB
Replay Response Ferric Av. L+R 63Hz/IOkHz:...............-2dB/+°.25dB
R:p::y Res^nse ChromeAv.t+R 1 OkH?:............................................. 0
Worst Audibc Replay Hum Component:.......................... .  150Hz -64dB
ReplaYNoise Fe:ri!tCIR Dolby out/Imp:..................-51.68dB/10t64dB
Replay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out:....................................... —5-5.5dB
Replay Amp Clipping ref DL:....................... ................................+ 12dB
Max.R.ep7ay LevegtfbrDE..............................................................  675me
Wow & Flutter Av /Speed Av . (peak DIN Wtg) ..............0 . l4%/+0.33%
Mete’s Jnder-;ead: 7dB 64ms
DIN Input Distoriion ImV/Kohm:..................... ............ ............ 0.11%
Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L+R, DL/+4dB: . . . ............. .  . 0.48%/2.2%gver:l: 8is!ortion F:mchr;m;Av. P;R-6L/+4dB: .. . 0:43%/Lli%* 
Overal 1 Distortion Chrome Av. Lt'6 DL/64dB:................. 0 .87%/3 6%
gveraH Response 10kHz Av. L+R Dolby Out

Ferdc/FeCr/Chrome:....................................+0.25dB/+3.5dB*/-0.5dB
Overall Noise Av. L+R CCIR Dolby out/Improvement: 

Ferric ............. ....................................... .........-43.5dB/I0.5dB
Ferrichrome........... ................................................. -46.75dB/IO.l 3dB
Chr ome..................... ....................................... -45.15dB/10.13dB

Wors;Era;e Figure :....................................................... —73dB CrO?
DIN Input No ise Floo r ref. ImV perk ohm:............ ................. -63?5dB
Pine )npu;No;::M:r ref 160mV/DL: .............. ..................... —67d:
Spooling Time (C90J:.........................................................................2 min
Dynamic Range Ferric/FeCr/Chrome: . . . - ^6 + 5dB/^
T;;es Used'.......................MaxellLDXLI. Sony Petr. Maxell UDXL1I
Typical Retail Price:.  .........................................................................£125

Overall Frequency Responses, Dolby out -24dB.
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Pioneer CTr 7070
Pioneer, Shriro (UK) Ltd., Shriro House, The Ridgeway, Iver, Bucks. SLO 9JL. 0753 652222/7

The 7070 is being reprinted as representative of 
three models (the others being the 6060 and 8080) 
which are being phased out, but may therefore be 
available at reduced prices. The machines are all 
very similar, differing slightly in the facilities 
offered. It is a metal-encased front-loader 
incorporating Dolby B, 1/4 inch jack inputs for 
microphone, 5 pole DIN in/out sockets and phonos 
for line in/output. A switch on the rear selects DIN 
or phono input to optimise input noise, although 
3dB noise degradation was noted on the DIN input. 
An IEC mains socket is included with its associated 
separate mains lead (three core). Mechanically, the 
machine operated well, giving wow and flutter 
figures averaging 0.09%, and it is possible to 
transfer directly from play into rewind and back 
without depressing stop. Both play and record 
buttons however were rather stiff, and a cassette 
was a little difficult to load as there was no 
conventional reject control or special loading 
mechanism; a window flaps down over the cassette 
when loaded. Friction locked concentric rotary 
controls are provided for both record and replay, 
and these were both smooth and fairly large. A 
stereo headphone jack gives only barely enough 
volume into 8 ohm headphones, and is insufficient 
for 600 ohm models. Two average quality record 
level meters are included, but no peak reading 
lights.

The microphone input sensitivity was adequate 
at 270^ V into 20kohms. The DIN sensitivity 

measured 340juV into 2kohms. The line input 
sensitivity measured 8lmV average into 
117kohms, and no problems were experienced on 
this. Clipping margins were excellent generally. 
The replay controls affect the replay metering level, 
and a maximum of IV is given for Dolby level, but if 
the gain is backed off for this to read +3VU (Dolby 
level) the output is 685mV.

As delivered, the replay azimuth was reasonably 
accurate and the replay response showed a very 
slight fall off at lOkHz (-2dB). Ferrichrome and 
cfuome responses averaged -3dB at lOkHz. Slight

Slight hum was noticed on the right channel, the 
150Hz component measuring -59dB. Replay hiss 
levels on our sample measured -50.5dB CCIR 
weighted with Dolby out on ferric equalisation; 
9.5dB improvement was noted with Dolby, and an 
additional 4dB with chrome. The overall sound 
quality on Maxell UDXL was good, but showed a 
slight fuzziness. The overall response measured 
very flat to 12kHz without Dolby, and barely 
inferior with Dolby in. 333Hz distortion at Dolby 
level measured only 0.4% ,rising to only 2% at 
+4dB — quite amazing. More bass loss than usual 
was noted below 40Hz and subjective comments on 
'sibilance' were made.

BASF ferrochrom gave a slight top rise at 
lOkHz with a dip on one channel of 2dB at 2kHz 
with Dolby in use. Some treble squash was noted 
subjectively. 333Hz distortion measured 0.9% at 
Dolby level, rising to 2.2% at +4dB. Possibly
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Pioneer CTF 7070
Reprinted from Hi-Fi Choice Cassette Decks and Tapes, Winter 76/77.

Dolby levels had been set slightly inaccurately, and 
too much record pre-emphasis was present, but 
potentially this machine seemed very good indeed. 
Sony chrome again showed a lOkHz rise of about 
2dB which increased to + 3dB with Dolby in. About 
2.2% 333Hz distortion was present at Dolby level, 
which is about average for chrome, and so again, we 
suspect too much record pre-emphasis; distortion 
rose to 8% at +4dB. Chrome nevertheless sounded 
better than average overall, but the increase in HF 
was audible. The overall noise level on ferric with 
Dolby in measured -53dB, which was good, the 
equivalent figures for ferrichrome being-57dB and 
chrome 56dB, all CCIR weighted ref Dolby level. 
3dB noise degradation was noted when the record 
levels were brought up to transfer our standard DIN 
source level to read Dolby level on the record 
meters, and once again it seems that yet another 
manufacturer does not appreciate the importance of 
designing the input circuit correctly for complete 
DIN compatibility. However, only slight hiss was 
introduced on the line input. Wow and flutter 
measured an average of0.08%, which is pretty low, 
but the speed was a little fast, averaging +0.6%. 
Erasure was very good, and the crosstalk 
performance excellent.

All three machines proved capable of giving good 
performances and the degree to which they can be 
recommended will depend on the prices at which 
they are being offered, which may be very variable 
at the moment.

GENERAL DATA
Replay Azimuth Deviation From Average:. ..........20°
Microphone l/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp: . . 270pV/l 10mV/20K ohms
DIN l/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp:............................34OpV/lIOmV/2Kohms
Line l/p Sens/ClippingiAv. Imp:......................... :81mV/ IOV/117Kohms
Replay Response Ferric Av. l+r 63Hz/10kHz:. . -ldB/-2.25dB
Replay Response Chrome Av. L+R lOkHz:......................................-l.75dB
Ferric unwtd. 20/20 worsl channel:............................................................. 5 IdB
Replay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby out/Imp:.............................. 5O.5dB/9.5dB
Replay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out: , ............ 54.25dB
Wow & Flutter Av./Spced Av. (peak DIN Wtg): ... 0.08%/+0. 5%
Meters Under-read: ..................................................................-6.7dB at 64ms
Distortion monitoring input at DL: . ........0.03%
Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:........ ... 0.4%/2%*
Overall Distortion Ferrichrome Av. L+R. DU+4dB:. . O.8%/2.2%*
Overall Distortion Chrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:.................. 2.4%/7.9%*
Overall Response 10kHz Av. L+R Dolby Out 

Ferric/FeCr/Chrome......................................... 0.25dB/+2.25dB/+2dB
Overall Noise Av. L+R CCIR Dolby out/Improvement: 

Ferric........... .............. ................ ..................................... . . 43dB/10dB
Ferrichrome . ... ............................ ................................. . . . 48dB/9dB
Chrome. 47.25dB/9dB

Noise Degradation DIN/line inputs:................................................JdB/0.5dB
Spooling Time (C90):. ............ 2m 9s
Dynamic Range Ferric!FeCr/Chrome: ....65.5dB/69dB/64.5dB
Tapes Used: Maxell UDXL. BASF FeCr. Sony Cr
Typical Retail Price:. ......................................£ 160

Overall Frequency Responses, Dolby in, note 
‘expanded' vertical scale
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The CTF 9191 can be regarded as a front loader 
with a difference, in that it has many special 
features, and is one of the heaviest cassette recorders 
in the world (l 2kg). Although it was conventional 
for early machines to keep weight and size down, 
this is to a degree irrelevant since performance and 
ease of use are far more important.

Separate pairs of concentrically mounted rotat
able gain controls are provided for mike/DIN, line 
phono and output level (varying replay only and not 
monitoring levels). The machine has two heads and 
Dolby B processing, a record limiter, and a peak 
reading light between the fairly large ‘VU’ meters. 
These meters, however, under-read a 64msec burst 
by some 9dB. The peak reading light operated with 
peaks exceeding + 2dB over Dolby level even on an 
8msec transient, and could with advantage have 
been set to operate at a higher level, since the 
machine's distortion performance is extremely 
good and will permit recording of very high levels 
without distress. The rotary volume controls each 
have a flange which can be set as a marker for 
correct record level settings from different sources.

The microphone inputs ('• inch jack sockets on 
the front) were just a little insensitive at 300pV, but 
the clipping margin was really excellent. A strange 
anomaly resulted when a stereo microphone having 
a common earth was plugged^ in, since bad hum 
resulted, which completely disappeared when only 
one jack was inserted, showing a bad earth loop in 
the chassis. The input impedance here was also a 

little high, and thus optimum hiss was not reached 
for low impedance moving-coil microphones. The 
DIN input impedance was much too low at 2.lk 
ohm, and could tend to introduce noise from low 
output level DIN tuner amplifiers, although at 
specified DIN levels almost no noise degradation 
took place. The line input sensitivity was excellent, 
and any input level could be accommodated 
without distress. The record level limiter worked 
very well with its threshold set at a sensible tape 
distortion level, so that even when an input 
programme was driving it very hard, distortion was 
not apparent, although the recovery time was a little 
of the fast side, thus causing slight pumping when 
driven hard.

Pre-recorded cas§ettes played back extremely 
well, but on delivery a slight azimuth error was 
noted (30° at 3kHz). The replay response was 
good, particularly at the high frequency end, but 
unfortunately, Pioneer still use the old bass time 
constant, so some pre-recorded cassettes will play 
back with slight bass loss.

Despite the bass boost necessary on record, to 
obtain an overall flat response, Bass distortion was 
not really noticeable at fairly high recording levels 
on ferric tape, since both biasing and equalisation 
were exceptionally well adjusted. The ferric overall 
response with Dolby in was very good indeed, but 
quite outstanding was the remarkably low distor
tion on Sony HF and BASF Super LH — below 
0.6% rising to only 1.5% at +4dB and 4.5% at
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Pioneer CTF 9191
Reprinted from Hi-Fi Choice Cassette Decks and Tapes, Winter 76/77.

8dB1 This gave an extremely clean sound up to very 
high levels. Although the chrome sound was good, it 
was clearly not biased correctly, since the left 
channel showed a fairly sharp rise at 1 OkHz and the 
right channel an equivalent fall off. This produced a 
rather lop-sided treble response fairly evident on 
any normal input programme. Whilst the replay 
noise levels were only average, the overall noise 
performance, which after all is what really matters, 
was extremely good, and bear in mind the 
machine's amazing distortion performance and the 
very wide dynamic range that could be recorded, 
even though a very slight hum was audible on replay 
in very quiet passages. The stability was excellent, 
and no drop outs were audible at any time. There 
was no erase problem, and the crosstalk measured 
well.

GENERAL DATA
Replay Azimuth Deviation From Average :...................................................22°
Microphone 1/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp:......... .  290pV/105mV/S0K ohms
DIN l/p Scns/Clipping/Av. Imp:........................3O5pV/1O5mV/2.1 K ohms
Line l/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp:..............................82mV/ IOV/92Kohms_ . _ _ . _ • ...... _ । . . . _•Replay Response Ferric Av. L+R 63Hz/10kHz:. .... 
Replay Response Chrome Av. L+R JOkHz:...............  
Ferric unwtd. 2(0/20 worst channel:...............................  
Replay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby out/Imp................  
Replay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out: .
Wow & Flutter Av./Spced Av. (peak DIN Wtg):. 
Meters Under-read:...............  . .
Disionion monitoring inpul at DL:.. ................ .
Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:
Overall Distortion Fcrrichromc Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:
Overall Distortion Chrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB: 
Overall Response IOkHz Av. L+R Dolby Out 

Ferric/FeCr/Chromc:.

-3.25dB/-l .3dB 
... .-O.75dB
................... SOdB
49.5dB/10.5dB

................... 53dB
. 0.09%*/^.3%
.-9dB at 64ms

................0.03%
. 0.6%/1.5% 

. . 0.5%1.0%* 
........1.8%/6%*

-2dB/3.5dB/-ldB— — — — - . . - ......... . — . . . .. . . . . . . . - ........ - .. — . . - - -  r — . — - -  r “ - -
Overall Noise Av. L+R CCIR Dolby out/Improvement: 

Ferric..................................................................................  44.25dB/9.5dB
Ferrichrome................................ .......... ..................47.75dB/8.75dB
Chrome...................................................................................47.75dB/8.75dB

Noise Degradation DIN/line inputs:.........................................0.5dBXL25dB
Spooling Time (C90):................................................................................ Im 30s
Dynamic Range Ferric/FcCr/Chrome:................................66dB/69dB/64dB
Tapes Used: . .............. .. ............Sony HF, Sony FeCr. TDK Kr
Typical Retail Price:.....................................................................................£250

The overall sound on ferric was so good that for a 
moment it was thought that we were listening to the 
master rather than the cassette. High praise indeed. 
And, had the chromium biasing been more 
precisely set, results probably just as good, or even 
better, might have been noted. The wow and flutter 
measured just under .1 % and the speed was 0.3% 
slow, whereas most machines seemed to run a 
fraction fast. This is perfectly satisfactory for all 
normal purposes. This machine should do well, 
since its price seems very fair, and the presentation 
excellent. The method of loading and unloading the 
cassette was not liked - but this is a matter for 
personal preference.

Overall Frequency Responses, Dolby in, note 
'expanded' vertical scale

Sony HF
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Pioneer CTr 1000
Pioneer, Shriro (UK) Ltd., Shriro House, The Ridgeway, Iver, Bucks. SLO 9JL. 0753 652222/7

The CT-FJOOO is Pioneer's first 3-head deck and is 
a front-loader with a very large metal cabinet. 
Stepped rotary controls are provided (friction 
locked L/R) for mic/DIN, line input and replay 
gains. Servo-controlled deck functions operate a 
closed-loop dual-capstan transport, and all controls 
operated extremely well. A pause control is pro
vided which operates on record to allow undesira
ble program inserts to be cut out. Small switches 
operate Dolby with mpx switching, two positions 
for bias, three positions of equalisation, a test tone 
oscillator for Dolby cal and Dolby record pre-sets 
(centre indented), while a large switch selects direct 
or via tape signals. The two large meters (poorer 
than average ballistics) were complemented by one 
LED coming on at + l .5dB ref Dolby level,. 
functioning only on record. The level meters are 
controlled on replay by the adjustable line-output 
level, unfortunately. Two pairs of paralleled line
input sockets and a 5-pole DIN socket are com
plemented by two pairs of output phonos. Twin 
mono microphone jacks and a stereo headphone 
jack are provided on the front panel.

The microphone input sensitivity was somewhat 
poor for an expensive machine, but the clipping 
margin and recorded quality excellent, however. 
The DIN input had an excellent clipping margin but 
was rather insensitive and showed very bad noise 
degradation, although distortion and response were 
excellent. The line input had adequate sensitivity 
and no clipping problem but again the input 
circuitry was rather noisy, which was most disa
ppointing (far. too much gain after record level 
control). The mpx filter was 1.5dB down at l 5kHz.

Replay azimuth was reasonably well set and 
overall azimuth was very consistent. Replay hiss 
levels were disappointing, but Dolby gave lOdB 
noise improvement. Replay hum, however, was 
excellent, and the replay clipping margin was very 
good indeed but' amplifier distortion (mainly 2nd 
harmonic) was only fair at high levels. The Dolby 
circuits tracked well. Replay response was 
excellent at the bass end but showed a 2dB. shelf 
across the board at high frequencies on ferric and 
3dB on chrome — most unfortunate and obviously 
contributing to replay noise. Headphones of all 
impedances worked extremely well with no 
reservations.

Maxell UDXLI produced a very flat bass 
response and a good HF response to 15 kHz, above 
which the response fell sharply. The Dolby in chart 
showed a presence valley despite the Dolby level 
being set carefully, while 333Hz distortion 
averaged 0.85% at Dolby level, rising to 2.8% at 
+4dB. Slight spitch was noted on speech with slight 
HF compression, but otherwise overall quality was 
good. Overall noise was slightly inferior to average 
but with 9.5dB Dolby improvement. Sony FeCr 
penned excellent charts to 15 kHz and distortion 
measured only 0.45% at Dolby level, rising to 
1.2% at +4dB and 2.2% at +6dB. HF com
pression was better than expected but the sound 
quality tended to be somewhat blurred on tran
sients. Background noise was also below average 
and showed just 9dB Dolby improvement. Maxell 
UDXLII penned a very flat chart to l 3kHz and 
333Hz distortion measured 1% at DL, rising to 
2.5% at +4dB. Background noise was, again,
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Pioneer CTF 1000

slightly worse than average and had only 9dB 
Dolby improvement. Sound quality here was very 
good, but background noise was subjectively not 
quite low enough.

Wow and flutter measured well and speed, as set, 
was slightly fast, but this could be corrected with a 
user front panel pitch control (± 11% ). Spooling 
was quite fast at 1.5 minutes, and HF stability, 
although sounding well, showed many l.5dB 
variations on the 1OkHz pen chart. Erasure and 
crosstalk were both excellent. The limiter facility 
on record had a very fast attack time, occasionally 
producing slight clicks, but was otherwise satis
factory. The review sample had a faulty tape 
monitor switching circuit but this was corrected by 
the importer.

Whilst this machine was very much liked ergo
nomically and was capable of producing some good 
overall quality, the input noise problems were 
sufficiently disturbing to cause a recommendation 
to be withheld. Furthermore, the non-standard 
replay equalisation will produce some very toppy 
and brittle quality from many pre-recorded 
cassettes. It would seem that the entire recording 
performance has been badly compromised to 
enable a DIN socket to be incorporated, and if this 
was completely excluded and the circuitry gain 
parameters re-designed hiss levels could be much 
better, particularly if the replay equalisation was 
corrected. Potentially an excellent machine, but 
spoilt by some design parameter errors.

GENERAL DATA
Replay Azimuth Deviation From Average: ................................... +220
Microphone Input Sensitivity/Clipping:. ... 328^V/124mV
DIN l/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp:............... -7.88dB/ +26dB/770Kohm
Line Input Sensitivity/Clipping:............. .. .................. 76mV/710V
MPX Filter 15kHz Attenuation: ....................... ..............l .5dB
Replay Response Ferric Av. L+R 63Hz/10kHz:................— l.25dB/+2dB
Replay Response Chrome Av. L+R lOkHz:. . ...... +2.8dB
Worst Audible Replay Hum Component:........................... ....All very low
Replay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby out/Imp:...................... —49.68dB/10. ldB
Replay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out:. . —53.5dB
Replay Amp Clipping ref DL: ......................... ............................. + 14.3dB
Max. Replay Level for DL:.....................................   670mV
Wow & Flutter Av./Speed Av. (peak DIN Wtg):. . 0.09%/+0.84%
Meters Under-read:. .... ,. ........................ . , ,, — 8.5dB 64ms
DIN Input Distortion 2mV/Kohm:................................ ............0.02%
Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L+R. DL/+4dB: . 0.84%/2.91%
Overall Distortion Ferrichrome Av. L+R. DU+4dB:..........0.48%/1.13%
Overall Distortion Chrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB: . 1%/2.55%
Overall Response lOkHz Av. L+R Dolby Out

Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:..................................................+0.5dB/ — ldB/ + !dB
Overall Noise Av. L+R CCIR Dolby oul/lmprovement:

Ferric....................... ............ .—4 I .88dB/9.5dB
Ferrichrome ................... — 45.38dB/9dB
Chrome.................................................................................... —44.38dB/9dB

Worst Erase Figure:.....................................................   -72dB
DIN Input Noise Floor ref. I mV per k ohm:................................. — 50.88dB
Line Input Noise Floor ref. !60mV/DL:......................................... — 59.25dB
Spooling Time (C90):.......................... .
Dynamic Range Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:............  62.5dB/66.5dB/65.5dB
Tapes Used:......................... Maxell UDXLI. Sony FeCr. Maxell UDXLll
Typical Retail Price:. .................................................... ...£350

Overall Frequency Responses, Dolby out -24dB.
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SankyoSTD2000 .
Sankyo, Webland International Ltd., P.O. Box 70, Umt 7, 129 Waltham Green Road, 
Moore Park Road, London SW6. Tel 01-385 9478

The metal-encased STD 2000 offers very basic 
facilities including lever switches to control Dolby 
with mpx, bias and equalisation (3 positions each) 
and input functions. Friction-locked concentric 
record level controls are complemented by a stereo 
ganged replay one (the latter acting on the output 
circuit). This front loading machine was found easy 
to use and the deck controls all worked well, 
excellent headphone monitoring facilities are 
available into low and higher impedance types and 
a memory counter is incorporated. Line in/out 
phonos and a 5-pole DIN socket are mounted on 
the back panel while the stereo headphone jack and 
two mono microphone jacks are on the front. The 
two 'VU'-type meters are complemented by a peak 
reading light, coming on at much too low a level 
(-0.5dB refDL).

The microphone inputs are a little insensitive, but 
had an excellent clipping margin; quality was good 
here although a slight hum was apparent. The 5- 
pole DIN input was found unnecessarily sensitive, 
but did have a good clipping margin, but the 
impedance was as^usual a little too low, causing 
slight noise degradation; response and distortion 
were both excellent, however. The phono line in 
sockets were again very sensitive, but no clipping 
was experienced at high input levels. The outputs 
incidentally were variable on the phonos but were at 
a fixed level on the DIN socket.

Whilst the replay amplifier hiss was average, 
slight hum on the right replay channel was noticed 
and this did not measure too well. Dolby noise 
reduction worked correctly, and noise was reduced 
by 3.5dB on FeCr and Cr02 positions. The clipping 

margin was very satisfactory and replay amplifier 
distortion measured better than average, while the 
replay response showed a slight bass loss and a 
small shelf boost ofabout I .25dB on both channels; 
overall and replay noise would, of course, improve 
ifthe replay response was corrected. Azimuth was 
set incorrectly, thus showing insufficient quality 
control.

The results on Maxell UDXLI produced good 
overall noise figures, despite the replay HF boost, 
and noise improved by 9.5dB with Dolby. 333Hz 
distortion was lower than average, reaching only 
1.85% average at +4dB and, as expected, some 
slight HF compression was noted on our test 
programme (spitch on speech, etc). The frequency 
response was extremely good without Dolby, 
extending to l 6kHz, but because of the Dolby 
record calibration error of I dB on the left channel, a 
boost of 2.5dB was noted at 3kHz with Dolby on 
the left, while the right was again almost flat. Sony 
FeCr was again quite good on overall noise, but was 
rather over-biased, producing very low distortion at 
low and middle frequencies, but considerable HF 
compression. FeCr responses-were very good with 
and without Dolby, but showed -3dB at 15kHz. 
TDK SA pseudo-chrome gave similar noise figures 
to FeCr, but the bias setting was better optimised 
and thus distortion was reasonable across the audio 
range. Unfortunately, a record Dolby error of some 
l .5dB produced some Dolby mistracking, and I 
assume that the factory had unwisely set up the 
machine for normal chrome. Overall response on 
SA was very good on the right channel, but slightly 
up in HF on the left, due to the replay boost. Sound
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quality was generally good and better than with the 
other two tape types. The bass response on all tape 
types was decidedly flatter than average, and thus 
creditable.

Slight HF output variations were noted on the left 
channel, but not on the right. Wow and flutter was 
just a little high (0.16% average) and speed was 
also running just over I% fast. Spooling was at an 
average speed. The subjective performance of the 
machine was reasonably impressive on ferric, but 
slightly bright on the left channel, because of the 
Dolby error.

The basic problem was the overall setting up, and 
if this had been correct the machine would have 
been well above average in sound quality. As it 
stands, the review sample was still reasonably 
good, although the DIN input gave inferior results 
to the line input on weighted noise. Simple and 
effective, but the peak reading light was virtually 
useless since it would encourage under-recording.

GENERAL DATAReplay Azimuth Deviation From Average:. . ..... +52°Microphone Input Sensitivity/Clipping:...... 415^V/57.5mVDIN l/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp:... — 21.13dB/+21.68dB/4.6KohmLine Input Sensitivity/Clipping:......... 34mV/ JOYMPX Filter 15kHz Attenuation:...........—0^25dBReplay Response Ferric Av. L+R 63Hz/10kHz:.. —2.25dB/+l.6dBReplay Response Chrogh Av. L+R !OkHz:....... +2.ldBWorst Audible Replay Hum Component:..... I 5OHz + 61.5dBReplay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby out/Imp:... -49.38dB/10.13dBReplay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out:....... —52.88dBReplay Amp Clipping re: DL:........... +12.3dBMax. Replay Level for DL:.............  585mVWow & Flutter Av./Speed Av. (peak DIN Wtg):...0.12%/+1.24%Meters Under-read:............ ...—6.5DIN Input Distortion 2mV/Kohm:.......... 0.01%Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L+R, DL/+4dB:.... O.53%/1.9%Overall Distortion Ferrichrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:.. 0.4%/1.4%Overall Distortion Chrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:... O.83%/2.9%Overall Response lOkHz Av. L+R Dolby OutFerric/FeCr/Chrome: ...+O.25dB/—ldB/+2.5dBOverall Noise Av. L+R CCIR Dolby out/Improvement: Ferric. . ......42 WJB 0.63d»Ferrichrome . . . 45 SSdB O.?7dBChrome ....  4>C5dB 0.5dBWorst Erase Figure: ... ...................................... -DIN Input Noise Flœr ref. ImV per k ohm: f<.2dBLine Input Noise Floor ref. 160mV/DL: . . . ......-Spœling Time (C90):............... 2 minDynamic Range Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:...  62.25dB/64.75dB/66dBTapes Used:....... Maxell UDXLI. Sony FeCr. TDK SATypical Retail Price:........ .£175
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Sansui SClllO/llOO
Sansui Audio Europe NV, The Granary, Carnley Street, London NWI OPH. Tel: 01-387 9608/9

The 1110 is the cheapest of the new Sansui range 
and, as expected, offers only basic facilities. 
Encased in metal, it is a front-loader in which the 
cassette is pushed into place and is not normally 
covered (plastic cover is provided though). The 
record gain control is a friction-locked concentric, 
but no replay or headphone gain controls are fitted. 
19" rack mounting handles are provided as an 
accessory. Deck functions operate normally, but 
include a 'lead-in' button, so that when forward 
wind is depressed the tape leaps over the leader for 
instant record (spools too far). No peak reading 
light is provided to supplement the 'VU's. A single 
switch selects bias and equalisation for ferric, 
ferrichrome and pseudo-chrome and levers operate 
Dolby and line in/DIN microphone switching. Two 
mono jack sockets for microphone and a stereo jack 
for headphones were mounted on the front, whilst 
the phono and DIN in/out sockets are on the rear.

The microphone input sensitivity was just ade
quate for speech recording fairly close to the 
microphone, but slight hum and hiss was noted, 
although the clipping margin was excellent. The 5- 
pole DIN input had a good clipping margin but was 
unnecessarily sensitive, and had a rather low input 
impedance which caused some noise degradation. 
The DIN input response showed a fall off above 
l 2.5kHz but rose again above l 6kHz. The line 
input had an average sensitivity and no clipping or 
response problems were noted, but too much gain 
was incorporated after the record level control, so 
that it was attenuated by about 2bdB betore re
amplification. This degradation of the line input is 
obviously needed to accommodate the DIN input, 

and is a clear example of inappropriate input 
preamplifier circuitry. The record level meters had 
fairly poor ballistics encouraging over-recording. 
Record amplifier distortion measured well.

Replay head azimuth was reasonably accurate, 
but the replay amplifier was just a little noisier than 
average, although chrome did give a 3dB improve
ment, and Dolby a further I0.25dB. The replay 
clipping margin was very good and replay distortion 
was better than average. Replay response was 
excellent at the bass end and marginally up at HF 
on ferric and around + l .5dB on chrome. Barely 
enough headphone volume was available into low 
impedance models, and hig impedance ones were 
too quiet, but the clipping margin was adequate.

The overall results on TDKD measured very flat 
indeed at middle and high frequencies, but a slight 
bass roll-off was noted. However, recordings 
suffered fairly severe HF compression and substi
tuting Audio Magnetics XHE gave a far better 
overall sound quality, although the response rose on 
XHE to +2dB at l 3kHz. TDKD (Sansui's recom
mendation) gave an average distortion performance 
at low and middle frequencies, but was possibly 
slightly overbiased and overequalised. The overall 
noise was average and Dolby- improved noise by 
lOdB. Sony FeCr showed -3dB at 6kHz but only 
-O.SdB at 14kHz. Distortion at middle frequencies 
measured very well but HF compression and 
spitchiness were not welcome, the response ano
malies also being very evident subjectively. Back
ground noise measured well withoul Dolby, bul 
with Dolby only improved by 8.75dB; a Dolby 
level error of + 3dB was measured and this is very
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poor (speech had a sock in it, and yet sibilants were 
emphasised).

TDK SA produced a pen chart showing a slight 
HF shelf of -1 dB from 4kHz to l 4kHz. Distortion 
was about average. but HF compression was less 
marked than usual, speech reproducing well. 
Clearly TDK SA was well optimised and the Dolby 
'A/B level set correctly. Background noise, how
ever, was higher than usual for this tape type.

Wow and flutter measured quite well, speed was 
marginally fast, and spooling time well optimised at 
around 1.75 minutes for a C90. HF stability was 
average, erasure measured satifactorily and cross
talk well. Despite the slightly noisy input circuitry. 
this machine did give some good. clean sound 
quality on TDK SA tape provided the input signals 
to the phono sockets were at a fairly high level. 
Sansui should optimise their Dolby A/B levels 
better and their choice of TDK Dwas unfortunate, 
since the machine was not set up as it should have 
been. The model is well styled, and since it can 
provide some good quality you may well feel that it 
is well worth considering at its price. Unfortunately 
though, not quite recommended because of the 
design problems.

GENERAL DATAReplay Azimuth Deviation From Average:.... -5"iviryryplury,.- rypry ry i Drym? ....  260pV/l 18mVDIN I p sry?. i •linprii:/. A'. Inip 24 UH + 26dB/4.25Kohm19090 1IS901 S. ? I hppmc... IOOmV/ IOV? ? ■ ■ ■ 90? 90 ? OdBReplay Response Ferric Av. L+R 63 Hz/ 10kHz:... -1,5dB/+ldBReplay Response Chrome Av. L+R 10kHz:.....   + l.62dBWorst Audible Replay Hum Component:...... 50Hz -62dBReplay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby oul/Imp:....-49.25dB/10.34dBRcplax N9090 ('r:\TK < VIH Duifu 90n: ..... -52.25dBK-Pi.:? Am? C:ij-p:n.. rU 1 > I ...  + 15.ldBSi?? Rcpl.n Ix^i :90 Di .....  540mVW?« x HDfo Ary V.- V DIN Wigt .. 0.12<Ni/ + 0.4%Me 9090 Uryry xd............. -7.5dB 64msDIN inpry Dryiryii-n A:V KDry :...... 0.02%Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:.... 0.95%/3.9%Overall Distortion Ferrichrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:.. 0.52%/1.6%I ! R DI -UH ... 1.37%/4.3%Overall Response 10kHz Av. L+R Dolby Out Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:......... OdB/—3.5dB/- IdBOverall Noise Av. L+R CCIR Dolby out/lmprovement:Ferric................ -42.4dB/9.8dBFerrichrome............... -47dB/9.4dBChrome............... -45.4dB/9.9dBWorst Erase Figure:............. -67dB CrOsDIN Input Noise Floor ref. ImV per k ohm:.......-58.3dBLine Input Noise Floor ref. 160mV/DL:....... — 59.3dB*Spooling Time (C90):.............. 1.75 minDynamic Range Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:... 63dB*/66.5dB/65.75dBTapes Used:..........TDK D. Sony FeCr. TDK SATypical Retail Price:................ £140
Overall Frequency Responses, Dolby out -24dB.
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Sansui SC3110/3100 .............
Sansui Audio Europe NV, The Granary, Carnley Street, London NWI OPH. Tel: 01-387 9608/9

This middle price Sansui deck is a metal encased 
front-loader having auto-lead-in and independent 
friction-locked concentric record levels for 
mic/DIN and line inputs, and an extra ganged 
control for replay. Two levers having three 
switched positions for bias and equalisation are 
provided and push buttons select memory counter, 
Dolby in/out and auto-lead in. The two record-level 
meters had slightly better than average ballistics 
and are in any case accompanied by a peak reading 
light coming on at + 2.5dB on a continuous tone, but 
requiring +SdB on a transient. The deck functions 
all worked well although the buttons were slightly 
stiffer than average in operation. Loading and 
unloading was a little awkward as one has to place 
the cassette into the mechanism manually, but this 
allows for very easy head cleaning, which is praise
worthy.

Phono line in/out sockets are complemented by a 
conventional 5-pole DIN and two mono jacks for 
microphone and a stereo jack socket for head
phones are on the front panel. An earth tag is 
supplied on the rear panel, which is useful. The 
microphone input sensitivity was slightly better 
than usual, but the clippingpoint was just adequate. 
The DIN input had a very high sensitivity but also a 
good clipping margin; unfortunately some noise 
degradation was noted, since the input impedance 
was too low, and this should be amended. The line 
input signal is taken through a large resistor to the 
slider of its gain control, and mixing is achieved by 
combining tie outputs from the tops of the controls, 
which is rather unsatisfactory since mixing levels 
are only at around 9mV, and thus noise is added by 

the circuitry after the controls; consequently the 
machine is a little noisy overall and this added 
noise stops the Dolby B circuitry from achieving its 
full potential improvement on the quietest tapes 
(8dB at worst instead of 1OdB).

Replay azimuth was correctly set and replay 
amplifier noise was slightly better than average; 
there was commendably low hum, all components 
measuring below -70dB! The chrome position 
improved noise further by 3.5dB and Dolby gave a 
full 1OdB noise improvement. Bass responses were 
generally quite good, but showed slight head 
‘woodles'; some lower HF boost was noted, 
maximising at +2dB around 6.3kHz; the ferric/ 
chrome differences were correct, however. The 
entire replay electronics had a good clipping margin 
and distortion measured very well. Headphone 
output levels were adequate into 8 ohm models, but 
inadequate for 600 ohm, but clipping margins were 
satisfactory.

TDK D was recommended by Sansui, but 
showed some HF roll-off, was subjectively slightly 
muffled, and produced HF compression. Maxell 
UDXLI, however, showed +!dB at lOkHz and 
-2dB at 15kHz, and was subjectively very much 
better with almost no HF compression. UDXLI 
gave 333Hz distortion measurements of only 
0.32% at Dolby level, and 1.6% at +4dB. Quite 
obviously, TDK D was considerably over-biased. 
Overall noise without Dolby was just below 
average, but Dolby improvement only averaged 
8.75dB. Sony FeCr measured 2.8% at +6dB, and 
whilst the response was flat at 1OkHz on the left, it 
was 2dB down on the right. The subjective quality 
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was better with this than most other decks on FeCr, 
but noise was higher than optimum with Dolby, 
nevertheless still quite good. TDK SA on the 
chrome position charted very well up to around 
l 3kHz on both channels and produced some 
excellent open sound quality, but with just a hint of 
EHF loss. HF compression was better than usual 
and distortion was well compromised, 333Hz 
producing 2.4% at +4dB. The 'Dolby in' responses 
showed slight boosts around 8kHz but these were 
not troublesome subjectively. The machine was 
quite clearly well aligned, Dolby A/B levels being 
well set throughout.

Wow and flutter measured very well, averaging 
only 0.09%, but speed was marginally slow. 
Spooling took 1.8 minutes in each direction, and 
HF stability measured reasonably well, although 
some HF transients tended to spread a little when 
Dolby B was used. Erasure was good and crosstalk 
excellent, showing some of the best figures 
measured.

This machine would have had a clear recom
mendation and possibly even a ‘best buy' if the 
input circuitry had been quieter. The circuit would 
require around 6dB less gain after the record 
controls, with adjustments of the passive circuit to 
improve matters, and it is most unfortunate that 
even a recommendation must be withheld since 
optimum noise figures were not achieved in practice 
from average level inputs. Nevertheless, you should 
most certainly hear the machine if you are not too 
concerned about hiss, since its hum, response and 
wow and flutter performances are so good, and the 
distortion levels very well optimised. Both the 
Sansui models 1110 and 3110 are typical examples 
of machines which could be excellent if the 
provision of DIN sockets could be withdrawn and 
the cia;uitry optimised for the line inputs.

GENERAL DATA
Replay Azimuth Deviation From Average:................................................ —3°
Microphone Input Sensitivity/Clipping:......................................2200rfoV/27mV
DIN Lip Sens/Clippina;Av. Imp:. -2OdB/+23.25dB/2.IKohm
Line Input Sensitivity/Clipping:. ..............................................94mV/ IOV
MPX Filter 15kHz Attenuation:.....................................................................dB
Replay Response Ferric Av. L+R 63Hz/10kHz:................ —3dB/+O.75dB
Replay Res^nse Chrome Av. L+R lOkHz:....................................+0. 95dB
Worst Audible Replay Hum Component:................................... All very low
Replay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby oul/lmp:........................ — I.5dB/9.63dB
Replay Noise Chro™ CCIR Dolby out..........................................—4.22dB
Replay Amp Clipping ref DL:. ..................+ I3.22dB
Max. Replay Level for DL:...................................................................... 540mV
Wow & Flutter Av./Speed Av. (peak DIN Wig):. . 0.09%/-0.67%
Meters Under-read:............................................................................—dB 64ms
DIN Input Distortior. 2mV/Kohm:. .................. 0.02%
Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:...................... O.32%/1.42%
Overall Distortion Ferrichrome Av. L+R. DU+4dB:.......... 0.45%/1.12%
Overall Distortion Chrome Av. L+R, DL/+4dB:.................. 0.83%/2.38%
Overall Response lOkHz Av. L+R Dolby Out

Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:................................+ dB/—IdB/+0.5dB
Overall Noise Av. L+R CCIR Dolby out/Improvement: 

Ferric........... ..................... ................................... . ..............-42.25dB/9dB
Ferrichrome . .. —47.22dBÆdB
Chrome ......................................-46.8dB/7.7dB

Worst Erase Figure: .......... —68dB Cr02
DIN Input Noise Flœr ref. lmV per k ohm:  ................—22.72dB
Line Input Noise Floor re[ 1660mV/DL:.......................................... — 8.72dB
Spiling Time (C90) ............................................................................ 1.75 min
Dynamic Range Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:................  63.77dB/66.22dB—.2dB
Tapes Used:........................................ Maxell UDXLI, Sony FeCr. TDK SA
Typical Retail Price:...................................................................................... £254

Overall Frequency Responses, Dolby out -24dB.
TDKD

Sony FeCr

Maxell UDXL I
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TEST OUR ES 207’s



if you're just about to buy the best of British sound, this new 
speaks, system from Sansui is just"for you.
From a Japanese manufacturer? Right. But no amount 
of specifications will ccmvince you here. It will take a short 
demonstration to show that these ES 207's rank among 
the best of British speakers.
So why not bring your Genesis or Beethoven records to the 
closest Sansui shop and put a pair of ES 207's through their 
paces?
You'll be impressed on the spot arid equally thrilled when 
you get them in your own home.
The ES 207's are the result of Sansui's search for the finest 
European sound. They combine the best of British 
craftmanship with the latest in speaker technology. 
Smart-style cabinets which are British made give superior 
acoustic performance without resonance or boxy sound. 
Run your fingers over the woofer and its passive radiator 
and you'll be surprised. It is made of plastic sheeting which 
ensures a deep natural bass tone down to 25 Hz.
The tweeter uses plastic filni, too. And its large diameter 
voice coil gives excellent linearity right up to 35 kHz. 
Our crossover network has a ferrite core inductance design. 
For improved distortion ratio and transient performance, 
enhancing sound quality.
Sansui's ES 207’s are in the shops right now. Remember 
to give them a demonstration run. Their sound will make you 
feel at home.

Sa/isruJ

Only hi-fi, «everything hi-fi
Sansui Audio Europe N.V. 
The Granary, 
Carnley St, London NW1 OPH

RECOMMENDED

Hi-fi choice
LOUDSPEAKERS

• •••••••••••--•••••a
• I would prefer to read about the ES 207 speakers at home||| 
e before I give them a try, I would like your detailed brochure.

• »
• Myn3m£ ..............................

• Address ...............................................................................
•
•  

• HI/CH89



Sanyo RD4028
Sanyo, Sanyo Marubeni (U.K.) Ltd., Sanyo House, 8 Greycaine Road, 
Greycaines Estate, Watford, Herts. 0923 30421

This remarkably inexpensive machine has only 
very basic facilities, but it does have mic/DIN input 
switching (rear panel). The unit is a top loader, the 
deck being slanted upwards towards the back. 
Ergonomically it is well designed, the deck 
functions being unusually at the near right side. 
Cassette loading was slightly awkward, but the 
deck functions worked well, allowing switching 
from one to another quite smoothly. The two 
reasonable quality record faders have small sliders 
by the side of them to mark a recording level 
position which were found most useful. Switches 
select Dolby (mpx filter switching following this) 
and two positions of bias and equalisation, ferri
chrome being compromised. The timing counter 
was rather sticky in operation. Two very ordinary 
record level meters are incorporated, with no peak 
reading lights, and with some interaction between 
them. Pairs of phono sockets for line in/out are 
complemented by a 5-pole DIN on the rear panel, 
and mono jack sockets for mike and stereo head
phones are on the front panel.

The microphone inputs were a little insensitive, 
but the clipping margin average, so mike recordings 
seemed to be rather edgy, and not quite as clean as 
average. The 5-pole DIN socket was very sensitive, 
with an adequate clipping margin, and the input 
impedance was higher than average, although slight 
noise degradation was noted. An HF peak was 
noted on the mike/DIN input on both channels 
(+4dB on the right at 9kHz), although distortion 
measured well. The line input was quite sensitive 
and showed no noise degradation, working gene
rally very well, although some slight EHF loss at

15 kHz was noted.
The replay azimuth was correctly set, but whilst 

replay amplifier hiss was average, some hum was 
noted, including components at 1OOHz and 150Hz 
as well as 50Hz unfortunately, but the general level 
was not too bad. Replay distortion levels measured 
quite reasonably, and the clipping margin was very 
good. Dolby circuitry worked well . on replay, 
showing the usual hiss improvement; only slight 
bass loss was apparent, and at 10kHz the response 
was just beginning to fall fairly gently. Chrome 
equalisation though showed too much HF cut, 
approximately 1 dB more than it should have been 
in comparison with ferric. The lOkHz reduction at 
-40dB with Dolby was slightly excessive. The 
headphone output was satisfactory into 600 ohms 
with a good clipping margin, but 8 ohms showed a 
barely adequate clipping margin.

The overall results on Fuji FX tape showed some 
bass loss, and a continuous rise at HF, peaking an 
average of + 3dB at l 4kHz, but surprisingly this 
was not too annoying subjectively. Overall noise 
levels measured extremely well, the background 
hiss being substantially better than average. Dis
tortion averaged 0.7% at Dolby level, rising to an 
average of 3.5% at +4dB, but the two channels 
were substantially different (bias set differently). 
Sony FeCr also produced bass loss, and a dip in the 
presence region was followed by an excessive rise 
at EHF so ferrichrome was clearly not compatible. 
TDK SA used on the chrome position again pro
duced bass loss and showed a rise to +2dB at 
14kHz, which again sounded quite reasonable; 
distortion averaged 4% at +4dB and was again
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Sanyo RD4028

rather uneven between channels. The overall noise 
performance measured significantly better than 
average, showing also the normal Dolby hiss 
reduction.

Wow and flutter measured very poorly but speed 
was reasonably accurate. HF stability was only 
fair, the odd dropout being noticed subjectively. I 
suspect that bias levels were generally set on the 
low side for the recommended tape types, and 
Sanyo should be more careful here. Erasure was 
very poor, although the crosstalk was excellent 
subjectively, and as measured.

One must carefully weigh up the poor wow and 
flutter performance and bad erasure with the very 
low price of this machine. Since other parameters 
generally measured quite well, it is clear that a 
recommendation would be fair, although subjec
tively the review sample could not produce the 
quality of some of the best buys costing perhaps 
50% more. At best, the subjective quality seems 
better than the measurements indicate, but piano 
music showed up the wow quite clearly.

A second sample was requested but it also 
showed very poor wow and flutter although the 
erasure was marginally better. Sanyo are looking 
into these criticisms seriously and hope to improve 
the performance in these areas.

GENERAL DATA
Replay Azimuth Deviation From Average:........................... ................+ 7"'
Microphone Input Sensitivity/Clipping: .................... 342gV/24.25mV
DIN l/p Scns/Clipping/Av. Imp:. ......-2O.25dB/+I 6.38dB/l3.2Kohm 
Line Input Sensitivity/Clipping: . - , . . . , 7O.5mV/ IOV
MPX Filter I SkHz Attenuation:. .......................................................... 2.5dB
Replay Response Ferric Av. L + R 63Hz/l0kHz:............... —2dB/-O.75dB
Replay Rcsixmse Chrome Av. L+R lOkHz:..................... . . -1.52dB
Worst Audible Replay Hum Component: ............... .. 150Hz — 61dB
Replay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby out/Imp:. ............. -50dB/1 0.4dB
Replay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out:. .................................. . — 53.68dB
Replay Amp Clipping ref DL:..............  ......... + 14dB
Max. Replay Level for DL:................ ..................................................  540mV
Wow & Flutter Av./Speed Av. (peak DIN Wtg):.......... . 0.27%/+0.28% 
Meters Under-read:.......................... ..................... ............—7.5JB 64ms
DIN Input Distortion 2nV/Kohm: ............... ........ ..........0.06%
Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:  ................... 0.67%13.35%i
Overall Distortion Ferrichrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB: ......... 0.66%/2.25%>
Overall Distortion Chrome Av. L + R. DL/+4dB:........................1.1%/4.3%
Overall Response 10kHz Av. L+R Dolby Out

Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:................................................. —2dB/+1dB/+1 .5dB
Overall Noise Av. L+R CCIR Dolby out/Improvement:

Ferrie .................................................................... .  ... -44dB/I0.13dB
Ferrichrome....................................................................-46.75dB/10.13dB
Chrome................... ................ ........................... —45.63dB/10.5dB

Worst Erase Figure^............................................................................ . —60dB
DIN Input Noise Floor ref. LiV Pa k 04m: ........... ................. — 60.18dB
Line Input Noise Floor ref. 1 60 mV DL........................................   -66.6dB
Spooling Time (C90): ............ ................................................... 2.25 min
Dynamic Range Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:.................... 65.25dB/66.5dB/66.5dB
Tapes Used:. .................  Fuji FX. Sony FeCr. TDK SA
Typical Retail Price: ......................... ........... ..................................  £80
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Sanyo RD53004
Sanyo, Sanyo Marubeni (U.K.) Ltd., Sanyo House, 8 Greycaine Road, Greycaines Estate, 
Watford, Herts. 0923 30421 

The RD 5300-2 is a front-loading metal-encased 
deck employing a friction-locked, large concentric 
record level control which can also be used for 
replay level adjustment. Push buttons are supplied 
for input switching, Dolby limiter, bias and equali
sation for ferric, ferrichrome and chrome. An auto
start facility is provided, allowing the machine to be 
set to go into record when an external switch 
operates. The deck functions worked well and 
smoothly but it was not possible to transfer from 
rewind to play or record. The two record level 
meters are almost peak reading, offering good 
performance on transients for a budget machine. 
Phono line in/out sockets and 5-pole DIN are on 
the rear panel, and mono microphone jacks and a 
stereo headphonejack (fixed level) are on the front.

Microphone inputs were, as usual, fairly insensi
tive and the clipping margin was only fair; speech 
quality was excellent, though, and the switchable 

limiter worked better than usual, being set to 
operate at a sensible level. However, if a stereo 
microphone having a common earth is plugged in, 
earth loop hum is produced (use separate micro
phones). The 5-pole DIN input had good sensitivity 
and a reasonable clipping margin; the input im
pedance was higher than average and this allowed 
less noise degradation than was found on many 
other machines, although it was still detectable. 
Very slight 3rd harmonic distortion was measured 
on the DIN/mic input, but the response was satis
factory (in practice distortion will be virtually 
unnoticed, unless high input levels are useJ — nol 
enough feedback here). The line input had good 
sensitivity and no clipping problem was noted, 

while the input noise was reasonably low. The mpx 
filter was permanently in, cutting HF very rapidly 
.above l 5kHz — a good point rather than a poor 
one.

Replay azimuth was only slightly out and replay 
hiss levels were very reasonable; although no hum 
was noted subjectively, very slight components 
were measured on the right channel. Chrome 
equalisation and Dolby showed the usual hiss 
improvement. Distortion performance was only 
fair at +6dB, but was probably adequate for all 
normal tapes (iron tapes might welldistort on 
replay). The Dolby circuitry was particularly 
accurately set. The frequency response was sub
stantially flat to I OkHz, but slight bass 'woodles' 
were noted, and the ferric/chromium response ratio 
was almost perfectly correct. Low impedance 
headphones were not driven hard enough and yet 
the clipping margin was inadequate, whiie 600 ohm 
models were slightly on the loud side, but with a 
good clipping margin.

Fuji FX showed some slight bass 'woodles', and 
the HF response was well extended to 14kHz with a 
slight valley around the presence region. The 
'Dolby in' chart showed a flattening of the presence 
region but a slight HF bump. The subjective quality 
was reasonably good but the +I.75dB positive 
Dolby error was audible. Although very high levels 
were distorted with considerable HF compression 
(tape over-biased), distortion of 333Hz at +4dB 
measured just 2%. Background noise was sub
jectively better than average and improved 9.75dB 
with Dolby. BASF FeCr produced a substantial 
peak at 14kHz and the response was rather up and
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Sanyo RD5300-2

down, which was clearly noted subjectively. along 
with some •spitchiness' on speech. Distortion. 
however, measured similarly to Fuji FX. Back
ground noise measured extremely quiet and yet still 
showed the usual Dolby improvement, so if the 
recording level is kept down. the distortion and HF 
compression performance could be good. although 
the response anomalies were a little worse than 
average. TDK SA showed a +2.25dB Dolby error 
but the response was flat from 150Hz to 13kHz 
without Dolby (some bass •woodles' though). 
Noise measured reasonably well, and 333Hz 
distortion measured 1% at Dolby level and 3.4% at 
+4dB. The Dolby error produced some response 
anomalies and HF compression with slight 
scratchiness was noticed subjectively, but the 
sound quality was reasonably good, especially for 
an inexpensive model. However, Sanyo had 
obviously biased the deck for normal chrome, 
despite their recommendation for pseudo-chrome.

Although overall wow and flutter measured quite 
well, speed was rather fast but spooling and HF 
stability were average. Erasure was clearly worse 
than average and barely adequate, and slight cross
talk was noted between the two right hand channels 
in each direction.

In so many ways this model measured surprising
ly well for its low price and was capable of giving 
good overall results with particularly good dynamic 
range performance. This machine can be clearly 
recommended since it provides some useful facili
ties considering its cost. The overall Dolby errors, 
however, must be corrected in production and 
erasure must be improved, so despite the low price 
it cannot be included as a 'best buy'.

GENERAL DATA
Replay Azimuth Deviatton From Average:..............................................+22
Microphone Input Sensitivity/Clipping:...................................... 2777tV/21mV
DIN l/p Sens/Clipping./Av. Imp:....................-21.5dB/+I5.75dB/l3Kohm
Line Input Sensitivity/Clipping:. ......................... 69mV/ JOY 
MPX Filter !SkHz Attenuation:.................................................................... IdB
Replay Response Ferric Av. L+R 63Hz/10kHz:..............-2.5dB/-0.25dB
Replay Response Chrome Av. L+R I0kHz:........................................-0.4d8
Worst Audible Replay Hum Component:       ..........I 50Hz -62dB
Replay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby out/Imp: ................-5l.38dB/9.9dB
Replay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out:..........................................—55.38dB
Replay Amp Clipping ref DL: .................................. +10. I 3dB
Max. Replay Level for DL..........................................................................I.OV
Wow & Flutter Av./Speed Av. (peak DIN Wlg): ..............0.12%/+1.2%
Meters Under-read:............................................................................-JdB 64 ms
DIN Input Distortion 2mV/Kohm:............................ ......................0.15%
Overall Distortion Ferri: Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:............................0.45%/2%
Overall Distortion Ferri:hrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:..........0.73%/1.92%
Overall Distortion Chrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:....................1.04%/3.4%
Overall Response I0kHz Av. L+R Dolby Oul

Fcrric/FeCr/Chcome: ....................................+0.25dB/-IdB/-0.5dB
Overall Noise Av. L+R CCIR Dolby out/Improvement 

Ferric............................................................................. -44.I 8dB/9.7dB
Ferrichrome .  ..................................................................... -49.5dB/9.25dB
Chrome................................................................................. -46.68dB/9.0dB

Worst Erase Figure:...................................................................... -60.5dB CrO,
DIN Input Noise Floor ref. lmV per k ohm: .,...,,,,...,,.... -60.25dB 
Line Input Noise Floor ref. 160mV/DL........................................ -65.8dB
Spooling Time (C90):..............................................................................1.9 min
Dynamic Range Fcrric/FcCr/Chromc: ............... 65.5dB/69.75dB/65.75dB
Tapes Used:..................................................Fuji FX. BASF FeCr. TDK SA
Typical Retail Price:......................................................................................£120

Overall Frequency Responses, Dolby out -24dB.
Fuji FX
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Sony TC136 SD
Sony, Sony (U.K.) Ltd., Consumer Inf. Dept. Showroom, 134 Regent Street,
London Wl. 01-439 3874

This budget-priced machine offers the basic additional 9.5dB average improvement was noted.
facilities that one would expect. A top loader, it is 
provided with 1• inch mike jacks and a stereo 
headphone jack, phono line in/out and a 5 pole DIN 
in/out socket. I liked the IEC mains socket with 
separate cable. An excellent record limiter is 
provided but the meters are not complemented by a 
peak reading light. Separate mike/DIN and line 
input faders for left and right are provided, which 
work smoothly, but no replay gain control is 
incorporated, the output being 470mV for Dolby 
level, clipping at 2.9V. Although simple, the 
mechanical functions worked well and transfer 
from play into rewind and back again is possible 
without depressing stop; a pause button is also 
included, but this grabbed slightly. A single switch 
selects ferric, ferrichrome or chrome bias and 
equalisation, and additional ones switch in Dolby 
and the record limiter. Wow and flutter measured 
very low for such an inexpensive machine 
averaging 0.08% and this is most creditable. Speed 
was very slightly slow but nevertheless pretty 
accurate. Erasure was excellent even on chrome 
and crosstalk adequate. Spooling was very fast, a 
C90 requiring only Imin 20secs.

On delivery, replay azimuth was set slightly 
inaccurately but the replay frequency response was 
excellent. Some replay hum was noticed on the left 
channel and the replay circuits were just a little 
hissier than average, although not bad. Chrome 
showed 4dB improvement and with Dolby in an 

Distortion in the electronics measured reasonably 
well. HF stability and tape/head contact were both 
excellent receiving several complimentary remarks 
in the subjective report.

The microphone input sensitivity was very good 
at 140p.V into 7.5k ohms. Clipping was reached at 
56mV (very good). The DIN input gave 280^V 
sensitivity into 6.5k ohms and produced just IdB 
noise degradation from our standard source via the 
quietest tape. The line input sensitivity was quite 
high at 39mV into 92k ohms and clipping margins 
on both DIN and line inputs were excellent. The 
limiter worked quite satisfactorily.

Sony HF ferric tape gave an overall response 
extending to llkHz ±ldB ref. 333Hz even with 
Dolby inserted, which is truly amazing on such an 
inexpensive recorder. At Dolby level 333Hz 
distortion measured at only 0.5% rising to only 2% 
at +4dB, again astonishing. Overall the sound 
quality was very good, but at times chuffed very 
slightly for some reason which is inexplicable. The 
overall hiss level on Sony HF was average. Sony 
FeCr showed a 2dB shelf down in response above 
4kHz on the left channel, which measured similarly 
with Dolby in. This caused the ferrichrome to 
sound just a little dull. Distortion again was low at 
0.5% at Dolby level rising to only 1.1 % at +4dB. 
Bias levels had clearly been set fairly high for 
optimum distortion at middle frequencies and so 
high frequencies became just a little squashed when
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Sony TC136 SD
Reprinted from Hi-Fi Choice Cassette Decks and Tapes, Winter 76/77.

the tape was driven hard. Noise was just a little 
disappointing at-54.SdB weighted ref. Dolby level.

Sony chrome gave a very flat chart indeed on the 
left channel but showed a marginal rise at EHF on 
the right, but nevertheless much better than 
average. Distortion measured 2% at Dolby level 
rising to 6% at +4dB, slightly better than average 
for chrome. Some distortion at low frequencies was 
noted on chrome, but generally the sound quality 
was pretty clean. Again, the noise level was not as 
good as usual at only -54dB weighted. The poorer 
than average overall hiss levels were caused by too 
great a sensitivity being incorporated after the 
record level control and thus the record Dolby 
circuits boosted up this hiss and did not achieve 
more than 7.5dB noise reduction. This might be a 
contributory cause to the chuffing referred to 
subjectively.

Despite its very modest price then, this recorder 
has fared extremely well with the provisos that the 
overall hiss levels and replay hum level require 
improvement. Its high performance capability must 
highly recommend it as excellent value for money 
even if purchased without a discount. A very fine 
example to manufacturers who produce less good 
machines at a much higher cost.

GENERAL DATA
Replay Azimuth Deviation From Average:................................................. 47"
Microphone I/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp: .. 140^V/56mV/7.6K ohms
DIN I/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp: ................ 280^V/l 1 2mV/6.5K ohms
Line I/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp:............................. 39mV/ IOV/92K ohms
Replay Response Ferric Av. L+R 63Hz/10kHz:......................0dB/-0.25dB
Replay Response Chrome Av. L+R 10kHz: . ................................. OdB
Ferric unwtd. 20/20 worst channel:. .................................................50dB
Replay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby out/Imp: ........................ 50.75dB/9.5dB
Replay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out:.................... ................ 54.75dB
Wow & Flutter Av./Speed Av. (peak DIN Wtg):....................0.07%/-0.4%
Meters Under-read: .. .-7.5dB at 64ms
Distortion monitoring input at DL:................................... ....................0.1%
Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:..........
Overall Distortion Ferrichrome Av. L+R. DU+4dB:
Overall Distortion Chrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB^ ..
Overall Response lOkHz Av. L+R Dolby Out

Fcrric/FcCr/Chcomc: .... . .......

..0.5%/2%* 
0.5%/1.1%* 
. 2%/6.5%*

-0.5dB/-l .75dB/OdB
Overall Noise Av. L+R CCIR Dolby oul/Improvement: 

Ferric...............................................................  42.75dB/9dB
Ferrichrome.................................................................................... 47dB/7.5dB
Chrome. ..46dB/7.75dB

Noise Degradalion DIN/line inputs:.... . ................... IdB/OdB
Spooling Time (C90):............................................................................... Im J9s
Dynamic Range Ferric/FeCr/Chromc:.............................. 64dB/68dB/62dB
Tapes Used:............ .......................... Sony HF , Sony FeCr. Sony Cr
Typical Retail Price:................................... : ...71 fQ

Overall Frequency Responses, Dolby in, note 
'expanded' vertical scale
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Sony TCKS
Sony, Sony (U.K.) Ltd., Consumer Inf. Dept. Showroom, 134 Regent Street,
^ndon WI. 01-439 3874

This metal-encased front-loader has just basic 
facilities and the review sample was a pre-pro
duction one. A rotary friction-locked concentric 
record level is complemented by a ganged replay 
control. Two independent phono line outputs are 
provided (one pair at a fixed level) in addition to 
phono line inputs and a 5-pole DIN socket; mono 
microphone jacks and a stereo headphone jack are 
on the front panel. Lever switches select line 
in/microphone, DIN and record mute, Dolby 
in/out with mpx filtering switchable, and two 3- 
position switches for bias and equalisation for 
ferric, ferrichrome and chrome. The record level 
meters had a rather average performance but there 
were three peak reading lights which operated at 
Dolby level and +4.5dB while the third one did not 
work' The deck controls operated well, although the 
auto-play function which should switch the 
machine from re-wind into play automatically 
didn't operate. A memory counter is incorporated 
which worked well. Cassette loading was effected 
by placing the cassette inside a hinged window, 
which was very smooth in operation. An !EC mains 
socket on the rear was welcome, a mains lead being 
supplied.

The microphone input had just enough gain for 
speech, a good clipping margin, and excellent hiss 
and hum performance with low distortion. The DIN 
input was extremely sensitive and with an adequate 
clipping margin, and the input impedance was 
reasonably optimised, giving virtually no noise 
degradation. Distortion measured well and no pre
amplifier response problems were encountered. 
The line inputs had good sensitivity and no noise or 

clipping problems.
Replay head azimuth was very stable and well set 

and the replay amplifier noise was adequate on 
ferric and showed a 3.75dB improvement on 
chrome, but we noticed that, whilst the replay 
response was generally slightly up at lOkHz, the 
right channel required less head peaking than the 
left, giving better noise figures on the right channel. 
Some 50Hz hum was noted on the left replay 
channel. The replay Dolby level was very slightly 
out, but not seriously, and Dolby gave lOdB noise 
reduction. Replay amplifier clipping was good and 
distortion in the electronics was very low. Head
phone levels were just adequate into 8 ohm with an 
inadequate clipping margin, but much too quiet into 
600 ohm. While the fixed-level phono sockets were 
well optimised in output level and the variable 
outputs could usefully achieve I. IV output for 
Dolby level, the DIN socket gave too high a level.

Sony HF produced quite a reasonable overall 
noise performance showing 1OdB improvement 
with Dolby. An average of 2dB shelf boost above 
4kHz on both channels was noted, partly due to 
under-biasing as the mid frequency distortion was 
particularly high at 8% at +4dB, The response 
errors were, of course, exaggerated with Dolby but 
HF compression was better than usual. Sony FeCr 
was quite quiet and distortion at middle frequencies 
very low indeed. The response also measured very 
well, being flat at I OkHz and extending to 15kHz at 
only -0.5dB. HF compression was reasonable for 
ferrichrome and certainly better than average for 
this tape type. Sony chrome showed a slight shelf 
boost at HF, but distortion at middle frequencies 
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Sony TCKs

was very bad indeed, eg. 12.75% average at +4dB1 
Noise was very average for chrome and Sony 
should re-set the chrome position for pseudo
chrome for the sake of greatly improved perfor
mance. The general measurements showed that 
insufficient attention was paid to overall setting up, 
ferrichrome being clearly better than the other two 
tape types. unfortunately.

Wow and Outter measured well in the laboratory, 
but some Outler was audible (Oopping supply hub 
problem). Speed was 0.8% fast, but spooling good. 
Erase measured very well, but crosstalk was only 
adequate. Whilst this machine had some good 
points. unfortunately insufficient quality control 
causes a recommendation to be withheld. Perhaps 
production samples will be better, though, and 
quite clearly the machine shows considerable 
promise, particularly if equalisation and biasing 
could have been set more accurately.

GENERAL DATA 
Replay Azimuth Dc\‘iaiion From Average:.................................  -23°
Microphone Input Sensitivity/Clipping:. ...........2 I 7!‘V/80mV
DIN l/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp: ....................-28dB/+ 24.25dB/10Kohm
Line Input Sensitivity/Clipping:........................................... .. 7.15mV/ IOV
MPX Filter 15kHz Attenuation: .......................... ........0.25dB
Replay Response Ferric Av.L+R 63Hz/JOkHz: -ldB/+ldB
Replay Response Chrome Av. L+R lOkHz: ....+l.62dB
Worst Audible Replay Hum Component:................................-60dB 150Hz
Replay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby out/Imp:. — 50.62dB/IO.I JdB
Replay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out:. . . .............. -54.5dB
Replay Amp Clipping ref DL........................................................... + I J.38dB
Max. Replay Level for DL:............................ ..........................1.07V
Wow & Flutter Av./Specd Av. (peak DIN Wtg):................0 08%'/+0.8%
Meters Under-read:..........................................................................+9dB 64ms
DIN Input Distortion 2mV/Kohm:.......................................................0.12%
Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L+R. DL/+4d8:..............................1.8%/8%
Overall Distortion Ferrichrome Av. L+R, DU+4dB: 0.53%/1.55%
Overall Distortion Chrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB^ .......... 3.6%/12.75%
Overall Response JOkHz Av. L+R Dolby Oul

Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:................................... + 1.5dB/OdB/+ !dB
Overall Noise Av. L+R CCIR Dolby out/Improvement: 

Ferr;c. . -42.75dB/9.88dB
Ferrichrome .................... ..............................................-46.SdB/9.88dB
Chcomc.......................................................... ............-46dB/9.75dB

Worst Erase Figure: -73d8 Cr02 and Fe
DIN Input Noise Floor ref. lmVperk ohm: .................... -64.18d8
Line Input Noise Floor ref. 160mV/DL:.     -64.38dB 
Spœling Time (C90):.....................................................    1.9 min
Dynamic Range Ferric/FeCr/Chrome: .61.25dB*/67.5dB/63dB*
Tapes Used: . Sony HF. Sony FeCr. Sony C^i
Typical Retail Price:. ............................ £ 160

Sony Chrome
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Sony TCisa SD
Sonv. Sony (U.K.) Ltd., Consumer Inf. Dept. Showroom, 134 Regent Street,
London WU01-439,3874

This portable machine can be used on internal 
batteries, or even from an external 6 V supply. The 
main input/output sockets, including two mono mic 
jacks, phono line in/out and 5-pole DIN are on the 
left of the machine, whilst mains is plugged into an 
IEC socket on a panel on the right, also incor
porating a 6 V socket, a stereo headphone jack, and 
an internal loudspeaker volume control (also 
operating headphone volume). The machine is a top 
loader when used conventionally, and strap hooks 
are provided for carrying. The front panel includes 
the conventional deck function controls, which 
worked normally, but with a crossbar below them 
to facilitate operation with one hand. Rotary 
switches are provided for input switching (2 
mike/DIN sensitivities), limiter, Dolby, and three 
positions of equalisation and bias, while push 
buttons select a meter light and battery check. The 
gain control employs two in-line rotary levers, but 
these are not friction-locked, and are thus a little 
awkward, although smooth. The two meters under
read rather badly, but a peak reading light came on 
at +2.5dB on a continuous tone and +5dB on a 
transient; the limiter worked well, but was not 
ganged. Microphone recording quality was good, 
the mic input sensitivity was adequate, and clipping 
margins were excellent, and very flexible. The DIN 
input had very high sensitivity and a good clipping 
margin, but a little noise degradation was noted, 
although distortion and response measured 
reasonably well. The line input had average sensi
tivity and no clipping problem was encountered. 
Input noise here showed no real degradation, but 
the noise floor was only fair. The mpx filter is 

always in circuit, and produced -2dB at 15kHz.
Replay azimuth was set well, but was a little 

variable; replay hiss levels all measured quite well 
and showed just under 1OdB hiss improvement with 
Dolby, and 4dB with chrome. Hum levels mea
sured well with the mains unit in use. The replay 
clipping margin was excellent, and replay amplifier 
distortion quite reasonable, but second harmonic 
distortion was noted in the Dolby circuitry at 
-20dB. The replay responses all measured 
extremely well on both ferric and chrome equalisa
tions. The internal loudspeaker (mono) was most 
usefol, and 8 ohm headphones had adequate 
volume, but barely enough clipping margin, while 
600 ohm headphones were much too quiet and thus 
not recommended (best compromise 25 ohm 
models, such as the Beyer DT480).

Sony HF tape gave a very good overall response 
from 60Hz to 12kHz without Dolby, but with 
Dolby a slight presence valley was noted. 333Hz 
distortion measured 1.5% at Dolby level, rising to 
6% at +4dB, and considerable HF compression 
was noted on our test tape programme. What a pity 
that Sony have to line up for their own HF tape 
rather than Group 3 types which would be much 
better. Background noise measured slightly better 
than average. Sony FeCr showed a shelf HF cut 
which was emphasised with Dolby, producing a 
muffled overall sound quality with HF compres
sion, and a rather scratchy HF sound quality 
(clearly overbiased); as expected, however, 333Hz 
distortion measured only 1.3% at +4dB and noise 
measured well, but only 8.76dB hiss reduction was 
noted with Dolby. Sony chrome produced 2.5%
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distortion at Dolby level and I 0% at +4dB; HF 
compression was marked, and distortion was sub
jectively bad, while the response showed -2dB at 
I OkHz, resulting in slightly muffled recordings. 
Once again the performance could have been so 
much better with modern pseudo-chromes (see 
Group 4 cassettes). As it stands, Dolby errors with 
pseudo-chromes would present problems, and 
therefore I recommend you to insist on realignment 
for pseudo-chromes if the model attracts you.

Wow and flutter measured poorly, and speed was 
1.7% slow. Spooling was average, though, and HF 
stability good, while erasure and crosstalk were 
very good. This machine could give some good 
quality on speech and sound effects, if used with 
better tapes, and was ergonomically quite easy to 
use "in the field". It cannot be recommended as a 
home recorder, though, because of the bad wow and 
flutter. Its price is reasonable, and provided it is 
required primarily for recording sound effects, etc. 
rather than music, it can be recommended. It 
cannot however compare favourably with recom
mended mains only machines of a similar price for 
in-system use.

Replay Azimuth Deviation From Average: ....-30
Microphone Input Sensitivity/Clipping:. - .    185j‘V/62mV
DIN l/p Sens/Clipping./Av. Imp: .................. — 25dB/ +26dB/3.6Kohm
Line Input Sensitivity/Clipping:..................................................70mV/ IOV
MPX Filter 15kHz Attenuation: . ........................................ -2dB
Replay Response Ferric Av. L+R 63Hz/JOkHz:............................-ldB/OdB
Replay Response Chrome Av. L+R lOkHz: .................................. -0.35dB
Worst Audible Replay Hum Component: 50Hz ~58dB (Mains Supply)
Replay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby out/Imp:........................ —5 1.18dB/9.7dB
Replay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out: ............................................-54.75
Replay Amp Clipping ref DL:..............................................................+ 16.5dB
Max. Replay Level for DL:......................................................................590mV
Wow & Flutter Av./Spccd Av. (peak DIN Wtg):................0.1 3%/- 1.76%
Meters Under-read:.................. .-7.75dB 64ms
DIN Input Distortion 2mV/Kohm:........................................................... 0.13%
Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:........................1.54%/5.9%
Overall Distortion Ferrichrome Av. L+R. DU + 4dB:..............0.5%/1.33%
Overall Distortion Chrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:......................2.5%/9.8%
Overall Response !OkHz Av. L+R Dolby Out

Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:. .........  OdB/—2dB/—2dB
Overall Noise Av. L+R CCJR Dolby out/lmprovcmenr:

Ferric..............................................................................................-43.5dB/9dB
Ferrichrome.........................................................................-47.5dB/8.75dB
Chrome. . ............-46.38dB/9dB

Worst Erase Figure:................................ .............. . .. -69dB
DIN Input Noise Floor ref. I mV per k ohm:....................................—59.5dB
Line Input Noise Floor ref. 160mV/DL:.     _ -61.13dB 
Spooling Time (C90):.............. ........................................ 2.2 min
Dynamic Range Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:...................... 62dB*/66.25dB/63dB*
Tapes Used:............................................. Sony HF. Sony FeCr. Sony Chrome
Typical Retail Price:....................................................................................... £190

Overall Frequency Responses, Dolby out -24dB.
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Sony TC13a SD
Sony, Sony (U.K.) Ltd., Consumer Inf. Dept. Showroom, 134 Regent Street,
London Wl. 01-439 3874.

The TCJ38SD can be said to be a simplified 
version of the TCJ 77SD incorporating most of the 
features of the 177 including Dolby B processing, a 
record limiter, bias and equalisation switching for 
ferric, ferrichrome and chromium cassettes, and 
peak reading lights. The mechanical deck controls 
are very simple to use and the wow and flutter 
performance measured extremely well at only 
.08%. The tape speed was just a little fast at 0.9%. 
The 'VU' meters had an average under-read of 7dB 
on the 64msec pulse but the peak light operated at 
+ 3dB; ’• inch jack sockets provide a sensitivity of 
95MV, which allows very quiet sounds to be 
recorded even with moving coil microphones. 
Despite this astonishing sensitivity, clipping was 
not reached until 47mV and so the dynamic range of 
the microphone input is really excellent. A 5 pole 
DIN socket, impedance 3k ohms gave a sensitivity 
of 100m V and clipped at 45mV, again really 
excellent. Virtually no noise degradation was 
obtained on either the DIN or line inputs from 
standard sources, the latter having a sensitivity of 
40mV on phono sockets. Line output was given on 
two additional phono sockets as well as on the 5 
pole DIN one, and a stereo headphone jack also 
complements the output. The record limiter worked 
exceptionally well, the threshold being set on just 
about optimum to avoid both distortion and tape 
noise.

The replay response showed a slight bass rise of 
approximately l .75dB generally. The lOkHz 

response on ferric was just slightly down, averaging 
-l .5dB. However, the chromium equalisation was 
totally wrong, being approximately 4dB down at 
10kHz, referred to the theoretical optimum 
response. The replay noise measured a little below 
average, unfortunately, although this was partly 
due to the presence of a slight hum. Both the 
stability and tape/head contact were good, although 
very slight phase jitter was noted in the tests.

The overall distortion on Sony HF ferric tape 
was very low indeed, measuring only 0.56% at 
Dolby level, rising to 1.9% at +4dB, and the 
response also measured only l .5dB down at 10kHz 
with Dolby processing in. Subjectively, the sound 
quality was exceptionally good with an extended 
frequency response, although the overall noise was 
slightly marred by a noisy transistor on the left 
record channel. Sony FeCr also behaved very well 
despite the replay equalisation being incorrect, 
giving distortion of only 0.5% at Dolby level, rising 
to only 1.2% at +4dB, thus providing an extremely 
wide potential for dynamic range. The response 
was fairly similar to ferric, but extended to only 
-3dB at 15kHz even when the Dolby circuit was 
switched in, which is really remarkable. The overall 
signal-to-noise ratio on ferrichrome measured 55dB 
ref. Dolby level with Dolby operative. There can be 
no doubt that if the replay circuit had a lower noise 
level, this machine would give even better results. 
Chrome tape as usual, had much higher distortion, 
reaching 3.6% at +4dB, and had a similar signal to 
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Sony TCt38 SD
Reprinted from Hi-Fi Choice Cassette Decks and Tapes, Winter 76/77.

noise ratio as ferrichrome, but the lOkHz overall 
response fell markedly to -4dB. Again, if the replay 
response had been corrected, chrome would be 
virtually flat overall but ferrichrome would have 
shown a slight lift. Notwithstanding the loss of top 
on chrome, the sound quality was still good but 
clearly inferior to ferrichrome. No crosstalk or 
erase problems were noted. The rewind time of 2 
minutes was very satisfactory and a memory 
counter is included. Both the mike/DIN and line 
inputs had independent faders for mixing and a 
stereo ganged line out control allows the replay and 
monitoring level to be adjusted at will.

This recorder was very well liked in the 
laboratory and can be recommended, although its 
price is somewhat high. It proved reliable and had a 
pretty consistent azimuth, which was nearly correct 
on delivery.

Despite the generally excellent performance, the 
laboratory asked Sony to provide a machine for 
restest to check the chrome replay equalisation and 
overall noise performance. The second sample was 
much better on chrome replay, showing only I .5dB 
loss at I OkHz, and the ferric response was also 
improved, so that I OkHz was virtually flat. The 
ferric replay noise figures measured very well, 
showing a 3dB improvement, CCIR weighted. 
Chrome showed an improvement of I dB despite the 
considerable increase of HF response. The overall 
ferric noise, however, showed virtually no 
improvement although ferrichrome improved by 
2dB and chrome by !dB. Although the chrome 
response measured virtually flat overall on the 
second sample, both ferric and ferrichrome tapes 
showed rather bad high frequency boosts between 5 
and I OkHz, thus presumably being under-biased. 
This appears to confirm that better quality control is 
required on this model.

GENERAL DATA
Replay Azimuth Deviation From Average:................................................. 12°
Microphone I/p Scns/Clipping/Av. Imp:.................. 92^V/47mV/8K ohms
DIN l/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp: . ........................ IOO^V/45mV/3K ohms
Line l/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp:........................43mV/ IOV/7O-SOK ohms
Replay Response Ferric Av. L+R 63Hz/10kHz:................+ l.5dB/-1.5dB
Replay Response Chrome Av. L+R lOkHz:......................................-3.75dB
Ferric unwtd. 20/20 worst channel: . ... ................ ................49dB
Replay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby out/Imp:..............................47.5dB/9.5dB
Replay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out:............................................. 55.5dB
Wow & Flutter AdSpecd Av. (peak DIN Wtg):..................0.08%/+0.9%
Meters Under-read:. .......................... , 7d8 at 64ms
Distortion monitoring input at DL: . ................................................... 0.04%
Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L+R. DL/+4d8:......................... 0.6%/1.9%
Overall Distortion Ferrichrome Av. L+R. DU + 4dB: ...0.5%/1.2%* 
Overall Distortion Chrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:................. I.9*/4.6%*
Overall Response lOkHz Av. L+R Dolby Out

Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:............................................................-1.5dB/0/1.5dB
Overall Noise Av. L+R CCIR Dolby out/Improvement: 

Ferric..............................................................................................42dB/9dB
Ferrichrome ................................  46.5dB/8.5dB
Chrome...........................................................................  47.5dB/7.5dB

Noise Degradation DIN/line inputs:.........................................  ldB/0.5dB
Spooling Time (C90):............................  2m
Dynamic Range Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:.. .... 62.5dB/68.5dB/62.5dB
Tapes Used:.................   Sony HF. Sony FcCr. Sony Cr
Typical Retail Price:....................    £200

Overall Frequency Responses, Dolby in, note 
'expanded' vertical scale
Sony FeCr
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Sony TC206 SD
Sony, Sony (U.K.) Ltd., Consumer Inf. Dept. Showroom, 134 Regent Street,
London Wl. 01-439 3874_________ ____________________________________

Despite this front-loader being fairly inexpensive, it 
offers fairly extensive facilities. These include 
mike/DIN, and line in mixing each having split 
concentric L/R level controls, separate bias and 
equalisation (three position switches for ferric, 
ferrichrome and chrome), a record limiter (un
ganged but fairly effective) and a mono peak 
recording light accompanying the level meters; '• 
inch microphone jacks provide a sensitivity of 
200  ̂V into 4.9k ohms. The 5 pole DIN in/out 
socket on the rear had an input sensitivity of 300^ V 
into 6.2k ohms. The mike input clipped at 60mV 
and the DIN at 90mV. No noise degradation 
occurred on the DIN input from our standard 
source and this is creditable. The phono line input, 
also available on a stereo jack socket on the front 
panel, had a sensitivity of 70mV into l25k ohms, 
again with no noise degradation and virtually no 
clipping problem. The limiter appeared to be 
unganged and so transients limiting on one channel 
caused marked image shifts when activated. 
Loading was slightly more awkward than normal 
but a press button 'opening the hatch' made with
drawal very simple with one hand.

Mechanically, the controls were just a little stiff, 
but provided •play into rewind and back into play 
again without transferring to stop. The wow and 
flutter measured 0.1% but fell to 0.08% at the end 
of a cassette. Speed was a little slow, averaging 
0.8%, but even this would hardly be noticed. 
Spooling was fast at Imin 20secs for a C90. Erase 

was excellent and crosstalk adequate. Again, as is 
common with Sony, an IEC mains socket is 
provided to go with the necessary mains lead, and 
also a separate earth terminal. The recorder is 
provided with a basic metal chassis with wooden 
side cheeks and is smart in appearance.

On delivery, the replay azimuth was a little out 
and the replay response showed a boost at 10kHz 
(average +2dB) and +2.75dB at around 7kHz. 
Chrome equalisation was similarly boosted. High 
frequencies replayed with a rather bright sound 
quality from pre-recorded cassettes and seemed a 
little fizzy. Stability and tape/head contact were 
good. No hum was noticed on replay but, as 
expected, replay was a little noisier than average 
due to the excessive treble being present in the 
replay circuits. Dolby gave 9.5dB improvement 
and chrome an additional 3.5dB. Distortion in the 
electronics was generally low and Dolby level 
replayed at 1 V, this being controllable to a limited 
extent with a stereo ganged replay potentiometer. 
Output clipped at 4.8 V, thus allowing an extremely 
wide margin.

Sony HF ferric produced an overall frequency 
response, which was slightly up on the right channel 
(+2dB at 6kHz with Dolby in). Subjectively, Sony 
HF sounded well, although some HF compression 
was noted, which was surprising considering the 
replay HF boost. 333Hz distortion at Dolby level 
measured amazingly low at 0.45% average, and 
this shows slight overbiasing which thus caused the
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Sony TC206 SD
Reprinted from Hi-Fi Choice Cassette Decks and Tapes, Winter 76/77.

GENERAL DATAHF squashing referred to. The overall noise was 
measured below average at -50.5dB weighted. 
Sony FeCr with Dolby in showed -3dB at 10kHz 
on the left, but nearly flat on the right and since the 
distortion measured only 0.45% again the machine 
must have been overbiased. (+4dB distortion 
measured only I%). Dynamic range on ferrichrome 
was disappointing (only -53.5dB weighted noise 
overall) and whilst distortion was audibly low, the 
sound quality was dull. Sony chrome produced a 
very flat response to !0kHz and 333Hz distortion 
measured 2.7% rising to I0% at +4dB. The sound 
quality produced was reasonable, although some 
HF squash was noted.

Potentially this machine is clearly a good one, but 
errors in replay equalisation and record biasing and 
equalisation on ferric and ferrichrome must raise a 
doubt as to the efficiency of quality control. 
Because of this, and judging by the review sample, I 
cannot quite recommend the model, but perhaps 
other samples would be better. Nevertheless, good 
value for money especially for the better than 
average facilities.

Replay Azimuth Deviation From Average:................................................. 37°
Microphone 1/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp:.. .. 200piV/60mV/5K ohms

DIN 1/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp:.......  ............ 300gV/90mV/6.2K ohms
Line l/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp:............... . 7lmV/ JOV/128Kohms
Replay Response Ferric Av. l+r 63Hz/10kHz:.. . +l.25dB/+2.5dB 
Replay Response Chrome Av. L+R lOkHz: .... ... +JdB
Ferric unwtd. 20/20 worst channel:....................................................... 50.5dB

Replay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby out/Imp:............... .. • .. 48.25dB/10dB
Replay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out: . 51.5dB
Wow & Flutter Av./Spced Av. (peak DIN Wtg):....................0.09%/-0.9%
Meters Under-read:....................................................................... -8dB at 64ms
Distortion monitoring input at DL: . ... ........0.02%
Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:. 0.4%/2%*
Overall Distortion Ferrichrome Av. L+R. DU+4dB:.............  0.4%/1%*
Overall Distortion Chrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB: 2.6%/10%*
Overall Response !OkHz Av. L+R Dolby Out

Ferric/FeCr/Chrome: ................................. + 0.75dB/-l .5dB/+0.5dB
Overall Noise Av. L+R CCIR Dolby out/Improvement:

Ferric . , ............... ... 40.75dB/9.5dB
Ferrichrome.................................................................................. 44.75dB/9dB
Chrome..................................................................................... 43.75dB/9.5dB

Noise Degradation DIN/line inputs:....................................................OdB/OdB
Spooling Time (C90):................................................. ............................. Im 20s
Dynamic Range Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:. .. 62.5dB/67.5dB/60.5dB
Tapes Used:. ..................   .. Sony HF. Sony FeCr. Sony Cr
Typical Retail Price:. .............. ..............£200
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Sony TCKaBlTCK7
Sony, Sony (U:K.) Ltd., Consumer Inf. Dept. Showroom, 134 Regent Street, 
^ndon WI. 01-439 3874

The TCK8B is a fascinating machine having some 
excellent facilities and is a front-loader, incor
porated into a large metal cabinet with an !EC 
mains socket. The usual phono and DIN inputs and 
outputs are provided, and also a remote control 
accessory socket on the rear panel. A superb liquid 
crystal display meter offers a wide range of 
metering facilities including peak reading and peak 
hold, all of which could be seen very clearly; 
transients and peak-hold indications were read 
quite accurately. Independent concentric controls 
(not friction locked) are provided for mic/DIN and 
line inputs with mixing. Levers switch three 
positions of bias and equalisation separately, and 
limiter functions; a rotary switch selects Dolby off, 
Dolby on and Dolby with mpx filtering, and a 
separate ganged replay gain control is comple
mented by an independent headphone control. The 
metering function is selected by minute push 
buttons and separate buttons or switches operate 
the tape counter mechanism and memory counter 
(switchable to auto-stop/start, etc), and the timer 
switches between record and play for remote 
starting. All the deck functions are microswitch- 
operated logic types, and work extremely 
smoothly, even allowing the user to drop into 
record from replay. The deck employs two 
motors and cassette loading was superb.

The microphone input sensitivity ('•" jack 
sockets) was higher than usual, the clipping 
margin excellent, and sound quality was 
extremely good and clean. The DIN input was 
ridiculously sensitive, but also had an amazing 
clipping margin; only marginal noise degradation 

was noted and distortion measured well, but the 
response dipped around I SkHz. The line input 
(also available on a stereo jack socket on the 
front) was very sensitive and yet again had an 
excellent clipping margin. The response was flat 
and the switchable mpx filter produced just !dB 
drop at 15 kHz. Unfortunately, the input noise 
with volume controls at minimum was rather 
below average, restricting the overall noise floor. 
If there had been 6dB less gain after the record 
level control, only microphone sensitivity would 
have been sacrified, and the noise floor would 
have been 6dB better.

Replay azimuth was reasonably accurately set 
but replay hiss levels were slightly below 
average, although Dolby showed the normal 
improvement; chrome showed more improvement 
than usual. Replay responses measured very well 
indeed from 40Hz to I OkHz on both ferric and 
chromium equalisation. Clipping margins were 
extremely good, and more than adequate even for 
iron pre-recorded cassettes, while distortion 
levels also measured very well. Low impedance 
headphones worked extremely well but there was 
inadequate level and a poor clipping margin into 
high impedance models.

Sony HF tape produced a reasonably flat chart 
to l 3kHz with a slight valley around 7kHz. The 
Dolby in response emphasised the valley, 
unfortunately, and it was just noticeable 
subjectively. The sound quality was, at best, very 
good indeed but distortion levels were generally 
on the high side and another tape type, such as 
one from group 3, would be much better provided 
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the bias was slightly increased. 333Hz distortion 
measured 1.6% at Dolby level and 6.3% at 
+4dB and overall noise was average. Sony FeCr 
showed some HF anomalies and sounded slightly 
muffled with marked HF compression. 
Background noise was average but showed only 
9dB improvement with Dolby; distortion was 
only 1.1% at +4dB and thus the tape was 
obviously very over-biased. Sony chrome gave a 
very good pen chart from 70Hz to 15kHz, above 
which the response fell fairly rapidly; distortion, 
however, measured 3.2% at Dolby level and 
11.5% at +4dB, and subjectively the chrome 
tape produced roughness throughout the test 
program, although at lower levels the quality was 
very good. Since the noise was slightly below 
average, the dynamic range would be limited if 
levels were held down, and so Sony chrome 
cannot be recommended. Obviously for political 
reasons, the machine was set up throughout for 
Sony tapes, but it is clear that on other types and 
with re-alignment the machine could have superb 
results at best.

Wow and flutter measured reasonably well and 
speed was very accurate while HF stability was 
average and spooling took 1.7 minutes. Erasure 
was excellent and crosstalk satisfactory. The 
review sample was an early production prototype 
and perhaps normal production models will be 
even better. The ergonomics were amongst the 
best of any machine reviewed, the liquid crystal 
metering being fabulous. The machine can be 
very strongly recommended, but I earnestly 
advise you to get your dealer to set it up for 
better tape types. Provided he is prepared •to do 
this at no extra charge, the machine can be 
regarded as a ‘best buy', but if this is not possible 
then performance can only put it in the normal 
recommended category. Input circuitry clearly 
shows an improvement, but Sony frequently 
seem to employ too much gain after the record 
level pots on so many of their models.

The cheaper model TCK7 is virtually identical 
to the TCK8B but the LCD is omitted, being 
replaced by normal meters and three peak 
reading lights.

Sony TCK8B/TCK7

GENERAL DATA
Replay Azimuth Deviation From Average:. .. .... . .................... — 33 =
Microphone Input Sensitivily/Clipping:. ...................................168/xV/75mV
DIN l/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp:........................ -28dB/+25.25dB/9.55Kohm
Line Input Sensitivity/Clipping: ................... .... 54.5mV/ 10V
MPX Filter l 5kHz Attenuation: .........................................................................................!dB
Replay Response Ferric Av. L+R 63Hz/10kHz:. . —0.5dB/+0.5d8
Replay Response Chrome Av. L+R 10kHz:......................................................+0.8dB
Worst Audible Replay Hum Component:.............................................. 50Hz —54dB
Replay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby out/Imp:.........................................-50dB/9.8dB
Replay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out:...........................................................— 53.88dB
Replay Amp Clipping ref DL:.................................................................................... + 16.5dB
Max. Replay Level for DL:.................................... .. .......................... ............................. l ,05 V
Wow & Flutter Av./Speed Av. (peak DIN Wtg):...................... 0.12%/ —0.12%
Meters Under-read:................................... .........................................—2dB 8ms*
DIN Input Distortion 2mV/Kohm:. ........................................... .. 0.06%
Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L+R, DL/+4dB:.................................1.57%/6.3%
Overall Distortion Ferrichrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:...................0.4%/1.12%
Overall Distortion Chrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB: ............. 3.16%/11.39%
Overall Response 10kHz Av. L+R Dolby Out

Ferric/FeCr/Chromc:........................................................ —1dB/ —2.25dB/—O.25dB
Overall Noise Av. L+R CCIR Dolby out/Improvement:

Ferric...................................................................................................................... -41dB/10.4dB
Ferrichrome ...... . ................ ........................ ............. ............... —46.38dB/9dB
Chrome .. .................. ............................................................................ -45.75dB/9.13dB

Worst Erase Figure:.................................................................................................—72dB C1O2
DIN Input Noise Floor ref. 1mV perk ohm:. ................................ ............. —60dB
Line Input Noise Floor ref. J60mV/DL:...................................................  — 60.5dB*
Spooling Time (C90): .......................................1.75 min
Dynamic Range Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:. ...........6O.5dB*/67.5dB/62.5dB*
Tapes Used:. . Sony HF. Sony FeCr, Sony Chrome

Typical Retail Prices TCK 7/fCK8B:........................... ..................... £3OO/£42O

Overall Frequency Responses, Dolby out -24dB.
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One of the few machines amongst the new models 
that can be used as a top-loader, the TCD 320 is 
housed in a handsome wooden cabinet. Its servo
operated deck functions all worked very neatly, and 
allowed switching between all functions, although 
pause has to be engaged for recording. Fairly long 
throw faders are provided for record and play back 
levels, but there is no input switch. The meters are 
peak reading types, heavily equalised and under
reading transients rather more than some of the 
other types, though better than normal meters. The 
cassette is pushed home in a slightly awkward, 
sideways-mounted trap door on the right of the 
deck, which lifts open with the eject button. Push 
button switches operate all functions including 
Dolby, ferric/chrome, and mpx filter. The transport 
uses three motors and dual capstans.

The microphone input sensitivity is very much 
higher than average, being optimised for low output 
moving coils, and since the clipping margin is not 
too good high output mikes such as some electrets 
are not really suitable; the quality of reproduction 
here was extremely good however. The DIN input 
had good sensitivity and an excellent clipping 
margin, and the impedance was well optimised, so 
very little noise degradation shoudl be noticed from 
a normal DIN source. Input noise performance 
here was excellent, and distortion far better than 
average. The line inputs had very high sensitivity, 
but clipped at 4.8V, which should not be trouble
some on normal domestic installations however. A 
slight peak at I OkHz was noted on the line input, but 
noise measured extremely well. The switchable 
mpx filter cuts l 5kHz response by just l .25d8.

The replay azimuth was only very slightly out; 
replay amp noise showed an average hiss level with 
the normal Dolby improvement, but hum measured 
particularly well, and was completely inaudible. 
The replay clipping margin was very good, and 
satisfactory for iron tape replay, and distortion 
measured very well. Whilst bass responses were 
good, the HF response averaged around +2dB at 
I OkHz, showing a tendency to be compatible with 
the old rather than the new BASF standard. 
Chrome equalisation did not quite cut sufficient 
HF, and so was slightly more toppy than it should 
have been. Very ample volume is available into all 
normal headphone types, with an excellent clipping 
margin.

Maxell UDXLI measured +3d8 at I OkHz, 
partly due to the boost on the line input, but this rise 
was maintained to l 5 kHz; the bass response was 
very good. Distortion measured extremely well at 
333Hz, only 3% at +6dB, and overall noise was 
slightly higher than average, but since high re
cording levels could be achieved, this was not too 
serious. Although the overall sound quality was on 
the bright side, the quality of reproduction was 
above average, only slight HF compression being 
noted. Quite clearly the jncorrect replay equalisa
tion was mainly responsible for the brightness, and 
could easily be corrected. Dolby levels, though, 
were correctly set and the Dolby in responses were 
very similar to the Dolby out ones. Maxell 
UDXLII produced a response valley in the 
presence region, but peaked slightly at eHF (partly 
replay equalisation); 333Hz distortion measured 
.9% at Dolby level, rising to 2.8% at +4d8. The 
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overall quality sounded good, with only slight HF 
compression, but a response anomaly was noted. 
Background hiss was noisier than it should have 
been (replay equalisation again).

Wow and flutter were average, and speed was 
only marginally slow. Spooling was incredibly fast 
(55secs for C90), which made finding a passage 
rather difficult, and HF stability was average. 
Chrome erasure was rather inadequate, but ferric 
was very good and crosstalk measured well 
throughout.

The machine can be mounted horizontally or 
vertically, appropriate feet being provided. It is the 
successor to the the TCD 310, and is far better, but 
of course competition is stiffer now than it was. The 
machine can be recommended since the overall 
quality was good, and no input noise problems were 
encountered, but Tandberg should note the replay 
equalisation errors, and also the poor erasure on 
pseudo-chrome. Tandberg are attending to these 
problems, and it is only fair to point out that the 
review sample was a pre-production one. Provided 
that the response and erasure are corrected in 
production, the 320 can be recommended as a best 
buy, but as it stands it must miss this position for the 
time being.

Tandberg 320

GENERAL DATA
Replay Azimuth Deviation From Average: 
Microphone Input Sensitivity/Clipping: . . 
DIN lip Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp:  
Line Input Sensitivity/Clipping: ....... .
MPX Filter I SkHz Attenuation:..............

.......................................-33°
......................... 72MV/IOmV
-I 8dB/ + 20.75dB/2I Kohm
......................... 30mV/4.8V

................................. l.25dB
Replay Response Ferric Av. L+R 63Hz/10kHz:......... -0.5dB/+2.25dB
Replay Response Chrome Av. L+R lOkHz: . . . ..... ......... +3.0SdB
Worst Audible Replay Hum Component:............................... 50H‘ -65dB
Replay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby out/Imp:..................... -51. 13dB/9.75dB
Replay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out:.........................................-54.38dB
Replay Amp Clipping ref DL: ................,...................+ ll.75dB
Max. Replay Level for DL......................................................................600mV
Wow & Flutter Av./Speed Av. (peak DIN Wig):  0.14%/-0.27%
Meters Under-read:.............................................................................. -?dB 8ms
DIN Input Distortion 2mV/Kohm:........ ....................... ..........0.03%
Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L+R. DL/+4d8:......................0.24%/1.27%
Overall Oisiortion Fcrrichromc Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:................N/A/N/A
Overall Distortion Chrome Av. L + R. DL/+4dB:..................0.88%/3.19%
Overall Response lOkHz Av. L+R Dolby Out

Ferric/FeCr/Chrome....................................................... +JdB/ NIA /+JdB
Overall Noise Av. L+R CCIR Dolby out/Improvement:

Ferric...................................................................................... -40.75dB/9.9dB
Ferrichrome ............................................. ........................N/A/N/A
Chrome...................................................................................-43.75dB/9.6dB

Worst Erase Figure:................................ ............... -61.SdBCrO2
DIN Input Noise Floor ref. .mV ¡m: k .mm, ......................... -66.JSdB
Line Input Noise Floor ref ! (aimV Di....................  -65.5dB
Spooling Time (C90):.............................................................................0.9 min
Dynamic Range Ferric/FeCr/Chrome: ...................  63.5dB/ N/A /65dB
Tapes Used:............................................... Maxell UDXLL Maxell UDXLJI
Typical Retail Price:......................    £265

Overall Frequency Responses, Dolby out -24dB.
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Tandberg 340A
Tandberg, Tandberg (U.K.) Ltd., 81 Kirkstall Road, Leeds LS3 !HR. 0532 35111

This successor to the older Tandberg 330 has three 
heads and incorporates a new 'actilinear' record 
head driving circuit which makes it suitable for 
driving the new iron tapeswhenthey arrive, as it has 
very low distortion and excellent headroom. The 
model is very similarly styled to the 330 and 
incorporates L/R faders for input and output levels. 
Push buttons provide mains, Dolby, Dolby FM, 
ferric/pseudo-chrome switching, memory, source 
tape monitoring and record safety functions. An 
mpx switch is provided on the rear panel together 
with in/out phonos, a 5-pole DIN and a remote 
control socket. Mono microphone jacks and a 
stereo headphone jack are on the front panel and the 
machine can be operated horizontally or vertically. 
Logic-operated deck controls run very smoothly, 
allowing the usual full function switching. Like the 
model 320 the cassette is loaded sideways but has a 
solenoid-operated eject mechanism. Cassettes 
become rather warm in use. In front of the cassette 
mechanism a door opens to reveal an azimuth 
setting oscillator, the record head azimuth control 
and pre-sets for head alignment. The two peak
reading meters are heavily equalised at HF; they 
were found to read transients very accurately.

The microphone input sensitivity was very high 
but the clipping margin was rather limited, low 
output microphones being recommended; micro
phone recorded quality was excellent and a pre-set 
mixing level is provided since there is no input 
switching. The DIN input had good sensitivity and 
a reasonable clipping margin, the input impedance 
being well optimised, producing no noise degrada
tion; distortion and response on this input are both 

good. The line input was quite sensitive and a good 
clipping margin was provided, but whilst no noise 
degradation was present the noise with the record 
level at minimum was rather below average. The 
review sample was a pre-production prototype and 
azimuth was slightly out. Replay amplifier hiss was 
marginally noisier than average but the normal 
Dolby improvement was given; hum was minimal, 
however. Replay clipping margins were excellent 
for normal tapes, but perhaps not quite sufficient for 
iron (surprising). Distortion measured reasonably 
and frequency responses were very flat up to I OkHz 
but showed a very slight bass loss. All normal 
headphones would give excellent quality with good 
clipping margins.

Maxell UDXLI penned an extremely flat chart 
across the board up to l SkHz on both channels and 
distortion measured outstandingly well, reaching 
only 2.7% at +SdB, which is phenomenal. The 
subjective quality was excellent but slight HF 
compression was noted. Background noise was 
around average and showed the normal Dolby 
improvement. Maxell UDXLll also showed a very 
flat response, which is commendable. 333Hz dis
tortion again measured very well, averaging 3% at 
+6dB, which is far better than normal. Noise was 
slightly below average but showed the normal 
Dolby improvement. The sound quality, whilst 
being very good indeed, did again show some slight 
HF compression on very sharp transients.

Wow and flutter measured well at the beginning 
and middle but rose to average at the end of the 
cassette. Speed was very accurate but spooling was 
very fast at just over one minute for C90. lOkHz 
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stability was slightly below average, but was not 
troublesome subjectively. Erasure and crosstalk 
measurements were-very good.

A different version of this model known as the 
TCD 340AM will be introduced in early 1979 set 
up for the new pure iron tapes, which should give 
phenomenal performance. In all probability the 
TCD 340A will be capable of easy modification for 
iron tapes. The machine gave generally excellent 
overall quality and my only minor reservation is the 
input amplifier noise floor which Tandberg could 
improve. It is clear that this machine is extracting 
the maximum electromagnetic performance out of 
the Maxell cassettes, with the fascinating new head 
driving circuit which converts voltage input to pure 
current drive for the head. The overall distortion 
figures are most impressive and by far the best I 
have ever measured on a cassette deck. The erase 
head is a dual gap type which should provide good 
erasure of all tape types, and the record head is a 5 
micron ferrite which clearly contributes to the 
amazingly low distortion by not showing any traces 
of head saturation at high signal and bias levels. The 
machine can be clearly recommended as a 'best 
buy' notwithstanding the noise performance, since 
in so many respects the performance seems unbeat
able. Ergonomically the machine was well liked but 
I advise users to withdraw the cassette from the 
mechanism immediately after use to avoid storage 
print-through in the deck's rather warm 
environment.

Replay Azimulh Deviation From Average: ......................... —53°
Microphone Input Sensitivity/Clipping:................................... 87thV/16.5rnV
DIN l/p Scns/Clipping/Av. lnw ......................... -1SdB/ + 20.6dB/2 l Kohm
Line Input Sensitivity/Clipping:......................................... 56mV/ lOV
MPX Filter J 5kHz Attenuation:..................... ...........................................2dB
Replay Response Ferric Av. L+R 63Hz/l0kHz: ................-2dB/+0.25dB
Replay Response Chrome Av. L+R 10kHz:.........................................-0.6dB
Worst Audible Replay Hum Component................................ 50H‘ -64d8
Replay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby out/Imp: .............. .. - — 50dB/9.5dB
Replay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out:..........................................-54.25dB
Replay Amp Clipping ref DL....................... ........................... , +11.ldB
Max. Replay Level for DL:......................................................................... l.09V
Wow & Flutter Av./Speed Av. (peak DIN Wtg):..............0.13%/+0.215%
Meters Under-read: .............................................................—2.5dB 8rns
DIN Input Distortion 2mV/Kohm:. ................... ................. .............0.07%
Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:.....................0.1 7%/0.58%*
Overall Distortion Ferrichrome Av. L+R. DL/MdB:. . N/A / N/A
Overall Distortion Chrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:..................0.49%/ I .6%*
Overall Response I 0kHz Av. L + R Dolby Out

Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:.................. .................................—0.25dB/ N/A /OdB
Overall Noise Av. L+R CCIR Dolby out/Improvement: 

Ferric.......... ................ .......... ................................-41.75dB/9.25dB
Ferrichrome.................................................................................... N/A I NIA
Chrome........................... ................................. -44.75dB/9.5dB

Worst Erase Figure:...................................................   -69dB Crfo
OIN Input Noise Floor ref. lmVperk ohm.................... -58.9dB
Line Input Noise Floor ref. l60mV/OL: . ................................... -59dB
Spooling Time (C90):...................... ............................................... 1.15 min
Dynamic Range Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:.............................. 64dB/ N/A /67d8
Tapes Used:.................................................Maxell UOXLI. Maxell UOXLII
Typical Retail Price:......................................................................................£499

Overall Frequency Responses, Dolby out -24dB.
Maxell UDXLI
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Teac A103
Address not available at time of going to press

This metal-encased front-loader is the cheapest in 
the latest Teac series and incorporates only basic 
functions, but includes line/DlN and microphone 
switching. Two separate record gain controls 
around 3 inches apart were found inconvenient, but 
each worked smoothly. Phono line input/output 
sockets and a 5-pole DIN are on the back panel and 
mono microphone jacks and a stereo headphone 
jack are on the front. Push buttons are provided for 
biasing and equalising ferric or chromium tape 
types, but ferrichrome is not recommended. Addi
tional buttons operate input switching and Dolby. 
The deck controls worked well and allowed 
changing directly from one function to another 
without depressing stop, if required. The 
mechanism was easy to load and the machine 
neatly designed.

The microphone input sensitivity was rather 
poor, being inadequate for average speech re
cording, but the clipping margin was excellent; 
input noise was also rather worse than usual, but the 
quality was good. The DIN input had good sensi
tivity and an excellent clipping margin, but some 
noise degradation was noted from a standard DIN 
source; response and distortion measured very 
well. The line inputs provided adequate sensitivity, 
no clipping problem was encountered and the noise 
performance was excellent, bettering many more 
expensive models. The mpx filter is permanently in, 
giving just 0.75dB loss at 15kHz, but adequate 
supersonic filtering. The level meters were very 
average and no peak reading lights are 
incorporated.

Replay azimuth was just slightly mis-set, and 

replay hiss was average but hum components 
measured exceptionally well; chrome equalisation 
gave a full 4dB improvement, and Dolby an addi
tional 10.25dB. The clipping margin was very 
satisfactory and replay amplifier distortion mea
sured particularly well. The replay response 
showed some bass loss and was slightly down at HF 
on the left channel, but noticeably down on the 
right; the probe head response check showed that 
almost certainly the right channel gap was a little 
wide. Chromium equalisation showed the correct 
ratio to ferric. The headphone driving circuitry 
produced clipping into 8 ohm models but 600 ohm 
ones were much too quiet (the best compromise 
appeared to be 25 ohm but the clipping margin was 
still inadequate).

Maxell UDXLI showed up considerable bass 
response variations, high frequencies however were 
reasonably maintained with minor deviations up to 
15kHz. 333Hz distortion averaged 0.65% at 
Dolby level rising to 4% at +4dB (head 
saturation?). The overall quality was surprisingly 
good for a budget machine and yet somehow 
seemed to lack clarity, although HF compression 
was subjectively better than usual. Overall noise 
measured particularly well, and showed 10.25dB 
noise reduction with Dolby. UDXLll also showed 
bass variations and showed a I .5dB valley in the 
presence region, the response falling slowly to 
-4dB at 15kHz. (TDK Sa would show a flatter 
overall chart and perhaps would have been more 
suitable.) Distortion measured 2.1% at Dolby level 
and 8% at +4dB, and recordings at a high level 
were quite clearly distorting, but at intermediate 
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levels were very good, although marginally muffied. 
Noise levels measured reasonably well, but the 
Dolby circuits gave too much noise reduction here. 
HF compression was very good and quite clearly 
pseudo-chromes are considerably under-biased, 
and a higher bias setting and a re-adjustment of 
equalisation would have clearly improved matters 
(poor quality control?).

Wow and flutter measured well, particularly for a 
budget deck, and speed was only slightly fast. 
Spooling averaged at 2 minutes and HF stability 
was most creditable; erasure and crosstalk were 
excellent. Considering its price, this machine gave a 
most creditable performance in most of the difficult 
areas, although the chrome position was inade
quately aligned. It can therefore be recommended 
as a 'best buy', but specifically if you want to use the 
phono sockets since the DIN input was well below 
par. Teac have clearly made great improvements in 
their designs in the last 18 months and this machine 
will, undoubtedly, be very popular.

Replay Azimuth Deviation From Average: ... ... ....... mo ’Microphone Input Sensitivily/Clipping:......... 378.5gV/23mVDIN l/p Scns/Clippin^Av. Imp:. 7..... - 14.5dB/+21dB/2.06KohmLine Input Sensitivity/Clipping:............. 87mV/ 10VMPX Filter I 5kHz Attenuation:...............  0 NIBReplay Response Ferric Av. L+R 63Hz/10kHz:......MB ’ oliiReplay Rcsponsc Chrome Av. L+ R lOkHz:..........  : .4dBWorst Audible Replay Hum Component:Replay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby out/Imp:....... -5ldB/10.7dBReplay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out:........... 54 ScBReplay Amp Clipping ref DL:................. I i 2dBMax. Replay Level for DL:.................. 530mVWow & Flutter Av./Speed Av. (peak DIN Wtg):.... 0.12%/+0.48%Meters Under-read:. NIB NitisDIN Input Distortion 2mV/Kohm:............... mipm.Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:...... (J.í õU d oOverall Distortion Fcrrichromc Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:... N A . N AOverall Distortion Chrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:.....  2 'o 7Ò0Overall Response lOkHz Av. L+R Dolby OutFerric/FeCr/Chrorne:.......... +0.5dB— ldB/ N/A /- ldBOverall Noise Av. L+R CCJR Dolby out/Improvement: Fcrric.................... —43.88dB/10.5dBFerrichrome.... . ........... . .. ..N/A I NIAChrome............... .. —44.88dB/l2.3dBWorst Erase Figure:.................. —7 ldB CrOiDIN Input Noise Floor rei. ImV pet i. mum . -56.25dBLine Input Noise Floor ref. 160mV/DL: ...............................................—67dBSpooling Time (C 90):.................... 1.9 minDynamic Range Ferric/FeCr/Chrome: ...... 65dB/ N/A /65 5d8Tapes Used: . ..  ..  Maxell UDXLJ. Maxell UDXLllTypical Retail Price:...................... £ 125

Overall Frequency Responses, Dolby out -24dB.
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Teac A303
Address not available at time of going to press

many earlier Teac models, measuring about 
average for hiss, although some l 50Hz hum was 
noticed on the left channel. There was insufficient 
hiss improvement with chrome (only 2.5dB), 

and • although Dolby gave a fall lOdB. Clipping was only 
just adequate at full replay gain, but fairly good if 
the gain was reduced (NB unfortunately meters 
follow replay gain setting). Some 2nd harmonic 
distortion was noted on high level signals with 
replay gain at maximum, although this improved at 
lower settings. The replay response showed a 
tendency to a slight boost in the presence region of 
about I dB, but was flat again at I OkHz on both 
ferric and chrome positions. Although 8 ohm head
phones worked well if the replay gain was consider
ably reduced, 600 ohm models had inadequate 
drive and severe clipping resulted.

Maxell UDXLI gave an astounding performance 
at high levels, averaging only 3.7% distortion of 
333Hz at +SdB. Despite the high bias setting HF 
compression was relatively slight, which is most 
commendable. However, the frequency response 
showed a 2dB boost at 80Hz and +3dB at I 4kHz, 
and the response was subjectively slightly bright. 
The overall noise performance was slightly below 
average, but showed the fall I OdB improvement 
with Dolby. Sony FeCr produced such a large dip 
around 5kHz that it was clearly incompatible, but 
distortion measured well. Subjectively, FeCr 
sounded rather poor, the suckout being all too 
evident. Maxell UD XL!I showed a boost at 80Hz. 
and a gradual loss above 5kHz, eg — l .5dB at 
1 OkHz. Subjectively EHF seemed well down, and 
considerable HF compression was noted. Dis-

A metal-encased front-loader, this new Teac model 
offers the usual facilities, including switchable line 
in/DIN inputs. Dual concentric friction-locked 
record and replay gain controls are provided. Push 
buttons operate Dolby, two-position bias 
equalisation and record mute, in addition to input 
switching. The memory counter worked quite 
normally, and a remote control button allows the 
machine to be left on record and pause in such a way 
that when mains is switched through from an 
external timer the pause control is released and 
recording starts after a few seconds.

The microphone inputs on mono jack sockets 
(left only feeds L+R) provided just adequate 
sensitivity with a good clipping margin; hiss was 
better than usual, and the response was wide and 
clean. The 5-pole DIN input had adequate sensiti
vity and a very good clipping margin, but rather 
poor noise degradation from a standard DIN 
source, since the input impedance was much too 
low. DIN input distortion measured very well, as 
did that from the line input sockets, which had good 
sensitivity and no clipping problems. The line input 
was just a little noisier than average, but still 
adequate. The mpx filter was permanently in cir
cuit, which is not a bad point, and th ;s frequencies 
above 15.5kHz were sharply attenuated, so re
moving many problems which might otherwise 
be introduced. The meters had an excellent tran
sient peformance which was far better than average, 
being virtually peak reading types, under-reading 
an 8ms burst by only 5dB.

The replay azimuth was very well set, and the 
replay amplifier showed an improvement over
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Teac A303

tortion however seemed higher than average for this 
tape type, and equalisation was clearly poorly 
optimised. A/8 Dolby calibration was good on 
ferric and pseudo-chrome but poor on ferrichrome. 
I suggest that the chrome position requires con
siderable readjustment of the equalisation circuits 
in production. We tried TDK SA as an alternative 
and the response was much better, measuring 
virtually flat at I OkHz, while the distortion level at 
+4d8 averaged 4.4% instead of UDXL's 5%. 
Print-through permitting, TDK SA is clearly more 
compatible, making the pseudo chrome position 
quite reasonable, although slightly higher in dis
tortion than average. Noise on UDXLll was 
slightly poorer than average.

Wow and flutter measured quite well, and speed 
was only very slightly fast. Spooling was just over 2 
mins and HF stability better than average. Both 
erasure and crosstalk measurements were 
excellent.

Whilst the performance on this recorder on 
UDXLI was very good and on TDK SA reason
able, both ferrichrome and UDXLll showed align
ment problems, and Teac will have to look carefully 
at their choice of recommended tape types here, 
since TDK SA was clearly more satisfactory. The 
machine is capable of excellent results, but since 
the price seems somewhat high for the facilities 
provided it must just forego a firm recommendation; 
nevertheless, it shows considerable basic improve
ments over earlier Teac models. Incidentally, the 
machine had an intermittant fault on the right 
channel which caused a 7d8 level loss.

GENERAL DATA
Replay Azimuth Deviation From Average............................................ +7"
Microphone Inpul Sensitivity/Clipping:.....................................  253^V/88mV
DIN l/p Sens/Clipping/Av.Imp:.............. Ill foil + 26dB/l.7Kohm
Line Input Sensitivity/Clipping:. 86mV/ JOY
MPX Filter l SkHz Attenuation:............................................................. 0.5dB
Replay Response Ferric Av. L+R 63Hz/10kHz: an -JdB/+0.^dB
Replay Response Chrome Av. L+R IOkHz:........................................+0.7dB
Worst Audible Replay Hum Component: an . ................J 50Hz -60dB
Replay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby out/Imp:......................... -49.5dB/9.9dB
Replay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out: ...................an. .............. —52dB
Replay Amp Clipping ref DL: an ..................................... + 13.JdB
Max. Replay Level for DL: .. ................................................. an 970mV
Wow & Flutter Av./Speed Av. (peak DIN Wtg):................0.12%/+0.42%
Meicrs Under-read:.............................................................................-5dB Sms
DIN Input Distortion 2mV/Kohm:......................... 0.04%
Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L+R. DL/+4dB: ................. 0.43%/0.65%
Overall Distortion Ferrichrome Av. L+R. DU+4dB:. ........... 0.7%/2.0%
Overall Distortion Chrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:................... 1.7%/5.2%o
Overall Response IOkHz Av. L+R Dolby Out

Ferric/FeCr/Chromc:............  + I.75dB/-2dB/-0.5dB
Overall Noise Av. L+R CCIR Dolby out/Improvement: 

Ferric...................................................... -41.88dB/IO. I 2dB
Ferrichrome............... ................................................... -46.38dB/9.62dB
Chrome . ............................................. -45.1 8dB/9.5dB

Worst Erase Figure:.......................................................................-69dB Cr0i
DIN Input Noise Floor ref. ImV per k ohm :....................................... -56d8
Line Input Noise Floor ref. 160mV/DL......................................... -61.75dB
Spooling Time (C90): . ..................................................... ............ 2.25 min
Dynamic Range Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:......................... 65dB/66dB^/64.5dB
Tapes Used:......................... Maxell UDXLI. Sony FeCr. Maxell UDXLll
Typical Retail Price:.......................... an ..................t 190

Overall Frequency Responses, Dolby out -24d8
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Technics RS615
Technics, National Panasonic UK Ltd., 107-109 Whitby Road, Slough Berks, SLl 3DR 
0753 34522

The cheapest of the new Technics models reviewed 
in this book, this deck is a well styled front-loader 
having a rotary record level control with 40 steps, 
L/R balance being available with one completely 
friction-locked to the other. Lever switches select 
inputs, Dolby and three tape positions, bias and 
equalisation being switched simultaneously. Line 
in/out phonos and a 5-pole DIN socket are on the 
rear panel and mono microphone jacks and a stereo 
headphone jack are on the front. The deck functions 
worked satisfactorily but did not allow direct 
transition from wind to play, eic, although remote 
starting with a mains time switch is provided for. 
Cassette loading is manual, the cassette being 
pushed home at the back of the compartment, a 
hinged door coming over the front.

The microphone input sensitivity was barely 
adequate but the clipping margin was excellent, and 
quality good. The DIN input had good sensitivity 
and an acceptable clipping margin, and only slight 
noise degradation was noted; distortion measured 
worse than usual but was reasonable from a normal 
DIN source. The phono inputs had average sensiti
vity and no clipping problem, and noise also 
measured extremely well and better than most. The 
mpx filter was permanently in circuit and produced 
just 1dB loss at 15kHz. The record-level meters had 
a typical performance, under-reading transients. 
fairly considerably, but users will probably get used ; 
to them. We noted some bass loss in their reading, 
amounting to 5dB down at 50Hz.

Replay azimuth was slightly mis-set and replay 
amplifier ll'iss measured quite well while hum levels 
were very low indeed, which is most commendable.

Chrome gave some 4dB hiss improvement, which is 
good, and Dolby gave 9.5dB; we noted that Dolby 
noise reduction was 0.75dB less than usual at low 
levels. The replay responses throughout on ferric 
and chrome were very good at all frequencies. The 
replay amplifier clipping margin was astoundingly 
good and distortion, generally, was satisfactory. 
Low impedance headphones worked well but 
volume was totally inadequate on high impedance 
models.

Maxell UDXLI tape produced slight bass 
'woodles' but an extremely good HF response up to 
14kHz and overall noise measured extremely well, 
one of the best figures for ferric tape in the survey; 
Dolby noise reduction gave 9.5dB improvement. 
Distortion at Dolby level measured 0.4%, rising to 
3.7% at +4dB, which was felt to be slightly on the 
high side (head saturation?). The overall sound 
quality was good but slight spitching on speech 
transients was noted subjectively with some HF 
compression. Sony FeCr showed the same bass 
variations but the high frequency response was 
again excellent. Noise measured extremely well 
with or without Dolby and 333Hz distortion 
averaged 0.9% at Dolby level'and 2.7% at +4dB. 
Sound quality here was better than usual for ferri
chrome, although high frequencies were sometimes 
noted as scratchy, and 'spitch' was occasionally 

c\noted on speech. TDK SA showed slightly 
excessive HF (+2dB at 10kHz and +3dB at 
14kHz); 333Hz distortion was 1.8% at Dolby level 
and 7.7% at +4dB. HF compression was almost 
unnoticeable and the response sounded flatter than 
it measured; provided the recording level was kept
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well down, the quality throughout was excellent, 
but high recording levels just could not be accom
modated, which was a pity (head saturation 
again?).

The wow and flutter performance was rather 
average but adequate, but speed was quite accurate, 
spooling taking two minutes. HF stability measured 
only fair but did not sound too bad, the variations of 
head/tape contact being at a slow rate. Erasure was 
excellent and crosstalk measurements were 
acceptable.

Although the machine is basically very simple, 
its performance was generally very good provided 
excessive recording levels were avoided. Since the 
overall hiss levels were better than average, this is 
not really a disadvantage. The stepped record level 
control was much liked and so this machine can get 
a general recommendation, being one of the •best 
buys' at its price. Technics have obviously taken 
considerable trouble to improve circuitry perfor
mance, but I wish they could improve the record 
head saturation problems which seemed to be 
general with their machines.

Technics RS615

GENERAL DATA
Replay Azimuth Deviation From Average:
Microphone Input Sensitivity/Clipping:. . •................  334^V/235mV
DIN l/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp’................-l8.3dB/+ I 7.68dB/3.05Kohm
Line Input Sensitivity/Clipping:.. 8lmV/ HOV
MPX Filter 15kHz Attenuation:............................  !dB
Replay Response Ferric Av. L+R 63Hz/10kHz: ...,„.,,,. -ldB/-0.5dB 
Replay Response Chrome Av. L+R 10kHz:....................................—0.1 5dB
Worst Audible Replay Hum Component: ... ..............150Hz —67dB
Replay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby out/Imp’. ..........-52.4dB/9.35dB
Replay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out:. ...-56.25dB
Replay Amp Clipping ref OL:. ...+ l8.25dB
Max. Replay Level for DL:. ..................  550mV
Wow & Flutter Av./Speed Av. (peak DIN Wtg)'................0.14%/-0.19%
Meters Under-read: .. -7d8 64ms
DIN Input Distortion 2mV/Kohm: . ........................................................ 0.3%
Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:..........................0.4%/3.8%
Overall Distortion Ferrichrome Av. L+R. DU+4dB:.. ,0.87%/2.7%
Overall Distortion Chrome Av. L+R. DL/+4d8:......................1.7%/7.7%*
Overall Response 10kHz Av. L+R Dolby Out

Ferric/FeCr/Chrom<‘..........................................................+ldB/0dB/+2dB
Overall Noise Av. L+R CCIR Dolby out/Improvement: 

Ferric.........................................................................................-45dB/9. 5dB
Ferrichrome......................................................................... -47.75dB/9.8dB
Chrome................................................................................. -46.68dB/9.5dB

Worst Erase Figure: ....................................... .... -71dB Cr0i
DIN Input Noise Floor ref. ImV per k ohm: .,.,,,..,,,,..,, -60.5dB
Line Input Noise Floor ref. 160mV/DL:..........................................-69.1 3dB
Spooling Time (C90): .............. .2.1 min
Dynamic Range Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:......................65dB/68.5dB/64.75dB
Tapes Used'................  Maxell UDXLI. Sony FeCr. TDK SA
Typical Retail Price:.......................................................................................£ 105

TDK SA
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Technics RS631
Technics, National Panasonic UK Ltd., 107-109 Whitby Road, Slough, 
Berks. SLl 3DR. 0753 34522

Another metal-encased front-loader, this model 
allows mixing of line in and mic/DIN inputs; the 
line in control being a very large, smooth, friction- 
locked rotary while the microphone one was con
siderably smaller, complemented by a similarly 
sized ganged reply gain. Levers operate three 
positions of bias and equalisation separately, 
Dolby in/out(mpx switching with Dolby) and 'VU' 
or peak-reading meter ballistics. The deck func
tions include memory counter and auto-start after 
memory rewind, and also a provision for remote 
starting with a mains time switch. The deck func
tions allowed cueing on rewind and forward wind, 
but all the push buttons were rather stiff. Loading 
was simple, however, and the functions worked 
well. Phono line in/out and 5-pole DIN sockets are 
on the rear and two mono microphonejack sockets 
and a stereo headphone jack are on the front. The 
review sample had only a 2-core mains lead but no 
earth terminal, and slight 'tingles' were noted on 
touching the chassis.

Microphone inputs were a little insensitive and 
the clipping margin only just adequate. The 5-pole 
DIN input was very sensitive with a reasonable 
clipping margin, but the impedance was rather low, 
presenting some slight noise degradation (but not as 
bad as some); distortion and response on micro
phone and DIN inputs was quite satisfactory. The 
line input had adequate sensitivity, an excellent 
clipping margin and no noise or response problems 
were encountered. The meters, even in the 'VU' 
switched position, read more accurately than usual 
and the peak reading position was superb reading an 
8ms toneburst within 0.5dB of the true value'

(probably one of the best metering provisions on 
any deck measured).

Replay azimuth was very well set up, but replay 
Dolby level calibration was !dB too low. The 
replay amplifiers were rather average on hiss 
performance, but chromium gave 3.7 5dB improve
ment over ferric, and Dolby an additional 10.5dB 
(unusually accurate). Replay amplifier clipping 
measured well and distortion very well. A slight 
increase of 2nd harmonic distortion was noted at 
-20dB when Dolby was switched in. The IOkHz 
probe test measurement showed slightly too much 
Dolby expansion at low levels. The replay response 
measured reasonably flat from 63Hz to IOkHz and 
showed the correct ratio from ferric to chrome. 8 
ohm headphones worked satisfactorily but the 
volume was slightly on the quiet side into 600 ohm 
models.

The overall response on Maxell UDXLI was 
good at the bass end but slightly up at 1OkHz, 
particularly on the right channel, but extending to 
around 16.5kHz. 333Hz distortion measured well 
at Dolby level and reached 3.1/4.5% at +4dB L/R 
respectively. The subjective overall quality was 
very good and above average, although noise was 
average, improving by 10.25dB with Dolby. 
Sony FeCr showed a clear HF boost at lOkHz of 
around 2.5dB, but distortion measured compara
tively well, 333Hz measuring 2.3% at +4dB. 
Background noise was slightly inferior to average 
but sound quality better than most decks on ferri
chrome, and overall Dolby calibration was slightly 
too low at -1dB. TDK SA on the chrome position 
produced a very fiat response indeed on both 
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channels, but distortion measured unevenly at 
2.2% on the left but 4.5% right, rising to 9.7% and 
10.9% respectively at +4db. We suspect that the 
record head was saturating with the high bias level, 
since these distortion figures were much higher than 
average, although the sound quality up to fairly high 
levels was reasonable and HF compression was 
excellent; noise was rather mediocre.

Wow and flutter measured well and speed was 
reasonably accurate, while spooling was average 
and HF stability very good. faasure measured well 
and crosstalk satisfactorily throughout. Whilst 
overall response on ferric and pseudo-chrome tapes 
measured extremely well, the background noise 
slightly let the machine down. I am concerned that 
the distortion levels on TDK SA were not well 
optimised, but the overall performance of the 
machine shows it to be •clearly better than most 
previous Technics models. The excellent metering 
and good ergonomics allows the machine to be 
recommended, but it is not in the 'best buy' 
territory.

Technics RS631

GENERAL DATA
Replay Azimuth Deviation From Average: 
Microphone Input Sensitivity/Clipping: . 
DIN l/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp’.............. 
Line Input Sensitivity/Clipping:. .•...................
MPX Filler 15kHz Attenuation:..................

............................................. +2
...................... 325^V/21.5mV
-19.4dB/+1 7.3dB/3. IKohm

..................... 95mV/ IOV
........ ..........................O

Replay Response Ferric Av. L+R 63Hz/10kHz: -2dB/+0.75dB
Replay Response Chrome Av. L+R IOkHz:........................................ + l.3dB
Worst Audible Replay Hum Component:..................................50Hz —58dB
Replay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby out/Imp,....................-50.1 3dB/10.37dB
Replay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out. . ......................................-53.7dB
Replay Amp Clipping ref DL. .+I2.68dB
Max. Replay Level for DL:...................................  560mV
Wow & Flutter Av./Spced Av. (peak DIN Wtg):................0.11%/+0.37%
Meters Under-read:.................... ....................................... ................OdB Bms
DIN Input Distortion 2mV/Kohm:..........................................................0.06%
Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L -R. DL/+4dB:..........................0.7%/3.8%
Overall Distortion Ferrichrome Av. L+R. DU+4dB: .. 0.75%/2.37%
Overall Distortion Chrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:..............3.37%*/J0.3%*
Overall Response IOkHz Av. L+R Dolby Out

Ferric/FeCr/Chrom".............  ................+ I .25dB/+2.25dB/+0.5dB
Overall Noise Av. L+R CCIR Dolby out/Improvement:

Ferric....................................................................................... -42.7dB/J0.2dB
Ferrichrome............................................................................... -45.4d8/10dB
Chrome.......... ........................................ ........................-44.88dB/JOdB

Worst Erase Figure: .............. . ............... . .......................................-68d8
DIN Input Noise Floor ref. lmV per k ohm: ..............................-60.75d8
Line Input Noise Floor ref. 160mV/DL:..........................................-68.2dB
Spooling Time (C90):..............................................................................2.1 min
Dynamic Range Ferric/FcCr/Chrome: .................  63.75dB/66.5dB/62dB*
Tapes Used:............................ .. Maxell UDXLI, Sony FcCr. TDK SA
Typical Retail Price:.......................................................................................£ 160

Overall Frequency Responses, Dolby out -24dB.
Maxell UDXL I
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Technics RS Mas
Technics, National Panasonic UK Ltd., 107-109 Whitby Road, Slough, 
Berks. SLl 3DR. 0753 34522

Although this machine is a front-loader, it is most 
unusually styled, having a very low profile but very 
deep and wide. A superb fluorescent display is 
provided for metering which can be switched with a 
lever to normal 'VU' type readings, peak-reading or 
peak-reading with especially bright illumination 
(slightly variable with a pre-set on the rear). 
Additional small and neat levers switch bias and 
equalisation (ganged), input switching or record 
mute, memory rewind, remote timing start and 
Dolby noise reduction with or without mpx filter. A 
split friction-locked concentric record level control 
is complemented by a ganged replay one, which 
also affects headphone monitoring levels. Micro
switched logic-operated deck controls were very 
much liked, working very smoothly and providing 
immediate change from one function to another. 
This beautifully styled machine incorporates a 
glass covered door over the cassette compartment 
which allowed easy loading and was very clearly 
precision made. The usual phono and DIN sockets 
are complemented by a large remote control socket 
at the rear, whilst mono microphone jacks and a 
stereo headphone jack are on the front panel.

Only just enough microphone sensitivity was 
provided for electret microphone speech recording, 
but the clipping margin was good and the sound 
quality produced was excellent. The available DIN 
input sensitivity was ludicrously high and yet the 
clipping margin was good; although the input 
impedance on the DIN socket was 5.8k ohm, 
almost no noise degradation was noted, while 
distortion and response on mic/DIN inputs were 
both excellent. The phono inputs were reasonably 

sensitive, had no clipping problem and a good 
signal-to-noise performance. Without the mpx 
filter the line input response was excellent, but with 
mpx the response cut some 5dB at 15kHz, which is 
much too much. The fluorescent metering display 
employs 12 segments for each channel and ranges 
from -2dB to +8dB (Dolby level measured at 
+ l .5dB but was indicated for+3dB). The display 
was well liked and read short transients very 
accurately, which is most creditable.

Replay azimuth was very accurately set, and 
replay hiss levels were significantly inferior to 
average throughout, although chrome tape and 
Dolby showed the usual improvements. The replay 
clipping margin was good but some 2nd harmonic 
distortion averaging at 0.4% was noted at +6dB, 
which could contribute to audible distortion on high 
quality iron pre-recorded tapes made in the future. 
Very slight bass loss was noted on replay and the 
1OkHz response showed a tendency to agree more 
closely with the old BASF standard rather than the 
new one, thus making the poor hiss performance 
even more surprising. The ferric/chrome response 
ratios were very well set. The performance into low 
impedance headphones was excellent with a good 
clipping margin, but 600 ohm models will only be 
just loud enough.

Maxell UDXLI gave a very flat response from 
70Hz to 2kHz, but with the bias set centrally, the 
response rose to +4dB at l 5kHz. However, with 
the bias increased to +4, the response was virtually 
flat from 50Hz lo l 5kHz, which is very guuJ. 
Distortion at the nominally correct bias position 
was very low indeed at Dolby level, rising to 2.2% 
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Technics RS M85

at -4d8. A Dolby A/B error of-ldB was noted, 
which is a pity although the pen chart was still very 
flat with the increased bias; overall noise measured 
slightly inferior to average but showed 9.5d8 
improvement. The overall sound quality was very 
good, showing a very open HF sound but slight bass 
distortion was noted when the tape was driven fairly 
hard; speech sounded particularly good with no 
spitch. Sony FeCr gave a reasonably flat chart with 
a gentle rise to +2d8 at 14kHz; 333Hz distortion 
measured 4% at Dolby level, rising to only 1.3% at 
+4d8. For some reason, the subjective quality was 
a little disappointing, some spitch being noted on 
speech and the sound quality was clearly not as 
good as with UDXLI, noise measuring slightly 
below average for the tape type, TDK SA penned 
reasonably flat charts at HF but with the bias set at 
+2.5 and distortion measured reasonably well, 
reaching 3.5% at +4d8. Slight HF compression 
was noted, but in general the sound quality was 
reasonably good, but not quite 'open' enough, and 
noise was audibly worse than normal. Wow and 
flutter and speed accuracy measured exceptionally 
well, spooling speed was average, and HF stability, 
unfortunately, slightly below average. Erasure was 
good and crosstalk adequate.

This machine was well liked by us ergonomically 
and generally performed very well, but surely the 
hiss performance should be better and Technics are 
unwise in attempting to extend the response since 
this was surely at the expense of hiss. The machine 
will produce some excellent sound quality, was a 
delight to use, and can be strongly recommended, 
but its price is high for a 2-head model. A uniquely 
styled model which will attract many purchasers.

GENERAL DATA
Replay Azimuth Deviation From Average:..................................................... +2°
Microphone Input Sensitivity/Clipping:.............................................. 278gV/52mV
DIN lip Sens/Clippin^Av. Imp:......................-26.8dB/+19.25dB/5.8Kohm
Line Input Sensitivity/Clipping:............................................................ 75 mV/ IOV
MPX Filter I 5kHz Attenuation: ............ .......................................................5dB
Replay Response Ferric Av. L+R 63Hz/JOkHz:.................—2.25dB/-0.5dB
Replay Response Chrome Av. L+R IOkHz:...........................................-0.15dB
Worst Audible Replay Hum Component:......................................... 50Hz -62d8
Replay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby oui/lmp:........................... -47.75dB/9.75dB
Replay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out:.....................................................—5 J ,5dB
Replay Amp Clipping ref DL:........................ ................ ......... + I2.75dB
Max. Replay Level for DL:.. ............................. .............................................  820mV
Wow & Flutter Av./Speed Av. (peak DIN Wtg)c. ..0.08%/—0.07%
Meters Under-read:.. ............................... -JdB 8ms*
DIN Input Distortion 2mV/Kohm:.......................................................................0.04%
Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:............................. 0.29%/1.2%
Overall Distortion Ferrichrome Av. L+R, DU+4dB:.. . . 0.3 2%/1.2%
Overall Distortion Chrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:........................0.93%13.5%
Overall Response IOkHz Av. L+R Dolby Out

Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:.  .............. ................. +0.5dB/—0.5dB/+0.25dB
Overall Noise Av. L+R CCIR Dolby out/Improvement

Ferric............................................................................. .. -41.5dB/9.75dB
Ferrichrome................................................................................................ -46dB/9.4dB
Chrome............................... . . .. .......... ..........-44.68dB/9.6dB

Worst Erase Figure: , -68dB CrOi
DIN Input Noise Floor ref. I mV per k ohm:.............. ..........-63.5dB
Line Input Noise Floor ref. 160mV/DL:...................................................—63.75d8
Spooling Time (C90):.............................................................................................. 1.9 min
Dynamic Range Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:.................... 63.75dB^/67dB/64.75dB*
Tapes Used:....................................... Maxell UDXLL Sony FeCr. TDK SA
Typical Retail Price:.. ................................ . .........................................£400

Overall Frequency Responses, Dolby out -24d8.
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The Toshiba 4360 is a front loader with simple 
facilities, but including input switching; the friction- 
locked concentric record level control was well 
liked, but there is no replay gain control. Lever 
switches operate two positions of bias and equali
sation (ferrichrome not recommended), input 
switching and Dolby function. Phono line input and 
output sockets and 5-pole DIN are on the rear 
panel, two mono mike jacks and a stereo headphone 
jack being on the front. The cassette mechanism is 
exposed by lifting a hinged plastic cover, the 
cassette being loaded manually, while deck 
operation is completely conventional. The record 
level meters are allegedly peak reading types, but 
their transient response, whilst being better than 
normal ones, was not particularly good, although 
the response was flat.

The microphone input sensitivity was accept
able, but the clipping margin was rather poor; 
however, quality was very good, and less hissy than 
usual. The DIN input was unnecessarily sensitive, 
and the clipping margin just adequate, but the input 
noise performance .was much better than usual, 
despite the input impedance being fairly low which 
is commendable; response and distortion measured 
very well here. The line inputs had adequate 
sensitivity, and excellent clipping margin signal-to
noise performance. The front end design of this 
model, apart from the microphone clipping per
formance, betters most other models despite its 
fairly low price. Replay azimuth was slightly 
unsteady, and in any case, mis-set. Replay ampli
fier hiss levels were average, although chrome 
equalisation did not reduce hiss quite enough, and

Dolby gave 9.75dB hiss improvement. Slight hum 
was measurable on replay but was not disturbing 
subjectively. The replay amplifier clipping margin 
was excellent, and distortion generally measured 
very well. Both ferric and chrome equalisation 
positions were extremely well optimised, giving one 
of the flattest replay responses measured up to 
10kHz. Headphone monitoring levels will be found 
to be slightly loud into 8 ohm models, very loud into 
25 ohm ones, and excruciating (ow!) into 600 ohm 
models, and Toshiba should attend to this.

Fuji FX used on the ferric position penned a very 
good chart up to l 3kHz, although on the left 
channel the tape/head contact was slightly vari
able, making pen charting very difficult. 333Hz 
distortion at Dolby level averaged 0.35% rising to 
2.9% at +4dB, and was thus very well optimised. 
The subjective sound quality was very good, with 
slight HF compression on high level transients and 
the head/tape contact problem was not too trouble
some subjectively. Overall noise levels measured 
very well indeed, and much better than average, and 
showed the normal Dolby improvement. TDK SA, 
used on the chrome position, also measured very 
well up to 12kHz, but again the left channel showed 
slight variations in head/tape contact; 333Hz 

,distortion averaged 0.75% at Dolby level, rising to 
3.2% at +4dB. The signal-to-noise ratio was 
exceptionally good, being the best figure in the 
survey, Dolby also giving a full lOdB noise 
improvement. Dolby calibration A/B levels were 
very accurately set on TDK SA, but Fuji FX 
showed a + 1.75dB error. The sound quality on SA 
was described as being very close to the master
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tape, although slight HF compression was 
occasionally noticed. The sound quality was thus 
very much liked by all, and this is most commend
able on a fairly inexpensive recorder.

Wow and flutter also measured very well indeed, 
and speed was set very accurately. HF stability was 
not too good, and relates to the azimuth variations, 
but it is fair to assume this to be a sample fault. 
Chrome erasure was acceptable, but ferric very 
good, as were crosstalk measurements. The mpx 
filter is permanently switched in when Dolby 
processing is used, and gives a 2.25dB loss at 
15kHz.

This machine is undoubtedly a great credit to 
Toshiba, and not only receives a clear recom
mendation, but is obviously one of the best buys. So 
many areas of the performance, particularly with 
respect to noise, are surprisingly good and most 
creditable, shaming many more expensive 
recorders. The designers have obviously opted for 
the wisest frequency response/noise compromise 
with no attempt to extend the response much above 
l 5kHz. Furthermore, the machine was much liked 
ergonomically.

Replay Azimuth Deviation From Average:.............................................-43
Microphone Input Sensitivity/Clipping: ................ 248^V/14.25mV
DIN l/p Scns/Clipping/Av. Imp:......... . -21dB/+15.5dB/2.86Kohm
Line Input Sensitivity/Clipping:...............................................102mV/ I OV
MPX Filter l 5kHz Attenuation:...........................................................2.25dB
Replay Response Ferric Av. L + R 63Hz/JOkHz: -0 25dB/+0.25dB
Replay Response Chrome Av. L+R lOkHz:....................................... +O.ldB
Worst Audible Replay Hum Component:............................. . 5OHz 55dB
Replay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby out/Imp^ -5 l.5dB/9.25dB
Replay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out:. ............ -54.88dB
Replay Amp Clipping ref DL ............................. ................+ 15.7dB
Max. Replay Level for DL:.....................................................................600mV
Wow & Flutter Av./Speed Av. (peak DIN Wtg): ..................0.09%/0.07%
Meters Under-read:.....................................................................-I J.25dB 8ms
DIN Input Distortion 2mV/Kohm:.........................................................0.08%
Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L+R. DL/+4d8: ..........O.33%/2.9%
Overall Distortion Fcrrichromc Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:................N/A / N/A
Overall Distortion Chrome Av. L + R. DL/+4dB: O.74%/3.2%
Overall Response lOkHz Av. L + R Dolby Out

Fcrric/FeCr/Chrom°‘..............................................-0.5dB/ N/A /+O.5dB
Overall Noise Av. L+R CCIR Dolby out/mprovement" 

Ferric .
Ferrichrome................................................................................. NANA
Chrome........................................................................................ - +AB/(CdE

Worst Erase Figure:........................................................................ -65dB CrOt
DIN Input Noise Floor ref. I mV per k ohm:.....................................-61.8dB
Line Input Noise Floor ref. 160mV/DL:........................................... -69dB
Spooling Time (C90): ' ;
Dynamic Range Ferrie/FeCr/Chrome:....................... 1+ <+ + A 7
Tapes Used:............................................................................ Fuji FX, TDK SA
Typical Retail Price:......................................................................................£125

Overall Frequency Responses, Dolby out -24dB.
Fuji FX
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Toshiba PC 5460
Toshiba, Toshiba (U.K.) Ltd., Toshiba House, Great South West Road, Feltham, 
Middx. TW14 OPG 01-751 1281

This front loader employs microswitch operation 
for all the deck functions, permitting smooth change 
over from one to another. The unit is housed in a 
metal case and incorporates phono line in/out 
sockets with a 5-pole DIN on the rear panel, plus 
mono L/R microphone jacks and a stereo head
phone jack on the front. Concentrically mounted 
rotaries without friction-locking provide mixing of 
mic/DIN and line inputs, a separage ganged gain 
control being supplied for replay. Lever switches 
operate three positions of bias and equalisation 
separately, Dolby noise reduction with mpx on or 
off and a meter switch selecting ‘VU’, peak reading 
or peak-hold metering functions. (The peak-hold 
function enables a peak to be read at a steady level 
until the control is either cancelled or a louder peak 
goes through the system.) An editing level allows 
controllable muting to cut out any undesirable parts 
of a program. The record/replay head is of the new 
Sendust type.

The microphone input sensitivity is barely ade
quate for speech at 1ft from an Electret, and slight 
hum was noticed, but the clipping margin is reason
ably good. The 5-pole DIN input had adequate 
sensitivity and a good clipping margin, but the 
impedance was very low, unfortunately causing 
some noise degradation, while the response and 
distortion were satisfactory. The line input had 
adequate sensitivity, excellent signal-to-noise ratio 
and no clipping problem was noted. The mpx filter 
only affected the 15kHz response by 0.25dB but 
was well down at 19kHz, which is most com
mendable. On the nominal ‘VU’ position, the 
metering was average, but on the peak-reading 

position it read transients moderately well, but not 
as well as some other peak-reading types. The peak
hold function was most useful, but had the same 
basic characteristics as the normal peak one.

Replay azimuth was slightly but not seriously in 
error, while the replay amplifier hiss performance 
was marginally better than average, and showed an 
appropriate improvement with chrome, and 
averaged 1OdB improvement with Dolby, the 
Dolby adjustment being quite accurate. The replay 
clipping margin was good and distortion at +6dB 
was about average, presenting no real problem; the 
line output is variable, but the DIN output is at a 
fixed level of 690mV for Dolby level. Whilst the 
bass response on all positions was much flatter than 
average and most commendable, the right channel 
showed a very slight HF loss at 1 OkHz. The 
ferric/chrome response ration was correct. Whilst 8 
ohm headphones worked very well, insufficient 
volume was available for 600 ohm models.

Fuji FX gave an extremely flat response from 
40Hz to 17kHz, which is most commendable, the 
overall Dolby calibration also being quite accurate. 
Distortion at Dolby level measured 0.45% rising to 
3% at +4dB, and the subjective sound quality was 
well above average, but showed just slight HF 
compression on our programme. Overall noise was 
satisfactory and showed 9.5dB improvement with 
Dolby. Whilst BASF FeCr penned another very 
flat chart, HF compression was more noticeable, 
and some spitchiness was noted on speech. Distor
tion, however, measured just 2.2% at +4dB and the 
dynamic range was particularly good, measuring 
-59dB with Dolby, ref Dolby level, one of the best
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Toshiba PC 5460

figures: however, I think I would have preferred a 
slightly lower bias and less equalisation to improve 
the high frequency end. TDK SA again showed an 
amazingly flat chart from 40Hz to l 7kHz. 333Hz 
distortion averaged 0.9% at Dolby level, rising to 
3.2% at +4d8, which is thus well optimised for the 
tape type and the response was also good with 
Dolby. Subjectively TDK SA produced good 
overall recordings, but strangely sounded mar
ginally muffied, but perhaps the cassette tape 
sample used for this was slightly below average. 
Noise, again, was good without Dolby, but 'Dolby 
in' gavejust 9.25dB improvement, the overall figure 
still being good nevertheless.

Wow and flutter measured well, but speed was a 
little fast, and winding was slightly slow at 2.5 
minutes. Whilst HF stability was good on the right 
channel, it was rather poor on the left, although 
overall azimuth was consistent. Ferri: tapes erased 
well, but chromium types erased bare:y adequately. 
Crosstalk was excellent throughout. A very high- 
pitched mechanical whistle was aucible from the 
deck, which was a little annoying, although it was 
intermittent and it did not appear on the electrical 
outputs.

The very flat pen charts and the general good 
performance make this machine mos: recommend
able, but the rather poor erasure on the chromium 
position just withholds a 'best buy'. But the review 
sample was a pre-production one and I understand 
the fault will be rectified on production samples — 
thus probably a future best buy.

GENERAL DATA
Replay ALimuth Deviation From Average................................................
Microphone Input Sensitivity/Clipping: .......................... 350^V/42.5mV
DIN l/p Sens Clipping/Av. Imp:....................... — 15.25dB • 260H H Kohm
Line Input Sensitivity/Clipping:...................... .102mV/ IOV
MPX Filter J5kHz Attenuation:.............. ................0.25dB
Replay Response Ferric Av. L+R 63Hz/10kHz:..................-0.5dB/— ldB
Replay Response Chrome Av.L+R JOkHz:. . ..........—I .ldB
Worst Audible Replay Hum Component:..................................50Hz —6 ldB
Replay Noise Feme CCIR Dolby out/Imp:. . -5I.75dB/9.9dB
Replay Noise Chrome CCJR Dolby out: ........................................ -56.18dB
Replay Amp Clipping ref' DL: +13.5dB
Max. Replay Level for DL:. . ..........690mV
Wow & Flutter Av./Speed Av. (peak DIN WtgJ:. .0.11%/0^6%
Meters Under-read:..............................................................................-8dB 8ms
DIN Input Distortion 2mV/Kohm:. . ......................................................0.04%
Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:........................0.45%/3.1%
Overall Distortion Ferrichrome Av. L+R. DU + 4dB:..............0.76%/2.0%
Overall Distortion Chrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB: .................. 0.74A> 3.2°o
O\erall Response lOkHz Av. L+R Dolby Out

Ferric/FeCr/Chrome: .... OdB/+ I dB- I dB L/R /+0.25dB
Overall Noise Av. L"i"R CCIR Dolby out/lmpro\ement:

Ferric ... ................................................—4206dB/9.5dB
Ferrichrome.............. ......................................-49.75dB/9 I 3dB
Chrome................................................................................-46.75dB/8.75dB

Worst Erase Figure: ..............................—61dB CrO,
DIN Input Noise Floor ref. lmV perk ohm: . ........................ -58.25dB
Line Input Noise Floor ref. 160mV/DL:. . — 68.68dB
Spooling Time (C90):
Dynamic Range Ferric/FeCr/Chrome: ..............
Tapes Used: Pun TV HAST UeO. IDK SA
I) pical Retail Price:. t! hO

Overall Frequency Responses, Dolby out -24dB.

TDK SA
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Trio KX1030Trio, B. H. Morris & Co. (Radio) Ltd., Precision Centre, Heather Park Drive, Wembley,Middx. HAO 1SU. 01-902 9422

The Trio KX-1030 is a front loader encased in metal and having 3 heads, thus allowing off-tape monitoring. A built in auto-switching oscillator is provided for bias setting to optimise response, the tone switching between 400Hz and 10kHz. The meter sensitivity is increased for response testing, which is thus performed at well below tape saturation level. In addition to having two 3- position levers for bias and equalisation, two centre-indented concentrically mounted knobs allow bias to be altered by the user, the tone oscillator button being immediately below these, while additional levers control Dolby and monitoring. Friction-locked concentric controls are provided for mic/DIN and line inputs and output levels, but unfortunately, the input controls which provide mixing slightly affect each other. The front panel incorporates a stereo headphone jack which gives adequate adjustable levels into low and high impedance models, and has an acceptable clipping margin, and two mono jack sockets are provided for microphone connection (6ft only feeding L+R). The normal deck functions also incorporated a memory counter. Phono line in/out sockets are complemented byr a 5-pole DIN and a separate earth terminal is provided. Two normal recording meters are complemented by a single peak-reading light (operating at +4dB).The microphone inputs showed reasonable sensitivity but a rather poor clipping margin. The DIN input had adequate sensitivity and a reasonable clipping margin, but the review sample showed poor DIN noise degradation; Trio should have modified the DIN input circuitry by November '78 

to improve this. Considerable bass loss was noted on the DIN and microphone inputs, but the line input measured well, with good sensitivity, excellent low noise performance and no clipping problems.Replay azimuth was accurately set but the replay response showed a slight loss of bass and a very slight rise at !OkHz on both ferric and chromium positions. Replay noise, unfortunately, measured inferior to average, but showed the correct improvement with Dolby, while chromium equalisation produced nearly 4dB less hiss than ferric; no replay hum problems were encountered. The replay preamplifier clipping margin was excellent, but the output amplifier after the gain control just had an average margin; replay distortion measured extremely well.Maxell UDXLJ produced a pen chart which showed some significant bass woodles and slight losses, but which was excellent at HF, showing a slight rise at 1 OkHz with a slight fall at l SkHz, this in any case being set optimally for the tape type. A considerable overall Dolby error was noted causing . an HF shelf boost with Dolby in, which was reasonable subjectively. MF distortion was much lower than average, +6dB measuring only 3.2%. HF compression was about average. Sony FeCr gave a very similar pen chart and 333Hz distortion was even lower, measuring only 1.8% at +6d81 However, HF compression was noted, suggesting too much record equalisation and necessarily a high bias to offset this. A significant Dolby A/B error was again noted. Overall noise levels on both UDXLJ and FeCr were average, Dolby showing a
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9.75dB general improvement. Maxell UDXLII 
again produced overall bass woodles and some 
general bass loss, but the HF response was virtually 
flat to l 4kHz, although with Dolby processing an 
HF shelf was again noted. Overall noise was rather 
average, and distortion was clearly worse than 
average, showing too little equalisation and thus a 
low bias setting to offset it, +4dB at 333Hz giving 
distortion figures of around 8%. Summing up here, 
the record equalisation circuits . need some re
adjustment to give the best optimisation between 
MF and HF MOLs, and overall Dolby errors also 
showed rather poor setting up.

The biasing facility was much liked and this deck 
could provide some excellent quality in operation, 
but the wow and flutter was only average. Slight HF 
stability problems were encountered in testing, but 
were not troublesome subjectively. Speed was over 
2% fast and this is rather poor, although spooling 
was average. Erasure measured well and crosstalk 
generally average, although right on right was worse 
than average at middle frequencies.

Providing you stick to the line input this machine 
can give some very good quality, but Trio will have 
to be more careful about Dolby and equalisation/ 
bias optimisation. The facilities offered were well 
liked, but the DIN/microphone input stage clearly 
needs re-design because of the bass loss etc. Clearly 
the best machine that Trio have produced, it can be 
recommended particularly if you like trying 
different tape types, but the competition is so fierce 
that it cannot quite make a formal recommendation. 
Once the problems have been ironed out though, the 
machine should perform much better.

GENERAL DATA
Replay Azimuth Deviation From Average: ................ . - '
Microphone Input Sensitivity/Clipping:. i ¡ \ | ímá
DIN l/p Scns/ClippintlAv. Imp: .............. i -i ' dh • .'o lib i j? R. .¡ku
Line Input Sensitivity/Clipping:............... . , -1- ............. 117mV/ IOV
MPX Filter l5kHz Attenuation:..................... .......... l .JdB
Replay Response Ferric Av. L+R 63H1/10kHz: ..................-3.5dB/ + ldB
Replay Response Chrome Av. L+R lOkHz:. + 0.9dB
Worst Audible Replay Hum Component:..................................50Hz -59dB
Replay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby out/Imp-.. ............-48.1JdB/lOdB
Replay Noise Chrome CCI R Dolby out: .. ..................................-52dB
Replay Amp Clipping ref DL: ..................................................... + 10.JdB
Max. Replay Level for' DL:........................................................................... I.IV
Wow & Flutter Av./Spccd Av. (peak DIN Wtg): . 0.14%/+2.2%
Meters Under-read:..... ..................................... . . -6.25dB 64ms
DIN Input Distortion 2mV/Kohm:.................... ............0.03%
Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:......................0.29%/1.78%
Overall Distortion Ferrichrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB: .0.48%*/l.26%*
Overall Distortion Chrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB 2.6%*/7.74%*
Overall Response lOkHz Av. L+R Dolby Out

Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:............................................. +1 dB/ + 0.5dB/ + 0.5dB
Overall Noise Av. L + R CCIR Dolby out/Improvement: 

Fcrr;c................................................................................. 642.68dB/9.7dB
Ferrichrome. ... . ...... ....................... ....................-46.25dB/9.75dB
Chrome...............................................................................-45.25dB/9.63dB

Worst Erase Figure............................................................................... .. -6 8dB
DIN Input Noise Floor ref. lmV perk ohm^ .......... ........-57.25dB
Line Input Noise Floor ref. 160mV/DL: .................................... -71.2dB
Spooling Time (C90): .. ............................1.75 min
Dynamic Range Ferric/FeCr/Chrome: 65.25dB/66dB/63.5dB
Tapes Used: .Maxell UDXLI. Sony FeCr. Maxell UDXLll
Typical Retail Price:. ............................. ..... ............................................. £245

Overall Frequency Responses, Dolby out -24dB.
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^IrUherCR 240
Uher, Uher Ltd, 28 Spencer Street, St. Albans, Herts. AL3 5EG. 0727 30236

This very compact portable can be operated off batteries, or a mains unit which produced bad hum if used internally. Other than a stereo headphone jack socket, all inputs and outputs are DIN types. These include sockets for normal DIN in/out accessory, a stereo loudspeaker output (also for headphones), auxiliary and car DIN for 12V DC input and stereo output. Cassette loading is achieved by placing the cassette in a slot and depressing a lever. An 8 pin mic/DIN socket on the front panel allows connection of stereo or mono microphones, other pins bringing in various time constants when shorted in the plug for use with the limiter. All the controls are very miniaturised and include separate L and R levels which can be ganged with a slide switch. Another gain control (also on/off switch) operates headphone or loudspeaker monitoring levels. Push buttons select internal loudspeaker (mono), internal microphone (mono), limiter, Dolby and record. Miniature press-studs operate counter re-set, battery indication and meter illumination with the battery. A slide switch selects three different tape types. A sideways acting lever selects wind in either direction. while another lever engages the tape into play or record modes depending upon its position and the appropriate push button being depressed. The record level meters are peak reading indicating transients very well but also unfortunately incorporating equalisation. A small cover facilitates access to the tape mechanism for cleaning etc when withdrawn.The microphone input sensitivity was quite good for all normal purposes and the clipping margin was 

amazingly good. The main DIN input had good sensitivity and a wide clipping margin, showing also virtually no noise degradation, which is most commendable but hardly surprising for a German machine. Both distortion and frequency response on this input measured reasonably well. The auxiliary input is connected through to the DIN input via ridiculous 470k ohm resistors, thus producing bad noise degradation unless the input level is very high. The limiter acted reasonably but insufficient gain was present before it.Replay azimuth was quite badly mis-set. Replay hiss levels measured well but Dolby only gave 9.25dB improvement, and when the mains unit was used externally replay hum at 50Hz was just noticeable, but otherwise satisfactory. The replay clipping margin will be found adequate for normal tapes and the rep1ay amplifier distortion reached 0.3% at +6dB. The replay responses on ferric were excellent to 1 OkHz but chromium had not enough cut. The Dolby did not show quite the correct tracking performance at 1OkHz. Headphones of all types worked excellently with a good clipping margin and external loudspeakers could be driven up to 1 W into 4 ohm before the onset of clipping.Maxell UDXLI was used as agreed with Uher, and produced an HF shelf averaging 2.5dB from the presence region upwards. The bass response was excellent, overall noise levels were average, and Dolby gave the usual improvement. 333Hz distortion averaged 0.65% at Dolby level, rising to an average of 4% at +4dB, the two channels being 
rathe1 unequal. The sound quality, subjectively. was good but clearly up from 5kHz to l 2kHz.
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BASF FeCr was not altogether suitable, producing 
some HF compression and slightly muffled sound 
with Dolby (obviously over-biased since 333Hz 
distortion at +4dB measured only 1.8%). TDK SA 
used on the chrome position penned a chart 
showing a similar HF boost to ferric, but again, with 
a good bass end. Distortion averaged 2% at +4dB 
and the overall quality was reasonable if the level 
was held down, but high levels produced HF 
compression and speech spitchiness. Overall noise 
was satisfactory. The chromium position showed a 
+2dB Dolby error.

Wow and flutter was only fair, being noted 
particularly on piano. Speed was just over I% fast 
but HF stability was quite good. Spooling was slow 
at 2.7 5 minutes. Erasure was only fair on ferric and 
rather poor on chrome. Crosstalk was generally 
excellent, except at high frequencies (DIN 
sockets') but slight right on right crosstalk was 
noted, though not troublesome.

The internal microphone and loudspeaker were 
quite reasonable for their purposes and the motor 
flywheels were contra-rotating, allowing the 
machine to be swung around a bit whilst in use. All 
the input sockets were permanently live together, 
which may be a nuisance, and the absence of phono 
sockets is annoying. The record level pots, if turned 
at the commencement of a recording. seemed to 
produce DC "thumps' clearly on the tape and visible 
on the meters.

Despite the criticisms, the relatively light weight 
and small size of this portable made it very con
venient for its intended main purpose. The various 
controls allowed great flexibility in use and 
recordings could be made out of doors at sur
prisingly high quality, although the overall per
formance was clearly originally geared to poorer 
DIN-compatible tapes. The machine cannot be 
really recommended as a mains operated home 
recorder, but it can most certainly be recommended 
as a "best buy' for use as a portable, particularly 
suitable for caravans, etc. As a complete system 
with very sensitive 4 ohm speakers, it can produce 
quite a reasonable quality in a small space but 
volume was severely limited of course. A machine 
which Uher can be sure will be accepted as their old 
reel-to-reel ones have been for many years.

Replay Azimuth Deviation From Average:.............................. +57
Microphone Input Sensitivity/Clipping:. ........ .. I78gV/399mVDIN l/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp: ...... LodB +26dB/12.9Kohm
Line Inpul Sensitivity/Clipping:. . ... , ........66mV/ IOVMPX Filter 15kHz Attenuation:. .  - ldB

GENERALDATA

Replay Response Ferric Av.L+R 63Hz/10kHz: . —0.75dB/—0.25dB
Replay Response Chrome Av. L+R IOkHz:.........................+0.45dBWorst Audible Replay Hum Component: .... -54.5(Mns Sup)—65(Baii Sup) Replay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby out/Imp:.  .......... —52.25dB/9.I 3dB
Replay Noise Chrome CCJR Dolby out:............. .............. —55.25dBReplay Amp Clipping ref DL: .................. . . . +8.5dB
Max. Replay Level for DL:.................... 775mV
Wow & Flutter Av./Spccd Av. (peak DIN Wtg):......... 0.17%*/+l .26%Meters Under-read: .... ....... . . ........................ - 2.75dB 8ms
DIN Input Distortion 2rnV/Kohm:...................................... 0.12%Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L+R. DL/+4d8:................0.67%/4.0%Overall Distortion Ferrichrome Av. L+R. DL/+4d8..........0.64%/l.8J6
Overall Distortion Chrome Av. L+R. DL/+4d8 .............. 0.71%/2.2%Overall Response IOkHz Av. L+R Dolby Out

Ferric/FcCr/Chromc............................. + l.5dB/-1.75dB/+ l .5dBOverall Noise Av . L+R CCIR Dolby out/Improvement Ferric.........................   42 LodB CLoB
Ferrichrome....................... . ..................... 4' ) S.J-? o ' JBChrome........................................   t5dB 4 25dB

Worst Erase Figure:............................ . MdBDIN Input Noise Floor ref. !r.t\ :v: I, tCLine Input Noise Floor ref. loiiuA' DI .................. SidlF
Spooling Time (C90):........................  2 / mix
Dynamic Range Ferric/FcCr/Chromc: ...63dB/64.25dB/64.75dBTapes Used:.......................... Maxell UDXLI. BASF FeCr. TDK SA
Typical Retail Price:............. ................ .......... . . £340
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Yamaha TCsilS
Yamaha, Natural Sound Systems Ltd., 10 Byron Road, Wealdstone, Harrow, Middx. 01-863 8622

This front-loader is housed in a veneered wooden 
type cabinet, and includes split concentric rotary 
gain controls on record only. Rotary selector 
switches choose ferric, ferrichrome or chrome 
cassette tape types, and a level switch throws Dolby 
in or out. Two '• inch jack sockets for mikes and a 
stereo jack socket for headphones are mounted on 
the front panel, whilst a 5 pole DIN in/out socket 
and phono in and out sockets are on the rear. A two 
core colour coded mains lead is incorporated, 
together with an earth terminal. Lever switches 
provide all mechanical functions, including play 
into wind and back without depressing stop, and a 
pause button also worked well. The wow and flutter 
performance was rather variable, measuring a 
minimum of 0.12% to a maximum of 0.16%, and 
thus not up to the average standard. Occasionally, 
the measurement was as low as 0.08%, but not for 
long. C90 spooling took approximately 2 minutes, 
and speed was slightly slow. Erasure was very 
good, and crosstalk excellent (far better than 
average).

On delivery, the replay azimuth was badly out, 
and had to be reset for all our tests. The mike input 
impedance measured 5.5k ohm with a maximum 
sensitivity of 770pV (very sensitive) clipping at 
56mV. The DIN input sensitivity and impedance 
were the same as for the mike, and also clipped at 
56mV. Slight noise was added from our standard 
DIN source. 80mV line sensitivity was achieved 

into 83k ohms, and no clipping problem was noted. 
580mV output for Dolby level was given, but 
output clipping was not reached until 4.7V. 
Distortion in the electronics was minimal. 
Adequate headphone monitoring level was 
provided for 8 ohm and 600 ohm models.

The replay response showed a «light HF rise on 
both ferric and chrome equalisation, but the bass 
end was pretty flat. Some replay hum was audible, 
and yet replay hiss levels were very low, 
particularly considering that the response was 
slightly up rather than down. Ferric noise measured 
-53dB (CCIR weighted) ref Dolby level without 
Dolby. Dolby gave 9.5dB improvement, and 
chrome some 4dB. HF stability and tape to head 
contact were good. Maxell UD produced an overall 
response which penned +3dB at lOkHz on both 
channels with Dolby in, and thus sounded a little 
bright; the response however was well maintained 
to 15 kHz. The overall noise level measured-52dB 
which was good, considering Maxell UD tape is 
slightly hissier than average. 333Hz distortion 
measured 0.95%, rising to 4% at +4dB, and this is 
reasonably good, and showed that biasing had been 
set to achieve reasonable distortion performance at 
lower frequencies with a relatively good HF squash 
characteristic.

Sony FeCr charted a very flat response to 1 OkHz 
on both channels with and without Dolby, and the 
response extended upwards to 15 kHz, falling
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Yamaha TCS11S
Reprinted from Hi-Fi Choice Cassette Decks and Tapes, Winter 76/77.

rapidly above this. 333Hz distortion measured very 
low at 0.6% rising to only 1.7% at +4dB. Subjec
tively, the sound quality showed some EHF 
squashing, but the distortion was clearly very low. 
The overall noise on ferrichrome was around 
average at-56.5dB weighted ref Dolby level. The 
importers could not tell us to begin with what type of 
tape to use on the chrome position, but eventually 
supplied some Maxell UDXL II, which proved to 
be reasonably flat to 15kHz on both channels. This 
was quite remarkable, since distortion was also low 
at only 0.8% at Dolby level, rising to 3% at +4dB. 
Noise measured-55.5dB weighted ref Dolby level 
with Dolby. UDXL II sounded very good, and 
clearly more pleasant to listen to than any normal 
chrome tape type.

This recorder has only very basic functions, but 
is ergonomically well designed and easy to use. The 
review sample was from the first pre-production 
run, and I hope that the replay hum problem will be 
attended to, as well as the poor average wow and 
flutter performance. Since it is so promising, I feel it 
only fair to recommend it, but with caution, and I do 
suggest that you are paying a proportion of the price 
for the product name, since many competitive front
loaders with similar facilities are somewhat 
cheaper. Potential purchasers are recommended to 
check replay hum and wow.

GENERAL DATA
Replay Azimuth Deviation From Average:.................................................85°
Microphone l/p Scns/Clipping/Av. Imp: .........  770^V/56mV/5.6K ohms
DIN I/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp’ . . ........... 780^V/56mV/5.6K ohms
Line l/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp:.. 8\mV/ IOV/83K ohms
Replay Response Ferric Av. l+r 63Hz/10kHz:.................... .OdB/+ldB
Replay Response Chrome Av. L+R lOkHz:........................ .+I.25dB
Ferric unwtd. 20/20 worst channel:........................................... ...............S IdB
Replay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby out/Imp: . ., • ■. , . . 53dB/9.75dB
Replay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out:......................................... . 57dB
Wow & Flutter Av./Spced Av. (peak DIN Wtg):....................0.14%/-0.8%
Meters Under-read:.......................................................................-5d8 at 64ms
Distortion monitoring input at DL:  ........................ .. 0.03%
Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L+R, DL/+4dB:....................... 0.9%/3.7%*
Overall Distortion Ferrichrome Av.L+R. DL/+4dB:..............0.6%/1.7%*
Overall Distortion Chrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB: ................0.8%/3%
Overall Response lOkHz Av. L+R Dolby Out

Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:.................... ..................+3.5dB/+1 dB/+0.75dB
Overall Noise Av. L+R CCIR Dolby out/Improvement: 

Ferric........................................................................................... 42dB/10dB
Ferrichrome. .............................. .46.75dB/9.5dB
Chrome.....................................................................................  46.25dB/9.5dB

Noise Degradation DIN/line inputs:. ................................... 2dB/69.5dB
Spooling Time (C90):...............................................................................Im 54s
Dynamic Range Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:........................... 62dB/69.5dB/67dB
Tapes Used:................................Maxell UD. Sony FeCr. Maxell UDXL II
Typical Retail Price:....................................................................................£ 160

Overall Frequency Responses, Dolby in, note 
'expanded' vertical scale
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Yamaha aooGL
Yamaha, Natural Sound Systems Ltd., 10 Byron Road, Wealdstone, Harrow, Middx.
01-863 8622   

Unusually styled, this recorder includes many 
interesting features giving an adaptability that 
makes it very useful. In addition to having Dolby B, 
it can be driven off normal mains or internal 
batteries or even from an external 12V supply, eg a 
car battery. The gain controls are all arranged to 
slide from right to left in steps, giving half the width 
of the machine the appearance of a staircase. The 
tone controls work simply and it is possible to 
transfer from play to wind, but the stop button has to 
be depressed before re-engaging another function.

Two '• inch jack sockets are provided for micro
phone input, which has a maximum sensitivity of 
6201.1V into a high impedance of86kohms, and thus 
requires medium impedance microphones which 
will give adequate sensitivity for optimum results. 
Lower impedance microphones will not in general 
give sufficient volume for an adequate recording 
level to be achieved. No 5 pole DIN socket is 
provided, and the phono line in sockets have a 
sensitivity of 60mV into an input impedance 
varying from 20k ohms to 40k ohms, depending on 
the position of the gain control. Separate pairs of 
faders are provided for the microphone and line 
inputs so that mixing becomes possible. An 
additional pair of faders provide control of line 
input monitoring level. A speed control with a 
centre click position gives an adjustment of 
approximately ±4% Uust under a semitone), and 
the centre position is incredibly accurate, the 
laboratory measurement being within 0.1%.

The wow and flutter also measured exceptionally 
well at 0.06% average, and no wow was heard on 
any programme recorded. The ‘VU’ meters had 
extremely poor ballistics, under-reading a 64m sec 
pulse by some i 1 dB, but fortunately green and red 
peak reading lights come to the rescue, reading at- 
3dB and +4dB ref. Dolby level. If only the 'VU' 
meters are used to set recording levels, serious over
recording will occur, but used carefully in con
junction with the peak reading lights a reasonable 
peak level can be set and the user will have to get 
used to the poor ballistics. The deck includes a 
memory rewind mechanism, and a stereo unganged 
record limiter permits recordirigs to be made 
without significant distortion, although after the 
limiters had ducked, full gain was not reached for a 
further few seconds.

The replay response was really excellent, 
showing only a marginal rise above nominal at the 
bass end of about IdB at 40 and 63Hz. This very 
fine tolerance was maintained right up to 1 OkHz, no 
deviation of more than ± 1dB from the response at 
333Hz being noted. The chrome response was also 
good but showed a rise of 2dB at IOkHz. 
Unfortunately, the right replay amplifier suffered 
from a slightly noisy transistor which degraded the 
noise by about 2dB below the left channel's figure of 
-48dB ref. Dolby level, without Dolby de
processing. 'This noise figure, though, was about 
2dB below the average of other machines, and just a 
slight hiss was noticed, adding to general cassette
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Yamaha 800GL
Reprinted from Hi-Fi Choice Cassette Decks and Tapes, Winter 76/77.

tape hiss. Pre-recorded cassettes played back 
extremely well but just a few had noticeably too 
much bass; Decca cassettes seemed to reproduce 
better than EMI ones. The overall response was so 
good as to be virtually flat (see pen charts), and 
furthermore the distortion levels were quite remark
ably low, Maxell UD giving a figure of 0.6% at 
Dolby level rising to only 2% at +4dB. Sony FeCr 
fared even better, giving an astonishingly low figure 
of 0.4% at Dolby level, rising to an even more 
astonishing 0.8% at +4, thus allowing very high 
levels to be recorded without distortion, although 
the frequency response did fall to-3.SdB on the left 
and -2dB on the right at 10kHz. This fall off, was 
certainly not considered serious but was just 
noticeable subjectively however. Nakamichi 
chrome tape had very significantly higher 
distortion, but nevertheless about average for 
chrome, reaching 2% at Dolby level rising to 4.8% 
at +4dB, and this gave noticeable distortion if high 
levels were attempted. Although the overall sound 
quality of ferric and ferrichrome was superb, 
slightly more hiss than usual was noted. But this 
was counteracted by the machine's capability of 
recording such high levels, thus restoring the overall 
dynamic range.

The laboratory staff were all very enthusiastic 
about this machine, notwithstanding the poor meter 
ballistics and overall noise performance, and it can 
therefore be recommended as good value for 
money.

The importers were requested, but did not agree, 
to a retest for us to check on the transistor noise 
problem encountered, but presumably new m9dels 
are satisfactory.

GENERAL DATA
Replay Azimuth Deviation From Average:................................................... 17
Microphone l/p Sens/Clipping/Av. Imp:..............  620pV/87mV/86K ohms 
DIN 1/p Scns/Clipping/Av. Imp- ....................   N/A/N/A/N/A
Line l/p Scns/Clipping/Av. Imp:........................ 58mV/ IOV/20-40K ohms
Replay Response Ferric Av. L+R 63Hz/!OkHz:.. +O. 75dB/+0.5dB
Replay Response Chrome Av. L+R 10kHz: . . .......................... . +2dB
Ferric unwtd. 20/20 worst channel:............................................................ 49dB
Replay Noise Ferric CCIR Dolby out/Imp: 47dB/9dB
Replay Noise Chrome CCIR Dolby out: . ...........................................5 ldB
Wow & Flutter Av./Spced Av. (peak DIN Wtg): ....... 0.06%/0.05%* 
Meters Under-read: ......................................................................... .. 1 ldB
Distortion monitoring input at DL:    .  ......... 0.02%
Overall Distortion Ferric Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:........................... 0.6%12%'
Overall Distortion Ferrichrome Av. L+R. DL/+4dB:. . 0.4%/0.8%'
Overall Distortion Chrome Av. L+R. DL/ + 4dB: ..................... 2%/4.8%'
Overall Response 10k Hz Av. L+R Dolby Out

Fcrric/FeCr/Chrome:................. ............ -0.75dB/-2.25dB/-2dB
Overall Noise Av. L+R CCIR Dolby out/Improvement:

Ferric............................................................. ..43dB/9.5dB
Ferrichrome.................................................................................. 46dB/9.25dB
Chrome.   47dB/9.5dB

Noise Degradation DIN/line inpuis: ............... N/A/OdB
Spooling Time (C90):....................................... Im 8s
Dynamic Range Ferric/FeCr/Chrome:..................... 64dB*/69dB*/64.5dB*
Tapes Used:.......................................Maxell UD. Sony FeCr. Nakamichi Cr
Typical Retail Price:......................................................................................£250
N.B. Mains only version type 800D costs approx. £200
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3OLIVAR.GREAT FOR THE 
PRICE OF GOOD.

We lmow rhat you're going ro love rhe 
sound of Bolivor, on exceprionol new ronge of 
speakers from Americo. And when you find our 
how much rhey cosr. you'll rhink rhor rhe people 
who moke rhem ore rather nice roo.

We creored Bolivor speokers by bringing 
rogerher some of rhe besr sound engineers in rhe 
world at our laboratories in Tennessee. We simply 
rold rhem ro moke rhe cleoresr and mosr 
responsive speakers possible. They did just whor 
we osl’ed ond felr prerry pleased about rhe result 
Then we osl’ed rhem ro moke rhe speakers a lor 
less expensive. .wirhour losing any of rhe quality

After a long rime and many experiments 
rhey reduced the cost without sacrificing the 
superb sound.which could be offered at a much 
higher price

When we were sure the design of rhe 
speakers was righr we planned and equipped rhe 
factory to build rhem. In rhor way we could 

k guorontee rhe specialised, purpose-built 
equipment would maintain rhe high 
srondord of performonce without 
effecting our deliberately economical 
prices.

Bur that's only a lirrle of rhe 
Bolivor srory We'll tell you rhe resr and 
oil rhe derails of our three great models 
when you send us rhe coupon. Clerrer 
srill. go ro your nearest Bolivor dealer 
and listen to our great sound ...jusr 
before you listen to our good price

Post to Harmon' Audio; U K Ltd. St John s Rood Tylers Green. 
High Wycombe Ducks HP108HR

Bolívar sounds great to me Please send me details of the I 

Bolivar 125 two-way system and the 18 and 64 three way ■ 
systems and the name of my nearest dealer

Name I
Address________________________ I

3olivar Speaker Works
The Oolivor rongeof quohily sinkers 15 ovoilobe from around £140 to L240o por



Conclusions

In the second Hi-Fi Choice on cassette decks, I 
pointed out that many of the then latest designs 
were quite considerably better than the average of 
the first book. After examining all the results of 
both the subjective and objective tests on the 36 
new models reviewed in this third volume, it is 
quite clear that a similar improvement has taken 
place and that the most recently designed decks 
show many areas of improvement over the 
average better models reviewed in the last volume, 
some of which are included in this edition. Quality 
control in particular would now seem to be better, 
for very few decks gave other than reasonable 
Dolby-out responses in ferric and chrome 
positions, although quite a few were not optimised 
too well for ferrichrome. It is particularly in
teresting that manufacturers are now recom
mending types of tape that are suitable for use 
with their decks more openly, although a few still 
fight shy because of the politics involved, which is 
most unfortunate. Facilities provided are very 
much the same, but logic control has been 
employed in many new models and a few more 
manufacturers now incorporate variable bias 
and/or equalisation user controls (Trio, JVC, 
Pioneer, Aiwa, Neal and Technics).

Before discussing the more general conclusions, 
I shall deal with each part of the cassette deck 
separately, so that general trends in different areas 
can be established.

Imput and Recording Circuitry
Comparatively few machines had really adequate 
microphone input sensitivity, these including the 
Tandberg models 320 and 340, Sony TC158SD, 

TCK7/8B, Nakamichi 1000 II, Eumig, B & O 
5000 and Uher CR240.

Unfortunately, the compromise of using the 
same preamplifier for the microphone and DIN 
inputs makes it virtually impossible to have good 
microphone input sensitivity whilst avoiding DIN 
input noise degradation. Clipping margins are 
better on the microphone inputs than before in 
general, but as expected, most models having 
better than average sensitivity have this at the 
expense of reducing the clipping point, so that 
very loud material might not be able to be 
recorded with sensitive microphones without 
problems. Decks having poorer than average 
clipping margins include the two Tandbergs,

Toshiba PC4360, Trio KXI030 and B & O 5000 
(very poor).

A few machines enabled a mono microphone to 
be plugged into one channel whilst putting the 
output of this onto both channels for recording 
two-channel mono. Models which provided this 
feature included Eumig, Nakamichi 1000 II, Neal 
302, Teac 303 and Toshiba PC5460. This may 
be useful for those who don't want to buy two 
microphones, especially if the microphone input is 
being used for speech recording for cassette 
'letters'. A few models usefully incorporated a 
switch for altering microphone input sensitivity, 
and the Uher CR240, Eumig and Sony 158 must 
be particularly commended for this.

DIN inputs again presented problems on the 
majority of decks, although the European 
machines worked comparatively well on these 
inputs. Some Japanese manufacturers have never
theless learnt their lesson, for I have criticised the 
DIN input problem many times over the years and 
in both previous Hi-Fi Choice books on cassette 
decks. So JVC, Toshiba and Nakamichi must be 
commended for providing DIN inputs with 
virtually no noise degradation, enabling these to 
be interconnected with typical DIN receivers, or 
the DIN sockets on most normal receivers, 
without noise problems. Most machines incor
porated the correct replay pin muting when the 
machines were on record, but too many did not, 
and some HF feedback and crosstalk problems 
might arise on such models. In one case, line-out 
phono sockets muted as well and this can be most 
inconvenient, namely on the Philips 2538.

Distortion tended to vary from excellent to just 
adequate on the DIN input and comments are 
made in the reviews where relevant.

Many machines incorporated input switching 
and this should theoretically allow the line input to 
feed straight to the record level faders without any 
hiss problem being encountered. Too many 
machines fed the line inputs on to the DIN input 
via high value series resistors however, which 
compromised the performance of the phono 
inputs, and comments are made where relevant. 
Even on the switchable models too much gain 
follows the record level control in many cases, so 
if these are used at positions above half-way, hiss 
will increase on the line input, and this frequently 
receives comment. When the input gain controls 
are all at minimum, input amplifier hiss 
immediately prior to the record Dolby circuits 
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should be at an absolute minimum; a few models did not have the noise floor as low as I would like to have seen it, although this was only a problem if the machines themselves could not accommodate high recording levels to offset the hiss problem. It will be seen that models having high gain after the record level control will also have excellent clipping margins, since the front-end preamplifier will not have to give as much gain and will thus accommodate a wider input range. This is reasonable up to just below the limits where hiss can just become noticed, but of course it is unreasonable if the clipping is improved at the expense of hiss.Amongst models having particularly bad input noise degradation the Marantz 5010 is frankly the most hissy cassette deck that I have yet examined. In the Eumig Metropolitan CCD, affect each other so that if the DIN input is mixed with a line input for example, the degree by which the levels affect each other is not quite tolerable; in other models though, any slight loading effects were so minimal as to be hardly worth mentioning. In order for many Japanese models to incorporate a DIN socket, both the noise floor and line input performance has often had to be degraded, so it seems quite reasonable to propose that DIN sockets are just left out of some machines so that optimum performance can be gained from the line and microphone inputs. Surely this is better than to degrade all inputs for the sake of accommodating a DIN one on a cheaper deck in which the manufacturers feel that they cannot afford to switch sensitivities properly. Akai sensibly omitted a DIN socket on their model GXC 725D.All machines incorporating Dolby processing have to include mpx filtering by Dolby licence agreement, but quite frequently this is switchable. In the subjective tests we noticed with great interest that when we recorded pink noise at a high level with mpx filtering in, replay was often more toppy at HF and EHF, and thus more correct than when recorded with mpx filter out. This is because frequencies above the mpx filtering shoulder are causing general tape saturation on record, and if HF and EHF are not recorded and reproduced accurately by the tape, they will be expanded down on replay, and thus become apparently down. When the mpx filter is switched in, these EHF frequencies will not saturate the tape, and thus on replay HF frequencies will be reproduced more accurately. This was parti

cularly noticeable on the Tandberg model 340A which produced amazing results with filtering switched in on pink noise. Depending upon the program content, however, we sometimes preferred the filter in and sometimes out, and this also very much depended on the amount of cut produced by the filter at l 5kHz. Some filters cut as much as 4dB, whilst others were less than IdB down at l 5kHz, but all reduced the l 9kHz response very substantially indeed.Many manufacturers employing a combined DIN/mic amplifier use too little loop gain in the preamplifier, and therefore distortion levels are not reduced sufficiently when feedback is applied. This will not usually be troublesome if the DIN input is at the normal standard DIN level of !juA, but frequently users will want to interconnect the DIN socket with equipment which is not designed accurately to DIN source standards itself. Very few receivers incorporating DIN sockets give other than standardised DIN levels, but it is probable that the DIN standard will, in future, be improved so as to deliver higher source levels, ie 2mV/k ohm equivalent to 2juA. This level is some 6dB higher and some machines began to show increased distortion here. Whilst DIN inputs always had an acceptable clipping margin for normal DIN levels, higher levels often showed increased distortion, despite the clipping margins being comparatively good. It seems to me that mic/DIN input circuitry should be built around 3 rather than 2 transistors to give generally decreased distortion. If DIN sockets are a must for the manufacturer then he should optimise them properly and the best way to do this is to have gain switching in the preamplifier (see technical section).One might think that a record level control should be effective, and no problems should be experienced. However, we all found machines that used controls many centimetres apart were extremely irritating in use, requiring two hands to fade a signal up or down without image shifting. Split concentric controls are the obyious answer here, although the Neal solution is a reasonable alternative, employing a ganged stereo control and a separate balance one, but we did not like this ergonomically unfortunately, since the balance control was not centre indented, which could have provided a very rapid centre balance point without visual examination. Both the Pioneer 1000 and Technics 615 had level controls with many steps, 
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and this we very much liked ergonomically, 
although it is presumably more expensive to 
include; Technics in particular must be com
mended for incorporating a stepped control on a 
fairly inexpensive machine.

In some cases earth loops were noted if a stereo 
microphone having a common earth between left 
and right channels was plugged into a deck. If only 
the left or right channels were plugged in, or if two 
seaprate microphones were used, the earth loop 
problem vanished and this must be watchep. Some 
machines hummed quite badly on the microphone 
inputs.

Metering
A few machines incorporated very inadequate 
metering, such as the B & O 5000 and Eumig 
models where it was very difficult to set peak 
recording levels. Many machines incorporated 
conventional meters which were not peak reading 
types, and which were not complemented by peak 
reading lights, or had lights which were set to 
operate at inappropriate levels, and with these it is 
necessary to learn by experience how much to let 
the meters read on peaks of different types of 
program. Such 'VU' meters are normally set so 
that + 3dB corresponds to Dolby level. Since the 
average programme may under-read by up to 8d8 
on peaks, the needles should not be allowed to go 
higher than zero dB or so, which should be 
equivalent to peaking at approximately 5dB over 
Dolby level. Long continuous sounds or highly 
compressed music, such as some modem pop 
music or classical church organ music, will under
read much less but speech and sharp percussive 
sounds should be reading substantially below zero 
dB but will be intrinsically peaking much higher. 
Our favourite meters of all were the Sony TCK8B 
liquid crystal types, but I must also commend the 
Aiwa 6800, and Technics 631/M85.

Some manufacturers incorporated high fre
quency boost in the metering circuits, and I do not 
welcome this since it may scare one into 
under-recording if using a tape which has 
excellent HF performance. On the other hand, if 
the equalisation is not enough you may well over
record on a poorer tape type. I prefer to know the 
peak value of the actual signal before processing 
and equalisation, and judge by experience how far 
I can go on the tape. It will not take more than 
three or four trials to establish optimum peak 
levels, and if these levels in general are kept to, all 

the tapes should sound equally loud and of similar 
quality, provided that the source is good. Peak 
reading lights are useful since they will tell you if 
you have exceeded a high recording level; 
sometimes it will be found that letting the highest 
level light flicker very occasionally will be 
satisfactory.

It is always useful to be able to establish how 
much level is present on a recorded cassette so 
that one can tip off ones friends that they are over
recording, etc. Most recorders allow their meters 
to read at a fixed gain level on playback so that 
+3d8, for example, represents a continuous 
signal at Dolby level. Some machines however 
connected the metering on replay after the output 
volume control, so that the metering level was 
meaningless as far as the tape modulation is 
concerned. In this situation they would only tell 
the user how much volume was being sent from 
the recorder, and this information is only very 
rarely needed.

Replay Amplifiers
The hiss levels on many of the modem decks are, 
frankly, disappointing, and this can be partly due 
to the replay amplifier being more noisy than it 
should be, thus contributing extra hiss to that 
intrinsically produced by the tape itself. Several 
recorders employed replay heads with very fine 
gaps in order to reproduce accurately fre
quencies that very. few of us normal folk can even 
hear. Most of these fine gap replay heads have 
lower outputs and thus require more ampli
fication. Typical examples of these machines are 
the Nakamichi 1000 /! and Technics M85 
models. In such cases, replay hiss can be further 
affected by too much HF being reproduced, such 
as on the Tandberg 320, and again the Nakamichi 
1000 /!. Not only will excessive HF on replay 
produce more hiss but it will also make pre
recorded cassettes sound far too toppy and the 
Dolby B circuits will not track properly in such 
cases.

Replay amplifier distortion was only rarely a 
problem with normal tape types, but it should be 
borne in mind that when and if iron pre-recorded 
cassettes are marketed, the maximum levels on 
the tapes are likely to be substantially higher so 
that clipping margins in addition to amplifier 
distortion become important. Only the Hitachi 
220 had a poor clipping level, and this would 
otherwise have been a 'best buy' (the Philips 2538 
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and Uher 240 were also not too good here). Some 
Dolby 'B' circuits introduced too little or too 
much noise reduction and whilst this was 
sometimes due to the selection of Dolby 'B' ics, 
which should possibly have been rejected, some
times it was due to inadequate setting up, or in the 
case of recorded noise, more probably due to 
noise entering the record Dolby from the record 
amplifier.

In general, replay responses were decidedly 
better on the latest models and only very rarely 
was the HF clearly down at lOkHz. Replay head 
azimuth settings though were sometimes very 
inaccurate, the worst errors being noted on the 
B & 0 5000 (very difficult to correct) and Hitachi 
D220. If the replay azimuth is out hardly any 
difference will be noticed on recordings made on 
the machine, but pre-recorded cassettes or 
cassettes made by friends (assuming their 
machines are correct) will reproduce with muffied 
HF and sometimes swishing transient images.

Headphones
All the machines in this survey are equipped with 
headphone sockets of one form or another. Almost 
all machines incorporated stereo jack sockets, but 
sometimes a manufacturer will use an annoying 
socket such as the DIN type and a matching plug 
may be difficult to obtain and even more difficult 
to understand! In each review comments are made 
as to the recommended impedance levels which 
should work satisfactorily. In most instances the 
clipping margin on the headphone output is not as 
good as that on the line output and so it is well 
worth following the recommendations. The 
amount of volume that most people require has 
been estimated in the laboratory, and in almost all 
cases the decks would give sufficient volume into 
one type or another; a few, however, were totally 
inadequate on any type of headphone. There is no 
technical reason why 8 ohm, 25 ohm or 600 ohm 
models should not be used, apart from that of 
compatibility with the recorder. Don't forget that 
if the headphone volume is controlled by the 
replay volume control, adjusting their level will 
change the signal sent to the amplifier, which may 
be difficult if tapes are being copied.

Interconnections to External Equipment
Almost all the decks in the survey include line 
in/out phono sockets and at least one 5-pole DIN 
socket. Receivers and amplifiers usually include 

tape recorder sockets of both phono and DIN 
types, and unless otherwise state^dj,n the reviews, 
always stick to using the phono socket inter
connections where possible. DIN interconnec
tions can be useful since all the signal paths are 
made within one multi-wire cable having a DIN 
plug at each end, but the imput levels at the deck 
end are often so low that these inputs can pick up 
bad radio-frequency interference; if there are any 
powerful professional or amateur transmitters 
close by, this will almost certainly cause trouble 
with the DIN input. Many machines had 
satisfactory DIN inputs nevertheless and so they 
should normally give good performance when 
interconnected with the DIN socket on the 
receiver or amplifier. Whilst recording from an 
input connected to the DIN socket, the replay pins 
of this socket should be muted, but several 
recorders did not provide such muting and this can 
create problems with breakthrough signals. Some
times the DIN output is at a fixed level whilst the 
phono sockets are adjustable, and this can be quite 
useful. Make sure that each channel is indivi
dually screened from the others to prevent bad HF 
crosstalk if making up any DIN leads.

Wow and Flutter and Mechanical Performance 
Most of the machines gave quite reasonable wow 
and flutter measurements, but those that are 
particularly good included Aiwa 6400/6550 and 
6800, B & 0 5000, Eumig, Akai GXC725D, 
JVC KD720 and KD65, Neal 302, Pioneer CT- 
FJOOO, Sansui SC3110, Sony TCK5, Technics 
M85 and Toshiba PC4360. Particularly poor 
were the Sony and Uher portables and the budget 
Sanyo 4028 and the Marantz 5010. Most people 
will find wow and flutter acceptable on cassette 
decks on almost all material if the measurements 
are 0.14% or better, but it should be pointed out 
that a few people are particularly sensitive to pitch 
variations. You will find that changing a tape type 
can improve wow and flutter performance, but in 
all cases the measurements were taken on types 
recommended by the manufacturers or on the 
suggested types used for the general tests, if these 
were better. Speed errors of up to I% can almost 
certainly be tolerated, but just a few people have, 
what is termed, "perfect pitch". Some pre
recorded cassettes may well have been recorded at 
a slightly incorrect speed, so if one wants to play a 
musical instrument when accompanying a cassette 
playback, pitch problems may be more serious.
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Some manufacturers seemed to have more pitch 
problems than others and Hitachi for example 
showed variations of 2.6% between two samples 
of the same machine; such a difference is 
incidentally approximately half a semitone, and 
this is enough to be most annoying.

HF stability comments referred to the accuracy 
with which the tape is held into intimate contact 
with the record or replay head. Also, some 
machines played back tapes out of azimuth with 
their earlier recording, showing instabilities in the 
tape path. In general though, we were all very 
impressed with the average standard achieved by 
the latest models, and manufacturers have 
obviously worked very hard to improve the quality 
of performance in the tape path. Front-loaders 
sometimes have inferior performance to top
loaders, and in some cases the supply spool hub 
wobbles during re-play or recording causing slight 
judders, and this is a problem which will still have 
to be rectified in many cases.

A few machines spooled incredibly fast, one 
minute or less for a C90, whilst some seemed 
interminably slow. Slow spooling is merely 
annoying, but very fast spooling can cause 
damage to a cassette by introducing leafing so that 
the tape is not spooled evenly. Occasionally, a 
fast spooling deck might "consume" a tape and it 
is difficult to repair the tape in such cases, 
particularly if it is welded rather than screwed. 
Whilst the Neal 302 did eat a tape, the 
Tandbergs, which also spooled very fast seemed 
to be completely reliable, but it was difficult to 
find the required place on the cassette; We noted 
that on the Tandbergs, spooling speed slowed 
towards the end of the cassette.

A number of machines did not incorporate 
automatic pinch-wheel release if mains was 
disconnected from the machine or if the machine 
was simply switched off. Failure to incorporate 
auto-release will cause flats to develop on the 
pressure roller if it is left engaged against the 
capstan with the tape static, and such flats will 
seriously degrade wow and flutter performance. 
The following new models did not incorporate 
auto-release: Akai CS702D, Akai GXC725D, 
Hitachi D220, Hitachi D850, JVC KD720, 
Marantz 5010, Philips N2538, Pioneer CT- 
F4040, Sansui SC1110, Sansui SC3110, Sankyo 
STD2000, Sanyo 4028, Sanyo 5300-2, Sony 
TCK5, Sony TC 158 SD, Teac 103, Teac 303, 
Technics 615, Technics 631, Toshiba PC4360,

Toshiba PC5460 and Trio KX 1030.
Many machines allowed the deck functions to 

be set without pressure roller contact for starting 
playback or recording when externally switched 
by a maintimer, and they included the Aiwa 
640016550, Aiwa 6800, Sanyo 5300, Sony 
TCK5, Sony TCK8, Teac 303, Technics 6/5 and 
Technics 631.

Limiters
Limiters were incorporated into the following 
models: Aiwa 6800, Akai CS702D, Marantz 
5010, Pioneer CT-FJOOO, Sanyo 5300-2, Sony 
TC158SD, Sony TCK8B and Uher CR240.

Although these generally worked reasonably, 
not one single manufacturer gangs the left and 
right limiting channels, and this is annoying since 
a loud transient on the left channel will cause 
'ducking' of that channel without the other 
changing level much, and so central images will 
move very suddenly to the right until the normal 
gain is restored. Although limiters can be useful if 
you don't know what peak level to expect, 
recordings will generally sound better if you can 
avoid using them. In a few instances, limiters 
showed other slight problems, and these are noted 
in the reviews.

Erasure and Crosstalk
Group 4 tapes (chrome and pseudo-chrome) all 
have a much higher coercivity than other types 
and thus require more erasure. Almost all the 
machines gave good erasure on ferric and 
ferrichromes, but several were inadequate or 
barely adequate on group 4 tapes. Poor erasure 
will result in a mumbling noise being audible in 
the background from a previous recording under
neath the sound of the newly recorded program. 
This should not be confused with print-through 
which is a problem of the tape oxide itself 
(although print-through can be exaggerated on 
recorders having very sharp turns in the tape 
path). Machines that had poor erase include the 
Sanyo 4028 and 5300-2, Tandberg TCD320, 
Toshiba PC5460 and Uher CR240, all of which 
had slight problems on pseudo-chrome tape types; 
Both Toshiba and Tandberg have promised to 
attend to the problem immediately. Crosstalk was 
not really a problem from left to right, although 
some machines were better than others. A few 
machines showed crosstalk between tracks but 
since this is highly dependent on the sample, it 
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Conclusions

would be unfair to comment on these other than in the reviews. Such crosstalk is, in any case, always more measurable at very low frequencies and it is only when the crosstalk reaches noticeable proportions at middle frequencies that it can become troublesome, resulting in a mumbling sound rather like print-through again.Overall ResultsManufacturers have taken considerably more care in the last 12 months to ensure that decks are correctly set up for reasonable results on the recommended tapes. Too many manufacturers though have recommended for political reasons tapes which do not result in their decks giving anywhere near such good results as they might do on better tapes. Sony are obviously in a difficult position, since they surely realise that their ferric and normal chrome tapes are now outdated in terms of giving optimum quality. News has just come in though that Sony have introduced a pseudo-chrome known as Sony JHF in Japan, and I hope this will result in them setting up the chrome positions for this tape, which may be compatible with the majority of the other pseudochromes. Many manufacturers have obviously initially set up recorders for tape types other than those recommended by the UK importers, and this often receives comment in the reviews. It is generally accepted that normal chrome tapes are unsatisfactory, so many importers are recommending pseudo-chromes; but these frequently showed an average of +2dB overall Dolby error, which shows that the machines had been aligned for normal chrome. Most of the recorders with proper ferrichrome switched positions still did not optimise ferrichrome performance, bias currents being set too high seriously degrading HF saturation (please see cassette tape section). A few, though, did give very satisfactory performances on ferrichromes, particularly the JVC KD65 and Philips N2538, although none will improve the tape print-through problem here of course. Some manufacturers suggested a poor compromise by recommending the user to switch to ferric bias and chrome equalisation, whereas others have made it clear that this is not recommended even though their machines might allow this compromise. Ferrichrome was not checked on any of these.It is very difficult to assess the true dynamic range performance, for in many instances this will 

very much depend on the amount of high frequency energy present in the programme. Some ferric types give remarkably good overall distortion measurements at 333Hz, but in the subjective tests HF compression was all too evident. Since the initial subjective tests were performed at carefully controlled equal maximum peak recording levels, an accurate estimate of actual dynamic range could be reached by comparing the extensive comments made on the forms with the measured background noise performances. In some instances, particularly on the ferric tape types, the available dynamic range will not be as good as that indicated on the facing page material, and so it will be wiser to read most carefully the remarks on overall performance in each review. In general, though, if the programme to be recorded contains little high frequency energy the ferrichrome tapes will give a wider dynamic range than other types, if one discounts print-through. However, both Scotch Master II and BASF super chrome also produced a very quiet background noise. Please refer to comments on these tape types in the cassette tape section.Quite frequently the reviews criticise the biasing and equalisation chosen on the particular deck. If the bias is set too high, high frequencies can become very badly compressed, and speech spitchiness and other transient sounds at high levels will be severely affected. Too low a bias setting very clearly introduces bad general distortion, but matters obviously improved if record levels were substantially reduced, in which case background noise of course became far more evident and annoying.In a few instances, particularly on the Aiwa 6800 and the Technics M85, head saturation on record was subjectively very evident. Prolonged tests in the laboratory showed a very rapid increase of distortion above a certain threshold, and this was always more marked on higher coercivity tape types, ie in the chrome positions. The Tandberg 340A was clearly better than any other in the survey with respect to record head saturation and the general record amp circuitry and this produced cleaner cassette tape recordings than I have ever heard before. This was due to Tandberg's new record-amplifier 'actilinear' circuitry, and their use of a very wide gap length record head, intended incidentally to be capable of use with the new iron tapes when they become available. What was particularly fascinating was 152
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the very low distortion levels at low and middle 
frequencies combined with an above average HF 
compression performance, which surely extracted 
the maximum performance that the Maxell 
UDXLI/ll tapes were capable of giving. 
However, the replay clipping margin was perhaps 
only just sufficient bearing in mind the remarkable 
recording performance. (NB Tandberg model 
340AM for iron tapes is to be released later.)

One particular point has been very carefully 
checked since it is a subjective one which I 
consider of great importance; throughout the 
subjective tests listeners criticised any tendency to 
a Joss of HF or EHF, or alternatively valleys in 
the presence region introduced by Dolby mis
tracking. Slight boosts at high frequencies 
received no comment, or were actually quite liked, 
and it is surprising that in a few instances a 
machine with a ruler straight response was found 
to be lacking at HF. After much examination of 
the properties of the tapes and machines, it 
became evident that the listeners were describing 
surges of HF compression as being due to poor 
responses rather than high frequency distortion. A 
slightly rising HF, provided it was clean, was well 
liked, since it was usually caused when a tape in a 
higher, and thus better, coercivity group or sub
group was used. The Sansui models were clearly 
better with Audio Magnetics XHE than with TdK 
D, and Pyral superferrite and Maxell UDXLJ 
frequently rescued a machine from receiving 
thoroughly derogatory comments. In the case of a 
few European models, including some not 
reviewed, the manufacturer's insistence on the use 
of DIN standard cassette tape types was 
unfortunate. However, B & O and Uher were at 
least prepared to accept group 3 tape types. The 
B & O 5000 gave quite a creditable performance 
on UDXLJ, although it had been set up for BASE 
LH super which gave a very poor performance. 
Some European decks were so bad on DIN tape 
types that there was no point in reviewing the 
models, particularly since the manufacturers 
would not accept any substitutions. One German 
manufacturer actually suggested that the machine 
could be sent back to Germany to be set up on 
better tapes, rather than entrusting it to their well 
qualified British engineers. Since the consumer 
would not be in a position to receive this special 
treatment, the model was rejected.

I have made an exception in the Best Buys to 
my normal rules in the case of the Sony TCK 8B. 

In this instance the machine was so obviously 
limited by the Sony HF and normal chrome tape 
types that it has been chosen as a best buy on the 
assumption that it will be used with better tapes, 
but this will necessitate careful realignment by a 
good retailer. Naturally the reader will be able to 
better the performance of other decks if he can 
persuade his dealer to set the machine carefully 
for the appropriate types. It is particularly 
interesting that one machine was heard with a 
very poor tape type, then with an appropriate 
type, and then with a tape that was toppy. The 
appropriate type was Maxell UDXL I and the 
toppy tape was TDK AD. On the first tape type 
the machine was really dreadful, but on the 
Maxell tape results were superb, and the machine 
is one of the best buys. However, TDK AD was 
so toppy as to produce a fairly strong anti-reaction 
from the listening panel, showing the importance 
of choosing appropriate tapes.

One final point must be stressed most strongly 
to the reader, and this concerns the variability 
between samples of any particular deck. In almost 
all cases only one sample has been examined, 
although in a few cases re-test samples had to be 
submitted at the reviewer's request. It must be 
understood that all remarks in the reviews refer 
specifically to the review sample, and whilst 
design faults are clearly common to all samples, 
unless manufacturers rectify them, alignment 
problems of any kind or reliability problems in HF 
stability or mechanical performance are likely to 
be somewhat variable between different samples. 
It was in these cases where second samples were 
requested. Every attempt has been made through
out the survey to establish accurately whether 
problems encountered in the reviw sample were 
typical or not typical of what is likely to be found 
in the model in general. Furthermore, manu
facturers have a habit of introducing changes, 
sometimes quite considerable ones, without 
informing retailers or the public; in a few instances 
I have known of such changes being introduced 
without even the importer being aware of the fact'. 
It is fair to say though that new models tend to get 
better after a few months production, rather than 
worse in general.
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QLMDiasa Aluminium 
stylus bushed stylus

For further details, please write for the ABC cartridge and tonearm brochure.

stylus is bonded directly onto the cantilever.
In cumbersome contrast, most styli 

in this price bracket consist of a tiny diamond 
tip carried by a heavy aluminium bush- 
which is connected in turn to the cantilever. 
This method, though cheap and easy to 
produce, adds extra mass where it’s needed 
least, and gives rise to all sorts of nasty 
resonances.

The ADC QLM 36 Mk HI is available from most 
stockists for around £80.

Not a lot to pay for a cartridge these days. But, as 
you’d expect from the people who patented the Induced 
Magnet system, this is no ordinary £20 cartridge.

Its biggest difference lies in its smallest part: the 
stylus tip. We call it a Diasa stylus.

The tip is, naturally, a diamond-and it’s bonded to 
a sapphire. The two stones are shaped together to a perfect 
ellipse, just as though they were one pure diamond stone 
(as found on cartridges costing £60 and more). Then the

a lot of information from one’s records in a 
most delightful way’

The reviewer was also at pains to point 
out that the QLM 36 is 'quite suitable for a wide 
range of turntables with integrated arms! and 
he concluded that it 'is most definitely 
recommended at around £20!

By the sound of things, this is one tip 
youjust can’t afford to ignore.

StBfc a So. in theory at least, the
ptoMrapb . QLM 36 Mk ID starts with a big

«
advantage. But theory is all very well.

| The question is: can you hear any
|j I * difference?

Judging by the reaction from
K9MBSW leading specialist magazine.
'Hi-Fi Answers! the answer is a resounding yes!

'Treble detail was excellent without being sharp! 
they said.

"The QLM 36 tracks well at 1.3 grams’ and 'extracts

Audio Dynamics Corporation. 
A division of BSR Limited, 

Powke Lane, Cradley Heath, Warley, 
W. Midlands B64 5QH 

We make everything 
very compatible.

A tip for anyone with £20 
to spend on a cartridge.



Besl buys and recommendations

BEST BUYS
In considering which machines should be placed 
in the 'Best Buy' category, two different facets 
come to mind, the first being the actual value for 
money, whilst the second is the basic overall 
quality of performance and facilities offered at a 
price which may be significantly above what might 
normally be termed 'good value for money' in a 
bargain sense, but which may still remain good 
value in a performance sense. I have always found 
that when comparing performance to price for 
general hi-fi equipment, if one first disregards very 
poor equipment in any price category, the ratio of 
price to quality and facilities is by no means 
linear. Starting from a very low price, as this 
is slowly increased quality rises fast so that a 
cassette deck at £100 might be '3 times' better 
than one of £50. In between say £100 and £200, 
the price increase might be termed linear with the 
quality increase, whereas above £250 perhaps, 
quality and facilities increase more slowly as the 
cost rises. However, you may have to spend 
several hundred pounds to get exactly the facilities 
you require for they may be wholly or partly 
compromised on lower price models. Bearing this 
in mind, we have separated the 'Best Buys' into 
three price groups so that the reader can see more 
easily the 'Best Buys' and 'Recommendations' in 
each individual group, together with any particular 
failings and good points.

Before considering prices though, the discount 
situation must be fully understood. It must be 
emphasised that a purchaser is not likely to get 
more than he pays for, although too often he will 
get a lot less! If excellent demonstration facilities 
and top quality after-sales service is required, 
together with free loan of a replacement at any 
time if the purchased equipment goes wrong, then 
the purchaser must expect to have to pay a higher 
price than another person who buys a lump in a 
brown cardboard box at a heavy discount and may 
suffer the consequences. On the other hand, the 
provisions of the Fair Trading and many other 
Acts of Parliament are so strict that the 
dissatisfied consumer has the power to insist on 
receiving his money back immediately, and not 
just replacement of the faulty equipment let alone 
a credit note or an offer to repair, in many 
circumstances. If problems are experienced with 
equipment immediately after purchase and the 
supplier refuses to assist the purchaser, recourse 
to the local Trading Standards Officer or

Consumer Protection Service may become 
justifiable. In many instances the supplier only has 
to be told by the customer that a complaint may 
be made to the Consumer Protection people to 
give the immediate reaction of tactful assistance' 
It is worth mentioning though that all too often 
unscrupulous members of the public take retailers 
for a ride, and as often as not equipment may be 
apparently faulty through sheer ignorance and 
what is termed finger trouble. It is much better to 
build up a friendly and informal relationship with 
a retailer by not demanding too much discount 
and by being understanding about after-sales 
service if he is extremely busy. In such circum
stances, a decent retailer should go out of his way 
to help an honest complainant.

To avoid too much confusion I am dealing with 
the Best Buys and Recommendations of the new 
models completely separately to the Best Buys out 
of the reviews re-published from earlier books.

Best Buys Budget and Recommendations 
(under £150 typical retail)
The JVC KD720 at around £90 (inc) is an 
obvious 'best buy' since it gave very good overall 
quality at a surprisingly low cost. It worked well 
on the DIN input but the line input does require at 
least medium/high input levels to avoid hiss 
problems. This machine was clearly one of our 
own favourites.

At a slightly higher price, four machines all did 
well, the Pioneer CT-F4040, the Technics 615, 
the Teac AJOJ and the Toshiba PC4360.

The Pioneer 4040 is a worthy successor to 
their earlier model CT-F2 12 l, which was a best 
buy in earlier books, offering very similar 
facilities. Before purchase, though, check the wow 
and flutter performance at the end of a cassette. 
Note that the line input worked very well and the 
DIN input reasonably well.

The Teac Al03 could give extremely fine 
overall results from the phono inputs, although the 
chrome position was not ideally set up. Certainly 
one of the best models from Teac then, and a 
worthy best buy.

The Technics 615 produced some very flat 
overall responses and was well aligned generally, 
although results on TDK SA were not as good as 
those on normal ferric. The machine sounded 
extremely good and is another obvious best 
buy, but I wish Technics would do something 
about their record head saturation problems at
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Best buys and recommendations

very high levels. The machine should cost around 
£105 inc. VAT, and worked extremely well on the 
line inputs and reasonably well on the 5-pole DIN 
socket.

The Toshiba PC4360 had particularly quiet 
background noise and very good responses and 
overall sound quality. Although simple this 
machine will certainly satisfy many users and is 
very good value for money.

A number of machines can be recommended 
but have certain areas in particular which can be 
criticised, so they are not regarded as best buys. 
By far the cheapest machine in the survey was the 
Sanyo 4028 which generally performed 
remarkably well, producing some excellent sound 
quality and yet costing only around £70. 
Unfortunately, two different samples both showed 
poor wow and flutter and inadequate erasure of 
chrome tapes, but in other respects most users 
would be delighted with the machine's per
formance at its very modest cost. The Hitachi 
D220 gave an excellent overall performance 
which again made it most worthy of recom
mendation, but has one major snag in that the 
replay clipping margin was inadequate, so that 
users will have to be very careful to avoid 
exceeding fairly high recording levels. Provided 
that one is not worried about reproducing other 
people's tapes which may have been recorded at 
very high levels, and one is prepared to accept a 
recording level limitation, the machine can be 
most strongly recommended.

The Akai CS702D II could again give some 
excellent results, particularly on TDK SA, but 
inadequate setting-up procedures with Dolby on 
the ferric position and a lack of HF on replay kept 
the machine out of the best buy class. Akai should 
be improving quality control and providing users 
with clearer indications of the most recom
mendable tape types, which should improve 
matters. Certainly one of the best Akai models I 
have tested.

The Sanyo RD5300-2 could give very good 
overall quality and included some useful features, 
but the rather poor erasure and the very poor 
setting-up of Dolby levels are the reasons that it 
could not quite make a best buy. If these were 
attended to, the machine would have easily made 
a best buy.

Best Buys and Recommendations 
(£150-300 inc. VAT)
We very much liked both the Aiwa AD6400 
(around £200) and the AD6550 (around £240), 
identical other than minor cosmetic differences 
and the metering etc (see review). Overall results 
were superb, with an open sound quality that was 
very much liked by all. Both machines would work 
well on their line inputs, but the DIN inputs were 
rather compromised and hissier than they should 
be. The overall excellence of performance and 
remarkable wow and flutter figures make both 
clear Best Buys.

The JVC KD65 incorporates the JVC SANRS 
and ANRS noise reduction systems which are not 
completely compatible with Dolby. Notwith
standing this, by its own merits this machine is a 
best buy since it could offer some superb overall 
sound quality and provided some excellent and 
most useful features, including variable equali
sation. The machine should cost around £233 inc. 
VAT and is the newest model reviewed. The 
machine worked well on both DIN and line inputs 
and will thus suit almost all installations.

The Hitachi D900 is the only new 3-head best 
buy in this category and offered some excellent 
features with very good overall performance. The 
price at around £260 is very reasonable, 
considering its excellent overall performance, but 
note the very slight reservations on input clipping. 
The machine should work well in an average 
installation on both DIN and line inputs.

A number of models in this group can be 
recommended:

The Akai GXC725D at around £2 I 0 is a 3- 
head model and thus most reasonably priced. but 
reservations include poor Dolby overall level 
settings (mis-set by factory but can be re-aligned 
easily).

The Hitachi D850 gave some very good 
overall measurements but speed variations 
between models and slight wow and flutter 
problems withheld a Best Buy. This model also 
has three heads and is reasonably priced at around 
£249.

The Tandberg TCD320 is the successor to the 
earlier TCDJJO and is very similar but, of course, 
improved. Overall and replay responses were only 
average but the review sample was a prototype. 
Erasure was also inadequate on chrome tape, but 
Tandberg have promised to improve response and
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If quality relatestoprice 
the new Sankyo STD2000 

should cost a fortune
One look at the many advanced 
features of the Sankyo STD 2000 
cassette deck . and you will be 
convinced that here is a machine 
worth several hundred pounds.
Take the full auto-loading 
mechanism which automatically 
transports the cassette into the 
playing position at the touch of a 
finger with no chance of 
misloading or damage.
Take too the satin-smooth, elec
tronically controlled D.C. servo 
motor with built-in generator for 
critical control of the drive speed, 
reducing wow and flutter to an 
incredible 0.065% (WRMS).
Then there are the separate bias 
and equalisation switches to ensure 
perfect results whatever kind of 
tape you use and an MPX switch 
to filter out interference from the 
high frequency pilot tone when 
recording an FM stereo broadcast. 
Push the memory button and a 
favourite passage on a tape can be 
re-located quickly and easily. 

Direct mode-to-mode switching 
allows the control buttons to be 
operated in any sequence without 
damaging either the machine Or 
your valuable tapes. And when the 
tape has finished, the automatic 
shut-off ensures the complete 
elimination of tension on the tape 
head and controls.
An ingenious skipping-light 
indicator lets you see from a 
distance that the tape is running 
and an LED peak level indicator 
provides instant warning of a 
signal overload when recording. 
Finally, take the price; around 
£200 (suggested retail price inc. 
VAT). So now you can have 
superb quality without spending a 
fortune.

The STD 2000 is one of four brand 
new front-loading cassette decks' 
from Sankyo. For more 
information on the complete range 
contact your nearest dealer or 
write to us today.

Sankyo
UK Distributors: Webland International Ltd PO Box 70 London SW6 
Telephone: 01-385 9478. Telex: 25570
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erasure, in which case the machine's recom
mendation can be brought up to that of a best buy. 
The basic overall quality of this model was very 
good and well liked and both DIN and line inputs 
are very compatible, although the latter had a 
slight clipping problem as far as professional use 
is concerned.

The Technics RS63 l measured extremely well 
generally but was a little hissier than average and 
distortion on TDK SA showed it to be not wisely 
optimised. Its basically good performance though 
allows it a recommendation at its very reasonable 
cost of around £160.

The Toshiba PC5460 had a "best buy" 
withheld because of poor erasure on the review 
sample, which was a prototype however. Toshiba 
have promised to improve on this in production, 
in which case the machine's otherwise excellent 
performance will allow it to be regarded as a "best 
buy". The price shows it to be good value for 
money at around £160.

The Trio KXI030 included some excellent 
features, allowing it to be aligned easily but not 
quite optimally for many different tape types. This 
model is a 3-head deck costing around £245, but 
the DIN input was only fair although line inputs 
worked very well.

Best Buys and Recommendations above £300 
The Tandberg TCD 340A is a most worthy 
successor to their model TCD/330 and 
incorporates the new very low distortion record 
amplifier circuit which the manufacturers term 
'actilinear'. The machine is basically designed 
with iron tape in mind, although the review model 
could not accommodate iron tape having been set 
up for Maxell UDXLl/H. Overall distortion was 
remarkably low and HF compression noticeably 
better than usual, which is remarkable. Overall 
dynamic range measured very well on UDXLii, 
but the record amplifier was just very slightly 
noisier than it should be, although the input 
circuits were excellent. The superb overall quality 
of this 3-head deck makes it most recommendable 
as a best buy, but its price would seem to be rather 
high at around £500. The machine, however, 
clearly extracted the maximum performance from 
the tape used with it.

The Sony TCKSB and TCK7 models were 
both very much liked by all of us, the 88 
incorporating a superb liquid crystal metering 
display. The performances of both machines were 

generally excellent, but the main reservation was 
that optimum performance could not be gained 
from very high quality tape types without re
alignment, and it is a pity that Sony have had to 
set it up for their rather ordinary HF tape and now 
greatly outdated normal chromium tape for 
political reasons. If a dealer is prepared to re-set 
the machine for better tape types at no extra cost, 
these models can be regarded as best buys at 
around £300 for the TCK7 and £420 for the 
TCK8B.

The basic recommendations include the NEAL 
302, which performed very well overall with 
excellent input performance on the DIN and line 
sockets. However, the manufacturer must be 
criticised for setting the machine up for a rather 
unwise tape on the ferric position, although the 
chromium position worked very well with TDK 
SA. The machine's price seems rather variable 
from one dealer to another, but averages at around 
£300.

The Technics RS M85 was, again, very much 
liked by all of us, with some superb metering 
facilities and very good overall results, other than 
the fact that hiss levels were decidedly worse than 
average. For the facilities offered the price of 
approximately £400 seems fair for this well- 
engineered machine which is unusually styled.

Portable Machines
The two new portable machines reviewed in this 
book both gave very good results provided wow 
and flutter was of little importance. However, both 
machines were not satisfactory for general home 
use because of the wow and flutter problem.

The new decks in this category can only be 
regarded as recommended for other than music 
recordings, and include the Uher CR240, which 
offers very extensive recording and monitoring 
facilities including the provision for driving two 
external loudspeakers which would make it useful 
in a caravan, etc. Only DIN inputs and outputs 
are incorporated and wow and flutter was the only 
basic important reservation. Note that fitting the 
external mains supply unit inside the machines 
produces very bad hum. Its price of around £340 
is very high, but many will consider the facilities 
provided are sufficiently worthwhile.

The Sony TC158SD can also only receive a 
recommendation because of its very poor wow 
and flutter figures which therefore restrict it quite
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Have you ever tried playing
your tapes on this?

HI-FI CHOICE
TT C

DECKS 
AND TAPES

AimiOUE CONSUMED GUIDE BY ANGUS McKEMZIF £1.50

Reading reviews is no substitute for 
listening to equipment. If it was, dealers 
like Superfi would long ago have ceased to 
exist.

Nobody would need to do more than 
study this publication and order from the 
nearest warehouse.

There would be no demand for 
demonstration facilities like ours. Where 
we have over half a million different 
possible system combinations on 
permanent demonstration.

Nobody would worry about product 
reliability. Our two full years parts and 
labour guarantee on everything we sell 
would be rendered superfluous.

I he Expert advice we oiler - lo help 
you select the equipment best suited to 
your individual requirements, would be 
totally redundant.

Although the fact we can offer interest 
free credit on selected items, arrange hire 
purchase without fuss, and accept 
Barclaycard and Access might still be 
considered an advantage.

Fortunately, because you still listen to 
music and not magazines, and it's your 
ears - not your eyes, that are the best 
judge of what's right for you, coming to 
Superfi is still simply a better way of buying 
hi-fi.

Superfi
15 Market Street, Nottingham, 
Telephone (0602) 412137 
34/36 Queen Victoria Street, Leeds, 
Telephone (0532) 449075 
Where hi-fi matters 
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considerably. If music is avoided and the machine 
is used for speech and sound effects, it should give 
very satisfactory results, the microphone input 
circuitry being very good. The machine had a 
slightly limited noise floor on its imput circuits, 
but was capable of good, basic overall quality. Its 
price of around £I 90 seems very reasonable for 
the facilities offered, but I wish Sony could 
improve the wow and flutter.

Previous Best Buys
Some machines from the last edition of Cassette 
Decks and Tapes are either still available from 
the importers and manufacturers or may be found 
in stock at a few retailers, the models having been 
discontinued at source. Other 'best buys' from the 
past are no longer available new, but may well be 
available secondhand, and because of this they are 
included in this section (unless they are now very 
old models) for the convenience of readers. If you 
are contemplating purchasing a secondhand 
recorder check it very carefully to ascertain how 
much it has been used. Look particularly at the 
front of the head-gaps to see if these have become 
badly worn through long use, and also carry out 
recording tests on the machine very much on the 
lines suggested in the technical section.

The Aiwa 1250 (£150) is still current at the 
time of going to Press and was originally found to 
give an excellent overall performance with well- 
liked ergonomics. The original review sample had 
a slight hum problem but this has been eradicated 
now, so the model can be thoroughly recom
mended as a 'best buy', alongside the latest ones 
introduced for the first time in this book.

The Aiwa AD 6300 (£160) may still be 
available from a few dealers, although the model 
has been superceded by the AD 6350 which was 
introduced too late for a review in this book. The 
two models are fairly similar but facilities have 
been slightly improved and a few cosmetic 
changes have been introduced. The AD 6300 was 
well-liked and was found to be one of the best buy 
front-loaders from the previous book.

The Aiwa AD 1800, last priced at around 
£270, is quite an old model now but still offers 
excellent performance. We have used one in the 
laboratory for hundreds of hours testing time, and 
the machine still works admirably, giving good 
wow and flutter and general performance figures, 
despite its age. The machine was always one of 
my favourites and can still be recommended as a 

'best buy', but you will have to look very hard to 
find a new one. Originally introduced in 1975, it 
has only very recently been taken out of the Aiwa 
catalogue.

The Nakamichi 550 (£340) is basically a 
battery operated machine, but is supplied with an 
external mains power supply. It gives very good 
stereo out-of-doors recordings of remarkable 
fidelity which were comparable with the well 
known Uher stereo reel-to-reel battery operated 
recorders. Working off mains, it produced 
recordings of very high quality when coupled to a 
hi-fi system; highly recommended, but rather 
expensive. This machine, although not offering 
such good facilities as the new Uher CR240, has 
generally a much better performance on music, so 
may well be a better alternative for making 
portable recordings because of its excellent 
performance on a mains power supply.

The Nakamichi 600 (£350) provides an 
excellent overall sound quality. However, pre
recorded cassettes will usually sound rather 
brittle, whilst recordings made on the 600 may 
appear dull on other models, and so I can only 
hold to the recommendation if you are not 
concerned with compatibility with other makes. 
Reasonably priced for its excellent performance.

The Neal 103 is still available to order at 
around £275 and has always commanded respect 
amongst professional users, due to the rugged 
transport mechanism and variety of user-adjust
able presets. Good metering and sound quality, if 
a little expensive.

The Pioneer CT-F9191 where still available 
costs around £250, much less than when 
originally reviewed. It was a particularly good 
performer, and gave an excellent account of itself. 
Roever, it will almost certainly need to be re
biased etc for modem tapes, which should work 
excellently with it. Very much a 'best buy' in the 
first Hi-Fi Choice book.

The Sony TC 136SD (£150) has been well 
established for a long time and has always been a 
most recommendable model. Certainly worthy of 
a 'best buy' in its day, it should still offer good 
performance; this was confirmed by having tested 
one that had been used for a year by a friend, and 
finding the machine was still within a reasonable 
specification, despite considerable use.

The Sony TC138SD (£200) impressed us, and 
we feel that the price is still reasonable con
sidering all its functions. It is clearly capable of
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Best buys and
recommendations

ducing excellent quality recordings, but note in the 
review (reprinted from the first edition) that the 
first sample was just a little hissy, whereas the 
second was much better in this respect, but was 
rather toppy on ferric and ferrichrome cassettes. A 
good well-aligned sample will clearly be very good 
value for money. A good middle-of-the-road 
performer, it should work even better with modern 
tape types, but it may require re-alignment to give 
optimum performance.

The Yamaha TC800GL (£250) was first 
examined in 1975, no further sample having been 
submitted for review since then, despite various 
minor modifications and improvements and alter
native versions, etc. The model was unusually 
styled and performed very well indeed on both 
batteries and mains, and can still be strongly 
recommended, although it may be off the market 
shortly.

The following models have been regarded as 
'best buys' in the past, but have either been 
withdrawn some considerable time before this 
book was prepared, or alternatively have lost the 
recommendation through later models being 
superior, or through general improvements making 
them a little outdated. They are included for the 
convenience of readers in case they may be found 
secondhand:- Aiwa AD 1300, Pioneer CT- 
F2l2l, Sanyo RD 4260, Sony TC 153SD, 
Hitachi D3500, Neal 102 Mk II, Tandberg TCD 
330, Toshiba 6030 and Sony TC177SD.

Rush Hi-Fi
for the

BEST BUYS
JVC KD720. AIWA AD6400. 

TEAC 103. NAKAMICHI 550. 
NAKAMICHI 600.

TANDBERG TCD330. 
YAMAHA TCSOOGL 

SONY TC 136SD 
SONY TC 138SD AIWA 1250 

and the 
BEST NAMES

Revox, Quad, Nakamichi, TEAC, 
Monitor Audio, KEF, Ram, Ortofon, 

Linn Sondek, Tannoy, Marantz, 
B & W, Trio, ADC, JVC, Neal, SMC, 
Audio Master, Dual, Sony, Yamaha, 

JBL, Technics, JR, Micro Seiki

Rush guarantee 
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So if you want the ultimate in quality, the 
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Overall Comparison Chari

Replay Noise Dynamic
Range Fe

Dynamic
Range FeCr02

Dynamic
Range ÇrO2

Overall 
Reduction

Line Input
Noise

Din Input
Noise

Aiwa AD-6550 good good excellent good v. good excellent good
Aiwa AD-6800 v. good good v. good good excellent excellent excellent

Akai CS-702011 good good v. good excellent v. good fair
Akai GXC 7250 poor good good v. good good excellent

8& 0 5000 excellent v. good v. good v. good excellent excellent
Eumtg Metro. CCD v. good v. good excellent good v. good + v. good v. good

Hitachi 0220 fair good v. good excellent excellent good
Hitachi 0850 good v. good excellent v. good excellent excellent excellent
Hitachi 0900 excellent v. good excellent excellent excellent excellent v. good

J.V.C. KD.7208 v. good v. good v. good excellent good v. good +
J.V.C. KD.65 good v. good excellent + excellent excellent * excellent v. good +
Marantz 5010 fair good * good * good * v. good v. poor v. poor

Nakamichi 1000 MKII poor good good excellent excellent excellent
Neal 302 good + good excellent v. good + good + * v. good +

Philips N2538 fair good excellent v. good good fair good
Pioneer CT F4040 good + v. good v. good excellent v. good excellent v. good
Pioneer CT F1 OOO fair fair v. good v. good v. good good poor
Sankyo STD 2000 fair fair good v. good excellent excellent v. good

Sansui SCl110 fair good * v. good v. good excellent good good
Sansui SC3110 good + good v. good v. good good good fair
Sanyo RD4028 fair v. good v. good v. good v. good excellent v. good

Sanyo RD5300-2 good v. good excellent v. good v. good excellent good +
Sony TCK5 fair fair excellent good excellent v. good v. good

Sony TC 158SD good + fair * v. good good* v. good good good
Sony TCK88 good poor * excellent fair * v. good good good

Tandberg TCO 320 good + good v. good excellent excellent excellent
Tandberg TCD 340A good good excellent v. good v. good good +

Teac A103 good v. good v. good v. good excellent fair
Teac A303 fair v. good v. good * good excellent good + fair

Technics 615 v. good v. good excellent good excellent excellent v. good
Technics 631 good good v. good fair * v. good excellent v. good

Technics M85 ooor good* excellent good* excellent good excellent
Toshiba PC 4360 good v. good excellent + excellent excellent 

excellent
v. good 
goodToshiba PC 5460 v. good good excellent excellent v. good

Trio KO 1030 fair v. good v. good good excellent excellent good
Uher CR 240 v. good good good good v. good fair. v. good

The following data is taken from the previous volume and is not strictly comparable with the above.

Aiwa AD-1250 fair fair excellent good excellent excellent good
Aiwa AD-1800 v. good fair excellent good excellent excellent excellent
Aiwa AD-6300 v. good good excellent good excellent v. good good
Nakamichi 350 poor v. poor fair v. good excellent
Nakamichi 550 good poor v. good excellent good good
Nakamichi 600 poor fair excellent excellent v. good v. good

NEAL 103 v. good good good excellent excellent excellent
Pioneer CT-F 7070 good v. good excellent good excellent v. good fair
Pioneer CT-F 9191 good v. good excellent fair good v. good v. good

Sony TCl36SD v. good good excellent fair poor excellent v. good
Sony TCl38SD poor fair excellent fair poor v. good v. good
Sony TC206SD poor fair excellent poor excellent excellent excellent

. Yamaha TC511S good fail excellent v. good excellent excellent good
Yamaha TC800GL poor good excellent good excellent excellent

* Refers to text
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Overall Comparison Chari

Mic
Sensitivity

Din
Com patability

Line
Com patability

Metering Input 
Distortion

Replay amp 
Distortion

Overall 
Dist' Fe

Overall
Dist' FeCr02

good good excellent good excellent excellent excellent v. good Aiwa AD-6550
fair v. good excellent excellent • excellent good v. good good Aiwa AD-6800
good fair excellent fair excellent excellent good - Akai CS-702DII
v. good excellent good excellent excellent v. good good Akai GXC 725D
excellent excellent good poor * excellent excellent v. good 8& 0 5000
excellent excellent good poor * good excellent excellent v. good Eumig Metro. CCD
fair good v. good fair * good poor * good Hitachi D220
po or v. good good v. good v. good excellent excellent good Hitachi D850
v. poor v. good good * v. good good good v. good good Hitachi D900
poor excellent v. good fair excellent excellent excellent J.V.C. KD.7208
v. good excellent v. good v. good excellent excellent excellent v. good J.V.C. KD.65
good v. poor po or fair excellent v. good v. good fair Marantz 5010
v. good v. good excellent good + excellent excellent excellent Nakamichi 1000 MK II
fair * excellent v. good good excellent excellent v. good Neal 302
fair v. good v. good good excellent good v. good v. good Philips N2538
v. good excellent excellent fair excellent v. good v. good good Pioneer CT F4040
good poor v. good good excellent v. good v. good good Pioneer CT FIOOO
v. good excellent excellent fair excellent v. good + v. good good - Sankyo STD 2000
good good good * fair excellent excellent good good Sansui SC 1110
v. good fair good + good excellent excellent excellent good Sansui SC 3110
good v. good excellent fair excellent excellent good good Sanyo RD 4028
good + v. good excellent good v. good good v. good good + Sanyo RD 5300-2
v. good excellent excellent good v. good excellent fair * good Sony TCK5
v. good v. good excellent good v. good excellent good * good Sony TC 158SD
v. good v. good v. good • excellent • excellent excellent good • v. good Sony TC K88
excellent excellent v. good • good excellent excellent excellent Tandberg TCD 320
excellent v. good excellent v. good excellent v. good + excellent+* Tandberg TCD 340 A
fair fair excellent fair excellent excellent good Teac AI03
good + fair v. good good excellent v. good excellent good Teac A303
good v. good excellent fair good good + good good Technics 615
good v. good excellent v. good + excellent excellent v. good v. good Technics 631
good + excellent excellent v. good + * excellent good v. good good Technics M85
v. good excellent v. good + good excellent excellent v. good Toshiba PC 4360
good good v. good + v. good excellent excellent v. good good Toshiba PC 5460
good good v. good + good excellent v. good + excellent good * Trio KD 1030
v. good excellent good * v. good v. good good good good Uher CR 240

The following data is taken from the previous volume and is not strictly comparable with the above.

poor fair excellent fair good excellent good v. good Aiwa AD-1250
v. good v. good excellent good excellent v. good good v. good Aiwa AD-1800
poor fair v. good fair excellent excellent good good Aiwa AD-6300
good * excellent fair * excellent excellent poor N akamichi 350
v. good v. poor good good excellent excellent good Nakamichi 550

v. poor v. good v. good excellent excellent good Nakamichi 600
excellent v. good excellent v. good excellent v. good v. good NEAL 103
v. good poor v. good poor excellent excellent excellent v. good Pioneer CT-F 7070
good v. good v. good fair excellent excellent excellent excellent Pioneer CT-F 9191
excellent good excellent poor excellent excellent excellent excellent Sony TCl36SD
excellent good v. good fair excellent excellent v. good excellent Sony TCl38SD
excellent excellent excellent fair excellent excellent excellent excellent Sony TC206SD
v. poor fair excellent fair excellent excellent good excellent Yamaha TC511S
v. poor v. good fair excellent excellent v. good excellent Yamaha TC800GL
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Overall Comparison Chari

Overall
Oist' Cr02

Stability Azimuth
Setting

Wow& 
Flutter

Limiter 
or A.G.C.

Battery
Operation

Replay
Response 
Fe

Aiwa AD-6550 good - excellent good excellent no no v. good
Aiwa AD-6800 poor - excellent excellent excellent excellent no v. good

Akai CS-702O11 good good fair good^ v. good no fair
Akai GXC 7250 good good v. good excellent no no excellent

B&USOOO poor fair v. poor excellent no no fair •
Eumig Metro. CCD poor v. good excellent excellent no no fair

Hitachi 0220 fair excellent poor good no no fair
Hitachi 0850 v. good v. good good v. good no no v. good
Hitachi 0900 good good good v. good no no v. good

J.V.C. KD.7208 good excellent good excellent no no good
J.V.C. KD.65 excellent v. good excellent excellent no no good
Marantz 5010 poor good + v. good poor good no good

Nakamichi 1000 MKII good excellent fair v. good no no fair
Neal 302 v. good v. good excellent excellent no no good

Philips N2538 good fair good v. good no no excellent
Pioneer CT F4040 good excellent good good no no v. good
Pioneer CT FIOOO v. good poor v. good excellent v. good no good
Sankyo STD 200 good + good fair v. good no no good

Sansui SC 1110 good fair excellent v. good no no excelJent
Sansui SC 3110 v. good v. good + excellent excellent no no fair
Sanyo RD 4028 good good excellent v. poor no no v. good

Sanyo RD 5300-2 good good v. good v. good excellent no good +
Sony TC KS v. poor good v. good excellent • no no excellent

Sony TC 158SD poor^ v. good excellent v. poor * excellent yes excellent
Sony TC K88 poor* good good v. good excellent no excellent

Tandberg TCD 320 good + v. good good good no no fair
Tandberg TCD 340A excellent + • fatr - tatr good no no v. good

Teac AI03 fair excellent good v. good no no fair
Teac A303 fair v. good excellent v. good no no excellent

Technics 615 fair * good fair good no no excellent
Technics 631 poor* excellent excellent v. good no no v. good

Technics M85 good good excellent excellent no no good
Toshiba PC 4360 good fair tatr excellent no no excellent
Toshiba PC 5460 good good good v. good no no excellent

Trio KO 1030 fair • v. good excellent good no no fair
Uher CR240 good v. good poor fair • v. good yes excellent

The following data is taken from the previous volume and is not strictly comparable with the above.

Aiwa AD-1250 fair excellent excellent good excellent
Aiwa AD-1800 poor excellent v. poor excellent v. good
Aiwa AD-6300 poor v. good excellent good excellent
Nakamichi 350 fair excellent v. poor good • v. good
Nakamichi 550 good excellent v. poor good v. good yes v. good
Nakamichi 600 excellent excellent fair v. good fair

NEAL 103 poor good v. poor v. good excellent
Pioneer CT-F 7070 poor v. good excellent v. good good
Pioneer CT-F 9191 poor excellent v. good v. good v. good good

Sony TC136SD fair excellent fatr excellent excellent excellent
Sony TC138SD poor v. good excellent v. good excellent v. good
Sony TC206SD poor excellent good v. good good good

Yamaha TCSllS v. good v. good v. poor fait excellent
Yamaham TC800GL poor good excellent excellent fair yes excellent

• Refers to text
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Replay Overall Overall Overall User Sound Facilities Value for
Response Response Response Response Presets Quality Money
Cr02 Fe FeCr02 CrOZ at best
good excellent excellent excellent good excellent good v. good Aiwa AO-6550
v. good v. good excellent excellent v. good v. good excellent good Aiwa AO-6800
v. good poor lair no good . fair v. good Akai CS-70ZOIJ
excellent excellent excellent excellent no good good v. good Akai GXC 7250
v. good good v. good no good fair fair 8&O 5000
v. good excellent v. good excellent v. good v. good v. good fair Eumig Metro. CCO
good excellent poor no v. good fair v. good Hitachi 0220
v. good excellent v. good excellent v. good v. good v. good v. good Hitachi 0850
v. good excellent v. good excellent v. good excellent v. good good Hitachi 0900
good excellent excellent fair v. good + fair excellent J.V.C. K0.7208
good - excellent excellent good + good excellent v. good v. good J.V.C. K065
excellent excellent v. good + • excellent faif fair fair poor Marantz 5010
fair excellent excellent v. good v. good v. good poor Nakamichi 1000 MKII
fair good v. good excellent v. good + good good Neal 302
excellent fair * v. good good^ fair v. good good v. good Philips N2538
v. good excellent fair v. good fair v. good fair excellent Pioneer CT F4040
fair excellent excellent excellent v. good v. good v. good good - Pioneer CT-F1000
good excellent v. good + v. good no good + good good Sankyo STU 2000
good excellent goo d excellent no goo d fiar good + Sansui SCIII0
fair excellent good + excellent no excellent goo d goo d Sansui SC3II0
good good good excellent no v. good poor excellent Sanyo R0 4028
good excellent excellent excellent no v. good good - excellent Sanyo R05300-2
good excellent excellent v. good + no good fair good Sony TC KS
excellent excellent v. good v. good no v. good good + gooa Sony TC 158SO
excellent excellent v. good excellent no excellent v. good good Sony IC K8B
fair good good no v. good good good Tandberg TCO 320
v. good excellent excellent goo <1 excellent + good + goo <1 T anaberg TCO 340A
fair v. good v. good no v. good fair excellent Teac AI03
excellent v. good fair good no excellent good - good Teac A303
excellent good excellent excellent no v. good fair excellent Technics 615
v. good excellent good excellent no v. good + goo d good + Technics 631
good excellent excellent excellent good v. good good + good t echnics
excellent v. good excellent no excellent fair excellent Toshiba PC-4360
excellent excellent excellent excellent no v. good + good v. good Toshiba PC-5460
fair excellent excellent excellent good v. good v. good good + Trio KO 1030
excellent v. good + gooa v. gooa + no v. good excellent * gooa Uher CR L40

The following data is taken from the previous volume and is not strictly comparable with the above.

excellent excellent excellent excellent excellent Aiwa A0-1250
v. good excellent v. good fair good Aiwa A0-1800
excellent v. good v. good excellent excellent Aiwa AD-6300
good v. good v. good fair Nakamichi 350

good good v. good good Nakamichi 550
good v. good excellent good Nakamichi 600
good excellent v. good good NEAL 103
v. good excellent good v. good good Pioneer CT-F7070
good v. gooa fair v. good good Pioneer CT-F9101
excellent excellent v. good excellent excellent Sony TC136SD
fair v. good excellent v. good v. good Sony TC138SO
fair v. good v. good excellent v. good Sony TC206SD
v. good fair excellent excellent good Yamaha TC511S
good v. good good v. good v. good Yamaha TC800GL
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Cassette Tape: Introduction

All the cassette decks reviewed in this book have a 
minimum capability of using normal ferric oxide 
cassettes or chromium dioxide types (or alterna
tively, may be set up for those I term, the new 
'pseudo-chromes'). Whilst some recorders are 
provided with a 3rd switched position, for 
ferrichrome cassettes many unfortunately, provide 
a rather poor compromise for such tapes by 
indicating that ferric bias and chrome equali
sation should be used. Three switched positions of 
bias and equalisation are in no way nearly 
sufficient to cope with the vast range of different 
cassette tape types let alone two, and so this 
section of the book should help the user to choose 
cassette tapes that are appropriate for each of the 
recorders reviewed, and indeed should enable 
anyone to choose better cassette tapes, in general, 
for machines not necessarily reviewed.

Cassette tapes are normally available in a 
number of different playing time lengths, most 
commonly C60, C90 and C 120. The number 
indicates the total minutes playing time available 
on the two tracks, so each track plays for half this 
time ie. a C90 should record for at least 45 
minutes in each direction. C60s are regarded as 
standard play thickness, C90s as long play and 
Cl 20s as double play, but these designations 
should not be confused with the normal thick
nesses of reel to reel tapes (C60 thickness being 
equivalent to the thickness of triple play reel to 
reel tape, C90 being quadruple play, etc).

All cassette tapes available to the public before 
the introduction of the chromium dioxide types 
incorporated ferric oxide as the coating, the oxide 
being very similar to but rather finer than that 
used for reel to reel tapes. The earlier designs of 
ferric oxide cassette tape were very poor in 
performance, but over the years (especially in the 
last three years) they have improved dramatically, 
so that the latest tapes such as Pyral Super-ferrite, 
BASF LHJ, Maxell UDXLI, Fuji FXJ etc can 
offer a very good performance that was quite 
unattainable with earlier tape types.

Each type of cassette tape has to be equalised 
and biased correctly to give a flat overall response 
which is also set for optimum balance between 
mid frequency and high frequency distortion. The 
effects of varying the bias current are so important 
they they will be explained at length, in due 
course. It is important to realise that a particular 
cassette deck may work very well with one brand 
of cassette tape and poorly with another, whereas 

another deck will show the reverse, and thus 
cassette tape types are anything but compatible 
with each other. Matters are made even more 
awkward since manufacturers frequently 
recommend, perhaps for political reasons, tapes 
which do not give the best available performance 
on their particular deck. Once again, where 
improvements can be obtained with a better 
choice of tape, comments are made in the reviews.

I am classifying cassette tapes in four different 
main groups, but a fifth group should also be 
considered and is dealt with completely 
separately, namely pure iron tape types, not yet 
available at the time of writing. As far as this book 
is concerned, in order to reduce the amount of 
testing, only C90 samples have been checked, 
since these are far more popular than other lengths 
and thicknesses. In general, these give the best 
overall compromise between performance and 
durability, and I personally consider this playing 
time is the most useful.

In Group 1 I am including tapes that require a 
low bias for optimum performance; this group 
includes all the earlier tape types still available, 
together with many budget types marketed at a 
low price, and clearly intended for 'lower-fo' 
recordings. Many 'own brand' tape types come 
into this group, and many of these are often of 
extremely poor quality, although a few are just 
about acceptable. A few named own brands, (and 
by ‘own brand' I mean a named product 
distributed by one company but made by another) 
are included, since they do represent acceptable to 
very good quality and they are placed in the 
appropriate groups. For any serious recording, I 
cannot recommend any of the tapes in group 1, 
although the best of them might give acceptable 
results for rather routine recordings.

The Group 2 tapes include all those requiring 
between low/medium and medium bias for 
optimum performance, and thus this group 
contains the majority of well established cassette 
tape types. Cassettes in this group are generally 
reasonably priced, although there are a few that 
will be found at budget prices, while others may be 
overpriced. These tapes will work best on 
European designed machines, and in particular 
those made in Holland and Germany and those 
designed to DIN specifications. Most Japanese 
decks are (sensibly) biased for higher bias 
requirement tapes, and will thus tend to give a 
rather muffled reproduction on group 2 types,
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Tape: Introduction

although a few might be acceptable.
Group 3 includes all the ferric oxide tapes 

intended for use in the ferric oxide positions but 
requiring from slightly above to far above medium 
bias. Most of the Japanese decks and some 
European ones provide this bias level. This class 
quite clearly contains the best of today's 120^Sec 
cassette tape types, and whilst they can all be 
recommended, they are ,again, certainly not all 
compatible with any one machine so a choice will 
have to be made quite carefully.

Group 4 includes ferrichrome. normal chrome, 
super chrome and pseudo-chrome types. I must 
point out that after very lengthy research and 
consideration, I cannot recommend the use of 
normal pure chromium dioxide types, since these 
are rather poor at low and middle frequencies 
(although generally good at high frequencies). 
They have been virtually displaced now by the 
new pseudo-chromes. which in every instance 
have given better results. Ferrichrome cassettes 
have two coatings, a ferric oxide one directly on 
the backing. with an additional coating of 
chromium dioxide on its surface in proportionate 
thicknesses of around 7 5% ferric oxide and 25% 
chrome, although the percentages can vary 
slightly from one make to another. Whilst they 
can generally offer a wide dynamic range, they 
tend to show a slightly odd response on most 
decks, and this is because the decks themselves 
are not properly biased and equalised to use them 
to their best advantage. Notwithstanding this, I 
am not completely happy with ferrichrome tapes, 
since even when optimised. I still find high 
frequencies a little scratchy, with a tendency to 
more audible HF intermodulation distortion than 
is given by the pseudo-chrome types. The problem 
is in the bias setting which has to be a compromise 
between that required for the ferric and that 
required for the chrome. the two having totally 
different magnetic properties. They are still worth 
considering for wide dynamic range programmes, 
although their signal-to-print ratio is generally 
inferior to that of ferric oxide types.

An RF bias setting which is reasonably 
optimum for low and middle frequencies, in which 
the main recording is carried by the ferric oxide 
layer. will be found to give near or even below 
maximum sensitivity at high frequencies for the 
chrome layer, which will thus be underbiased. It is 
this underbiasing of the chrome layer which so 
often causes the sound quality to be somewhat 

strident, due to the increased high frequency inter
modulation distortion at low frequencies on the 
ferric oxide layer, but a problem then occurs in the 
crossover region between the two oxide layers, 
thus producing a tendency to a hole in the 
presence region of the frequency response.

Pseudo-chromes have a similar coercivity to 
chromium dioxide cassettes, but a much better 
performance at low and middle frequencies. so 
significantly higher levels can be recorded on them 
on the average programme with less noticeable 
distortion than on normal chromium types. At first 
glance, it will be seen that they are around 2dB 
more sensitive than normal chrome tapes at 
middle frequencies, and so if a deck does not have 
the record calibration pre-sets adjusted for them, 
they will show an apparent sensitivity increase, 
resulting in the playback level being higher than 
the record level. A simple resetting of the record 
Dolby calibration pre-sets for the chromium 
dioxide labelled position can correct this. but of 
course this will then render normal chromium 
tapes incompatible. since the latter will playback 
at too low a level through the replay noise 
reduction processors. You may. however. rather 
like the sound of pseudo-chrome tapes used on 
machines set up for normal chromium. since it will 
be audibly brighter and apparently clearer. I 
stress, however. that this is only a subjective 
phenomenon, it is theoretically incorrect. and a 
slight •pumping' might be noticed. Pseudo-chrome 
tapes employ high coercivity crystals which 
usually have traces of elements such as cobalt 
added in the crystal structure to help increase the 
coercivity. This is not to be confused with some 
earlier cassette tape types, which had cobalt 
oxides mixed in with ferric oxide. in order to 
increase apparent high frequency performance, 
but which also badly affected signal-to-print ratios 
and general stability of magnetic performance.

Pseudo-chromes are to be highly recommended. 
although they are expensive. for their excellent 
dynamic range and high frequency performance. 
However. signal-to-print ratios tend to vary from 
one band to another. and this should be noted in 
the general comments on the performance of the 
cassette tapes in the different groupings. BASF 
have designed a new chrome cassette tape. known 
as Super Chrome. This employs a higher energy 
chrome layer and has a significantly better 
performance than normal chrome types. Please 
see the review in group 4 for further details.
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Coercivity and Remanence
Although I have tried not to be too technical in the 
cassette tape section, there are two magnetic 
parameters which are of vital importance in 
understanding the general properties of cassette 
tapes. In order to try and explain these properties 
as simply as possible, I should point out that I am 
taking something of a short cut and thus over
simplifying their relationship.

Coercivity is equivalent to the amount of RF 
bias required by the tape to give its optimum 
performance over the audio range. In general, a 
tape having a very high coercivity will have 
particularly good HF performance, with a high 
MOL at HF when optimally biased. A low 
coercivity tape will almost always have a poor HF 
performance, but may have a relatively acceptable 
middle frequency output. More correctly, the 
coercivity is concerned with the magnetic force 
required to bring the magnetisation on the 
magnetic material down to zero after it has been 
magnetised.

The remanence is basically concerned with the 
maximum flux that can be recorded on the tape at 
all frequencies, other parameters being ignored. In 
effect though, because of the erasure action of bias 
at high frequencies, it is more relevant to the 
maximum output level of a tape at low and middle 
frequencies. However, there has been some 
confusion between the remanence of a tape and its 
oxide thickness, for mid frequency maximum 
operating level can be improved by either 
increasing remanence or by increasing the oxide 
thickness. It is important to realise though that 
increasing the oxide thickness beyond a given 
amount will only improve output if the record gap 
used is wide, for fine gaps, such as are found on 
combined record/replay heads (2-head decks) will 
not penetrate sufficiently to take advantage of this 
at low and middle frequencies. It is extremely 
difficult to determine whether the remanence is 
high or just whether the oxide thickness is greater 
than usual on any particular tape type, and the 
easiest way of doing this is to test the tape with 
different length gap record heads. In doing this on 
the new Ampex Grand Master cassette tape 
types, it appears that this tape has an unusually 
high remanence for a normal ferric oxide, as 
oppo ed to a marginally below average coercivity 
and so I describe this tape as one having a 
phenomenally good low and mid frequency but 
very average high frequency performance, thus 

making the tape incompatible with many modern 
decks and not ideally balanced between low and 
high frequency performances.
BASF Super Chrome for example has high 

coercivity and also a high remanence (noticeably 
higher than normal chrome as far as I can 
ascertain). This probably explains the reason why 
Super Chrome is substantially better at middle 
frequencies than normal chromes, and therefore 
why it is included in detail in this survey despite 
the availability question mark. Similarly, pseudo
chrome tapes must clearly have a higher 
remanence than normal chromes, in addition to 
high coercivity, and are thus very well balanced 
tapes. Most tapes, incidentally, have oxide 
coatings of around 4-6 microns, although pure 
iron tapes are likely to have somewhat thinner 
coatings, probably significantly less than 4 
microns. Incidentally, Tow-fo' group I cassettes 
have low coercivity and low remanence in general, 
which explains why they tend to have poor HF 
performances and some of them have very poor 
MOLs at middle frequencies.

Print-through
When tape is wound on a spool or round its hub in 
a cassette, the program recorded on it tends to 
magnetise slightly the adjacent layers of tape. This 
results in a pre- or post-echo which could be 
likened to the equivalent of groove pre-echo on a 
faulty gramophone record. Some tapes have the 
problem much more seriously than others: BASF 
Superchrome is particularly bad whilst many, 
including Pyral Superferrite, Agfa LNS, Sony HF 
etc are very good. Print-through is caused by 
variations in the coercivity of the particles, and 
can be caused by the application of too much 
milling in preparing the oxide for coating. Over
milling can break up some of the fine, long 
particles, thus creating a wide dispersion of 
coercivity. Print-through is measured by recording 
a toneburst on the tape at regular intervals, and 
storing it after re-wind, in our case for 72 hours, 
and then making a pen chart of the output from the 
tape at the toneburst frequency (see fig ) where 
the pen trace indicates the level of the pre- and 
post-print. The audible effects of print-through 
can be quite distracting and in the listening tests 
we noted print-through on many of the tape types, 
varying from a rumble in the background to an 
easily discernible pre- or post-echo, sometimes 
several times, of a loud transient.
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Print-through performance of five tape types, note that first and sometimes second pre- and post- prints can be seen.
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Maximum Operating Level (MOL)
The maximum operating level of a tape at middle 
frequencies is defined as the point at which 5% 
3rd harmonic distortion is reached with a recorded 
tone of 333Hz. The MOL will vary depending 
upon the amount of bias, and so charts were 
prepared to show these variations. At high 
frequencies, because the 3rd harmonic distortion 
is outside the pass-band of the cassette deck, the 
MOL has to be measured by one of two ways, the 
first being a measure of the saturation output at 
10kHz (the maximum level that can be recorded) 
whilst the second (and rather difficult) method is 
to record two frequencies, at 9.5 and I0.5kHz and 
note the point at which 20% IM is produced at 
8.5kHz (3rd Order). It can be proved mathe
matically that there is a complete relationship 
between 3rd Order IM and 3rd harmonic 
distortion.

The relationship between the MOLs at middle 
and high frequencies is very important for the 
difference between them must allow for the 
average distribution of energy on a typical 
programme. Some tapes have good LF and MF 
performance but squash badly at HF, whereas 
others, eg pure chromium dioxide types, are very 
poor at low frequencies but good at HF. A 
properly balanced tape such as those in Group 3 
should reproduce a wide range of program 
material with a better dynamic range and less 
distortion than some of the tapes in Group 2.

Group l Cassette Tapes
Many budget cassettes very clearly fall into this 
group and whilst at best they can offer a just 
acceptable performance for the recording of 
programmes that are not too demanding, the worst 
of them are so poor in performance that they are 
barely suitable for speech recording in the form of 
an electronic notebook! The poor ones are 
generally 'own brand' types sold by outlets that 
are not usually hi-fi retailers. Many of these tapes 
are made very cheaply indeed, and can suffer from 
mechanical defects such as poor tape slitting, 
coating, or indeed poor plastic housings as well. 
Most of the poorer budget types require a very low 
bias setting since the oxide has very low 
coercivity.

A rcsumee of the performances of some of the 
worst examples of 'own brand' cassette tapes that 
I have measured in the last year may be of interest 
to show how very bad they can be. An average 

cassette deck, set up to give a flat response on a 
high quality group 2 cassette tape type would 
typically give 5% distortion at +4dB 333Hz on 
such a tape, but might well give the same 
distortion at a level 7 .5dB lower on a poor tape. 
Such bad tapes are not even capable of recording 
Dolby level' The high frequency response 
measured at 24dB below Dolby level, might be as 
much as lOdB down at 10kHz, and if Dolby 'B' 
processing is switched in, the subjective effect 
would be similar to disconnecting a tweeter 
completely from a loudspeaker system. Tape/ 
head contact on some of these 'own brand' tapes 
has been so poor that the pen chart showed 
variations all over the place at high frequencies, 
and drop outs can be clearly heard on average 
program material. Stability can also be a problem, 
with images swishing from side to side slightly at 
high frequencies. I must emphasise that these 
remarks refer to the worst samples tested, and 
some 'own brand' types, not reviewed, may well 
be acceptable, although 'you pays your money 
and takes your choice' (or perhaps, chance).

Agfa LNS has a rather poor low and mid 
frequency MOL performance, but the audio 
response will be at least reasonable overall on the 
average deck if set up at a low bias figure. Older 
cassette decks should work moderately well with 
LNS, but Japanese decks are highly unlikely to be 
other than rather muffied.
Ampex 370 shows similar characteristics to Agfa 
LNS and therefore can only be recommended 
with any confidence for older machines. It is likely 
to be withdrawn from the market around the end 
of 1978, but may reappear repackaged at a 
somewhat lower price.

EMI Standard cassettes showed at least an 
acceptable MOL at mid frequencies and can 
provide a reasonably flat frequency response 
when biased optimally, but at this bias setting 
some dropouts were noted, due presumably to 
below average coating quality; acceptable perhaps 
as a 'cooking' tape if you can buy it cheaply. 
Pyral Sprint and Hi-Fi cassettes seem very 
similar indeed in general performance, and the 
only detectable difference was in packaging, 
although we understand there is marginally better 
quality control on the more expensive product. 
The tapes should give a moderately acceptable 
performance on low bias decks, since they have a 
just adequate mid frequency MOL and an HF 
performance that is not too bad.
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Boots Microferric is manufactured by EMI for 
them I believe, and is quite an acceptable tape for 
low and low/medium bias decks. This tape can 
accept just below average maximum operating 
level, and the frequency response should, on 
average, extend to above lOkHz on appropriately 
biased machines. Once again, it is not likely to be 
compatible with almost all recent high quality 
cassette decks. Not a bad tape then, but the price 
seems a little on the high side. This tape was 
particularly reasonable on print-through 
characteristics, and thus will be satisfactory for 
speech recording if you want to keep cassettes for 
a long time, but don't forget many other cassette 
types in group 2 etc will be more acceptable over
all. •

It will thus be seen that Group I offers very 
much •low-fo' 'medium-fee' tapes at best, and that 
low bias requirement tapes with attendant low 
coercivity all have a rather poor high frequency 
capability if the bias is increased. Unless price is 
of vital importance, I must again suggest that this 
group is best left alone.

Group 2 Cassette Tapes
This group includes all cassette tapes that work 
between reasonably well and very well on between 
slightly below average to average biased decks. By 
far the largest group, it includes tape which could 
be said to be reasonably close to DIN standard 
types, but at its top end incorporates the medium 
coercivity Japanese types as well. Some of Group 
2 should be satisfactory for Japanese decks, and 
all of them should perform at least adequately on 
European made decks designed around DIN 
specifications. Furthermore, Group 2 types are 
particularly recommended for decks, including 
Japanese types, that are several years old. 
However, most of the Group 2 types will show a 
high frequency loss, either in response or 
maximum output capability or both, when used on 
the most modern high performance decks, pri
marily designed for optimum performance on 
Group 3 tapes.

Agfa Super Colour has a rather below average 
performance at middle frequencies, but an 
acceptable HF performance when used on 
machines set to just below average bias. It can 
give a good high frequency response, but its 
sensitivity is slightly below average. It should only 
be considered if you can purchase it cheaply, but 
in offering good signal-to-print it may satisfy many 

users who only require just reasonable quality.
Agfa SFD has an acceptable all round 

performance on an average bias setting, and 
should work adequately on most medium quality 
decks. It should work well on DIN standard 
models, and is clearly better than the other Agfa 
types in Groups I and 2. Having good signal-to- 
print performance, it can therefore be recom
mended for utility use, having average coercivity 
and remanence. One sample submitted had the 
oxide coating on the wrong side, which is surely 
rather careless of the factory. Although the 
mechanics of recent samples were found satis
factory, some earlier samples created drag 
problems on some Japanese decks, particularly 
battery operated ones.

Ampex Plus type 371 has shown some 
improvements in the last year, and proved to have 
good MOL performance at middle frequencies, 
and reasonable MOL at HF, but required very 
slightly below average bias. The tape performed 
well overall, and can be recommended, the print
through measuring very well and background 
noise average. The tape gives particularly low 
distortion at middle frequencies at intermediate 
levels. It had above average sensitivity at middle 
frequencies and compares favourably with other 
tapes in its price group.

Ampex 2020 seemed fairly similar to Ampex 
Plus, but had an even better middle frequency 
MOL. It is again a tape requiring slightly below 
average bias, and under these conditions it will 
give a good frequency response, with average 
background noise, good dynamic range and 
acceptable print-through. Generally recommen
ded, but many Japanese decks will show an HF 
roll off with it, as with Ampex Plus.

Ampex Grand Master, the latest from their 
Redwood City Stable, is a slight disappointment 
to me, for whilst it offers extremely good MOL 
performance at low and mid frequencies, it is only 
very average at high frequencies. Its mid fre
quency sensitivity is significantly higher than 
average and distortion is, generally, much lower 
than most other tape types, but at high fre
quencies, once again, it is very average. Whilst 
the coercivity seems to be marginally lower than 
average, the remanence is higher than average, 
thus explaining the high sensitivity and mid 
frequency MOL performance. It would seem to be 
a tape which offers a poor compromise between 
low and high frequency maximum output per
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formance, and is a typical example of a tape in 
which the coercivity has not been increased 
sufficiently to back up the high remanence. It is 
rather expensive and only worthwhile if the 
program material requires very low distortion at 
middle^ frequencies, but does not contain 
significant high frequency transients. In order to 
balance its performance, it may be advisable to 
use the tape at a fairly low bias setting, but then 
you will lose some of its excellent low frequency 
performance. Unfortunately, other tapes in Group 
2 offer better value for money in having a better 
all round optimisation.

Audio Magnetics Plus offers a reasonably 
average performance overall, whilst not excelling 
in any particular way. It is primarily designed for 
slightly below average bias decks, and shows afar 
better performance than earlier Audio Magnetics 
cassettes tested in the last two Hi-Fi Choices. 
Good value for money, if priced competitively.

Audio Magnetics Super shows only fairly 
slight improvements over their Plus tape, and can 
again be recommended as a good 'average 
performer', having reasonable MOLs at middle 
and high frequencies. Print-through measured 
well. and better than the Plus tape. Recommended 
if discounted.

BASF LH has been around for a very long time 
now, but recent samples show it to have improved 
slightly over the years. It measures acceptably, at 
a marginally below average bias setting, and will 
give a reasonable response and high frequency 
output on many decks. Its middle frequency MOL 
performance, however, is rather poor by today's 
standards, and so it can only be regarded as a 
reasonable 'cooking' tape. It has for a long time 
been used as a DIN reference tape to obtain a 
'bench mark', rather than for its qualities which 
frankly, show it to be rather outdated. Possibly 
now rather overpriced, and outclassed by many of 
its competitors in the Group.

BASF Super LH would seem to have a higher 
remanence than the old LH type, but the high 
frequency performance is not much better. Recent 
samples have proved to be better than those of 18 
months ago, and the tape would certainly give an 
acceptable performance on average decks, al
though the price may be uncompetitive. The 
signal-to-print measurements were rcuwnublc, 
and the tape is now more compatible with average 
Japanese decks, but is far outclassed in general 

magnetic properties by the later LHI tape 
(reviewed in Group 3 ). The housings of Super LH 
have been improved slightly recently, and no wow 
and flutter problems have been experienced with 
the latest samples, which run reasonably silently, 
as opposed to a few other tape types which, at 
worst, shake, rattle and roll! BASF LH1 is clearly 
superior because of its significantly higher 
coercivity.

EMJ X/000 has previously been found to be a 
reasonably good tape, compatible with many 
cassette decks. It has now been repackaged and 
entitled EMI Super. The tape is similar to BASF 
Super LH and slightly better than recent samples 
of Sony HF. It will give quite a good MOL 
performance across the audio range, and has good 
print-through performance. The consistency has 
improved slightly in the last year, and the tape can 
continue to be recommended if reasonably priced. 
Prices seem to be rather variable and so I advise 
you to shop around a bit.

Fuji FL, although an acceptable tape in the 
Group, is bettered by some of the others and its 
price is, therefore, the controlling factor. It should 
give a reliable, average performance on medium 
bias decks. ‘

Maxell LN falls into a similar category to Fuji 
FL, but is not quite as good and, in any case, the 
price is less competitive.

Memorex MRX2 has not provided me with 
glass shattering results, but is, nevertheless, a 
reasonable, all round performer, having quite a 
good HF but rather average middle frequency 
performance. Mechanically it works well, having 
a good hum shield and being well constructed. 
This tape is frequently well discounted, and as 
such is a relatively good buy, but other tapes in 
Group 2 offer a better performance. If you do 
want to break glass, I recommend trying a Group 
4 tape in a ferric oxide biased position!

Philips Superferric cassettes, whilst having 
good mechanical properties, are clearly designed 
for below average bias slot decks. I am fairly 
unenthusiastic about its performance, but on the 
other hand it should be adequate for many 
requirements on appropriate decks. Unfortunately 
for Philips, competition is very stiff and many 
tapes better it in many ways.

When I first reviewed Pyral cassettes in 1975, 
they woro all of rather low quality, requiring low 
bias and also showing mechanical defects. About 
18 months ago they had shown a clear improve
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ment, but still left a little to be desired. It is very 
evident that in the last year they have made great 
efforts to improve their products, and now their 
quality control is of at least average quality, and I 
have not experienced any problems with their 
latest production samples.

Pyral Optima would seem to work best with 
decks having a below average bias setting, and on 
decks thus biased it will give a good MOL 
performance at low and middle frequencies. But 
an HF performance which is fairly average. Up to 
now print-through has been a minor problem with 
Optima, but recent research by Pyral has shown 
that this should be improved in the forseeable 
future. Optima is also available as Dixons 
Prinzsound C99 XP, marketed at a quite 
reasonable price. Although not a poor tape, I 
cannot be too enthusiastic about it because of the 
competition. Incidentally, Optima will give low 
distortion at middle frequencies at intermediate 
levels, and will thus be suitable for programmes 
not having too much high frequency energy.

Pyral Maxima is similar to Optima, but with a 
marginally better HF performance. One is 
tempted to bias the tape at slightly too low a level 
in order to get a flat response, but under such 
conditions we noted a tendency to give slight 
dropouts. We understand that Pyral are likely to 
discontinue marketing Maxima by the end of 
1978.

Scotch High Energy can again be recom
mended for below-average based decks, and will 
give a very good MOL performance at mid 
frequencies with an average HF performance and 
response. If used with many Japanese decks, 
however, the tape will show an undesirable HF 
roll off. The mechanics are acceptable. Because of 
the introduction of the Scotch Master series, High 
Energy is likely to be reduced in price to make it 
more competitive, thus making it a good buy for 
compatible decks.

I have always regarded Sony HF as quite a 
reasonable tape overall, with all parameters being 
fairly average, including print-through and 
distortion characteristics. It is mechanically 
compatible with almost every deck with which I 
have tried it, but magnetically it is now only a 
reasonable buy if available at a competitive price 
whereas once it was above average. I suspect that 
perhaps the latest samples are not quite as good as 
some older ones. Nevertheless, a good reliable all
rounder, which can reproduce with good quality 

and has particularly good signal-to-print 
characteristics, but which is outclassed by all the 
tapes in Group 3. Surely it is time for Sony to 
update this tape by introducing one of higher 
coercivity and remanence. I would like to see a 
general, overall 2.5dB improvement, which could 
make a lot of difference, especially since HF's 
background noise is, again, rather average.

TDK D tape started life rather below average, 
but was updated a year ago to become very much 
in the "Sony HF/EM! Super" class. 
Mechanically it works well and will suit the 
majority of medium quality decks on the market. 
Recommendable, then, if appropriately priced.

Boots UDV and Woolworths Winfield Alpha 
Plus are both good tapes, with the magnetic 
performance very slightly tipped towards UD V. 
This tape bears a surprising resemblance to EMI 
XJOOO, and remarks made on EMI Super thus 
apply. However, samples of UDV seem to vary 
over a time period, and so consistency should be 
watched. Alpha Plus is rather better value for 
money, since the C90s are remarkably reasonably 
priced. Alpha Plus is a good, all round performer, 
primarily designed for slightly below average bias 
slot decks, and employing reasonable mechanics. 
Overall performance then is about average.

When considering purchasing tapes from 
Group 2, your main reason for choice might be 
value for money, but in general this varies so 
much around the country that it is difficult to 
recommend any one specific brand. However, on 
sheer grounds of cost, Winfield Alpha Plus must 
be given a strong recommendation, since it will 
give reasonable quality on a medium quality deck, 
at a below average cost. To get slightly better 
quality, it is advisable to shop around and find the 
best prices for some of the slightly better tapes. 
For decks set at slightly below average bias, 
Scotch High Energy, Ampex 371 (now known as 
Ampex Plus), Pyral Optima, and Dixons 
Prinzsound C99 XP can all be recommended. For 
average bias decks, AgffaSFD, BASF Super LH, 
EMl Super, Sony HF, TDK D, Audio Magnetics 
Super (if priced competitively), Memorex MRX2 
and Boots UDV (overpriced a little?) should all 
give reasonable performances from one deck to 
another. For a still better performance than that 
obtainable with any of the tapes from Group 2, I 
would strongly advise that tapes in Group 3 
should be considered. If cheaper tapes than Group 
2 have proved fairly satisfactory in the past then 
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one is almost certain to notice a clear improve
ment by choosing one of these recommended 
types. Tapes recommended for medium bias 
machines will probably give a slight HF boost, 
which may be preferred on machines pre-set for 
the slightly lower bias. Conversely, if your 
machine is a little bright on a medium bias tape, 
then you can try one of the slightly cheaper ones 
from the low/medium bias group.

Group 3 Cassette Tapes
In order for a tape to have good high frequency 
performance with a relatively high output 
potential, at is obvious than an above average 
coercivity is necessary. It is the adoption of higher 
coercivity tapes, initially by Japanese manu
facturers, and the consequent biasing of many of 
their decks to take such tapes, that has improved 
the cassette medium significantly in the last three 
years or so. All the tapes in this group require 
from slightly above to well above average bias, 
the extremes being Audio Magnetics XHE and 
Woolworths Winfield Alpha Super at medium 
high bias, and 1DK AD at very high bias. When 
used with decks with bias set to average and 
depending upon their bias requirement for 
optimum performance, the tapes in Group 3 will 
all show from slight to very considerable boosts in 
HF response but will also give greatly improved 
HF transient performance and very good MOL 
capabilities across the audio range. It used to be 
said that high coercivity tapes had inherently 
rather poor signal-to-print ratios, and whilst 
unfortunately a few still fall into this category, 
most now offer at least 'good' print-charac
teristics, and some 'excellent'. Most modern 
cassette decks are now optimised for best 
performance on Group 3 tape types, and any 
frequency response errors will tend to be a slight 
boost at HF, rather than any fall off, and many 
listeners may perhaps prefer this anyway.

Agfa SFDI only arrived just in time for brief 
tests before copy date. The bias requirement 
would seem to be almost exactly in between that 
needed for Maxell UDXLJ and BASF LHJ. The 
tape has a very good MOL performance at low 
frequencies, and the higq frequency end is as good 
as LH1 for sensitivity, but not quite so good for 
saturation. The mechanical performance was 
excellent, and the tape clearly can be recom
mended. Machines biased for Maxell UDXLJ 
will show slight treble lift on SFD1, which may be 

desirable.
Audio Magnetics XHE has been reformulated 

in the last year and requires just above average 
bias for optimum operation, at which setting it 
gives a very reasonable distortion and response 
performance over the entire audio range. Its 
signal-to-print characteristics are just acceptable. 
The housing is adequate, having paraflow guides 
claimed to improve the tape transport, and the 
tape has no leaders and can thus assist instant 
start. This above average tape will be found 
compatible with the majority of decks, but it may 
be worth shopping around for a good price.

It is most significant that BASF have intro
duced their new Ferrosuper LHI high bias tape 
which has been specifically designed for optimum 
performance on the typical high quality high 
biased cassette decks imported from Japan. The 
tape offers a very good MOL performance 
throughout the audio range, and is particularly 
good at high frequencies. LH1 requires a higher 
bias than Maxell UDXLJ for example, and thus if 
used on average-biased decks there will be an 
appreciable HF rise. When biased optimally, this 
new high quality product from Germany will have 
an excellent overall response on an appropriately 
aligned deck. Although I can recommend it, I 
must point out that the signal-to-print ratio is 
below average, and indeed one of the poorest in 
this group. It is to be hoped BASF will improve 
this, so that the tape becomes excellent in all 
respects.

EMI too have produced a very good new tape, 
EMI HiFi, which has a very good overall 
performance with a good print-through measure
ment. In a fairly high bias slot, it admirably suits 
the best modern cassette decks and, judging 
by the review samples, will give good overall 
results. Although not quite as good as BASF LH I 
generally, the excellent print-through measure
ment scores well, and the tape must clearly be 
recommended.

Fuji FX is still a very good tape with excellent 
high frequency response and performance, whilst 
at mid frequencies it offers well above average 
MOL performance. Generally recommended, it 
requires a quite high bias and has very good 
signal-to-print performance, although it is likely to 
be ultimately replaced by Fuji FX I. Its price is 
likely to be somewhat lower than the latter, so it 
will therefore become more competitive.

Fuji FXI seems to require marginally less bias 
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than FX, but is still clearly in group 3. It has very 
good MOL performance at low and middle 
frequencies, with a good HF saturation perfor
mance extending up to I SkHz or so. Print-through 
is amazingly good, and the mechanics proved 
excellent. A worthy successor to FX, and thus 
again recommendable.

Maxell UD is still available, and has esta
blished itself for some time as a very good tape, 
but requiring a high bias to reach optimum 
performance. When biased correctly it offers an 
excellent low and mid frequency MOL perfor
mance and good HF, and can be recommended 
for high bias machines. For the time being it is 
also available as Dixon's Prinzsound Pro
fessional, at a competitive price. If used with 
average-biased decks it will show a clear HF 
boost, but will still have a good overall MOL 
performance.

Maxell UDXL 1 has now replaced UDXL, 
and is in a similar bias slot to the new Fuji FX1, 
requiring medium high bias. It offers excellent 
overall performance, and the print-through has 
been improved to become 'very good' since the 
last survey. The tape is thoroughly recom
mendable and reliable. We found it to be 
compatible with many high quality decks, but like 
most of the cassettes in the group it will give a 
marked HF boost on recorders set up with below 
average bias, for which it is thus unsuitable. The 
mechanics are particularly good, and should give 
excellent wow and flutter figures on a good deck.

I was most pleased to see that the new Pyral 
Superferrite tape gave such a good performance, 
having very good MOL throughout the audio 
range. What is interesting about this tape is that 
its excellent performance is coupled with an 
excellent signal-to-print characteristic, thus 
showing that Pyral has mastered the art of 
calendering and milling (accurate preparation of 
the oxide before coating). It seems that they have 
been successful in overcoming this difficult print 
problem where many of their competitors have 
not. Mechanically the cassette performed 
reasonably well, but is not quite as good as the top 
Japanese mechanisms. The tape is very com
petitively priced, and can thus be strongly 
recommended. A very well balanced tape 
requiring a high bias and one worth setting up your 
recorder to use.

3M Scotch have not released a new cassette 
tape in Europe for some time, but their new 

Master range has been well worth waiting for. 
Master 1 has been introduced in a fairly high bias 
slot, similar to that of Maxell UDXL 1, and gives 
an excellent MOL performance at low and middle 
frequencies with a good and clean HF end. It has 
marginally above average background noise, 
though, and the print-through is only reasonable, 
but significantly better than BASF LH1. I have 
criticised some of 3M's mechanics over the years, 
and so I am pleased to commend them for their 
excellent new product which ran with no problems 
at all on a number of decks. Scotch is now 
amongst the leaders again, and with their excellent 
distribution Master 1 is clearly going to sell well.

TDK AD was first introduced about a year 
ago, and requires a very high bias setting indeed 
for a 120^sec tape. Some cassette decks may 
work well with it with the bias set for ferrichrome, 
but equalisation on ferric. Unless correctly biased 
and equalised, this tape, which is extremely 
sensitive at high frequencies, will show between a 
3dB and 6dB lift at lOkHz on average decks. Note 
that only one of the new machines reviewed in this 
book has been specifically aligned for AD, namely 
the Neal 302. Unfortunately its compatibility will 
thus be a problem, but in the opposite direction to 
usual. If you can reset your bias to a significantly 
higher level you should find the tape worthwhile. 
Its high coercivity is matched by only average 
remanence. If you can be sure to obtain a constant 
supply then by all means rebias your deck, but if 
no local dealer stocks the tape then you may have 
to avoid it altogether and keep to other group 3 
tapes.

I was rather surprised to find that the new 
Woolworth's Alpha Super can most definitely be 
included in Group 3, and is the only such 'own 
branded' tape. It requires just above average bias 
for optimum performance, and gives a very 
reasonable MOL performance at low and middle 
frequencies, with a clean and very good HF 
performance. It must be particularly recom
mended because of its very reasonable price, and 
it should be obtainable from any Woolworths that 
stocks cassette tapes. It offers a very good 
dynamic range at all frequencies and is clearly 
better than all the tapes in Group 2, although 
print-through is only just 'good'. It has no leaders, 
thus giving instant start, although I personally 
prefer to let a cassette run a few seconds from the 
beginning before use, to avoid the chance of initial 
dropouts.
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It should be obvious from the above remarks 
that Japanese tapes are no longer on their own at 
the top. Agfa, Audio Magnetics, BASF, EMI, 
Pyral, Scotch and even Woolworths have now 
introduced tapes which give a very good perfor
mance on good modern decks, particularly those 
coming from Japan, but also including the best 
from Europe. Agfa SFDl, Audio Magnetics 
XHE, Maxell UDXL 1, Fuji FXl, Scotch Master 
1, EMI HiFi and Woolworths Alpha Super 
occupy a fairly high bias slot, whilst Fuji FX, 
BASF LHl, Maxell UD and Pyral Superferrite 
occupy a still higher slot. A very high bias indeed 
is required for TDK AD. It is difficult to point to 
any one particular tape in this group as being 
better than the rest since they all have very good 
points, but if it is value for money you are looking 
for, then Alpha Super would seem to be a winner. 
For basic performance, though, any of the tapes 
having at least acceptable print-through charac
teristics can be strongly recommended, and it is a 
question of your own priorities as to which 
particular tape or sub group you will find the best. 
Pyral Superferrite incidentally incorporates the 
same oxide coating thickness in both C60 and 
C90 formats, which is useful since the perfor
mance of these two should therefore be identical.

It is certainly worthwhile to shop around for the 
best prices for tapes in this group, for discounts 
vary quite dramatically between one source and 
another. If appropriately biased, all the tapes in 
this group should give very good recordings on 
high quality modem decks, and significantly better 
than cassettes from Group 2. So it may be found 
worthwhile to pay the extra cost for a tape in this 
group, provided the ancillary equipment is up to a 
reasonable standard. On the other hand it is 
probably not worthwhile to purchase such tapes 
for use on an old deck, especially if it has a low 
internal bias setting.

Group 4 Cassette Tapes
This group includes all the tapes that are intended 
to be replayed using the 70^Sec equalisation 
positions on decks. Most machines have three 
switched equalisations, ferric, ferrichrome and 
chrome, and the last two are in fact identical on 
replay, but different on record. By international 
agreement, a new system of numbering tapes has 
been devised so that' l' ( ie BASF LH1, Fuji FX 1, 
Maxell UDXLl and Scotch Master l) represents 
120pSec ferric replay. Position ‘2’ corresponds to 

chrome, and includes pseudo-chrome tapes such 
as TDK SA, Fuji FX2, Maxell UDXLII and 
Scotch Master II. Position ‘3’ is intended for 
ferrichrome cassettes, needing 70pSec replay, 
such as Scotch Master III. This is intended to 
clarify to which equalisation position the con
sumer should switch, since he might not otherwise 
realise what type of tape he is inserting into the 
machine. .

As previously explained, I have found normal 
chrome tape types most disappointing over the 
years, and despite looking at them again recently, 
I can see no reason why I should waste any 
further space in discussing them, other than to say 
that they are so outclassed by pseudo-chromes, 
which are marketed at similar or even lower 
prices, as to render them poor value for money.

Maxell UDXLII has an excellent MOL 
performance across the audio range, and can 
reproduce a programme with amazing dynamic 
range and clarity. It would seem to require slightly 
less bias than TDK SA, and gives a good 
performance on machines aligned for a normal 
chrome cassette although the Dolby record level 
requires pre-set re-calibration. The tape noise is 
just a little louder than most of the other pseudo
chromes, but the print-through characteristics are 
excellent and so the tape can be very highly 
recommended. UDXLII also has extremely good 
mechanics and is consequently thoroughly 
reliable, but unfortunately it is also rather 
expensive.

TDK SA, when originally introduced, worked 
well with some decks, but required a slightly 
higher bias than UDXLII, and thus did not give of 
its best on average machines. Its considerably 
higher sensitivity than chrome caused some 
reviewers to claim that it was so incompatible that 
it could not be recommended. On the other hand, I 
adopted the attitude that it was so much better 
than normal chrome that it was well worth 
recalibrating the deck for it, especially as I knew 
that other pseudo-chromes were on the way. 
Unfortunately, TDK listened to the sensitivity 
criticisms and decreased the sensitivity by around 
l.25dB, making it more compatible with normal 
chrome, but less good as a tape. Fortunately TDK 
have increased the sensitivity again within the last 
few months and have also improved its overall 
performance so that it can now be recommended. 
Performing reasonably similarly to UDXLII, its 
one basic snag is relatively poorer print-through, 
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audible on some of the test programmes recorded 
on decks reviewed in this book when replayed an 
hour or so later. UDXLII on the other hand does 
not reproduce audible print-through thus con
firming the laboratory measurements. 
Occasionally, SA cassettes have seemed to 
produce slightly more wow and flutter on some 
decks than normal ferric oxide cassettes, but the 
reason for this remains a mystery for the time 
being. Since the tape is frequently heavily 
discounted, it is clearly very good value for 
money.

Scotch Master II, introduced in the summer of 
1978, can reproduce very wide dynamic ranges, 
since it not only has a very good MOL 
performance at mid frequencies and at high 
frequencies, but also extremely low tape noise, 
being several dBs quieter than UDXLII. When 
launched to the Press in May 1978, a pre
recorded backing track recorded on a C60 Master 
II was used to accompany Marion Montgomery, 
who was astonished by the clarity and dynamic 
range. All present were ' impressed by the 
remarkable demonstration. Although early proto
type samples of Master II C90s showed rather 
poor print-through figures, later samples proved 
just adequate, but C60 fared a little better. The 
tape can be recommended for recording wide 
dynamic range clearly and the mechanics were 
found excellent.

Fuji FXII also gave an excellent overall 
performance, but mechanically showed a slight 
tendency to increased wow and flutter at the 
beginning of the cassette. Print-through measured 
particularly well, and again, the tape can be 
recommended, as Fuji's answer to the inadequacy 
of normal chrome.

BASF introduced a new tape which they call 
Super Chrome in October 1977, in Stockholm 
only apparently. Samples were sent to me 
privately for my evaluation, and the initial impact 
of this tape was very startling: not only was the 
low and middle frequency performance much 
better than normal chrome, and at least as good as 
the pseudo-chromes, but the extra high frequency 
performance was better than any other cassette 
tape type tested, a state of affairs which still 
stands today with the probable exclusion of pure 
iron cassettes. Not only is the high frequency 
output better than any other tape in Group 4, but 
the background noise level was also substantially 
below any of the other tapes, except Master II, 

with which it was comparable. For some reason 
its launch in the UK and in many other countries 
has been held back, but in any case I am very 
sorry to say that the tape does have one serious 
drawback, namely very poor signal-to-print ratio 
measurements. The early samples averaged 
around only 42dB, which is about I 6dB inferior to 
the best tapes in this survey; however, later 
samples were significantly improved at 46dB but 
this is still not really adequate. To put this into 
context, a print-through of 46d8 is at least 20dB 
inferior to the average dynamic range capability of 
a recorded programme, provided the programme 
itself is at least as good as a super chrome's 
capability disregarding print-through. We felt it 
was important to establish the annoyance value of 
the print under normal program conditions, and so 
copied the standard test programme at 6.30 pm 
one evening, and left the tape overnight in my 
music room, which does not vary much in 
temperature. The following morning the tape was 
played back to everyone in the laboratories, 
including the editor. We were all rather shocked at 
the nature of the print-through, particularly on 
speech and on the piano recording. The subjective 
effect was of continual mumbling in the back
ground, particularly at low frequencies. So until 
BASF can improve this the tape can only be 
recommended if one is prepared to accept the 
problem, and I therefore suggest that one sample 
should be tried in the first instance. I emphasise 
that if it was not for this problem, this would easily 
be the best tape in the survey and I have no doubt 
that BASF are making strenuous efforts to 
improve the print-through characteristics. It could 
be therefore that by the time this appears in print 
farther improvements will have been made, and it 
may well be worth sampling this tape from time to 
time to check whether the print-through is 
subjectively objectionable.

The first ferrichrome cassette tape on the 
market was Scotch Classic, introduced around 
four years ago. Whilst the tape measured 
very well, it was not primarily intended for 
70^Sec replay and was thus incompatible with the 
ferrichrome positions on most decks. Many 
recorders showed a hole in the response at around 
3kHz, and some samples showed oxide shedding 
problems, although the tape was improved during 
1976/7. Classic will probably be off the market 
by the end of 1978, and is in any case replaced by 
3M's new Scotch Master III product, which is 
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very compatible with most of the other ferri
chromes. Master III offers a very wide dynamic 
range at all frequencies, with a quiet background 
noise but, as with other ferrichromes, suffers 
slightly from a rather prickly HF sound quality, 
explained earlier in this survey; print-through 
is acceptable, but not particularly good. 
The mechanics are good and the tape can be 
recommended, but I advise you to try it on your 
particular recorder on different types of material. 
Unfortunately, many decks do not bias and 
equalise ferrichrome cassettes properly, and some 
decks have incorrect compromise switching using 
ferric bias, but chromium equalisation.

Sony Ferrichrome, also known as Duad, was 
introduced shortly after Classic, and performs 
fairly similarly to Master III. The mechanics are 
good and the tape can be recommended, but the 
price needs watching.

Agfa Carat and BASF Ferrochrom are 
reasonably similar, also measuring on a par with 
the other ferrichromes. BASF Ferrochrom and 
Scotch Master III gave the best signal-to-print 
measurements of the ferrichromes, and should be 
regarded as the most recommendable types. 
However, because of the high frequency IM 
performance of all the ferrichromes, and the fact 
that so few of the latest decks were as good using 
ferrichromes as they were with pseudo-chromes, 
as a group they can only be recommended with 
caution. In examining Sony Ferrichrome as a 
typical example of the class over a period of time, 
I noticed general slight variations in the high 
frequency characteristics, due almost certainly to 
the difficulty of retaining a precise proportion of 
oxide layer thicknesses of the ferric oxide and 
chromium dioxide layers. The general tendency 
for the print-through to be worse than that of 
Group 3 tapes and the best pseudo-chromes 
would seem to point to a stronger recom
mendation for the pseudo-chromes.

Unfortunately, however, pseudo-chromes and 
normal chrome tapes require such a high bias that 
the fine record gap heads on many machines 
become saturated when audio current is added. 
This means that the full potential of very high bias 
tapes is not realised with many of the decks, and 
this is revealed in the distortion levels found on 
the "chrome" positions of some nf the decks 
reviewed. If your machine can cope with them, 
they are to be recommended above Group 3 
types, since the dynamic range will be a few dBs 

better. I must leave it to the reader to decide 
which of the Group 4 tapes best suit his purposes, 
since they all have good and poorer points, no one 
tape being head and shoulders above the rest.

Pure Iron Tapes
A highly significant development in the cassette 
tape field is the result of research from the 3M 
Company (Scotch), who have been working on the 
possibilities of essentially an iron dust tape, for 
some ten years. Iron particles have extremely high 
coercivity, normally double that of the average 
pseudo-chrome, but furthermore, they have at 
least twice the remanence, thus giving a con
siderable available increase of recording level 
right across the audio range.

The latest measurements would seem to 
indicate that Scotch "Metafine", as it is called, 
will give around 4d8 improvement in maximum 
operating level over an average pseudo chrome at 
low and middle frequencies. However the im
provement at high frequencies is at least 6dB at 
lOkHz and 20kHz. These differences are, how
ever, almost completely dependent on the quality 
of the record head, and I must stress that normal 
record heads are quite useless with pure iron tapes 
since the gaps will often saturate when enough 
bias for chrome tapes is passed through them, let 
alone iron ones.

Iron tapes require between 4.5 and 5.SdB more 
bias current for optimum results than pseudo
chromes, but an additional capability of at least 
6dB more audio current is required. These 
massive demands on the record head has lead to 
the development of the Sendust head, composed 
of a new dust particle of a similar type of 
construction to ferrite heads, but a totally different 
molecular composition of course. However, even 
Sendust heads cannot provide sufficient flux for 
pure iron particle tapes and so Tandberg have 
introduced a 5 micron ferrite record head, which 
does have just about enough capability to 
magnetise iron tapes fully, in their new TCD 
340AM version of the machine reviewed in this 
book. It seems probable that improved heads 
being designed at the moment may well realise an 
even better performance from pure iron tapes, and 
only time will tell. Since the coercivity and 
remanence are so very high, iron tapes require 
around 8dB more erasure current to wipe a 
recording clean, and so new erasure heads have 
also had to be designed to accommodate the tape.
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We are likely to see the introduction of many new 
types^ of deck in the future, like the afore
mentioned Tandberg TCD 340AM and also a 
model from Philips, while news has just come 
through that Nakamichi is introducing a new 
model for iron tape too.

Having explained the record head requirements 
this is not by any means the end of the problem! 
The record head driving amplifier has to give the 
much higher current required by the head, and 
most modulation amplifiers cannot now cope with 
the levels required by the best normal modern 
tapes at very high frequencies. Tandberg have 
devised a new record head amplifier circuit design 
to give much more audio current, known as the 
‘actilinear’ circuit, and similar circuits are likely to 
be provided on next year's designs.

On replay, it will be necessary to cope with 
levels that may be as high as l 2dB over Dolby 
level at middle frequencies, and some of the decks 
reviewed in this book will not be able to cope with 
fully recorded iron tapes on replay, and clipping 
will be all too evident. A clipping margin of, 
perhaps, 16dB above Dolby level, will be required 
to give a few spare dBs for later iron tapes. It is 
obviously going to be quite a challenge for pre
recorded cassette duplicators for, if they can cope 
with the technical problems involved then pre
recorded tapes recorded on iron cassettes should 
be a phenomenal improvement. It is clear that the 
introduction of iron tape is potentially as 
significant as the introduction of Dolby 'B' was in 
1970, and will give new impetus to the .cassette 
medium.

To put iron tapes into perspective, it seems 
almost certain that a suitable cassette deck 
running at 15/16 ips could give reproduction of a 
better quality than pseudo-chromes do now at 1 
7/8 ips, wow and flutter permitting. A speed even 
as low as 15/32 ips would seem feasible for lower 
fidelity recordings, thus giving a playing time of 3 
hours per track with a quality that may be no 
worse than that obtainable now from Group 1 
cassettes reviewed earlier. Thus if Philips allow it 
(they hold the patents etc. on the cassette 
medium), we are likely to have a 3 speed cassette 
deck in much the same way as most reel-to-reel 
recorders were supplied ten years ago with 1 7/8 
as the highest-fi speed, 15/16 as the normal one 
and 15/32 for very long playing time. Response 
will be a problem at the lowest speed and whilst 
some decks may be able to extend it to 1OkHz at 

this speed, the replay gap length will be so fine as 
to compromise the highest speed in dynamic 
range. We are, thus, more likely to find that 
manufacturers will want to limit the response at 
15/32 to, perhaps, 6kHz, which will be 
satisfactory for plays and background music.

Up to now, the cassette medium has not given 
sufficiently reliable results for professionals to 
take it seriously for news reporting and outdoor 
sound effects, and live material for professional 
purposes. The introduction of a pure iron cassette 
will allow a stereo battery cassette portable, 
appropriately equipped with Dolby B and iron 
capability, to record "in the field” to such a high 
degree of quality 'and with a reasonable safety 
margin, that broadcast journalists and general 
recording engineers may find the medium 
acceptable for certain types of serious recording. I 
have already made several actuality recordings on 
stereo Dolby battery cassette decks, which are 
almost good enough for professional standards, so 
the possibilities are surely enormous.

Early samples of Metafine have a print-through 
characteristic about the same as ‘just acceptable' 
normal cassette tapes, but samples at least as 
good as the best cassettes have been developed, so 
by the time iron tapes are released, print-through 
should not be a problem. Tape noise is about 
equal to that of the average pseudo-chrome, and 
so the full dynamic range capability improvement 
should be realised. Much research has been 
carried out on a method of coating the particles so 
that they will not ‘rust', and this has now been 
accomplished. The iron particles themselves are 
apparently in the form of minute iron balls formed 
into long crystal-like structures that provide the 
phenomenal magnetic performance. The difficulty 
has been to find a binder that will adequately stick 
the coating to the backing, and each manufacturer 
of iron tapes will obviously be overcoming the 
problem in his own way.

Philips have also been developing iron tape, but 
at the time of writing details are still buried in 
secrecy, although their version is likely to be little 
different from 3M Metafine. Two Japanese 
manufacturers have also told me that they are 
working on iron tape, but call it iron alloy rather 
than pure iron; however, I am not able to extract 
any more information from them, but no doubt 
quite a storm will develop when Japan joins the 
iron road to success.
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Conclusions
Assuming that you are likely to use one of the 
cassette decks reviewed in this book, I must make 
it clear that I cannot really recommend you to 
bother about any cassette tapes in Group I. If a 
deck has worked well with one of the better tapes 
in Group 2, then it should be possible to use it 
with others recommended in the same sub-group 
with reasonably similar results. If a slightly bright 
recording is preferred for the sake of achieving 
clearer transient sounds and less high frequency 
"squash'', I would recommend tapes such as 
Woolworths Alpha Plus; for value for money and 
for performance, either this or one of the other types 
in the 'fairly high' bias requirement group is difficult 
to beat.

Decks set for one of the group 2 tapes will be 
much too toppy with the high bias Group 3 types, 
and particularly shrill with TDK AD. If, however, 
a machine gave good results in the review with a 
fairly high bias Group 3 tape, then one of the 
others in the sub-group should also give good 
results. Going to a higher still bias group will, 
again, give slightly more top and conversely the 
Group 2 types should be obviously muffied to 
varying degrees, in addition to showing HF 
compression. A few recorders were set up for the 
high or very high bias tapes in Group 3, and the 
user should restrict himself to tapes in the same 
sub-group, for too low a bias requirement tape will 
give from slightly to extremely muffied 
reproduction.

If a machine is an older one then the user will 
have to discover for which tape the deck was 
originally set up. The cassette tape tables and 
reviews should help in choosing alternative tapes. 
However, some tape types for which older 
machines may well have been adjusted are no 
longer available, and in this case one should try 
tapes in the groups that are most relevant to the 
recorder. Japanese decks of up to six years vintage 
will probably work satisfactorily with the best 
Group 2 tapes or possibly the lower bias Group 3 
ones. Recorders designed by European manufac
turers other than Tandberg and Neal will probably 
work best with just Group 2 types, for they will 
almost certainly be biased for tapes conforming to 
DIN standards. If the cassette deck is at least six 
years old, then theoretically the lower bias Group 
2 tapes should perform moderately well, but it 
may well be noticed that such an old deck has a 
poor high frequency performance overall, and so 

you might be able to boost the HF end artificially 
by using lower bias Group 3 types. I cannot make 
any more generalisations than this, but suffice it to 
say that cassette tape types are very far indeed 
from being universally compatible with one 
another when one considers types in different 
groups.

A machine set up for TDK AD may well show 
up to 15dB less at very high frequencies if one 
attempts to use one of the poorer Group 1 tapes. 
Conversely, a rather poor budget mono deck 
aligned for 'low-fo' Group I tapes may well give 
an unbelievably shrill sound with TDK AD. I 
most strongly recommend you not to waste time 
with Group 4 tapes if the recorder is only provided 
with facilities for normal ferric tapes, as distortion 
will be very poor at low frequencies, and the 
response may well be at least lOdB up at lOkHz 
(even ignoring the effect of Dolby 'B', which 
would exaggerate the effective boost.) Although 
ferrichromes may work well on the ferrichrome 
switched position of a deck, one should find 
pseudo-chromes, etc., rather better in their 
appropriate position. As explained, there is little 
to choose between the pseudo-chromes since they 
all have good and poorer points, but if one shops 
around it is usually possible to find one type that 
will not make too big a hole in the pocket! It is 
worthwhile to have a deck set up for pseudo
chrome rather than normal chrome, and I am sure 
that one will be pleased with the quality if the 
dealer has done his job correctly.

No longer can I say that Japanese tapes lead 
the field, for in performance they have now been 
joined by so many good American and European 
types. Of particular importance to the consumer 
who does a considerable amount of taping is the 
ability to save money by making a bulk purchase 
from a discount organization or mail order house. 
Tapes which may be £2.50 a time at a non
discount shop may well be only £1.50 via the 
post, particularly if one buys several at a time. 
Thus, a poor quality tape bought from a normal 
shop may be the same price as one of the new 
'wonder' tapes purchased at a discount. There 
should be no difference in quality between 
a branded • product purchased from different 
sources, but 'own-branded' types not reviewed in 
this book may vary from diabolical to acceptable, 
and so it is probably better to keep to brands that 
are well-known rather than ones whose names are 
hardly known at all.
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To test for tape compatibility, it is a good idea 
to make a recording and then immediately replay 
it from the deck whilst A/B switching with the 
original to compare the quality of sound*.  Listen 
to the overall response and clarity of the tape. Try 
recording some speech, but don't forget that 
unless your meter is a peak reading type it will 
probably under-read considerably, so it is easy to 
spoil the test by over-recording. As a rule of 
thumb, speech should not be recorded at more 
than -3dB or so, if ‘spitchiness' or 'thuthiness' is 
to be avoided. Group 3 tapes will show a clear 
advantage on such material if the machine is 
appropriately aligned, but differences between 
tape types may not be quite so obvious on many 
other types of programme. Remember, the higher 
the quality of the source, then the more 
demanding it is of the standard of tape 
reproduction.

It is only fair to point out that my colleagues 
and I are in a somewhat embarrassing position 
since, as honorary members of the International 
Tape Association, our company is consultant to 
the majority of manufacturers whose products are 
marketed or own-branded in this survey. I can 
assure readers that any advertising promotions in 
which we have knowingly taken part have only 
been permitted by us because of our confidence in 
the product, and in no way has any relationship 
with a company affected the general conclusions 
and results in the survey. Frankly, if there is bias, 
our friends tell us that we are, if anything, 
marginally harder on them occasionally than on 
competitive brands.

I have striven hard to be fair in all cases by 
studying the comparative figures and bias charts 
again and again, needless to say the possibility of 
checking so many of the original cassette tape 
tests with the performance of the same tape types 
on the 36 new cassette decks reviewed has been 
quite a help in confirming the findings. It was 
particularly interesting to find that the editor 
agreed with us in the subjective tests that a 
marginal hf rise of a dB or so at 10kHz tended to 
create a sense of openess in sound quality, and 
thus offset the tendency for all cassette recorders 
to show slight HF IM distortion (compression) on 
transients. What was found intolerable was any 
high frequency loss, such loss usually being 

* You could also compare a disc with its playback 
via cassette tape.

accompanied by more obvious hf compression. 
Don't forget, though, that the action of Dolby B 
noise reduction will exaggerate any frequency 
anomalies above 2kHz, which is why only a small 
response deviation is normally tolerated.

Typical Responses of different cassette tapes 
on two high quality cassette decks
Much has been said in both the cassette deck and 
cassette tape sections of this book on the subject 
of the compatibility of cassette tapes with different 
machines. In order to assist the reader in realising 
the importance of using the right tapes, we have 
recorded many response pen charts of different 
cassette tape types on two carefully-chosen decks, 
both of them 'best buys'.

The Tandberg TCD340A is a good example of 
a 3-head deck having virtually no compromise in 
the choice of record and replay head gaps and 
performances. The deck was set up at the factory 
for Maxell UDXLJ, on which tape it gives a 
virtually flat response across the audio range. The 
record head driving circuits have particularly low 
distortion and responses have obviously been very 
carefully optimised. This deck has a wide record 
head gap with excellent saturation characteristics. 
The 340A then was chosen because the machine 
is virtually testing the tape rather than the tape 
testing the machine.

Pen charts were also taken on an Aiwa 1800 
which has been used in the laboratory for some 
two years as a standard, high quality, medium 
priced machine with no problems and with a 
predictable overall performance. This machine 
has been very carefully set up in our laboratory to 
optimise performance on Sony HF tape, an 
example of a good, average Group 2 tape type, 
and it will be seen that the overall response is 
again flat on the tape for which it has been set up. 
The Aiwa 1800 is an example of a 2-head deck 
necessarily using the record head also as a replay 
head, and thus the gap length has to be short (at 
around 1.25p.m) in order to reproduce high 
frequencies satisfactorily.

The pen charts show the differences in HF 
responses between many different tape types, for 
example TDK AD will be seen to have a 
substantial HF boost on the Tandberg with a 
gross HF boost on the Aiwa. On the other hand, 
tapes from Group 1 will be seen to have 
considerable to excessive HF roll offs. It should 
be remembered that when Dolby processing is in
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Your ^ bat • • •

is of most concern to you. Rarely is it also 
the concern of the hi-fi dealer. Yet, 
Hampshire Audio is one of those rare 
Independent Hi-Fi Specialists who put 
quality and value first and foremost. 
Volumes abound on the whys and where
fores of this and that ... black is proved to 
be white, and white black ... but you still 
have to make a choice. Buying hi-fi should 
not be like betting on a horse, whether you 
study form in detail or just use a pin. On 
average the punter does not win because the 
odds are stacked against him. Test reports 
never show variability between different 
samples nor general reliability - good or 

bad - but these facts a good dealer learns 
from experience. In any event your require
ment might be best met by a model not 
included in test reports. The risk is just not 
worth it, so approach Hampshire Audio if 
you have not already been recommended 
to come to us. In fact, recommendation we 
consider to be our most effective form of 
advertising (sorry Hi-Fi Choice and other 
magazines). Recommendations from those 
persons who really appreciate the joys of 
music are valued greatly for enjoyment is 
the final result of our endeavours. This we 
arc committed to. Hi-Fi equipment is our 
only speciality and we stock nothing else.

Come and try us ...

. . .at ^ampshi^eAudio^td
8 & 12 HURSLEY ROAD, CHANDLER"S FORD, HANTS. TEL: (04215) 2827 & 65232

Your beat buy
ToWonches1e< 

NewburV 
Af"over 
Basingsloat

We stock selected items from !he 
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t' OVER-THEf"OUNTER AND 
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► TAPE BY FUJI. MAXELL. SONY AND TDK 
AT SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICES

LENTEK. LINN^SONDEK, 
MAXELL. MERIDIAN, M!CRO- 
SEIKI, MISSION. MONITOR 
AUDIO. NAKAMICHI. NEAL,

► ALL EQUIPMENT CHECKED BEFORE SALE 
NO SEALED BOXES SUPPLIED

AUTOfON, PIONEER, QED, QUAD. 
RAM. REVOX B. ROGERS, 
SANSUI. SATIN, SENNHEISER. 
SME, SONY. SPENDOR, 
STANTON, STAX. STD. SUGDEN, 
SUPEX, TANDBERG, TANGENT, 
TANNOY, TDK. TEAK, TECHNICS, 
TRIO, TVA-!. UAD, YAMAHA. 
and others.

► COMPARATOR DEMONSTRATIONS 
IN THREE STUDIOS

..ALL EQUIPMENT COVERED BY OUR 
TWO-YEAR LABOUR AND 
PARTS GUARANTEE

► extensive: free parking

t' ACCESS AND BARCLAY CARD 
ACCEPTED BY TELEPHONE

^ DIRECT CUT DISCS

All enquiries with S.A.fu

Chandlers

^ortsmout>

• •

I -

. .at Hamf"hireAudioLat
8 & 12 HURSLEY ROAD, CHANDLER'S FORD, HANTS. TEL: (04215) 2827 & 65232



Tape: Typical responses

use HF response variations are exaggerated to 
approximately double the errors shown on the pen 
charts, although the errors will in fact vary 
considerably depending upon the level at which 
the responses are measured. The pen charts 
shown were taken at a level of 30dB below Dolby 
level.

On the Tandberg, a chart of the worst tape 
(which will remain unspecified since it is a very 
bad 'own-brand' one) will be some 9dB down at 
IOkHz in a fair comparison against the other tape 
types. If Dolby processing had been switched in 
this loss would have been around l6dB and 
readers can well imagine the ‘clothy' and highly 
distorted quality which would result! Examining 
the Aiwa results, which are typical of many 
Japanese decks, TDK AD will be seen to be 
approximately 4dB up on Sony HF at IOkHz and 
6dB up at 15kHz. However, UDXL/ will be seen 
to be just IdB up, slightly more difference being 
noted on the Tandberg (effects of bias and 
equalisation cause the difference, in addition to 
the record gap lengths).

On the Aiwa, the bad tape will be seen to be just 
5.75dB down on the Sony HF at 15kHz. The 
differences between Aiwa and Tandberg res
ponses are particularly interesting in that it would 
seem that the finer record gap of the Aiwa slightly 
decreases the differences between tape types 
when compared with the Tandberg, which shows 
major variations. Thus, 3-head decks are almost 
certainly more critical on tape requirements 
compared to 2-head decks, but the wider record 
gap of a 3-head deck will, in general, get more out 
of the tape and give a better overall performance, 
particularly with respect to distortion.

The comparisons between BASF LH Super, 
Sony HF and Ampex Grand Master cassettes 
were found most interesting. The Tandberg and 
Aiwa response measurements were taken only a 
few days before the entire copy for this book was 
handed to the publishers and some three months 
after most of the cassette tape tests. Despite this, 
the Group 2 category will be seen to be typical of 
Sony HF in that the three tape types mentioned all 
have responses falling within remarkably close 
limits of one another. The differences between the 
three tapes are almost entirely those of maximum 
operating level performance, Ampex allowing 
very high levels at low frequencies, whilst Sony 
HF is very average.

One other interesting fact is that Agfa Ferro- 

colour at the bottom of Group 2, and even EMI 
Standard, gave reasonable responses at —30dB, 
whereas at -24dB in the general tape tests clear 
HF losses were noted on average machines. I can 
only attribute the differences in performances to 
HF compression at even as low a level as -24dB, 
under the particular conditions used for the earlier 
tests. However, it was not possible to rescue the 
appalling response of the bad 'own brand' tape, 
which typifies several other types that I have 
found on the market in various places in the UK. 
When examining extremes, clearly 14dB 
difference will be noted at HF between the 
toppiest and the dullest tapes in the latest tests, 
and when emphasised by Dolby errors the 
differences would be at least 24dB, which is the 
same order of difference as a user would obtain 
when an average treble control is changed from 
fully boosted to fully cutl
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Tape: Typical Overall Responses: Aiwa 1800
|-30dB ref Dolby level. reference bias setting (sec text). Dolby oul. 
vertical scale ldB/div.!

Pyral SuperferriteSony HF

EMI SuperFuji FXI

Agfa LNS EMI Standard

Agffa Ferrocolor -Typical poor 'own standard' tape
—i rrmu—m——o—i
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Tape: Typical Overall Responses: Tandberg 340ll
l-30dB rer Dolby level. reference bias setting (see text), Dolby out.
vertical scale ldB/div.|

Sony HF Pyral Superferrite
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Tape: Overall
Comparison 

Chari Group
Bias
Req MF Sens

HF Sens
Opt Bias

HF Sens

Ref Bias

DL
Dist

333Hz
MOL

!OkHz
MOL

Dropout
Perf.

Agfa LNS I low low fair poor v. poor v. poor poor good
Ampex 370 1 f. low average 1. poor poor poor poor poor average

Boots - Micro Feme 1 lowish average average lowish fair f. av. f. av. average
EMI Standard 1 low average fair poor average average average average poor

'Poor Own Brand' I low poor v. poor bad bad bad bad ?
Pvral Hi-Fi I low fair average fair fair fair average fair

Pyral Sprint I low low average fair fair fair average fair
Scotch Dynarange I low average poor v. poor poor poor v. poor fair

Agfa Ferrocolor 2 lowish low average fair fair fair average average
Agfa SFD 1 average average average average average average average average

Ampex Plus 371 2 lowish f. high good average v.good v.good average average
Ampex ZOZO 2 lowish- high average f. av. v.good v. good f. good average

Ampex Grand Master 2 av.* v. high good av. • excell't. v. high f. good average
Audio Magnetics Plus 2 lowish average average fair average average average average

Audio Magnetics Super 2 average f. high f. good f. good good f. high good average
BASF LH 2 average fair average average fair fair average average

BASF Super LH 2 average average average average average f. good average average
EMI Super/Boots UDV 2 average average average average average f. good f. good average

Fuji FL 2 average average average average fair average average average
Maxell LN 2 average fair fair fair f. poor fair fair average

Memorex MRX2 2 average average average average fair average average good
Philips Super 2 average fair average average fair fair fair average

Pyral Maxima 2 f. low high average poor v. good v. good average P°°r
Pyral Optima/Dixons C99XP 2 f. low high average poor v.good v.good fair average

Scotch High Energy 2 lowish average average poor average good f. good average
Sony HF 2 average average average average average average f. good good

TDK D 2 average average average fair average average f. av. average
Woolworths.Winfield Alpha Plus 2 lowish average average fair average average average average

Audio Magnetics XHE 3 av. + f. high average average good good + v.good good
BASF Ferro Super LHI 3 high av.+ high v. high good v. good v. good good

EMIHi-Fi 3 f. high f. high average good v. good v. good v. good average
Fuii FX 3 high average average high v. good v. good v. good good

FujiFXl 3 f. high average average good good good good average
Maxell UD/Dixons Prof. 3 high high good high v. good excell't. good good +
Maxell UDXLl/Hitachi 3 f. high high good high v. good v. good ex. good good

Scotch Master I 3 f. high v. high good v. high v. good ex. high v. good average
TDKAD 3 v. high average f. high ex. high good v. good v. good good

Woolworths Alpha Super 3 av. + f. high flat average good good + v. good good
Pyral Superferrite 3 f. high f. high good high v. good ex. high v.good good

Agfa Carat 4 taverage average flat v. high good v. good v. good good
BASF Ferrodirom 4 faverage average flat v. high v. good ex. high v. good average

BASF Super Chrome 4 thigh high* v. high v. high good v. good excellen. good
Fuji FX2 4 faverage high* high v. high good good v. good average

Maxell UDXL II/Hitachi 4 faverage high* high v. high good v. good v. good+ good
Scotch Mast 2 ( C60) 4 thigh high* good v. high good v. good v. good fair

Scotch Master 3 4 faverage av. * flat v. high ex. good ex. high v. good good
Sony Ferrichrome (FeCr) 4 faverage av. * flat v. high v. good v. good v. good good

TDK SA 4 fv. high high * high ex. high good v. good v. good+ good

t Group 4 bias compared with average on Ferrichrome/chrome typical settings. 
• See Review
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Wow&
Flutter Noise

Dynamic 
Range

Print
through Housing Leaders

Head
Cleaner

Presentation
Mechs. Qual.

fair average poor ex. good screw yes no good Agfa LNS
good average poor fair screw yes no good Ampex 370
average average fair v. good screw yes no good Boots Micro Ferric
fair average fair good screw yes no good EMI Standard
? good v. poor average ? no fair 'Poor Own lhand'
fair average fair v. good screw yes no good Pyral Hi-Fi
fair average fair v. good screw yes no good Pyral Sprint
v. poor good v. poor average weld yes no poor Scotch Dynarange
average average fair ex. good screw yes no good Agfa Ferrocolor
average average average good screw yes no^ good Agfa SFD
fair average good average screw yes no good Ampex Plus 371
average average good fair screw yes no good Ampex 2020
f. av. fair high fair screw yes no good Ampex Grand Master
average average average fair screw yes yes good Audio Magnetics Plus
average f. good good fair screw yes yes good Audio Magnetics Super
ooor average fair ex. good screw yes no good BASF LH
average average f. good fair screw yes no good BASF Super LH
fair f. av. f. good v. good screw ves no good EMI Suoer/Boots UDV
average average f. av. ex. good screw yes no average Fuii FL
good average fair v. good screw yes yes good Maxell LN
v. good average f. av. average weld yes no good Memorex MRX2
good good f. av. fair screw yes no good Philips Super
fair good average poor screw yes no good Pyral Maxima
fair average average f. poor screw yes no good Pyral Optima/Dixons C99XP
fair good f. good fair weld yes no average Scotch High Energy
good average average v. good screw yes no good Sony HF
good average average v. good screw yes no v. good TDK D
average average average fair screw yes yes good Woolworths Winfield Alpha Plus
f. av. good + v. good f. good screw no no good Audio Magnetics XHE
good average v. good poor screw yes no good BASF Ferro Super LHI
f. av. f. av. v. good v. good screw yes no good EMI Hi-Fi
average fair v. good good screw yes no v. good Fuji FX
good average good v. good screw yes no v. good Fuji FXI
good fair v. good good screw yes yes good Maxell UD/Dixons Prof.
good average v. good good screw yes yes good Maxell UDXLl/Hitachi
f. good fair v. good fair screw yes no v. good Scotch Master I
f. av. average v. good good screw yes no v. good TDK AD
f. av. good + v. good f. good screw no nv good Woolworths Alpha Super
average good v. good ex. good screw yes no good Pyral Superferrite
good v. good v. good'' f. poor screw yes no good Agfa Carat
average v. good ex. good f. poor screw yes no good BASF Ferrochrom
fair ex. good except'! poor screw yes no good BASF Super Chrome
f. av. v. good v. good fair screw yes no v. good Fuji FX2
good v. good v. good+ v. good screw yes yes good Maxell UOXL II/Hitachi
fair ex. good except'I. fair screw yes no v. good Scotch Master 2 (C60)
good v. good+ ex. good f air screw yes no v. good Scotch Master 3
good v. good v. good' poor screw yes no good Sony Ferrichrome (FeCr)
good v. good+ v. good+ f. poor screw yes no v. good TDK SA
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To look at, a copy of 'Hi-Fi Choice' measures 200 x 14 7mm. About the size of 
the Reader's Digest.

Yet within its pages can be found all the information you need to make certain 
you select the hi-fi that's right for you.

No longer do you have to rely on manufacturer's brochures or the jargon-riddled 
patter of a salesman. Instead each volume, written by an internationally-acknowledged 

audio expert, tells you everything you need to know about famous hi-fi names in simply 
written English. Even down to selecting 'Best Buys' in given price catagories. 

And, of course, for those with a technical interest in hi-fi 'Hi-Fi Choice' is an unparalled 
source of information and reference.

There are 'Hi-Fi Choices' on Cassette Decks, Loudspeakers, Tuners, Amplifiers, 
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Name Address

I enclose cheque/P.O. for£ made payable to Sportsccnc Publishers Ltd. Please print clearly,
allow 3 weeks for deliver. Mail to:- Hi-Fi Choice Offer, 14 Rathbone Place, London WIP l DE



Glossary

Azimuth: Please refer to the foreward and conclusion.
Bias: This term, in the context of this book, refers to a high 
frequency current passing through the record head which 
allows the audio current also passing through the head to 
produce reasonably linear magnetisation of the tape at all 
levels permitted by the combination of each machine with the 
cassette tape. The lowest level of bias is required for ferric 
cassettes, a slightly higher one for super ferric, an even higher 
one for ferrichrome, and the highest for chrome and pseudo
chrome.
Clipping: This refers to the level above which bad distortion 
becomes evident, due to a circuit being overloaded by being 
overdriven.
Crosstalk: Breakthrough of frequencies from one channel or 
direction to another.
Decibel (dB): The logarithmic ratio between two volume 
levels which represents either a difference of level from a 
nominal one, or the gain or loss in volume of a particular circuit 
sometimes at a specific frequency. A 1dB change of volume is 
approximately the lowest change of volume on a programme or 
tone that can be heard by a fairly expert musician or engineer. 
3dB represents double the power and 6dB a doubling of 
apparent volume which is also equal to doubling the voltage. 
1OdB represents I 0 times the power and 20dB represents 
lO times the voltage and 100 times the power. dBs can be used 
to represent increased or decreased level changes or 
differences.
Dolby processing and deprocessing: This refers to changes 
introduced in recording and playback in order to achieve noise 
reduction.
Dolby level (DL): This level represents a record flux 
equivalent to 213 Nanoweber per metre measured by the DIN 
method or 200nWb/m by the American method. It is an 
arbitrary level set by Dolby Laboratories, and serves well as a 
reference to which almost all the measurements have been 
taken. It represents very approximately 6dB below peak 
domestic recording level as would be measured by a very good 
peak program meter. It also happens to be the level required for 
calibrating Dolby B processing units.
Dropouts: Momentary reductions of program level due to 
inadequate head/tape contact caused by oxide particles 
shedding off the tape onto the head gap or inadequacies in tape 
transport.
Dynamic range: The ratio in dBs between the quietest sound 
that can be successfully recorded and the loudest which can be 
accepted by the tape without serious distortion on an average 
programme. The overal dynamic range has been calculated by 
adding 6dB to the overall CCIR weighted noise, and adding or 
subtracting a further amount to allow for distortion measured 
both at Dolby level and at the point of 3% distortion. This 
range is reduced slightly if a recorder pernits very high levels 
to be recorded successfully at just middle frequencies only. 
The figures quoted should only be regarded as a comparison, 
and should not be compared with figures quoted in other 
literature as they will probably not have been calculated on the 
same basis.

Earth loop: A situation encountered when usually inter
connecting equipment, but sometimes unfortunately present in 
the equipment itself, in which more than one earth path is 
present. It usually refers to earth paths connected to the earth 
pin of a mains plug.
Equalisation: This refers to the necessary change in 
frequency response required of an amplifier so that an overall 
flat frequency response is obtained from a tape medium. 
Equalisation is required both on record and replay. Any tape 
recorded on a good cassette recorder should have the same 
inherent response when played back on another correctly set 
up machine, since all playback equalisations should have been 
standardised.
Erase. The first head over which the tape passes has a very 
high supersonic frequency (the same as for bias) passing 
through it at a considerable level, and this should completely 
remove any trace of a previous recording before a new 
recording is magnetised onto the tape.
Frequency response: The accuracy with which an amplifier 
or recorder reproduces high notes and low notes at the same 
intensity as middle notes. In particular it refers to a 
reproduction of such intensities identical to the relative 
intensities that would be measured on the input. It is usually 
expressed as being a range over which the medium has a fairly 
constant response with respect to the level at the middle 
frequencies, ie one lying between 333Hz and I kHz.
Fuffiness: A word coined by the writer in an attempt to 
describe noise modulation of one form or another, ie for a form 
of hiss which is added to the sound during louder passages, 
particularly at high frequencies.
Hum: A low frequency interfering sound produced by break
through or interference from mains wiring or circuitry. If this is 
audible it can sometimes be produced by bad design, but also 
through earth loops or bad, or even no earthing. It can also 
be produced by placing some recorders too close to external 
mains operated equipment.
Impedance: The approximate equivalent resistance in ohms 
presented by a circuit measured at a frequency of 1590Hz in 
the tests for this book. Resistance in ohms equals the voltage at 
a point divided by the current taken at that point (Ohms Law). 
Jack socket: A socket into which a jack plug can be inserted. 
Both mono and stereo types are used on cassette recorders, 
stereo ones normally only being used to feed headphones. 
Mono types are in three basic sizes, 2.5mm, 3.5mm and'^ inch 
(6.35mm).
Limiter: An electronic device which limits the recording level 
to a pre-determined maximum value but allows levels below 
the set threshold to be reproduced accurately.
Microseconds ^lS): The time constant of a resistor capacitor 
combination involving a frequency response change 
(equalisation). This is normally calculated as the equivalent 
change introduced by the combination of a resistor in ohms x 
the capacitor in ^fd (alternatively K ohms x nano farads).
Modulation: The amount of volume that the medium can 
accept and reproduce or alternatively the actual sound present 
on the recording.
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Glossary

MOL: Maximum operating level normally referring to 5% 
distortion of 333Hz or 20% intermodulation products 
occuring of two high frequencies.
Multiplex filter (max): A circuit which introduces severe 
attenuation at supersonic frequencies to decrease interference 
encountered with the output from some stereo FM tuners.
Noise degradation: An effect which occurs when hiss, or 
occasionally hum, is added to the potential best hiss 
performance of each recorder when the record levels are at 
minimum. Most recorders produce noticeable additional hiss 
when their record level controls are advanced above a certain 
point.
Peak recording level: A level above which distortion becomes 
apparent. This distortion is introduced when the oxide 
particles almost reach magnetic saturation, and thus will 
accept no more level.
Phono (line) sockets: These sockets are coaxial and accept a 
special plug (termed phono plug) with a long pin in the centre 
(live) and a cylindrical section around it providing an earth 
connection. Inputs are normally high impedance and outputs 
are low ;mpedance, and are provided for interconnection with 
many types of external hi-fi equipment.
Print-through: A pre- or post-echo of a loud signal created by 
magnetisation occuring from one layer to adjacent layer after 
the tape has spooled or been recorded.
'Spitch': An effect similar to 'Thuthiness' caused by distortion 
of high frequency sibilants of speech. Also sometimes refers to 

spreading of high frequencies on transients.
Squash: High frequency limiting produced by the inability of 
the tape oxide to reproduce high frequency levels above a 
maximum level, higher levels being squashed to a particular 
limit. ■
Stability: In this book stability refers to either poor head to 
tape contact or variations in the angle with which this is 
achieved.
'Thuthiness': A lisping effect caused particularly on speech by 
high frequency tape compression when too high a recording 
level is being attemtped.
Unweighted noise: Noise that is measured with a flat response 
over a bandwidth sufficient to encompass all frequencies heard 
by the human ear.
Weighted noise: This refers to noise in which equalisation has 
been introduced to emphasise frequencies that cause most 
subjective annoyance.
Wow and flutter: Pitch variations due to mechanical 
imperfections of the tape transport.
5-pole DIN socket: Special socket designed in Germany 
having two live input connections, and earth and two output 
connections On some recorders, the output connections 
become low sensitivity inputs on record, whereas on most 
Japanese equipment, two pins provide a monitor signal on 
record and a replay signal on replay. Various types of DIN 
socket will be found on many European recorders for 
microphone, loudspeaker and remote control facilities.

We stock the full range of Yamaha cassette 
decks plus a number of other makes 
reviewed in this issue. For demonstration of 
these models and a complete range of 
Hi-Fi equipment consult the experts.

«YAMAHA
EXPERT ADVICE AND

FULL AFTER SALES SERVICE
KENNETH LEVELL LTD.
MARKET STREET, 
HUDDERSFIELD.

Tel. (0484) 32294I eve Ils
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MoAD cassette deck ^k 
aren’t bilised enough

The correct bias setting is crucial to the 
recording performance of any tape.

The magnificent new Aiwa 2AD 6800 is the only 
cassette deck to combine three separate bias fine 
adjustors with a third test head and azimuth align
ment facility to create a Flat Response Tuning system 
which enables any user to set the bias circuit to its 
ideal response level.

Once the Test mode has been selected, the 
azimi.;thofthe test head can be aligned using the 
Right V.U. needle, and then the appropriate bias fine 
control can be tuned so that the needle positions on 
both V.U. meters are identical. This indicates that the 
frequency response is matched at400Hz and 8,000Hz, 
and that the flattest possible frequency curve will be 
achieved during recording. Thus assuring the 
optimumqualityfrom any type or brand of tape.

Double needle meters
A further amazing sophistication of the 

.AD 6800is the mariage ofV.U. and Peak indicators 
in one easy-to-read meter system. Incorporated 
With its V. U.needles, the 2AD 6800 has red Peak needles, 
highly sensitive from -40 to+lOdB, with a response 
time oflO r^iliseconds and, to make them easily 
visible, a return time of1.5 seconds.These are

COMBINED YUJPEAK METERS

combined with a peak hold button capable of 
maint^hirg its peak position for over 30 minutes 
with a loss of only IdB indicated.

. These exclusive Aiwa innovations are 
mirrored in the AD 6800's performance figures. 
The 38 pulse FG servo motor and SST tape transport 
reduce wow and flutter to below 0.05% (WRMS). The 
S/N ratio is an outstanding 65dB (FeCADolby* on). 
While distortion is a scant 0.09% at 1 ^KHz OVU 
with FeCr tape.

Hear the 2AD 6800 at your 
dealers, or visit Aiwa at 56-58, The Brunswick Centre, 
opposite London's Russell Square tube station.
•Oolby is a registered trademark of Dolby Labs. Inc.

Upgrade to Al WA
Aiwa Centre, 56-58 Brunswick Centre, Marchman! Street, Bloomsbury, 

London WCl. Telephone 01-278 2081-0pen Tuesday to Saturday
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TAPE SUCCI !

£1.50

The most comprehensive guide io buying 
cassette decks and tapes ever published.

Hi-fichoice

CASSETTE 
DECKS AND TAPES
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	190 West End Lone London NW6ISQ Tel. 01-794 7848


	SANYO

	at the touch of a switch

	Editorial Inlroduclion

	Consumer introduction

	Introduction

	The development of the cassette


	The development of the cassette system

	A typical cassette deck

	Some electronic considerations

	Matching with external equipment




	Compatibility; mechanical considerations

	Facilities; tape heads

	Head Configurations and Types


	Gelling the besl from a machine

	Getting the best from the machine




	Isolated Loop, Explained.

	WHY OPEN REEL?

	"ISOLATED LOOP."

	HOW DOES IT WORK?

	•Technics

	The Subjective Test Programme




	"How ^^er Nei ll the hif jungle!'

	Record and Replay Noise

	Distortion


	AiwaAD12S0

	Aiwa AD1250


	Aiwa AD 6300

	Aiwa AD 6300

	Aiwa AD6550/6400


	AiwaAD6800

	Akai CS 7020 II

	TDK SA


	Bang a Olufsen Beocord S000

	Eumig Melropolilan CCD

	Eumig Metropolitan CCD


	Hitachi D850

	Hitachi 0900

	GENERAL DATA


	JVCKD65

	Marantz 5010

	Nakamichi 350

	Nakamichi 350

	Nakamichi 550

	Nakamichi 1000 II

	Nakamichi 1000 II

	NEAL 103

	NEAL 302


	Pioneer CTf 4040

	Pioneer CTr 7070

	Pioneer CTF 7070

	Pioneer CTF 9191

	Pioneer CTr 1000

	Pioneer CTF 1000

	SankyoSTD2000	.

	Sankyo STD2000

	Sansui SClllO/1100

	Sanyo RD4028


	Sanyo RD53004

	Sanyo RD5300-2

	Sony TC136 SD

	Sony TC206 SD

	Sony TCKaBlTCK7


	Tandberg 340A

	Teac A103

	Teac A303


	Technics RS615

	Technics RS631

	Toshiba PC 5460



	Toshiba PC 5460

	Yamaha TCsilS

	Yamaha 800GL

	191 Chase Side, Enfield, Middlesex EM2 OQZ

	M^onday-Saturday 10.00-18.00	01363 7981

	AIWA

	AKAi

	JVC

	OPTONICA

	NAKAMICHI

	PIONEER

	ROTEL

	TECHNICS

	Portable Machines



	HI-FI CHOICE

	TT C

	HIGH FIDELITY 78 FEATURES

	Tape: Typical responses
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